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PREFACE.

Personal motives have had something

to do with

the collection and re-publication of the following
Essays, but they would not have prevailed

had not

considerations of a public kind been combined with

The Author

them.

felt that

result of convictions

own
spirit

the Papers were the

which form the

basis of his

happiness, which have effectually steadied his

amidst the religious scepticism which charac-

terizes

the age, and which have formed literary

tastes affording

throughout

abiding pleasures.

If

it

is

life

the most solid and

right that out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth should speak, he
has, at least,

some

justification for putting forth

the present volume, and he

is

moved by a

sense of

duty to exhibit to others that course of thought

and study which,

for

more than

made him an unwavering
lation;

forty years, has

believer in Divine Reve-

and as the Essays had but a limited and
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ephemeral circulation in the various forms and
times of their original appearance, a desire

more extended usefulness has caused them

for

to be

presented in their present combination.

There

is

more than a mental thread uniting

together in some logical connection all the Essays

contained in this volume; there
feeling with regard to

is

a sameness of

the substance of Divine

Truth, and of method in discussing and treating
great and

That method

numerous themes.

its

the

is

Historical- Inductive one, as opposed to the misty

and mystical subjectivity by which so many in

all

ages have formed their conceptions of the teachings
of

Holy

is,

in the opinion of the writer,

Scripture,

and which,

at the present day,

marring the

beauty of the Church and overclouding

its

fair

prospects.

If the Scriptures were really believed to be historical in the sense of conveying

what

is

to be believed

their statements

from the beginning

among

Christians,

and

if

were to be ingenuously subjected

to the examination of devout reason, nothing being

believed which could not be fairly proved, then

it

appears plain that the exciting and injurious controversies

now

prevalent would either cease to exist,

or be confined

dimensions.

within a range of

very limited

Could, for instance, the hot zeal dis-

played around the subjects of The Presence in the
Eucharist or the use of the Athanasian Creed have
possibly burned so furiously,

if

an Historical-Induc-
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had been followed in the consideration

tive process

of such essentially important topics

Although trained in early

?

life

in a

somewhat

advanced Puritan school, the writer was ever led to
recognize a distinction between Divine Revelation

and the casket which contains
never was fettered by that

and therefore

it,

idea of

an organic

oneness in the whole collection of the Old and

Testaments which, he
at the root of
error

is

New

thoroughly convinced,

many luxurious growths

and polemical fanaticism.

lies

of exegetical

For instance, the

writer in no period of his mental history would

have been disturbed had the Apocalypse been placed
before St. Matthew, or the Canticles

and Esther

been relegated to the region of the Apocrypha.
These convictions, formed by early training more

by an unconscious
didactic system,

r)6os

or influence than

by any

were ever afterwards deepened by

the study of the originals of Holy Scripture, aided

by the
and

critical

and hermeneutical apparatus

so fully

freely exhibited in the following Essays.

His

belief in the great doctrines of the Eaith has never

depended on individual texts
therefore

it

of criticism

of

Scripture,

and

has not been disturbed by any school
;

it

has ever been anchored on the firm

rock of the Bible, as a whole, and as the depository
of

God's will to man, and

it

has, consequently,

never been disturbed by the varying and increasing

demands of human

tradition.

That

this

freedom
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from prejudices

is

perfectly

compatible with

a

commonly

respect for the testimony of the Church,

called Tradition, will clearly appear in several parts

But

of this volume.
itself,

must he subjected

to the scrutiny of reason,

both as to the grounds of
of

its

Revelation

Tradition, like

its

claims and the nature

teaching.

"While

it is

hoped that these Essays will not be

without interest to the

laity,

the writer confesses to

be especially anxious to gain the attention of the
clergy to the principles of interpretation which most
of

them

exhibit, in a greater or less degree.

of religion exercise

mind

of

what

an immense influence on the

known

is

their pulpit utterances

as the religious world,

may

A

because a true direction.

and

logical,

what

is

a salutary,

species of literature

is

purely subjective

is

in

the

Holy Scripture over what is historical
and the younger clergy, especially of

known

High

as the advanced

School, select their sermons from
to

it

multiplied and extensively circulated

which exalts what
exegesis of

and

either vitiate the tone

of thought of their hearers, or give

now being

Ministers

it.

or Catholic

Prom Onsen

Swedenborg there has prevailed, more or

less,

the

habit of using the Old Testament in a mystical or
spiritual sense,

and

of teaching in the
fail,

as far as

this is

now

being

made a mode

Church of England which cannot

it exists,

to do

cause of Biblical learning.

immense injury
It

is

to the

very grating to
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well-taught ears, to listen to a discourse in which

Jonah

is

treated as an ordained type of our Lord,

instead of merely furnishing an illustration of an

important event in His history ; but this

making Joseph

excusable than

the portions of his eventful
recently-

brother"

the words

heard

(Gen. xlv. 4)

life

;

the writer having

dwelt upon without any

if

convey the

spoken by Jesus

This habit of perverting terms

Christ Himself.

which ought to be treated

it

may amuse

a credulous audience, but

any misrepresentation as
meaning and purpose of the language and

to receive almost

The author
of his readers

New

type

scientifically, as

operates most perniciously in preparing the

of speech of the

more

"I am Joseph your

same comfort to the believer as

typical,

far

also typical in all

qualification as expressly intended to

and

is

mind

to the

figures

Testament.

foresees strong objections

on the subject of

from some

unfulfilled prophecy,

and the interpretation of the Apocalypse. He can
only reply, by anticipation, that in no part of
mental consciousness has he a more thorough
sense of being right than in the opinions he has

his

uttered on this weighty point.

This must be his

he has sometimes allowed his language to
be satirical and almost contemptuous, when he
excuse

if

would much rather have treated the writers alluded
to as honestly erring.

But

surely, if ridicule ever

can be made an instrument of instruction,

it

may

X
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be justified when the extraordinary lucubrations

put forth as expositions of the Book of Revelation
are under notice.

The writer has prepared
in

press
arising

the

from

midst

his

volume

considerable

of

having

this

for the

difficulties,

lost his eyesight so far as

not to be able to read the contents nor to correct a

The eyes

proof.

of a faithful

amanuensis and the

care of the printers have, he hopes, prevented

any

from arising from

This

serious errors

this defect.

calamity has tested the value of old studies and
opinions,

and he

is

happy

in bearing his testimony

power of the Word of God to make up for
privations, and he has an undoubting confidence
to the

that

the principles

of

this

volume

will

supply

mental light and heart-felt happiness to the end.
St.

Andrew's Vicarage,
Whittlesey, Isle of Ely,

Monday

in Whits un- Week,

June

2,

1873.
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i.

THE PULPIT OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND.
On the afternoon of a fine Sunday in the autumn,
the writer paid a visit to a church in a large city,
celebrated both for the antiquity of its structure,
and the masterly manner in which the cathedral
The building is a noble
service is there performed.
monument of the zeal of by-gone days, and of the
refined taste and skill which then pervaded our
architects. The marble columns throw their branching traceries to the roof, light as the forest foliage
from which it has been supposed this feature of
gothic architecture was derived. Majesty and solemn
beauty characterize the place; and to all intrinsic
excellences was added, at the time of our visit, the
most scrupulous cleanliness, not always observable
in our cathedrals. Wealth, intellect, and piety have
combined with no sparing hand to adorn this sanctuary, and, if it is allowable for man to prepare a
dwelling-place for the Most High, this appears to be

a

fit

receptacle for his altar, and a scene appropriate

to his hallowed worship.

B

2

THE PULPIT OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Beneath the fretted roof of this church, at the
time mentioned, there was a congregation of no ordinary character, for both in numbers and apparent
respectability it was a remarkable one. We observed
especially a large proportion of young men, and we
felt we were surrounded by a part of the intellect
which is to throw its light on the advancing age, and
affect the future destiny of the world. It was pleasing,
at all events, to indulge this idea, and to hope that
under Christian influences that intellect would be
exerted only for good, and those energies be put
forth to bless mankind. Mailed warriors had, in this
very place, been fired with fresh enthusiasm as they
listened to priestly exhortations, before they departed
for conflict with England's enemies, or with

Paynim, the foes of the cross
therefore an unreasonable expectation
distant

nineteenth

century,

religious

;

it

the

was not

that, in the

instruction

should

powerful stimulus to the pursuits of a peaceHappy people we mentally exclaimed you live at a period of the world's history
highly favourable to improvement in everything
which can promote your own and the general good;
and you are brought under the care of a religious
system, by whose wisdom and purity your energies
offer a

ful civilization.

!

;

most healthy development, and be
guided in the best possible direction.

will receive the

The devotional part of the service commenced,
and its performance was fully equal to the place,
which it worthily filled, at one time with the language of penitence and sorrow, at another with the
loud burst of thanksgiving and praise. An organ of
great compass now led the service, and now joined in

A PERFECT CHURCH SERVICE.
full

3

chorus with a choir of rich voices, from a clear

and feminine, and almost infantine treble, to a deep
sonorous bass. Not a note was discordant. Art,
science, long practice, and the most rivetted attention
combined to make the evening service of the Church
of England, on this occasion, all that the most
Every pew and seat
fastidious could wish it to be.
all might join .in
books,
so
that
with
was furnished
the devotional exercises as something not to be
listened to, but performed by themselves. The great
that it is popube contemplated
objectively, and having no claim on the devotional
emotions of the congregation. But let the people
objection to the cathedral service

is,

larly considered as a spectacle, to

be trained to join in alL its parts, and its character
will be completely altered. The congregation should
be the choir, and it would then be found that the
aid of music would assist and not discourage the
exercise of true devotion.

As the painted windows threw the last light of
evening upon the interior of the church, candles
were lighted in the pulpit, and we prepared to listen
to the didactic part of a service hitherto

so ad-

mirably conducted. Was it unnatural that expectation was heightened by what had preceded,
and that we should hope for a discourse harmonizing
with the genius and skill everywhere manifested in
the prayers ? There could be no a priori reason why
art should diffuse its influences over all that

was

connected with the desk, and desert the pulpit but,
on the contrary, a climax of elaborate thought and
energetic eloquence might reasonably be looked for.
;

Suppose a stranger to the Christian religion had
b 2
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been present with us on this occasion; after the
lavish skill displayed in the devotions of the temple,

informed that the people were to be addressed
from that elevated position on some divine subject
if

affecting their

eternal

how

interests,

inevitably

would he have expected an earnest and zealous eloquence. But he would have been disappointed, as
we were for no popular effect was intended or attempted. For about fifteen minutes the minister
read an unattractive homily on a Scripture text, in a
tone so low that but few could hear him, and a manner so cold that the imperfection excited no regret.
The contrast between the prayers and the sermon,
the priest and the preacher, was as complete as if it
had been studiously brought about by artistic arrangements.
Attention and life characterized the
;

Genius
almost magic wand

former, listlessness distinguished the latter.

waited upon the one, and with
dullness

its

upon the other
exercised her leaden rule; and after the

entranced the

spirits of

the hearers

;

exhibition of various signs of weariness the congre-

gation dispersed.

As the writer wended his way with the multitude now moving in all directions to their homes, he
made some reflections on what he had witnessed;
and he proposes to present them in this paper as
they then occurred, or have since been enlarged.
Here were two parts of the public service prescribed

by the Church of England treated and executed in
ways so different, as to force upon the worshipper an
unpleasant contrast. All that was associated with
the devotional part of the engagements of the afternoon was distinguished by consummate art all that
;

PREACHING INFERIOR TO LITURGICAL SERVICE. 5
appertained to the pulpit was dull and jejune, requiring no intellectual exertion, and exhibiting and
eliciting

stracted

no emotion. After the mind had been abfrom all that is sordid and low, from the

dangerous joys or corroding sorrows of

by
Holy

life,

prayers and confessions and the reading of the

Scriptures, the duty of the preacher began, and that
duty was, plainly, as a sacred orator, to excite to
holy action. An opportunity so favourable should
have been embraced the glow of eloquence should
have come in where devotion ceased, and a serious
attempt been made to turn that interesting crowd
of human beings into the paths of holiness and
is it not one
peace.
Is the question out of place
which imperatively demands to be considered Why
;

—

was that favourable occasion
obligation forgotten

lost

sight

—

of,

that

?

an isolated case, an exception to the
general practice of the Church, it would form a
subject for personal expostulation with an indiBut it
vidual, and not for an address to a class.
If this were

will be at once admitted that, in the description of
this particular instance of inefficient preaching,

we

have drawn with tolerable correctness a representation of

what occurs every week in numerous parishes

throughout the land.

we went,

On

that Sabbath afternoon

in fancy, to a very different sphere,

and

placed side by side with the attractive service then
carrying on, a similar one as attended to in a large

church in a rural

district.

We invite

our readers to

accompany us in a sketch formed from nature and
reality, facsimiles of which they will be able without
difficulty to identify.

THE PULPIT OF THE CHURCH OP ENGLAND.
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In one of those old market-towns designated in
the Domesday Book as having that character so
early as the Conquest, stands a church of large
dimensions, very antique, robbed of its once finely
chiselled stonework by the hand of time, and much
disfigured by want of timely repairs and general
neglect.

But there

is

a feature in the character of

church which, to the benevolent mind, and
especially to a lover of Christianity, will more than

this

compensate for some architectural deformities which
have been allowed to mar its beauty it holds every
Sunday within its ample walls a large and attentive
congregation. The substantial farmer with his men,
the tradesman and shopkeeper, with a very small
mixture of the higher or aristocratic classes, form
together a very influential community, who prefer
:

to

their

receive

religious

training in the parish

church to frequenting the dissenting chapels with
which the neighbourhood abounds. It would be
difficult, perhaps, to find a more hopeful sphere for
the labours of a clergyman than this is. The incumbent is universally respected ; able and willing
to do good in the numerous ways presented to his
profession
of unblemished moral character, and,
;

we

believe, the subject of

warm

religious feelings.

Let us view this people and this minister engaged
in the sacred duties of the Sabbath, for the purpose
of carrying out our present object.
If there

is

not, in our country church, the finished

art displayed in the conduct of the cathedral service,
is what is equally valuable and attractive to a
thoughtful mind a ritual of devotion so plain that

there

—

the least educated labourer can understand

it,

and

ROUTINE IN A COUNTRY PARISH CHURCH.

7

an amount of scriptural knowledge conveyed which
can leave in a state of ignorance only the wantonly

The prayers are read impressively; a
the singing, which is here more
congregational than in many large towns and the
impression conveyed hy the whole service, as prescribed by the rubric, is that of serious devotion.
As we look upon a thousand persons of all grades in
society, from the peer to the agricultural labourer,
in the attitude of prayer, and listen to their confessions and thanksgivings, how obvious is the
thought that here are materials which the sacred
skill of preaching may well hope to work upon.
Among that mass of human beings there must be
many whose wounded hearts require healing still
more who need to be guarded against the various
temptations which beset their pathway; while all
inattentive.

good organ

assists

;

;

should be stimulated to give a proper degree of
attention to the

How

great

such results

momentous

subjects

of religion.

the office to which the production of

is

is

entrusted with

committed,
duties

its

how honoured

the

man

!

The preacher ascends the

pulpit, reads his text

twice in an audible voice, and for half an hour
pertinent

discourses in plain
scriptural subject.
all reflections'

on

language on some

Considered in

its

itself,

apart from

relation to the place

and the

may

be listened to by any one
with pleasure and profit, nor have we any fault to
find with what is actually done in the pulpit minisIt is a fault of omission
trations to which we refer.
which strikes us as being committed matter of the
audience, the sermon

;

right kind

is

not furnished, nor

is it

presented in a

THE PULPIT OP THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
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at all likely to arrest the attention

form

We

the heart.

unmoved

of

quite

and that no
by the

are being formed

the

affect

made

to flow

resolutions of

amend-

is

vicious, as the result

labours of the preacher.

selfish are

and

the hearers are

that no tear of penitence

;

in that multitude,

ment

feel

sure

The

sordid

and

undisturbed in their slumber, so akin to

death, and the self-righteous are allowed to go away
as much in love with their flimsy finery as ever.

The

service

is

concluded

;

the congregation disperse.

All seem pleased with the performance of their
It is
minister, but none are aroused and changed.

a mere negation, and not an actual living instrument,
producing vital results, which the preacher has
employed.
And do not lively, and oratorical, and evangelical
preachers have to complain of their want of success ?
the same sterility which you predicate of the
efforts of the minister you are describing ?

of

We

and lament it; but there is
in the one there is
this difference in the two cases
an adaptation to produce good results, in the other

acknowledge the

fact,

:

While, therefore, in the one there
will be an entire absence of that fruit which should
be looked for under gospel ministrations, in the
other some portion may be reasonably expected,

there

is

not.

though it is but a gleaning. Under the most faithful
and earnest preaching, as in the case of apostles,
evil will be found largely mixed with the good, and
to some the preacher will be a savour of death unto
These divers operations are found in every
death.
case where moral agencies are brought to bear on
We expect no preaching,
large bodies of men.

ORDINARY PREACHING INEFFICIENT.
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perfect, to bless more than a part of the
but surely there is a vast difference between
this and doing good to none.
Perhaps we have written enough to establish what
probably no one will contradict, that the services performed in the pulpits, of the Church of England are
often far inferior to what they might be, in earnest-

however

auditors,

ness, in a full exhibition of scriptural truth,

and in

mental and spiritual state of
have endeavoured to present the
subject in a manner which will give no reasonable
ground of offence, avoiding extreme statements, and

their adaptation to the

the hearers.

We

leaving out of sight those instances of unprincipled

common

neglect of the cure of souls which are

enough

to excite pain

and

disgust,

nately the exceptions to the rule.

though fortuhave pre-

We

sumed, and shall proceed on the presumption, that
clergymen are conscientious, that they believe they
do their duty, and that, consequently, it is by an
error of judgment rather than any bad state of heart
that their preaching

is

and without

We

effect.

present attempt, not

so often cold, uninteresting,

expect to do good in our

by a one-sided and prejudiced

but rather by an affectionate and
candid appeal to the judgment of our readers. The
great contrast we have indicated between the services

view of the

of the desk

and the pulpit does exist in very numerous

instances, so
fluence.

case,

much

Ought

so that the latter has little in-

this state of things to exist ?

how can the evil be remedied ?
When we endeavour to account

and

if

not,

low and
Church of

for the

ineffective state of pulpit exercises in the

England, the fact occurs at the very outset, that

it
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not encouraged by anything in the Church itself,
but that, on the contrary, in its history, both
external and internal, the great importance of
preaching is distinctly recognized. It might have hapis

pened that, in its very institution, the Church, from
some cause, recommended the neglect of energetic
public addresses, and aimed at concentrating all its
In
influence in the devotional part of its services.
that case, as no infallibilty attaches to the decisions
of any portion of the visible Church, it might still be
necessary to combat the opinion thus expressed, and
remove the evils to which it led. But this would
be attempting a radical change, an alteration of the
received constitution of the Church, and would
necessarily be a task of great difficulty.
Happily
this obstacle does not stand in our way, for the
Church of England is a great patron of lively
preaching. To freedom of popular address it owes
its very existence.
Its ministers have furnished
the most eloquent orators, both in former centuries
and modern times. Its ecclesiastical arrangements,
both as regards the clergy and the laity, so far from
depreciating the pulpit, provide for the efficient

discharge of

we

its

important duties.

shall briefly illustrate, that

These particulars

we may found an

exhortation to an earnest style of preaching on that
weighty and, with some, impregnable basis, the
authority of the Church.

How much

the reformed

Church

owes to the zealous addresses of

its

of

England

clergy in the

known to all who
have in the most slight manner studied its origin
and progress. Had no other mode of preaching
early periods of

its

history, is

PREACHERS OF THE REFORMATION PERIOD.
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been employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centhan that which we have shewn is now
common, Popery never would have been defeated,
nor the masses of the people prepared to hail the

turies

"

The glorious reformawas the. offspring of preaching, by which
mankind were informed there was a standard, and
the religion of the times was put to trial by it.
The avidity of the common people to read Scripture
and to hear it expounded was wonderful, and the
Papists were so fully convinced of the benefit of
principles of Protestantism.

tion

frequent public instruction that they,

who were

and whose
had been
bells without clappers for many a long year, were
obliged for shame to set up regular preaching again."
Those who wish to know how to bring about
changes in the minds of their fellow-men of the
best and most permanent kind, should acquaint
themselves with the history of Paul's Cross, where
the citizens of London, if sometimes excited to
sedition, yet learned the grand principles of religious
Further, what important examples are furtruth.
nished by many prelates, some of whom became
martyrs to the service, of the mighty influence of
public preaching when conducted on the obviously
natural design of making an impression on the
Latimer should be studied, as, dressed in
hearers.
humble and coarse garments, with his Bible hanging
from his girdle, he went on foot from town to
village, and chose for his pulpit a green mound or
a hollow tree. In contrast with him in outward
appearance, as he preached to nobles in the metrojustly

called

pulpits, to use

unpreaching

an expression

prelates,

of Latimer,

;
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polis,

Ridley presents an example of faithfulness in

the promulgation of the vital truths of
ture.

Holy

Scrip-

Nor, notwithstanding his faults, must Cranmer

be forgotten, as he fearlessly informed the court of

Henry the Eighth that " whoremongers and adulterers God will judge."
Such examples, mutatis
mutandis,

may now be

advantageously studied;

they will clearly exemplify the position that, by

and eloquent,

appeals, fearless

great

men

of

superstition,

and what

is

their auditors,

down an
up Protestantism
pulled

old

and

to

set

antichristian

in its place

of far greater importance, they will

illustrate the fact

never to be forgotten by teachers

not by dry arguments and wellcommonplaces, but by appeals to the sympathies
and every-day wants of mankind, that the characters
of men can be reformed.
Eloquence may be properly studied as to its principles in Cicero and
Quintilian, but its practical applications are best
learned in the lives and labours of men who have
successfully wielded those arms which are " not
carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling
of others, that

it is

set

down

of strongholds, destroying vain imaginations,

•and bringing every thought into captivity to the

obedience of Christ."
It

would be highly interesting and instructive

take a critical survey of

all

to

the great preachers of

down
humble village curates, for the purpose of shewing
what an amount of sanctified intellect the last three
centuries have produced.
But the task would be

the Church of England, from mitred bishops
to

too discursive for our object, and a rapid glance
all

we can

give to the subject at present.

is

To begin
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He

preached sermons which would
now he considered too humorous for the pulpit, hut
they were admirably adapted to the popular mind
with Latimer.

of his age, and produced powerful and lasting effect.
Tyndale, the translator of the New Testament,

made himself

so active as a preacher in his parish

that he was compelled to flee from his persecutors
and find refuge in Germany. " Holy " George

Herbert worked beyond

his strength,

and died at

the early age of thirty-nine, having as a faithful

preacher obtained great honour in his day.

who

Hooker,

for a part
preached in the Temple,
where he divided the popular favour with Travers,
a man of great eloquence, conducted his pulpit
duties in a manner becoming the author of EccleHall, Bishop of Norwich, has
siastical Polity.
proofs enough of his power in
left behind
winning the attention of an audience how, indeed,

of his life

Mm

;

could a

man

possessing a style so pithy, yet so

musically poetical, do otherwise than

rivet

the

The name alone of
?
bring before us interested

attention and affect the heart

Jeremy Taylor seems to

and affected auditories, whom the English Chrysostom could charm, and conform to his bidding.
Puller, the church historian, began life as a
preacher at Cambridge, and in that fastidious sphere
obtained great popularity.
in times of commotion,

tinguished as polemics.

All these divines lived

and more or less were disSome of them wrote most

on the great questions of the age, yet they
were earnest pastors and successful preachers. While
we admire their genius, we are equally attracted by
O ! si sic omnes !
their pious and patient toil.

laboriously
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Prom

the middle of the seventeenth century
until this time, the Church of England has produced
preachers equally celebrated with those before mentioned, with the advantage of their possessing greater

and having a language more formed and
The mathematical mind of
settled to work with.
Barrow might render his style unfit for popular
effect, hut his published sermons indicate a careful
preparation and a spirit deeply impressed with the
importance of his topics. No one would suspect
him of a disposition to throw the pulpit into the
shade, since his sermons are long, and conducted in
a masterly manner. Stillingpleet has left behind
him specimens of his pulpit exercises which place
him among the great ones in this department of

polish,

intellectual exertion.

He shews a great acquaintance

human

nature, which he employs with artistic
upon the judgment and conscience of his
auditors. Tillotson owed his elevation from humble

with

effect

life

I

o

the see of Canterbury to his reputation as a

preacher

i>

t

the city of

London

;

in which his abilities were held
fact,

and the estimation
is proved by the

extraordinary for that day, that his

received the

sum

of

two thousand

five

widow

hundred

guineas for the copyright of his discourses.

Sherlock, Dean

of St.

Paul's, shone

more

If
as a

polemic than as a popular preacher, yet his Discourse
concerning Death indicates those qualities which,

employed in the

pulpit,

must have

led to great

usefulness; in the case of his son, the Bishop of
Salisbury, the

character of pulpit orator

is

more

distinctly marked.
Respecting South there can be
no difference of opinion, for his sermons indicate

!
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all

those qualities which are adapted to

audience, though

somewhat hindered

move an

in their use-

an
would be now. With
the mention of this divine we must conclude our
enumeration, for names crowd so thickly upon us
as we draw near our own day, as to render a correct
catalogue impossible, and selection invidious. Of
living orators in the English Church we will say
nothing. They are numerous enough to give a
character to the whole community to which they
belong, and if studied and imitated with discretion
by the body of its ministers, an effect would be
produced upon society of incalculable importance.
fulness

by an excess

evil less in his

of wit, perhaps felt to be

day than

it

We think we may affirm without

fear of contradic-

of

Reformed Church of England possesses
works of its ministers an amount
sanctified talent unequalled in any age or country.

If

it

tion, that the

in the published

owes

its

existence to the pulpit exertions of

its

founders, its continued hold on the affections of the

country must be attributed to the preaching of their
successors.
How admonitory is this fact to all who

occupy the posts of influence which those great

men

once so ably filled
these popular preachers been heterodox in
their practice of seeking to move and persuade their
congregations ? or have they acted in conformity

Have

with the wish of those founders of the Church by
whom the ecclesiastical arrangements were reformed
and settled ? This is the next question we have to
consider, and there are sufficient materials for a
We turn to the articles, the ordinadecisive reply.
tion service, the homilies, the rubrical directions of
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the prayer-book, and the structure of the pulpit
itself, and all utter the same testimony respecting

the place which preaching

is

expected to occupy in

the English Church.

must be confessed that on a first glance, and
viewing the matter apart from the nature of the
case and its historical and moral relations, the
formularies of the Church do not say so much
respecting preaching as might have been expected,
It

when

the practice of the Reformers

is

considered.

This circumstance must be seriously contemplated
and discussed, as it is to be feared clergymen often feel
justified in giving little attention to the pulpit, from
this comparative absence

of

directions respecting

The phraseology employed in reference
work of the ministry is very different from
that which has become current in our day and as
language is the exponent of opinion, we must
express a conviction that a more healthy and scrij}tural state of things is indicated by the ancient
than by the modern mode of expression. A minister
of the Gospel is now too often contemplated as a
preacher only; then his office had more completeness in the public mind, and the ecclesiastical terms
employed to express it conveyed the idea of all, and
not a portion only of its duties. The expressions
its duties.

to the

;

which we find employed are bishops,

priests, deacons,

ministers, God's servants, messengers, watchmen,
and stewards of the Lord; all more generic than
that of preachers, and far better adapted, in most
cases, to define the office of the clergy.
It is to be

regretted that the terminology of the

New

Testa-

ment, thus adopted in the service of the Church,

TERMS APPLIED TO CHRISTIAN MINISTERS.
should have been so

much
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set aside popularly, as

that the species should be exalted to the genus, and
a preacher be considered as synonymous with a
minister.
This alteration in the public mind, and
its consequent change of expression, arises from the

neglect of the pulpit in the Church of England.

Having depressed preaching far below its proper
and scriptural level, churchmen must not be surprised that dissenters have unduly exalted

This

it.

the natural and
an abuse by
one party of any doctrine or ordinance the opposite
extreme, and often one equally fatal, will be adopted
inevitable result of

is

—

and patronized.
The adherence to the language of the New Testament by the compilers of the articles and liturgy,
must be interpreted as their wish to convey the idea
that

Christ's ministers

now are to correspond as
who laboured in primi-

exactly as possible to those

and that what preaching was in the
it was expected to be in the reformed
Church of England. The conclusion appears to be
unavoidable, that the reformers had Christ's imme-

tive times;

early Church,

them as the pattern or beau
what they wished all clergymen to be and

diate ministers before
ideal of

;

therefore, that as the former

were to preach the

Gospel, to convert men, and to bring lost sheep into
all ages these great ends were to be
contemplated by their successors. As real amendment of life, resulting from a change of heart,

the fold, so in

by apostles and apostolic teachers,
so until all are regenerated and vitally renewed,
an office like theirs will be needed, of which the work
of preaching formed a conspicuous part. They could
was aimed

at

c
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preaching at Athens, should not be
a model to he followed by a bishop or priest among
the godless and wicked in Canterbury or London.
Besides the presumption thus arising from the

not see

why Paul,

use of Scripture language, the meaning of the compilers of the liturgy, in doubtful cases, may be legitimately gathered from historical circumstances,
such as their own practice and the custom of the

time in which they lived. We have already seen,
that to zealous preaching the Reformation owed its

we must remember that
and liturgy were being arranged,
its very centre was agitated by pul-

existence and success, and

while

the articles

the country to

pit addresses delivered in the regular places, or in

the more exciting manner of Latimer and others, at
Paul's Cross or from green mounds and hollow trees.

The comparative silence of the prayer book respecting preachers and preaching has thus more force
than the most laboured exhortations ; for the duty
clergyman to be a zealous preacher was too
well understood to need any laboured or formal

of a

The very absence of rule or prescription is often the strongest argument for the existence of a duty, and so it appears to us that the easy
and unconstrained manner in which the Reformers
speak of the work of the ministry, conveys their
opinion that it would be understood as they practised it.
As they were sensible of the power of
eloquence and earnest public addresses, so they
took it for granted that a priest must be, if he did
description.

his duty, a preacher of

sermons aiming at the

in-

and spiritual improvement of his hearers.
Having said so much to guard against a possible

struction

FAITHFULNESS OF ORDINATION SERVICE.
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argument in opposition to our present object, deducible from the little that is said respecting
preaching in the articles and liturgy, we proceed to
consider what is said; and we find it amply sufficient to leave no excuse for the neglect of the
pulpit.
In the definition of the Church in the
be "a congregation
of faithful men in the which the pure word of God
is preached;" and in the twenty- third, "public
nineteenth

article, it is said to

mentioned first ; the administration of the sacraments in both cases occupying a
second place in the enumeration of duties. In the

preaching"

is

also

ordination service for priests, there
arising

from a rational

tation

to

bring

before

is

everything

construction and

the

interpre-

candidate the most

and solemn views of his duty as a
preacher of the Gospel, and in reviewing it for our
present purpose, we have had an impression almost
It is no
painful of the responsibility it confers.
light thing to answer in the aflirmative a question
" Do you trust that you are
like the following
inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon
you this office and ministration, to serve God for
the promoting of his glory and the edifying of his
people ?" As the Holy Ghost descended on the
apostles and primitive ministers to qualify them to
preach the Gospel and convert the world, so the
mention of his operations in this question seems to
imply the same duties. The work to be considered
impressive

:

his

own

is

there plainly set before the candidate in

the address of the bishop, both

by

its

reference to

the authority of Scripture on the subject, and

enumeration of particulars.
c 2

its

20
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"You

have heard, brethren, as well in your

private examination as in the exhortation which
was now made to you, and in the holy lessons taken

out of the Gospel, and the writings of the apostles,
of what dignity and of how great importance this
office is,

we

whereunto ye are

exhort you in the

called.

name

of

And now,

again,

our Lord Jesus

you have in remembrance
high a dignity, and to how weighty an
Christ, that

into

how

and
charge ye are called; that is to say, to be messengers, watchmen, and stewards of the Lord; to
teach and to premonish, to feed and provide for the
Lord's family

;

office

to seek for Christ's sheep that are

dispersed abroad,

and

for his children

who

the midst of this naughty world, that they
saved through Christ for ever.

Have

are in

may

be

always, there-

your remembrance, how great a
treasure is committed to your charge."
Herbert, Hall, and Seeker rise before us as we
read these affecting words and we imagine the deep
seriousness with which their minds once received
them. In what follows we find the secret of their

fore,

printed- in

;

k

and of their perseverance until death in
their adopted and noble course.
"And seeing that you cannot by any other
means compass the doing of so weighty a work pertaining to the salvation of man, but with doctrine
and exhortation taken out of the Holy Scriptures,
and with a life agreeable to the same consider how
studious ye ought to be in reading and learning the
Scriptures, and in framing the manners both of
yourselves and of them that specially pertain to
you, acc3rding to the rule of the same Scriptures;
success,

;

THE CLERGY TO BE EARNEST PREACHERS.
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and for this self-same cause, how ye ought to forsake
and set aside (as much as you may) all worldly
cares and studies."
Much more to the same effect might easily be
extracted, but we have quoted enough for our

An

purpose.

object highly intellectual

is

evidently

pointed out to the minister as that which he is to
be ambitious to attain, and what can that be but
the successful discharge of the preacher's office?
To read the liturgy and administer the sacraments

would demand

piety,

but not the mental exercises

and the evident scope of all
rebuke, exhort, and entreat men, in

so seriously inculcated
is

an

all

ability to

;

the varieties of character presented to one

has the cure of souls.

Yet

who

this is the service to

which every minister in the English Church is
bound in the sight of God to conform his practice
and model his life. It would be difficult for precept
and authority to do more and if zealous preachers
are not found in its pulpits, the Church is not to
blame for any neglect of didactic and doctrinal
;

influence.

Imagination cannot conceive the sublime

which would immediately follow a conformity
throughout the land to the theory and plain intention of the ordination service of the Church of
England. The prayer of the bishop would then
present, not a consummation to be brought to pass
in remote ages, but to be realized now,
" So that
as well by these thy ministers, as by them over
results

—

whom
holy

they shall be appointed thy ministers, thy
for ever glorified, and thy blessed

name may be

kingdom enlarged."

Two

matters of minor importance add their
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weight to the considerations already advanced we
mean the Book of Homilies, and the position occupied
by the pnlpit in our churches. The Homilies appear
designed in part to afford aid to the minister when,
from various causes, he may he unable to preach a
;

Although now little used,
value,
as indicating the style
historical
an
they have
of address winch was common and approved of by
the Church authorities at the time they were written.
That style is intrepid, faithful, and scriptural,
shewing no favour to men's sins, but viewing them
as the causes of divine wrath yet pointing out at
the same time the way of pardon and sanctification.
The book is a living attestation of what the ordination service means by the faithful instruction of
the people, and should be taken by clergymen as

discourse of his own.

;

explanatory of their vows.

The

Article respecting

the Homilies speaks of them as containing doctrine
" necessary for these times," by which the important

conveyed that preaching should adapt itself
to circumstances, aiming always at the destruction
of prevalent sins and popular errors. If the liturgy
has a fixedness, because devotion maintains the
same aspects and relations from age to age, the
work of preaching is to be variable, because human
nature experiences many changes in its habits and
tendencies.
The same principle which rendered it
proper three centuries back to prove from the pulpit
" that common prayers and sacraments ought to be
ministered in a known tongue," would now render it
the duty of a minister to combat with other errors
which may happen to be fashionable. We do not
wish to lay undue stress on any such matters as are

idea

is

;

POSITION OF THE PULPIT IN CHURCHES.
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before us, but there does appear to have been

in the appointment of the Homilies a recognition of

the great fact, that preaching should be pointed in
its application, and that unless it sharply reproves

men's

an arrow without impetus enough
a wound.

sins, it is

to inflict

The pulpit

in our religious edifices

is

placed

higher than the desk, and this has not been done
without a motive. By this arrangement it is not
intimated that its duties are more important than
those associated with the desk, a doctrine remote

from the whole
but

it

is

so

recommends

and practice of the Church

spirit

placed for a reason which at once

itself to

our approval, namely, that

it

may command

the eye and the ear of the audience.
The prayers are presumed to be known by the

worshippers, and the officiating minister leads the

devotions of the people in a prearranged and well

understood order, and therefore it is not necessary
that in this part of the service he should be elevated

But it is widely diff erent in reference
which is expected to be something
new and suggestive, and consequently demanding
more attention on the part of the audience. The
or prominent.

to the sermon,

is

thus plainly intimated, in the very con-

struction

and arrangement of the sacred building,

theory

that preaching

is

intended to be popular in

its

character, to attract the attention of the congregation,

and to aim at producing an

effect

upon the

public mind.
It thus appears that every minister of the

of

England takes upon him at

important

office of a

Church

his ordination the

preacher of the Gospel of Christ,

24
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and that he
version of

is

vows to seek the conand the extension of the

bound by

men

his

to God,

Church.

All that can apply to

men now, in the exhortations

of Christ to his apostles,

visible

and
and

all

and

spiritual

permanent in the Epistles to Timothy
on the incumbent of every
and he is armed with divine and human

that

is

Titus, is fully binding

parish,

authority " to

make

full

proof of his ministry."

the occupier of the desk, no

abilities of

As

a peculiar

character are required for the respectable discharge
of his

He

office.

1

to introduce

is

no new

expected to suggest nothing,
current of thought, but to dis-

charge an office every portion of which is prepared
to his hands, and from the prescribed rules of which
he cannot deviate. Sincere piety seems all that is
demanded to make him an efficient reader of the
liturgy and administrator of the sacraments

;

he has

no peculiar personal responsibility, nor do his duties
call for any mental exertion. But as a preacher, how
is his position altered, and how large are the demands
then made on the highest powers of his mind and
It is left with him to discover what are the
heart
!

spiritual maladies of the people

priate remedies

;

and

suasion, permission to

to gain,

make

;

to seek for appro-

by the

arts of per-

trial of his skill in

the

Circumscribed by no boundaries as
to topics, he may do all that benevolence can suggest,
in a manner as cultivated and as powerful as all the
art of healing.

upon him. Learning,
helpmate art and science
are his tributaries eloquence is the instrument he is
required to employ. With all these advantages for
its prosperous discharge, his office contemplates the

rules of oratory can confer

human and

divine,

;

is

his

;
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highest possible ends, even the everlasting welfare of
glory of God.
Tims commissioned, why
should our preachers he inefficient, the pulpit he

men and the

devoid of power

?

In investigating the causes of the low state of
pulpit influence in the Church of England, we must
premise that it is not a deficiency of orators of which
we complain, hut of men who do all they can to instruct and interest their congregation.
In the proper
sense of the word, orator nascitur now Jit, and therefore to he querulous because they are not plentiful is
to find fault with the arrangements of divine Providence.
Men who can wield all the weapons of
eloquence are scarce in all the professions which
cultivate the use of speech, and we have no right to
expect more of them in the Christian ministry than
in the senate or at the bar.

But

as the legislature

and the legal profession are indebted to men who,
without being orators, are yet energetic, and pertinent, and useful speakers, so we have a right to
expect such men in the highest of all professions.

And

who is not so disqualified
make it evident that he has
and ought to retire to make

as every minister,

for public speaking as to

mistaken his sphere,

for another, may by industrious effort become
an acceptable and instructive preacher, we demand
nothing unreasonable when we wish all our pulpits
filled with such men. Further, we have already said,
and we repeat it, that we do not attribute the ineffi-

way

cient

manner

of conducting pulpit services to a

of piety, or a disposition to
duties ; this

is

make

want

light of important

doubtless the cause in some cases, but

not in the greater part of them.

With

these ex-
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planations

we proceed

to a general inquiry, as to the

probable and more obvious reasons of the

inefficiency

of the pulpit.
If

we begin with

the habit of reading discourses,

something to do with their want of effect,
we wish that our observations
should become more weighty as we proceed, since we
attach but comparatively little importance to the
influence of this custom on public services at large.
Why a habit which is disliked by the majority of the
hearers, and which is banished from the senate and
the bar, should be so pertinaciously adhered to, it is
difficult to explain, since it prevents freedom and
liveliness of address, and has many other disadvantages which only very clever men can overcome.
Still a sermon read from the pulpit may be warm,
pertinent, and scriptural, as well as correct, and some
of the most successful preachers have never deviated
from this practice. Other things being equal, there
can be no doubt that an extemporaneous address as
as having

we do

so because

to delivery will find its

way more

easily to the heart

than one which is read, and on this account the art
should be acquired, if possible, by all who wish to do
all the good which is practicable in the sacred office.
At the same time, we believe that too much has been
made of this question in the controversies between
churchmen and dissenters, on the part of the latter
It should be remembered
class of the community.
that many eminent Nonconformist divines have
practised reading sermons, and that very many others
have only gained a fluent style of extempore speaking by the sacrifice of the far more essential qualities
of correct taste

and good

sense.

EXTEMPORANEOUS PREACHING.
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us in adjusting the proper position
of this subject, to imagine what would probably be
It

assist

the results of an ecclesiastical law forbidding the

use of written sermons in the pulpit
actually

made by

;

an interdiction

statute in the reign of Charles

That it would occasion much inconvenience and pain to many whose habits are formed is
indisputable; it would probably prevent some men
from taking holy orders, and cause others to retire
from the field. But it is worth inquiry, whether
the advantages would not more than counterbalance
Extemporaneous
these temporary inconveniences.
public speaking would be studied as soon as it was
known that a living could not be held without it.
Being compelled to throw off the reserve encouraged
by reading, on the part of many clergymen there
would be more life and energy in their pulpit labours.
The pleasure derived from a conscious capacity to
use such a potent instrument as a flowing style of
public address would lead, in many cases, to constant
advancement in eloquence. There would be many
things uttered which a refined taste could not approve of; wildness and fanaticism on the part of
some, and the want of sound sense in the statements
of others, might discredit the new system but its
great benefits would, we think, be speedily acknowledged.
More men apt to teach would be candidates
for the ministry, and their efforts would tell with
increasing force on the public mincl. If these hypotheses have anything of truth in them, it will

the Second.

;

follow that, to that extent, the habit of reading ser-

mons

is

prejudicial to the effectiveness of the pulpit

in the Church.

After

all,

the subject comes within

—
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the Horatian rule, applicable to
the minds of others, whether

men

or private persons
"

all

attempts to

made by

:

Ut ridentibus arrident, ita flentibus adsunt
Humani vultus. Si vis me flere, dolendum
Primum ipsi tibi."

The want of any

move

professional

est

direct preparation for public

speaking in the preliminary studies of clergymen

must operate most injuriously on the general performance of their pulpit duties. Two young men
trained by a university course, the one for the
medical profession, and the other for the Church,
might change their destination at the close of their
college life, without the disciple of Esculapius finding
any serious technical obstacle in his way to the desk
and the pulpit. Certain pro forma studies he must
pass through previous to examination by the bishop,
but none of them have a reference to the art of
pleasant and effective public address.
A gentleman
about to exert his powers in the House of Commons
has always opportunities of rubbing off the rust of
which he is conscious, by previous practice at public
meetings social, agricultural, or political. He thus
feels his way, and brilliant talents which, quite untried before their debut on the more exalted arena,
might have been repressed by timidity and reserve,
are emboldened to display themselves by a conscious-

—

ness of previous success.

The same observation will

apply to the candidate for legal honours at the bar,
which are seldom sought until the aspirant has felt
his

way by

private debating, and also

public business of courts which
to before a brief of

is

by the

little

generally attended

any importance

is

entrusted to

CLERICAL EDUCATION IGNORES ORATORY.
him.
is

But the candidate

generally thrust

all at
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for the office of a preacher

once upon the public view,

own

powers, and naand conspicuous,
although untried, a sphere. Failure in a first attempt
will naturally discourage in future trials, and it is
easily conceivable, or rather it may be considered as
certain, that this want of previous exercise has often
been fatal to future success. This impediment in
the way of a prosperous discharge of the most important duties of his office a clergyman is not
responsible for, and the fact of its existence should
lead to a kind and forbearing criticism of his public

ignorant of the extent of his

timid

turally

performance.

in

so

important

His previous advantages have been

great for the acquisition of all that

a correct thinker, and a

man

makes a

of letters

;

scholar,

but he has

had no preparation for the office of a public speaker.
His weighty and invaluable possessions lie buried in
the secrecy of his own mind, and their existence can
only be

known

to a select few, while his deficiencies

are on the surface, and patent to all men.

Not only is a clergyman of the Church of England
placed in an unfavourable position by his education,
in relation to other professions

his advantages for

;

gaining facility of public address are inferior to those
afforded to

among

men who

dissenters.

are trained for the ministry

The

gift

of speech, possessed in

a higher degree than ordinary,

is

often the suggestive

occasion of the ambition of becoming a preacher

among Nonconformists and this

idea once seriously

numerous

opportunities for

;

embraced, there are
giving

it

schools,

a practical bearing.

Addresses to Sunday

sermons to villagers and various other simi-
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any abilities which may be
possessed, so that when advanced to a regular pastoral charge, the accepted candidate often owes his
success to his fluency of speech. There are doubtless
evils in this, but churchmen should guard against
opposing principles or modes of action, because they
happen to be adopted by men who are in some minor
matters their opponents. Fas est et ab hoste doceri;
and when a practice is founded in nature, and
lar exercises, cultivate

obviously useful, it is folly to despise it because it is
adopted by even an enemy. In this spirit we might
as reasonably refuse to breathe the balmy air, or look

upon nature's beauty.

men

that

We

think

it is

indisputable,

contemplating holy orders in any Church

should, in all reasonable and religious ways, qualify

themselves to become public speakers.
forgetfulness of this principle

It

is

the

which we mention as

the second cause of the inefficiency of the pulpit of
the English Church.

A

third cause

is

the dread of fanaticism, carried

often to such an extent as to
as that

which

of Butler

it

made

become as great an evil
Ever since the wit

seeks to avoid.

certain pulpit performances appear

good sense and
correct taste have been suspicious of warmth and
energy in preachers, lest they should degenerate into
the morbid enthusiasm which that poet so keenly
This traditionary feeling would probably
satirizes.
have long since been worn out, had not there been
so inexpressibly ridiculous, persons of

constantly an abundance of living instances of a wild
excess in the performances of the pulpit.
evils,

and

it is

Of the two

far better for a public teacher to

be inert

dull than to enact in sacred places the part of a

EXTREMES OP FANATICISM AND COLDNESS.
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and we had much rather the Church of
England should maintain its present too cold and

buffoon,

stately

mode

and often

of instruction, than adopt the coarse

sometimes witnessed.
"Whatever specious arguments may he employed to
justify the taste for wild and fanatical preaching, it
never can he proved that it is adapted to reclaim the
The blind cannot
vicious or instruct the ignorant.
lead the blind and the incidental benefits professed
to be derived by individuals from illogical and bomludicrous

style

;

bastic discourses are conferred in spite of the system,

and not as its legitimate results. That preaching,
whether found among dissenters or in the established
Church, which lays aside the calm dignity of truth,
and is contented to feed the popular craving for excitement .by incoherent rhapsodies, marvellous anec-

an exclusive appeal to the passions, we most
dislike, and would do all in our power to
discredit.
Under the pretence of pleasing an audience, and thus winning their assent to tfte truth, to
treat holy Scripture with irreverence, and excite a
disposition to laughter where all ought rather to
weep, is a practice offensive to God and good men,
and whatever evils may fall upon the Church of
England we pray this may never be one.
Sometimes from personal acquaintance with this
vitiated taste in preachers and congregations, but
more often from hearing of its existence, ministers
of the Church think it their duty to discourage it by
a course directly opposite and thus in seeking to

dotes, or

thoroughly

;

avoid one dangerous path, they imperceptibly glide
man of an educated and refined

into another.
taste,

A

capable of admiring the severe and chaste
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beauty of divine truth, recoils with disgust from the
tawdry and meretricious image which ill-regulated
minds will substitute for it but in the indulgence of
this feeling he is apt to deprive the object of his own
worship of warmth and vitality, and reduce it to
marble. This result is perhaps not to be wondered
at, but it is to be lamented, counteracted, and sedulously guarded against
for the abuse of anything
which is really good can never be a reason with a
;

;

man

wise

for its entire neglect

a truly noble subject to kindle

To allow

and disuse.
its

own

fires

within

an impassioned glow when discoursing to
others on its excellencies and to strive with earnestness and ardour to make them admire what we conus

;

to feel

;

sider to be necessary for their happiness
must be
consonant with religious truth, and with the duty of
;

its

advocate.

The preacher should form

his

own

ideas

of pulpit duties and pulpit eloquence without any
reference to the opinions or practices of other men,

and should carefully avoid the temptation of discrediting what is true to nature, because of its occasional
combination with ignorance and fanaticism. That
it is

true to nature to preach the Gospel as

if

we

felt

importance, and were anxious to make others love
cannot be denied.
To recur again to the bar for an illustration will
not be thought unreasonable when it is remembered
that to convince and persuade are the objects of both
professions, the only difference being in the comits
it,

parative importance of the contemplated results.

It

must often happen that a barrister of great abilities
and good sense is compelled to listen to gross
violations of taste and propriety in the speeches of

;

!
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men

in the

same

profession,

perpetrated by those

follies

and

is

who

made to blush

at

in the business of

But does

on that
account, resolve to conceal his own powers, and
repudiate an energetic eloquence because it has been
degraded by others ? Ear from it. It rather appears
to him that he is called to put forth more skill, and
that the honour of his profession requires that he
should exhibit the legitimate mental powers which it
demands, because in some instances they have been
the courts are his companions.

The

abused.

he,

makes

false fire of others thus

his

own

burn brighter, and the caricature which has been
displayed of the legal orator makes him more determined to illustrate by his own performance its genuine

So ought

features.

it

to be with the wise preacher,

who

is

entrusted with a twofold task

hand

to

perform his own duties, and on the other to

;

on the one

vindicate his profession from the incidental blemishes

attached to

it

by

its

unwise members.

the reflection, that in too
effect

How

many instances an

has been produced

;

sad

is

opposite

a redundance in

one

party, leading to a tenuity approaching to atrophy

on the other

A fourth

cause of inefficient preaching is an inadequate perception of the vast importance of its
duties, as deriving their authority from God, and
thus conferring an
individual

immense

who undertakes

responsibility

to discharge them.

matter of doctrine or theory, the
ministry

is

office of the

sufficiently elevated,

and

its

on the

As a

Christian

purposes are

recognized as being most interesting and solemn
but in practice it will be found that this high

standard

is

not duly contemplated,

if

not sometimes

34
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Nor is this to be wondered at
when we remember that the ministerial office has a
almost forgotten.

mere worldly
while
it

side as well as a spiritual one,

its object is

and that

professedly heavenly and immortal,

has to be sought among things which are seen and
In an establishment of such wealth and

temporal.

influence as the English Church,
aspects present themselves

many

collateral

to candidates for holy

one to which all should be suborand however sincere a man may be in
wishing to give to each of these its relative and proportional regard, the mind will naturally incline most
The Church
earnestly to the worldly and splendid.
is a great patron of learning and literature, and

orders, besides the

dinate

:

holds out high rewards to those

who

departments of intellectual exertion.

some of

its relations, semi-political,

vate by presenting to

its

excel in
It

many

is also,

and may

in

capti-

ministers the appliances for

an influence over mankind on the magistrate's bench
or in the senate. It is, further, the passport to good
society, which always forgets humble origin in those
who attain an ecclesiastical status, and delights to
honour them. Lastly, while there are many poor
curacies and humble livings, there are presented
before the ardent and ambitious situations of great
wealth, from which no present poverty will in itself
Others have made their way upexclude them.
wards, and why should not they he successful? The
effort is made, and in the pursuit of the lower and
incidental, the real and sublime purpose of the office
Here are
is at least postponed and undervalued.
four ends which may be contemplated by those who
have the cure of souls, each very attractive to human

THE SNARES OF OFFICIAL LIFE.
nature,
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for learning, political influence,

the favour of the fashionable and the great, and
wealth.

While therefore the

spiritual object is the

only one which ought, in the
pursued, the danger

is

first

instance, to be

necessarily great of

its

claims

being thrown into the shade.

These incidental advantages, which spread their
charms before every one who undertakes the office
of the ministry in the Church of England, are more
seductive and powerful from the circumstance that
they are all lawful, and in some degree and within a
proper subordination must be allowed their weight
in every pious mind.

It

is

absurd to expect that the

prevalent form of religion of any country can keep

down

its officers within certain levels, and shut out
from them the various distinctions which superior
intellect and high powers ought to command
the
thing is impossible, however some may think it
desirable.
These are the snares of office which it
becomes the priests of the sanctuary to guard against
with the utmost jealousy for to love learning and
political influence, and the favour of men, and
pecuniary advantages, more than the cure of souls
and the honour of God, is to be guilty of simony of
the worst kind, to break the most solemn vows, and
to throw contempt on divine institutions. That such
a dereliction of duty is possible we know too well,
but we now presume that the crime is to be apprehended, but has not been committed. Prom the
high position occupied by the man who will never
allow such worldly considerations to interfere with
;

;

his sacred duties, to the lowest state of sordid prostra-

tion

which we have imagined, there are innumerable
d 2
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gradations of character, on some of

wMch

the in-

may be imperceptible,
It is this unrecognized and yet
although real.
powerful bearing of the attractions to which we have
alluded, which we believe affects the minds of our

fluence of extraneous aims

clergy,

and renders them

The concentration

less energetic as preachers.

of spirit necessary to keep always

from God, and
that for its effective discharge an exact account must
be rendered to Him, is liable to be weakened by objects which are bound to the office by various ties.
Let it be remembered that all high and responsible
stations have their dangers and snares, and that true
wisdom consists in knowing and avoiding the peril.
One more observation will conclude what we
have to say on this part of the subject. We suggest
before the minister that his office

is

as a fifth cause of the frequent inefficiency of pulpit
exercises, the want,

on the part of the preacher, of a

deep and pervading sense of the spiritual necessities
This may be illustrated by the
of his hearers.
different effects which would be produced on a

humane
ills

physician by a

were imaginary or

number

trivial,

of patients whose

and another

set

whose

maladies were deeply seated and threatened to be

In the first instance, aid would be afforded
without any emotion on the part of the dispenser,
and with indifference as to the result in the other a
mortal.

;

sense of responsibility would dictate the prescription,

and carefully watch over
man, however learned and

That
he might be, who
should administer to the bodily maladies of a human
being without serious thoughtfulness, would lose all
character as to fitness for an office eminently demandits

consequences.

skilful

STATE OF HEAKEHS TO BE STUDIED.
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ing forethought and watchfulness. Yet what is a
preacher hut a physician of souls ? and what are his

more or less
that a sermon will
the mind of the

hearers but spiritual patients demanding

healing

It

?

is

evident, therefore,

be earnest or otherwise,

as,

in

preacher, the condition of his hearers
bad.

is

healthy or

If they are considered to be whole they need

not a physician;

demand

if

they are thought to be

sick,

they

attention in proportion to the degree of

virulence of their maladies.

We

trust

it

not be considered a charge

will

men, when we exwrong estimate of what

peculiarly affecting one class of
press our conviction that a
is

demanded by the

gregation
preaching.

is

This blindness to the real wants of

unfortunately

much

spiritual condition of a con-

a fruitful source of cold and aimless

afflicts

men

the whole visible Church too

an individual or a
body to be a matter of special reproach. But the
evil in itself becomes greater by its general diffusion,
and ministers of the Gospel should be the first to
entertain and encourage right views of this momentous subject.
Let us suppose that on any given
Sunday, at the close of its services, every one who
has preached a discourse should be asked, What portion of feeling have you entertained to-day for the
company of immortal beings you have been addressing ? Had you reflected on their probable maladies
before you ascended the pulpit ? While in that
to cause its existence in

sacred place, did a desire to reform the wicked, to
dispel the dangerous errors of the ignorant, or to
comfort the broken-hearted, modulate your tones to

an earnest tenderness

?

Now

that your labours are
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ended, are you prepared to watch their results, and

again and again to vary the treatment, until, as far
as you are concerned, a cure is accomplished ? May

we

not, without being uncharitable, conclude that

candid answers to these inquiries would develope

much

that

is

merely

ex-official

and formal in public

ministrations.

If a minister could, in

any

case,

be assured that

every one of his hearers was repentant and holy, even

themes of his addresses
might be expected to kindle a sacred fire in his soul,
and produce a warm and eloquent utterance. It is
surely no mean thing to build up believers on their
most holy faith, to confer upon them increased
knowledge, to " allure to brighter worlds and lead
the way ;" and this office of edifying would justify as
ardent an oratory as ever took pleasure in dilating on
the sublime or expanding the beautiful.
But how
in that delightful position the

different,
is

we may

say in every conceivable instance,

the condition of a promiscuous congregation, and

how urgent and loud are the claims which it makes
upon the earnest efforts of a Christian preacher?
All the ills which Christ came into the world to
search out and cure are now to be found in every
parish, and the time, therefore, has not yet come
when

apostolic earnestness can be remitted either in

warning the guilty or comforting the penitent. As
long as self-righteousness, sordidness, sensuality,
enmity towards others, impiety, neglect of personal
and other kindred sins, may be presumed to

religion,

abide in the hearts of those
dresses,

so long he has a

whom

work

a preacher ad-

to do

which may

properly engage every faculty of the intellect and

FINAL OBJECTS OF PREACHING.
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be expelled,
and the voice of forcible reprehension may be hushed,
and impassioned language be laid aside, but not
the heart.

spirits

If in such scenes, so like those in which

before.

Christ and his Apostles exerted their powers to do

good, thoughts inappropriate and of

little

worth are

uttered in tones displaying no emotion, the conclusion

is irresistible,

that the speaker

has forgotten, that

among

is

not aware, or

his auditors

are

some

ready to perish.

But our

object

is

more

than to collect and amplify

to hint at probabilities
facts,

and we forbear

enlarge where the space for doing so

wanting.
is,

One remark only

will

is

to

certainly not

we make, and

that

that every Sunday which gladdens our country

has a tale to

tell at its close,

which the Searcher of

hearts at that time listens to and records, but which

the future only will reveal to ourselves.

The

light

which broke in the East in the morning of any one
of these holy days, witnessed a land, with some few
exceptions, recognizing a day of rest, and prepared
The
to send its millions to the house of prayer.
stars twinkle in the evening sky, and those millions
have been and returned. How many hearts have
been impressed, how many homes are to be made
orderly and happy, by the amount of scriptural truth
which has been brought to bear upon them ? Happy
is

that teacher of others

his high

could

and responsible

who

is

office

able to affirm that in

he has done what he

!

by a revival
of pulpit influence in the Church of England is the
present and future well-being of mankind, as it must

The grand object

to be contemplated

—
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be the aim of faithful preaching everywhere else.
There is a collateral result which will be thought
next in importance by every conscientious churchman; it must tend to prevent dissensions, and to keep
up the hold which his Church has on the affections of
the people. No one acquainted with the habits of

thought among the masses of our countrymen will
have failed to notice that it is the want of life in the
pulpit which makes dissenters from the establishment
far more than any speculative principles respecting
Church governments, or their political relations.
That there are dissenters from principle we of course
admit, but they are comparatively few; and many
who have now embraced a theory adverse to an
establishment, or to Episcopacy, were driven from
the first instance by mere
the pale of the Church
practical considerations, such as a want of adaptation

m

The
which the breach was made of course suggests
the best method of closing it, or preventing it from
let the pulpits be filled with lively
becoming wider
and energetic preachers, and the result is sure. Of

in the ministrations to their spiritual wants.

way

in

:

course

we mean

that the preaching should be of the

right kind, evangelical, sensible, and earnest,

mere oratory may be employed

We are

to

recommend

for

error

aware that the judgments
of men will vary as to what the right kind of preaching is, but allowing for variations of taste and of
doctrine, there is still a basis sufficiently catholic and
sure.
That preaching, and that alone, will permanently benefit mankind, and extend the influence
of the Church, which is founded on the plain words
of Holy Scripture, which aims at the purification of
as well as truth.
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life, and draws attention constantly
immortal destiny. Let these great principles
he illustrated hy a modest and unaffected eloquence,
and the whole service of the Church will have a
beautiful harmony ; the liturgy and the sermon, the
desk and the pulpit, will hear a wise proportion to
each other, and devotional exercises will prepare the

the heart in this
to our

mind

to receive the instructions of truth.

We think

there can he but one opinion as to the

desirableness of an

improvement in the pulpit

services

of the Church, although the practicability of any

great change

may admit

of various degrees of doubt.

upon whom devolves the government of the
Church would originate a course of study more
If those

especially regarding the duties of the pulpit, a step

greatly in advance would be at once taken, and
would be highly beneficial. There can be no doubt
in the mind of any thinking person, that if the importance of popular preaching were once recognized
by the heads of the Church of England, the object
would soon be secured, as in the case with every
branch of learning which the Church patronizes. It
would be as easy to make Oxford and Cambridge as

celebrated for pulpit oratory, as they

now

are for

mathematical and classical learning; and a great
responsibility thus rests on those who ought to be the
first both to discover the inefficiency of present plans
of study for clergymen, and to originate better ones.
The future in its improved or deteriorated bearings
rests in some measure with them, and it is to be
hoped that a subject of vital importance to the Church
will not much longer be kept in abeyance.
But our special object in this paper is to influence
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those

now removed from preliminary and
discipline, and who must themselves be the

who

external

are

improvement in relation
the great work with which they are entrusted
originators of a course of

Whether their

Christian ministers.
exert

much

future

or little influence on those

we hope

that

if

as

life shall

whose

souls

are committed to their care, will depend on their

sense of duty, and

to

own

our remarks are

read by them, they will be received with candour,

and be allowed to produce practical results. In our
estimation, no character is so interesting as a " priest
in the temple," and we would do much to confer on
it the greatest possible excellence.
If Demosthenes
could practise great self-denial, and grapple with
physical difficulties to qualify himself to be successful

cannot be too much to expect
that some clergyman will be stimulated by a holier
ambition to achieve far higher results. Believing
as we do, that many in holy orders are anxious to

as a political orator,

employ

it

most

manner,
we entertain a persuasion that our hints will be
suggestive of methods by which their best wishes
may be realized. We earnestly wish them God
speed in their sublime and holy purpose.
That will be a happy day for England when its
cathedrals and churches shall furnish no occasion
for the thoughts which they have suggested to the
writer, but when the performance of the pulpit shall
fully carry out the spirit and intention of the prayers.
With the melancholy reflections we were compelled
their talents in the

effective

to indulge, in the scenes depicted in our

commencing

observations, some hues of hope for the future mingled

themselves,

and there dawned upon our fancy a
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brighter series of sabbath days, each one conveying

no doubtful benefits to countless multitudes. Then
the sweet voices of the choir, and the pealing notes
of the organ, shall be the prelude to the more abiding

Every marble column
reminding of the zeal of other

fascinations of gospel truth.

and sculptured capital,
days, shall become an incentive to present devotedness.
Confessions of sin, and thanksgivings for
mercies received, shall prepare the hearts of the
auditors to receive with meekness the ingrafted word

which

is

able to save their souls."

the attachment to antiquity,

now

The love of

too often the sole

attractions of the temple, shall only be

devotion, and

Whether

art,

conduce to spiritual

handmaids of
improvement.

in the crowded city or the rural parish,

there shall be heard the solemn words of holy and
faithful admonition, before

which vice

will quail

and

trembling hope be encouraged. Divine truth enforced by a fervent eloquence shall win the hearts of

young men and maidens, old men and children,"
and stimulate them to the performance of every
arduous duty. The assembly shall disjDerse, not as
it now too often does, listless and unconcerned, or
"

impressed only with the incidentals of divine service,
but affected with* a sense of sin or animated with
lofty aspirations after truth

and holiness. Intellectual

young men will return to their secular occupation,
endowed with those principles which are the best
guarantee of success fathers and mothers of families
will take with them from the house of God the truths
which will make home happy while the reverend
:

;

head, leaning over the staff of age, will ponder with

humble confidence the

rest

and peace of "the

in-

—

;
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More powerful than
any government, however humane and enlightened
than any literary or scientific societies, important as

heritance of the saints in light."

their mission

is

;

the pulpit in

will he prevalent to

its

legitimate results

make our country

truly great,

truly moral, and, as far as this mingled state of things
will permit, truly

happy

!

A

condition of

mankind

contemplated hy that service from which we have
already quoted, will then he realized
" Wherefore, consider with yourselves the end of
your ministry towards the children of God, towards
the spouse and hody of Christ; and see that you
:

never cease your labour, your care and diligence,
until you have done all that lieth in you, according
to your hounden duty, to bring all such as are or

he committed to your charge, unto that agreein the faith and knowledge of God, and to that
ripeness and perfectness of age in Christ, that there
be noplace left among you eitherfor error in religion,
shall

ment

or for viciousness in

life."

(
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II.

ON CLERICAL EDUCATION,
IN RELATION TO SACRED LITERATURE.

Whatever

difficulties

may

surround the subject
its importance

indicated by the title of this paper,

acknowledged it cannot indeed
it is remembered that the
work of the Holy Ministry concerns the honour of
God and the immortal interests of man.
It might appear, at first jsiglit, that a clergy thoroughly furnished with all that constitutes ripe
Biblical scholars, would be recognized by all ChrisOur
tians as a prime necessity of the Church.
religion, dogmatically, resides in documents
those
records are antique, various, and in many particulars intricate in their character; and the clergy
have to understand them, act upon them, and exOne word should not be
plain them to others.
wanted to gain assent to the proposition that the
Holy Scriptures ought, in every practicable way, to
be fully understood by Christian Ministers. Nor
will be universally

be well overrated

;

when

;

perhaps is this doctrine, theoretically enunciated,
questioned by many, while by most persons it is
But, as in many departments of
fully admitted.
ethics, in this matter our doctrine and practice do
not agree our theories do not square and harmo:

nize with our conduct.

and from a desire faithfully
discharge a duty we feel incumbent upon us,

In

all affection,

to
to

—
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employ our

mental energies in the service of
Christ's Church, we ask, How many of the clergy
of this country are able to draw water from those
wells of salvation, the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments how many

—
do daily drink at those living fountains —how many

quench their thirst at those ancient
springs which revolving ages and a changing world
have yet left undefiled ? That the number of those
habitually

who can thus

refer to the fountain-head of truth

actually large

we

gladly admit

;

is

but when we affirm

when the great extent
we neither act unchafor, who claims for the

that they are relatively rare
of the

body

is

considered,

ritably nor censoriously,

great bulk

knowledge

of

Christan Ministers

well to dwell on this statement a

intimate

this

of the original Scriptures

?

little,

It will be

and

to esta-

blish what we believe can scarcely be doubted
that clerical acquaintance with the bible is more
often formed from translations than from the originals before we proceed to point out the extreme
undesirableness of this second-hand application to

—

the sources of divine truth.
The best proof that can be given of what
state as a fact

is,

that no provision

is

we thus
made in the

education of the clergy for this great and desirable
Indeed, with the exception of a few
attainment.
subsidiary arrangements, rendered necessary

by the

improved feeling of the present day on such matters, the clerical office receives no special training
general education, it is at once admostly of a high character, coming, as
the candidates for holy orders more frequently do,

at

all.

mitted,

Its

is
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from the training of our great public schools and
universities.
In classical and mathematical learning, and especially in that requisite preliminary of
high scholarship, a thorough grounding in the first
principles and minute niceties of grammar, no class
of men, probably, stands higher as a whole than the
Only wilful ignorance, or a
clergy of this country.
feeling of envy, can deny to them, as a body, an
essential soundness in these respects, which is most
favourable

if

some degree

properly employed, for the erection of
of completeness of

we have

clerical training.

none deserving of the name, and to the fault of a system more
than to their own, is the defect we are speaking of
to be attributed.
It may be thought that a general knowledge of
the Greek language, such as is necessary for graduating at a university, together with the special
But, as

said, training there is

requirement made by the Bishops of a certain
degree of knowledge of the Greek Testament as a
condition of ordination,

is

sufficient as regards the

Greek Scriptures but such a conclusion can only
be arrived at by those who entirely differ from us
as to what constitutes sufficiency in the matter
before us.
It is true that a general knowledge of
Greek is the very best, indeed the only foundation
for a complete acquaintance with the Greek Testament and for its scholar-like criticism but it is far
from being the only requisite, since a special and
peculiar application of such general knowledge is
wanted, before that valuable art can be possessed.
To illustrate our meaning, let us take the case of a
youth who has been confined principally to Attic
;

;
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Greek prose writers, being called upon to study
Homer. Here, at first, his scholarship would fail
him. He would find himself in a new region with
the peculiar products of which he is unacquainted,
speaking Greek, it is true, but whose dialect, modes
of thinking and customs, are widely different from

Xenophon;

those of Plato or
respects, a

new grammar, and

cal apparatus,

so

that, in

certainly a

would be indispensable.

new

many
criti-

Much more

is this the case with the language of the New Testament, in relation to the classic Greek to which so

much

attention

dialect

is

is

properly given in schools.

different,

and

is

very peculiar

;

The

but this

The very acquaintnot the only difficulty.
ance with the English version of the Scriptures,
while a wonderful help to dullness or mediocrity in
a partial viva voce examination, is really a stum-

is

way

improvement, by
blinding the mind to difficulties, and making that
appear easy which, without any deceitful assistance, would be found replete with hard questions.
Then the whole subsidiary literature of the Greek
New Testament is extensive and various, and remote from the early associations of the school and
Classic ideas and images, and the
the university.
facts of profane history, effect an entrance to the
shrines of heathen divinities but a different style
of thinking, and a holier and better order of associations, can alone open the gates of the Temple of
Jehovah, and admit to the Holy of Holies.
bling-block in the

of real

;

Hence
find

the

matter,

it is

New

that

many

excellent general scholars

Testament

when they

examination a serious

present themselves to the Bishop

CLERGY FROM THE LOWER RANKS.
as candidates for the

manage

sacred

office.
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They could
and would

to translate Aristotle's Ethics,

not quail before a play of iEschylus or Aristo-

They would

some cases, shrink
from a few hours' exercise in composing Greek
Iambics, and yet might be disconcerted when asked
to render literally into English a few isolated passages from the Epistles of St. Paul.
Such must be
the result when the Greek Scriptures are temporarily studied for a purpose, instead of forming an
essential part of the prolonged education demanded
by the Christian ministry or when, in fact, they
do not receive an attention equally thorough with
Let it be borne in
that given to profane authors.
phanes.

not, in

;

mind that our

observations are to be taken as ap-

and admit of very
In some quarters more solid
instruction is given in the Greek Testament than in
others, as a branch of general education, and higher
attainments are demanded by the Bishops.
But, on the other hand, it must be remembered
that a large and increasing number of the clergy
have not that sound early education which we have
plicable to the case as a whole,

many

exceptions.

attributed to the body.

God, in his choice of in-

struments to do his work in the world, knows no

and conventionalities, and often
and graces those who perhaps up
to manhood are destitute of a learned training, and
whom their own desires and the wishes of discreet
respect of classes

endows with

gifts

friends point to the ministry.

And

from any such indubitable

various causes and

call,

further, apart

motives bring into the service of the Church a
number of men from the lower orders of society,

E
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greater every year

;

so

much

so,

that in regard to

learning, the character of the order threatens, if
this state of things is perpetuated, to he different

Nothing has
from what it has hitherto "been.
tended more to "bring about this scholastic deterioration than Sunday schools on the one hand, hy
exciting a desire for the ministerial office, and, on
the other, the often unnatural growth of manufacturing towns and districts, which almost compels
the Bishops, nolentes nolentes, to ordain candidates
Ear
of a far lower status than was formerly usual.

he it from us to discourage the rising desire of any
one for a station of such potentially pre-eminent
usefulness as the ministry, or to do anything hut
rejoice

man

when

rises

difficulties are

hy

overcome, and a young

his talents to a sphere higher than his

station in life usually gives.

Our wish

is

that

men

should be well qualified, and -if so, we shall not
regret that they come from the masses of our
countrymen hut we do require in this argument
;

that a full qualification should be demanded,

come

men whence they may. However excellent a thing
it may he for a poor man, without any regular education, to

become a candidate

for the clerical office,

that affords no sufficient reason for the admission
of

his claims

until

they are shewn to be well-

founded.

The

hy the
Sunday

desire being excited for the ministry

various public performances in which the

young men to engage, the
modern times, provided for them an
education in itself far below anything like completeness, though it may give the requisite position

school often allows

Chmch

has, in
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from which genius or industry may make almost
any incursions into the field of learning. In various
institutions, inferior to the universities, a

portion of classical learning

is

very small

required, and, as a

necessary consequence of this, no adequate knowledge of the Greek

New Testament is possible in those

they introduce to the clerical order. In the college of
St. Bees, for example, at the time we write, no Latin
is required hut Grotius De Veritate, and no Greek
but some portions of the Gospels and Epistles. It
is true that the Latin treatise of the Dutch theolo-

gian contains some pieces rather difficult of digestion, even by a competent scholar; and that the

Gospels and Epistles, take
quire

some

skill

them where we

properly to

will, re-

construe them; but,

can such a meagre curriculum put a man
in possession of anything worthy of being called
scholastic fitness for the office of a Biblical expositor?
The bare idea is a burlesque and an abafter

all,

surdity,

and cannot be soberly entertained for a

moment.

And

yet

we

anticipate at this stage of our ob-

an objection in some such form as the
Because the students of St. Bees and
following.
similar colleges give most of their time to divinity
and the Greek Testament, are they not, therefore,
better qualified to be Christian ministers than men
who have had only the general education of one of
the universities, however high their standing there
may have been ? We reply, first, that we are not
now inquiring which system makes the best Biblical scholars, but rather denying that either can
make them, in any competent sense and secondly,
servations

;

e 2
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we

affirm

that a

little

rather specious inference

delusion lurks under the

drawn from the men only

studying the Greek Testament, to the neglect of
"We know very well that a

other Greek authors.

mere popular, and therefore hasty and imperfect
view of the matter, will at once decide that a man
who devotes two or three years to the Greek New
Testament must be ipso facto a competent Biblical
scholar.
But we deny the truth of this conclusion,
and, as the subject is deeply important, and forms

an intimate portion of our present investigation, we
beg leave to examine it more closely.

man

If a

enters St. Bees because his imperfect

education forbids his entering the Christian ministry in the Church of England in any other way
the case with most, although certainly
he will probably know but little of the
Greek grammar. He studies it, and at once begins
to apply its rules to the Gospels, which henceforth
become the only subject of his study in the Greek
language. Any one who knows anything of what
an attainment a moderate knowledge of Greek

(which

not

is

all),

really

is,

will

spent, with

see

that two or three years thus

Latin to grapple with and divinity

lectures of various kinds to attend

and study into

the bargain, must leave the student very super-

endowed with the means of interpreting the
Testament
Greek
for himself.
And yet a man in
such circumstances, gifted with a good memory,
and early trained to an acquaintance with the
English Bible, can easily persuade himself and
others that he is a Grecian of no mean abilities,
because he can turn most parts of the original text
ficially

!
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New

Testament into his mother tongue, and
you what Greek terms correspond to
the peculiar phrases of Christian doctrine and practice in common use.
Let it be remembered that
of the

vice versa, tell

what we now

attribute to the student

ized in very extreme cases

;

is

only real-

but we will admit that
the ground of what we

does occur, and make it
have to say in reference to the necessary superficiality of the attainment we allow to be taken for
it

granted.

Let

man

is

be inquired what

it

is

really gained

when a

able to turn the Greek Testament into

Eng-

part for part, and word for word, the English
equivalents for the Greek words and phrases being

lish,

the corresponding ones of the English Bible.

not evident that the gain

when

the feat

is

is

Is

just nothing at

stripped of the mystification

it

all,

which

the labour of the task and the appearance of scho-

After all, the student
throw around it?
translates the Greek by the English, and, for all
purposes of interpretation, is in precisely the same
position as the more humble man he has left behind at his worldly calling, who is satisfied with the
rendering of our translators, without turning it
back again into Greek characters and words. Yet
larship

how

often

is

the ability thus to Grecise the Eng-

confounded with a knowledge of
And how readily
Greek New Testament language
do thoughtless persons decide at once that such
mental transmutation constitutes deep learning
lish translation

!

As a popular preacher we remember hearing some
time ago passed for a highly erudite divine when
he

told

his

wondering

and

delighted

auditory

!
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of St. John's Gospel

Greek
Let ns guard against

was Logos in

being thought that we
we are speaking
of, when its measure and capacity are properly understood.
As a mental exercise and a source of
pleasurable satisfaction it is highly to be prized,
its

are undervaluing the attainment

and, as a foundation for higher acquisitions, it can
To read the
scarcely be too much appreciated.

Greek Testament fluently, so as to take it with us
and use it at our devotions, is, as we

into our closets

shall presently notice, the

-n

ov arcb,

admitting the

any strength, provided the position be rightly estimated and imBut in itself considered as an isolated
proved.
thing, and apart from all knowledge of the why and
because of the Greek text being rendered into English in any specified manner, the acquisition we are
speaking of is useless to an expositor. "Well will it
be if it is only useless, or only employed to assert a
character for erudition not possessed. In too many
instances such a knowledge of the Greek Testament
has proved an occasion of the statement of crude
and unsupported theories and doctrines. For our
own part, we had much rather trust a preacher or
interpreter who knew no language but his native
English, than one who had the additional attainment of being able to tell every corresponding word
his philology exof the New Testament in Greek
tending no further.
If we now turn from the Greek New Testament to
those Hebrew Scriptures respecting which St. Paul
reminds Timothy that they are divinely inspired,
application of a force of almost

—

;
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and profitable for doctrine, for reproof for correction, and for instruction in righteousness, we find
the want of acquaintance with them even more indisputable and universal.
Eor some knowledge of
Greek a claim is always made on those who seek to
ascend the pulpits of the Church of England and officiate at her altars
but, with some few slight exceptions by certain Bishops, no requisition is made of
even a knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet. There are,
indeed, some professorships of Hebrew, and various
premiums and scholarships excite to an acquaintance with the language at our universities and a
testimony is thus borne to the fact that some have
been found who have attended to the neglected and
remembered the forgotten. But since ordination is
in no way, ordinarily, dependent on a knowledge of
the language, the consequence is plain it is complimented as valuable, but scarcely any labour to
attain it.
We are not far from the truth when we
state that most Hebrew scholars are self-taught,
simply from the want of any efficient system of
training in the language, owing to the greater importance attached to other studies. At Oxford, and
Cambridge, and Dublin, some machinery exists,
;

;

—

with deeply learned

men

but, unfortunately, there

ready to bring
is

little

it

into use

demand, and the

study of Hebrew, though on the advance,

from being in a

is

far

state of prosperous efficiency.*

* "We have had some reason to suspect that a few years ago, the

Hebrew rewards were given, at Oxford at least, for a very slender
knowledge of Hebrew but we would not draw such a conclusion
from an isolated case. We refer to the fact that, in a provincial
;

magazine intended

to furnish intellectual food for Sunday-school
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think, then, the real state of the case in re-

ference to the competency of the clergy as Biblical

—

Some of them are highly gifted,
both as regards the Hebrew Bible and the Greek
Testament, but the number is small; very many
are complete masters of the latter, but quite ignorant of Hebrew; a considerable proportion can
scholars

is this

and

teachers

:

editor of which styled himself 'Late

others, the

Hocly Hebrew Exhibitioner,

and

Ellerton

—

Hebrew

occurred:
" 1 Chron.,

i.

3.

Adam,

'

Wadham

etc., etc.,

Oxford,' the

Scholar,

College

what

service to

and Pusey

Sheth, Enosh, Kenan, Mahalaleel,

Jared, Henoch, Methuselah, Lamech, Noah.'
asked, of

;

following paragraph

mankind

It is sometimes

are (sic) the frequent occur-

rence of long genealogies in our sacred books ?
Perhaps it has
never occurred to our readers that one of the most remarkable
prophecies respecting our Saviour
the Antediluvian patriarchs.

The

is

names of
names from

latent under the

translation of their

the original, substituting the proper vowel points, runs as fol-

Man being rendered miserable, shall still be a gainer ; the
mighty God shall descend, teaching that by his death he shall bring
lows.

unto the weary

The occurrence

rest.

pable of being forged,
revelation than the

is

of such a prophecy, so inca-

to us a stronger evidence in favour of

most laboured arguments resting upon purely

metaphysical grounds."

As

the editor under whose supervision this piece of utter

ignorance

is

may

let it slip in

have

promulgated

for the benefit of

unwittingly, and as

Sunday-shool teachers

we

believe

him

to be a

well-meaning man, we will no further reveal the matter.

The

Hebrew grammar which must take

place

gross violation of

all

before anything like the verbiage of such a prophecy could be

gained

is

bad enough

;

but

it

is

worse, as a clerical friend ob-

served on reading the paragraph, to

make

the Almighty utter

solemn and affecting truths in the form of conundrums.
nonsense,

and

it is

we dare

say, never

had occurred

Such

to the editor's readers,

a sad pity he should have taken pains to supply their

lack of knowledge.
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employ the Greek Testament judiciously when a
controverted matter comes hefore them; but the
largest proportion of all have never so far mastered
the subject as to find it easy and productive of
pleasure and profit, and it is consequently negExpositions and comments take up the
lected.
time which might be so much more profitably emReployed, both for themselves and the Church.
mote streams, often so much mixed with baser
matter as scarcely to maintain a perceptible relation to the original waters, supply the place of an
application to the living fountain as it gushes from
the rock. This is to be lamented for the sake of
those whose personal loss is so immense, and also
for the sake of the influence of such a deprivation

on their ministrations.*

We

*

some admirable remarks by the venerable
Bishop of Durham. They occur
Most
in a Charge delivered in Durham at the close of his life.
of them refer to topics kindred with those discussed in this paper,
and all of them are nearly related to our object.
" Here, again, I must enforce the advice I have felt it my duty
insert here

prelate, the late Dr. Maltby, the

to urge

upon

all

candidates for holy orders as to the importance,

indeed the absolute necessity, of devoting as
sible to the

improvement of

their minds,

knowledge suited to their profession.

I

much

time as pos-

and the acquisition of

believe that

some of the

hours which are given up to visiting in the houses of the parishioners

—except

in case of illness,

advice of a clergyman

may be

and where the presence and
would be

otherwise required

—

passed in a manner more profitable, and more conducive to the
effective discharge of their professional duty, if they

to a

were devoted

wide and systematic course of theological study.

course, varying,
facility,

no doubt, according to

taste,

Such a

opportunity, and

should embrace the whole body of the Scripture in

two original languages

—the subjects

its

and occurrences of the Old

Testament, as leading to a more intimate acquaintance with the
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Having

thus, as

we

made good our posiindicate what we think

imagine,

may

we
endeavour to
be done to remedy the defect thus established.

We

desire to avoid all

tion,

shall

Utopian and impracticable

peculiar Greek of the

New, Scripture History, Chronology, and
critical and practical commentaries
upon the language and meaning of Holy Writ. I confine my
remarks to Scripture itself, and to the most available method of
arriving at a knowledge of its true meaning in contradistinction
to the superficial and false habit of aiming at a knowledge of religion from books of controversy
from pamphlets or periodical
works on the disputed questions of the day, or from the popular
Geography, with the best

—

but delusive representations of those who appeal

to the

tion rather than to the reason.

upon the clergy

I

strongly urge

imagina-

the importance of cultivating these studies, for otherwise they

cannot be acquainted with what

it

becomes a clergyman to under-

stand, and because if they do not employ their time thus rationally, and thus profitably, there may be a danger in some few but
melancholy instances of their degenerating in taste from low
companions, or still lower habits.

" There

is,

moreover, another reason, at the present time more

why

the clergy of the Established Church should labour

to acquire such

an amount of knowledge as may enable them to

especially,

maintain the character for learning, and for a wise and useful
of it, which was attained by our forefathers, and
which has made the name of an English divine so highly

application

honoured.

Our dissenting brethren of the present day

are,

greatly to their credit, sensible of the value and the influence of

knowledge, as applied to the service of religion, and have become,
of them, not only entitled to the praise of lofty attain-

many

ments, but also of a most proper anxiety to extend similar advantages to the youth with whom they are connected. The seminaries

which they have founded are not only conducted by learned and
able teachers, but are so entirely conducted under such wise
arrangements, that they promise healthy and promising scholars.
If,

therefore, our

own

clergy are as assiduous as they ought to be

in maintaining the superiority which they formerly possessed, or

even desire to rank upon any point with theologians

among

the
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schemes, and shall merely point out what, in our
opinion,

may

be reasonably expected of the clergy

in reference

We

sacred literature.

to

Optimism, in

deprecate

this as well as in other matters,

and

incumbent on them not

any

dissenters, they will feel it

to reject

opportunity for strengthening their minds, and extending the
sphere of their knowledge, and so becoming worthy of the profession to which they belong.

I

am

and heartily

well aware,

regret,

that from the increase of population, and from other causes, the

much more

time of the clergy has become

cause, indeed, highly creditable to them,

of duty, and a
that there

is

—from

one

occupied

from a keener perception

more intense determination

to discharge it

;

so

not that equal amount of leisure, perhaps, which was

formerly enjoyed.

Nevertheless, in

hours to be employed in study.

I

all

cases there

must be some

have already endeavoured to

may tend to diminish the amount
much more would I deprecate all unneces-

guard against one cause which
of available time

;

yet

by unprofitable reading, or by an inconsiderate
and amusement. I can assure my younger
brethren, that as there is nothing more insipid than mere reading,
so is there nothing more delightful than hours passed in meditation
upon what the Almighty has been graciously pleased to reveal to
us, and in the study of the precious volume in which his will is
sary waste of time

desire for recreation

written.

" It must be unnecessary for
directing

my

younger brethren

Scriptural learning,
superficial

my

and unsound.

me

to say, that in thus earnestly

to the

means of obtaining sound
them from what is

object is to preserve

I believe that the greater part of the

controversies on religious subjects, which have even from the first

Church and impaired its usefulness,
and erroneous views of the meaning and intention of this most gracious boon to mankind. Alexander and others, in the days of St. Paul and Timothy, were but
the prototypes of many others who, in every succeeding age of
the Christian dispensation, have overthrown the faith of some.
To the early perversion of the designs of the Gospel from the
distracted the peace of the

owe

their root to the imperfect

secular motive of aggrandizement

may we

ascribe the origin of

the Papacy, with all its unscriptural tenets

and

its

practical
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hope

to

mark out a

path, not accessible merely to

who can

above
but which may
be comfortably and successfully trodden by all
men of ordinary minds. Excuses for idleness
we will not admit, nor allow the circumstance
that what we seek has seldom been attained to
entail the conclusion that it is generally impracsoaring geniuses,

the rough

places

of

raise themselves

the way,

ticable.

We remember an adage somewhere, Expect great
mummeries. From a notion of a similar kind, but yielding as it
would seem to an abstract love of error, we may impute that most
unhappy and uncalled-for rupture in the peace and unity of our
Church, against which I have felt it my duty, and still feel myself
strongly impelled, to

hension of

its

lift

up

my

voice.

my

I expressed

consequences long before, and though

appre-

a matter

it is

of comfort and congratulation to ourselves that the evil has been
felt far less

here

it

in this diocese than in

many

others, nevertheless, even

has been experienced in more than one parish, in the with-

drawal of confidence from the clergy, in heart burnings amongst
the parishioners themselves, and in the diminished influence and
I must, therefore, impress upon
seasonable
admonition
delivered by the Church
the
minds
your

comfort of our blessed religion.

herself at the time of ordination

:

—

'

Consider

how

studious ye

reading and learning the Scriptures,'

that by
and weighing of the Scriptures, ye may wax riper
and stronger in your ministry.' If all who are employed in the
work of God, not merely in this diocese, but throughout the kingdom, would lay to heart this weighty advice, and carefully follow

ought to be

in

'

daily reading

it,

the differences unhappily existing would speedily abate

—our

thoughts would no longer be perplexed by the reasonings of

men

who, however eminent, and however well-intentioned, are still
fallible, but we should have recourse with increased diligence and
increased faith to the unerring word of God
we should be enabled

—

more undivided attention to the duties of our sacred calland labour with more effect in the glorious endeavour to

to give
ing,

prepare

human

souls for heaven.'
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and nothing is
more true than that a high standard is sure to elethings,

vate those

who

are around

things ;

it,

or,

in other words,

that our aspirations after excellence are the measure
of our success.

may be

We will even

go further than this

some correctness that if the
aspiration is formed the work is virtually done),
and say that the higher the requirements demanded
of men, the more they will be proportionably stimulated to master them. If then we should propose more than can be found to be attainable in
practice, our labour will not be thrown away.
If
the mark is not quite reached, it will be something
to have brought men to a nearer approach to it.
Now, remembering that the Bible is The Book
of the clergyman, and that though a somewhat
extensive collection, it is but small compared with
the written authorities which have to be mastered
by a student of the law, is it unreasonable to ex(for it

said with

pect that he should be thoroughly master of

and

languages,

its

least, as to

be able himself to

it,

contents,

or to judge of the

its literature, so far,

criticise

its

at

and explain

interpretations of others?

Surely, as the professional authority, so to speak, of

a Christian minister, as

by

it

;

much

and the consideration

we remember

is

as this

made

is

demanded

stronger

when

that the highest possible interests

depend upon it, that the clergyman takes it as his
own guide and that of his flock to immortal happi^Further, there is claimed for this book, by
ness.
itself, and generally by those who take it as their
guide, an inspiration of a character which makes it
of the utmost importance to know the ipsissima
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If inspiration only meant,

verba of the writers.

what some contend

for,

a general truthfulness of

the statements of the Bible in regard to the religion
reveals, the value of the precise words of the

it

writers

would not be

so great as

But

spiration is admitted.

when

as all

a verbal in-

clergymen take

what may
ject, and are presumed to believe in the full guidance of the Holy Ghost both of the thoughts and
pens of the sacred writers, by the argumentum ad
hominem they are compelled to attach importance
be called the orthodox view of this sub-

to the original documents.
is
an
between

irreconcilable
this

"We confess that there
in our minds

contradiction

high and proper claim, so universally

made by the clergy,
Holy Scriptures, and

of a full inspiration of the
their very general neglect of

the original texts for translations, in which no such

complete inspiration can reside.
The celebrated J. D. Michaelis, in his Introduction to the New Testament, gives™ us his idea of
what should be expected of a clergyman in relation
to Biblical knowledge, and we quote the passage
to shew that we are not singular in our opinion.
Having treated of the language of the New Testament, he gives what he considers the requisites for
a fundamental and critical acquaintance with it, so
that a man may decide for himself, and not rely on
the opinions of others. These are, 1. An intimate
acquaintance with the Greek classics 2. A know;

ledge of the inestimable treasures which
ancient inscriptions

tuagint

;

4.

;

3.

The

A knowledge

which he says, " Divines

lie

hid in

close study of the Sep-

Hebrew and Syriac, of
who confine their studies
of
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Greek Testament alone, and, without learn-

ing the Oriental languages, aspire to the

title

of

theologians, lead not only themselves astray, but

those also to

whom

instruction

and I

man

is

;

they undertake to communicate
venture to affirm that no

may

capable of understanding the (Greek)

Testament, unless to an

New

acquaintance with the

Greek he joins a knowledge of, at least, Hebrew,
Syriac, and Rabbinic."
He then proceeds to sum
up what he has said on the subject in the following

way
" It

:

—

•

may be

replied, that if requisites like these

it is no easy matter to attain a
knowledge of the Sacred writings. The fact is not
to be denied, and few profane authors are so diffi-

are indispensable,

cult as the

New

Testament.

But I

be less
exposed to the charge of derogating from the perspicuity of the divine oracles, as a very learned theologian, the celebrated Ernesti, has maintained the
shall

same opinion in his Dissertatio cle difficultate
terpretationis grammatics Novi Testamenti.

may

It

likewise be objected that in delineating the

character of a theologian I have laid

which

cations as necessary

common

abilities.

image which

is

Now

down

qualifi-

beyond the reach of
every artist in forming an
lie

to serve as a pattern of beauty en-

deavours to render
its

in-

it

as perfect as possible, although

excellencies were never united in a single object.

But the

description I have given of a

theologian

is

by no means

ideal

;

consummate

the qualifications

I have enumerated have been attained

by many,
and ought to be attained by all who undertake to
expound the Word of God. If proper alterations
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were made in the public schools, the students in
divinity might, on leaving the university, he provided with a sufficient fund of Biblical literature.
It is true the knowledge acquired in these seats of
learning must be considered only as a beginning,
which future study must bring to perfection but
when a good foundation has been laid, the scholar
will hardly suppose that idleness is to be the reward
of former industry.
Even the clergy who reside in
the country might prosecute these studies with
advantage, and make great advances in the knowledge of the Bible, if a faulty education threw no
obstacles in the way, which they have no inclination to surmount."
" Those who have neither opportunity nor abilities to acquire sufficient knowledge to investigate
for themselves, must at least be in possession of so
;

much

as

is

requisite to enable

them

to profit

by the

learned industry of others, and to apply to the

New

Testament those treasures of Grecian and Oriental
which their predecessors have presented
But a man unacquainted with the
to their hands.
Septuagint and Classic authors can form no judgment of the critical remarks which have been made
on the language of the New Testament, nor determine whether the word be literal or figurative, the
sense in which it is usually taken, or only such as
extensive reading can ratify by the authority of but
two or three examples. He can have no idea of interpretative probability, and is unavoidably exposed
to the danger of giving the same credit to a false
In short, he can
interpretation as to the true one.
see only with foreign eyes, and believe only on the
literature

—

;
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authority of others, but can have no conviction

hhnself a conviction without which no man should
presume to preach the Gospel even to a country;

{Bishop Marsh''s Translation^ vol.

congregation."

i.

p. 180.)

There
its

a fine spirit in this passage, although

is

we may be

make some deductions from
Some persons will at once ex-

disposed to

generalizations.

claim against the whole tendency of

prove

and try to

it,

erroneous by talking large on the trite

it

topics of the sufficiency of Scripture in the hands

of the

most

they call
objects

illiterate,

human

it

we

learning for

are

upon

now

its

success in the great

But the

contemplates.

are not called

sense

and the non-necessity of what
fact

is,

all

men

to understand the Bible in the

treating

sufficient, doubtless, if

of,

and

they use

to

it

them

it

will

be

according to the

measure of their ability. The mistakes committed
by ordinary readers of the Holy Scriptures are innumerable and constant on all matters which demand education and knowledge for their solution,
and yet by a faithful use of what they can understand (which, by an admirable arrangement of
Divine benevolence, is the saving and essential part
of them), they become wise unto salvation, through
faith in Christ Jesus.

who

But one who

is

called, or

stands in the place and office of one called, to

be a teacher of others, and an interpreter of the
He has not
only to save his own soul, but the souls of his
He is to defend the outworks of God's
hearers.
Bible, is in a widely different position.

temple, as well as to officiate in

and to him

is

its secret recesses

intrusted the honourable task, as a
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scribe well instructed in the kingdom of God, of
bringing out of His treasury things new and old.

He

is

to be the solver of doubts, the

remover of

stumbling-blocks, the builder-up of the people of

God on

There are treasures in
the Bible which no vulgar eye can discover and no
ordinary labourer can bring to the light of day.
their holy faith.

The minister

the sanctuary

of

is

to

detect the

golden vein, to bring it to the surface, and to use it
to enrich men's minds, and make the holy place

more splendid and
Scripture for a

makes

man whom

ignorant,

The

illustrious.

is

a

his

tender

sufficiency of

position in

provision

of

life

his

heavenly Eather for his unavoidable deficiencies,
but is far from being an excuse for the idleness and
apathy of those whom circumstances oblige to be
It
wiser and better than their poorer neighbours.
is high time that our Lord's own maxim should be
understood and applied by those who take upon
themselves to instruct others, and are enriched. by
Providence with golden opportunities of intellectual

advancement, -Unto
be

to

much required.
Such a measure

whom much
of

is

given, of him shall

knowledge as enables a

escape the humiliation of

man

taking everything

hand and on the faith of others,
has been acquired by clergymen of moderate intellectual capacities, and what has been often done
Biblical at second

may

be done again. It is excessively mortifying
to think how small a portion of mental treasure
may be possessed by a man, who shall yet, through
the reflected light of his honourable calling, pass
for a decent scholar and a useful minister.
This
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other and kindred professions,

any measure of success in their
and, at this day, a sound and

The candidates for the professions of law and physic must have a general education equally good with that demanded for the
clerical office.
But there is this remarkable difference in the two cases, that when the training of
the future physician or advocate
that of the clergyman

nearly

so.

is

but beginning,

is

considered to be ended, or

The two former pass from the public

school or the university to the actual labour of the
office or

the surgery, and, through long years of

progressive labour, acquire a fitness for their responsible destinations

;

but the latter, the aspirant
than either of the other

for a profession far higher

two, goes at once to the desk, the altar, and the
pulpit, to acquire in his sacred office, as

may, or to neglect
chooses, that fitness

to

acquire

he best
if he

altogether

which we venture to affirm
This

indispensably necessary.

is

a sad state of

is

and there is nothing to remedy or counterwould be in case of the like want of
knowledge in the lawyer and the physician. The
patient and the client can detect, generally, the
but how incompetent are
deficiencies of the latter
the masses of Christian congregations to see through
Let him have
the shallowness of their instructor
things,

act

it

as there

;

!

a

little

more

tact in applying to his

industrious brethren,

respectable commentator to
errors,

and he

will pass

good a character as the

own

use the stores of

and keep

hand some
preserve him from gross
at

through the world with as

man who

strives to realize

E 2

—
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in himself the
chaelis.

—

—

independence pleaded for by Mipopular by acting on the

He may even be

principle
" Sic vos non vobis vellera fertis oves,
Sic vos

non vobis

mellificatis apes

"

and thus, laden with the spoils of other minds, bear
away the palm from his more industrious, but less
plausible and showy neighbour.
But what does
conscience now say to this vicarious procedure
what will God finally say?
There is no delusion more common, and at the
same time more unfounded, than the alleged reason
for resting contented with an imperfect intellectual
training, viz., that the Clergy have no time to ac-

—

it.
"We admit the excuse in one case that
which men are daily labouring like confessors
and missionaries in the early ages of the Church, in

quire

in

self-denying acts of kindness to their parishioners,

and endeavouring,

alas

!

in

many

to repair the ruins produced

cases hopelessly,

by the cupidity and
becoming rich by

recklessness of those who, while

the sinews of their poor fellow creatures, have neg-

Such men, if it were lawful, we
could almost deify and worship, coming close as
they do to the unapproachable Saviour of men, in
their labours "of love.
"We know some such who
would gladly find time, if they could, for the amenities of literature, and the solid acquisition of

lected their souls.

Biblical learning, but

who

are constrained by the

deny themselves, and take up the
Cross and follow Him in his weary pilgrimage to
the homes of poverty which none else care for.
Like Howard, as described by an inimitable Essaylove of Christ to

—

;
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they have a soul to appreciate what is refined
and beautiful, but dare not stay to admire while
ist,

more pressing interests demand their attention.*
But we cannot admit the excuse on the part of
those who can find leisure for anything which
fancy or inclination may prompt, and waste some
* "

In

But not

less decision

this distinction

no

man

has been displayed by

will exceed, the late illustrious

"

men of virtue.

ever exceeded, for instance, or ever

Howard.

The energy of his determination was

so great, that

instead

if,

had been shewn only for a short time on
particular occasions, it would have appeared a vehement impetuosity; but, by being unintermitted, it had an equability of
manner which scarcely appeared to exceed the tone of a calm
of being habitual,

it

was so totally the reverse of anything like turbulence
It was the calmness of an intensity kept uniform
by the nature of the human mind forbidding it to be more, and by
constancy,

it

or agitation.

the character of the individual forbidding

it

to be

less.

.

.

.

The

law which carries water down a declivity was not more unconquerable and unvariable than the determination of his feelings

The importance

towards the main object.

faculties in a state of excitement

affected

by lighter

of this object held his

which was too rigid to be

and on which, therefore, the beauties
no power. He had no leisure feeling

interests,

of nature and of art had

which he could spare to be diverted among the innumerable
which he traversed all his subor-

varieties of the extensive scene

;

dinate feelings lost their separate existence and operation by

ing into the grand one.

minds

men
he

is

fulfil

to

mark

There have not been wanting

But the mere
as Howard
The invisible spirits who

this as a fault in his character.

of taste ought to be silent respecting such a

above their sphere of judgment.
their

fall-

trivial

man

commission of philanthropy among mortals, do not
and sumptuous buildings and no

care about pictures, statues,

when

;

must have inspected and
admired them would have been taken from the work to which he
had consecrated his life." Foster's Essays On Decision of Cha-

more did

he,

the time in which he

—

racter.

;
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hours every day on frivolous pursuits. Let us consider a little closer the two contrasted impediments
which thus lie in the way of the acquisition of

sound Biblical knowledge.
Now, with all the sincere respect we feel for the
laborious pastor who gives the whole of his time to
reclaiming and comforting his flock, we must doubt
that it is proper for any minister of the Gospel to
neglect one duty for another, however intrinsically
important it may be. None could feel more deeply
than the Apostles, how active a Life it behoved them
to lead, since they had to convert the world and
yet the reason they gave for the appointment of
the seven Deacons implied that they felt the neces;

sity of retirement

and study

—" But

ourselves continually to prayer,

The

of the word."
Scriptures

is

the

fact

first

is,

and

we

will give

to the

ministry

that the study of the

object the clergyman

is

called

to attend to throughout his professional career, as

the foundation of his usefulness.

This

stated in the Ordination service of the

is

clearly

Church

of

England, by the Bishop in his exhortation to the
After reminding them of the great responsibilities and
difficulties of the charge about to be received, the
Bishop adds
" And seeing you cannot by any
other means compass the doing of so weighty a
work, pertaining to the salvation of men, but with
doctrine and exhortation taken out of the Holy
Scriptures, and with a life agreeable- to the same
consider how studious you ought to be in reading
and learning the Scriptures, and in framing the
manners both of yourselves, and of them that spe-

candidates for the office of presbyters.

:

—
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unto yon according to the rule of the

same Scriptures and for this self-same cause, how
you ought to forsake and set aside, as much as you
may, all worldly cares and studies." What the
;

views of the compilers of the Liturgy were as to

what constituted the study of the Bible on the part
of the clergy, is plain from what we know of their
history and personal habits, and from the extant
monuments of their sanctified genius. They did
not mean the reading of an occasional chapter, or
the consultation of some commentary on the Bible,
but the mastering of the
original texts

by the

difficulties

inherent in the

aid of as extensive a critical

apparatus as could be secured.

Such men

as Cran-

knew
mer, Goodrich, Ridley, and
how to find time to attain to depth and solidity of
learning, although placed in the midst of arduous
may safely affirm that
public duties and cares.
their coadjutors,

We

they never contemplated such a thing as a clergy
so oppressed with home missionary work in their
parishes, as to have no time left for those peculiar
studies by which the clerical office is both strength-

ened and adorned.
In former times a clergyman was placed over a
flock of such proportions, that he could discharge
his duty to them without neglecting his own mental
cultivation and advancement and if his parish outgrew such a moderate size, further aid was obBut now we have the sad spectacle, in
tained.
England, of great districts growing up almost on
a sudden, filled with manufacturing populations,
which by past neglect are as rude and ignorant as
In such places, churches are built, and
heathens.
;
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ministers located,

any head at

all

who

find that

if

they are to

against irreligion,

it

make

must he hy

giving their whole time to out-door work, as men
It is granted that if
do in a heathen country.
ministers are placed in such positions, they

must

work in that way hut, at the same time, we think
the Church should strive to lessen the evil as much
as possible, hy sub-dividing such districts, and hy
appointing inferior officers to take from the clergyman the mere drudgery of his parish. Nothing
;

we have mentioned can
impregnable position we have taken, and

that can exist of the kind
assail the

which

is

defended by Scripture and reason, and the

teaching of the Church,
be

men

viz.,

that the Clergy should

thoroughly learned in the Scriptures.

Let

mind, and all
other things will bend to it. A minister not capable
of handling the original text will be considered
unfit for his office and it will be seen that whatever amount of pastoral labour has to be done, it
must be so distributed that every clergyman shall
have time for reading and meditation, and mental
advancement.
But the exhaustive labour of heavy pastoral duty
can only be alleged by some of the clergy, as forming an interruption to Biblical studies ; by far the

but

this idea gain hold of the public

;

larger proportion of
will

be found to

men, who allege want of time,

sacrifice

a substantial scholar-like

character for matters far less important.

Unprofit-

able visiting, attendance on unnecessary committee

meetings, and a voluntary taking on themselves
matters better attended to by laymen, will be found

more often the cause

of the study being neglected.
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growing practice of light
and miscellaneous reading, as a sad canker-worm at
the root of Biblical knowledge. The newspaper,
especially when it mixes with politics the vexed
questions of the Church; the new novel; the reviews and magazines, good in themselves, yet highly
pernicious

these, the

when

read in excess

;

make another

from the precious hours which
should be given to higher objects. Let those hours
be counted every week, and we think it will at
serious deduction

once appear to the deeply interested calculator, that
he had only the will, the means are not wanting
for making him that highest of all characters, a

if

workman

that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly

dividing the

word of

truth.

"We purposely leave

out of account less innocent pursuits which devour
up golden hours as the ill-favoured and lean-fleshed
kine consumed the well-favoured and fat ones by
the river of Egypt partly because we believe such
;

recklessness

cause

is

we have

comparatively rare, and partly begenerally found that on such mental

spendthrifts advice

We

is

thrown away.

we indulge no wild fancies
nor unreasonable desires, when we wish that the
think, therefore,

Clergy as a whole should be Biblical scholars, if
not all to the extent demanded by Michaelis, yet

and aiming
would have them

in various degrees approximating to
at the highest

standard.

We

and Hebrew Scriptures
devotionally, so as to employ the English version
only in public, or in the family, and for the pur-

able to read the Greek

pose of

assisting

in

the

study of the originals.

This high attainment could be gained by young
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men, if adequately trained to it, and what is of
more importance, if they were expected to possess
it.
When once acquired, this practice would soon
render versions unsatisfactory, and would lead to a
daily increase of skill, and draw along with it the
study of the whole range of Sacred Literature, for
the purpose of explaining difficulties, and illus-

We shall devote the remainder of
Essay to an exhibition of the immense advantages such a status would possess ; and to a few

trating the text.
this

suggestions as to the best modes of securing

its

general attainment.

We will first mention the great pleasure derived
from Biblical science and literature a pleasure unalloyed by any drawbacks, because it arises from

—

the performance of duty, independent to a great
degree on external circumstances, and admitting of
constant addition and increase.

No honour

that

could be conferred on a clergyman could be so
valuable as the formation of

a taste for these
studies
and if there were no higher object contemplated by them, he deserves to be called benevolent
who endeavours to impart it. By a law which
gives us a high conception of the consummate
union of skill and kindness in the Divine arrangements, man's duties are almost always the sources
This is true of the woodman who
of his pleasures.
;

who finds in the very
when not abused by becoming

wields the axe in the forest,

labour of his calling,

excessive, a present satisfaction, to say nothing of

the consequent sweetening of his humble meals,

and the undisturbed completeness
The same is true, in a higher sense,

of his repose.
of intellectual

:

PLEASURES OE BIBLICAL STUDIES.
labours

when duty

calls to

them, for
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all

mental

exertion has not that pious and hallowing sanction.

A reading man may be wrought
ment by a

up to high exciteby the hand of

tale skilfully contrived

and yet, on after reflection, may feel that
he has really gained nothing by the long expenditure of time which he has incurred.
But what
unpleasant reflections can ever follow the hours
dedicated to the study of the divine oracles ?
In many departments of science, important and
highly interesting investigations have to be carried
on in vili corpore, on subjects themselves useless,
and even disgusting but in the case before us the
very things to be studied have an attractiveness
which cannot be easily overrated, being no less
than the mental productions of holy men of old, loho
spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.
Voices proceeding from ancient oracles; songs
uttered by men who were rapt up to the third
heaven in their extatic meditations the precious
sayings of Him who spake as never man spake,
and the exposition and development of His doctrines and precepts by His inspired followers
these form the substance of the Bible, to which we
invite a close and life-long devotedness on the part
of its professed interpreters.
Then, apart from the
subject-matter, how fair are the regions of thought
which surround this central point of attraction,
and invite the student to go forth like the bee,
and to return laden with exotic sweets and choice
unguents to enrich and honour this depository of
genius,

;

;

heaven's
in the

own

treasures

!

But

most important point,

this illustration fails

for the bee

is

probably
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an unconscious instrument working by instinct, and
seeing no beauty in the landscape through which
she flies, or in the field and grove whence she collects her

honey, while the student of God's

Word

is

an intellectual excursionist, all whose powers are
employed as he gathers materials to illustrate and
explain
the

men

it.

History, chronology, the customs of

of the East, the animals

ductions the Bible speaks

of,

and natural pro-

the discoveries of

archaeology, are a few of the minor topics to
Biblical science leads, to say nothing

now

which
of the

more sublime meditations on God's ways and man's
nature to which it constantly gives rise. There is
a pleasure of no ordinary kind in the learned philology connected with the mere letter of the Bible,
but this is enhanced by the vast variety of subsidiary contributions which may be brought from
every quarter to illustrate

The certainty

it.

and consequently the
dogmatic authority conferred by Biblical science,
may be mentioned as a second advantage possessed
by those who cultivate it. An empirical practitioner of medicine, who knows nothing of the nature
of his simples, but merely compounds them according to some recipes handed to him probably by
an older quack, appears to us, mutatis mutandis, in
the position of a clergyman whose whole theology,
passive and active, is derived from the English verOn the other hand,
sion and its commentators.
of

result,

the careful physician, educated for
all

many

years in

the departments of science associated with his

and knowing both the properties of his
drugs and their relation to the complicated human

calling,
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work upon, reminds us

of the

structure they are to

divine

who

strives to

in the sacred science

know

all

that

committed to

is

discoverable

The

his trust.

physician's predecessors and contemporaries

may be

than himself, and on that
account it might be thought that he could not do
better than take their prescriptions and blindly
follow their practice. But what self-respect could
such a man feel, or what moral certainty could
as wise or even wiser

he have in his experiments ? In the human frame
often important to know whether a portion of
it should be excised or allowed to remain ; and he

it is

is

a mere

charlatan

who

ventures either to use

without being able to
But is not the
clergyman often called upon to exercise a similar
judgment on portions of the "Word of God ? Take,
for instance, the once disputed passage concerning
the heavenly witnesses (1 John v. 7). As a proof
text tins must often come under his notice
he
knows its genuineness is questioned, and how is he
therefore to judge respecting it ?
He may determine to retain it, because Bishop Burgess thought
it genuine ; or, if his mental character is less conthe knife or to withhold

it

give a reason for his procedure.

:

he

may

strike it out of the record on
Griesbach
or Tischendorf.
the authority of
But
we ask what right has he to do one or the
other on the faith of other men's judgments
His only safe course is to do
and opinions?
what Bishop Burgess and Griesbach did to judge
servative,

:

and weighing all atThen he may indeed be wrong
but he has at least done what he

for himself,

after studying

tainable evidence.
after

all,
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and cannot be charged with ignorant presumption.
This is only one instance out of a thousand disputed readings, which, although they leave all vital
could,

truth intact, even

away, are

all

of

if

they require to he pruned

them important, and cannot he

an inexcusable trifling with
is really unable to examine
the arguments on both sides, he should modestly
and reverently abstain as much as possible from
using such texts, and not allow himself to be
swayed by the opinions of others, because they
belong to his party, or take the same general views
of theological matters as he does. Hence the doubt
and uncertainty which a proper measure of Biblical
training would tend to remove.
Freedom from the gross errors and foolish
theories, in relation to the Scriptures, which prevail more or less in every age, is a third advantage
lightly treated without

divine truth.

possessed

If a

by the

man

Biblical scholar.

who can

We do not mean

Hebrew and
must
on
that
account
be a sober
Greek
critic, and superior to weakness of judgment and
prejudices. We could not entertain such an opinion
without blinding our eyes to facts around us, which

to say that every one

read the

originals

refute such a general position

but it is quite clear
that the direct tendency of sound Biblical science
the mind against waywardness of
is to guard
thinking in theology, and to prevent it from being
tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind
of doctrine by the sleight of men and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive.
Many
Christian sects in all ages have owed their existence
,

;
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false interpretation, and to the same
must be attributed many of the vagaries of
public bodies and of individuals at the present day.

entirely to

source

Could half the nonsense now prevalent on the subject of prophecy be entertained, if a correct exegesis were employed ?
Or could Apocalyptic literature contain so much wild and crude speculation, if
its perpetrators were better schooled in the art of
interpreting Scripture

?

How

long did ignorance, under the garb of a
pious zeal for the integrity of the Scriptures,

oppose itself to geological science, and enact again,
in the nineteenth century, the scenes between the
Pope and Galileo in the sixteenth ? "We even now

meet occasionally a grave divine who looks solemn
and shakes his head and shuts his eyes with a truly
vade Satana air, when geology is mentioned and
at once suspects you are steeped to the eyes in
German neology, if you refuse to sacrifice the cer;

tainties of inductive science to the

clusions of himself

and

a priori con-

his grandfathers.

It

is

very grievous, and yet very true, that persons can
now be found, who will tell you that the animal

and vegetable productions imbedded in the strata
of the earth were lodged there by the deluge in
the days of Noah or, if driven from that position,
;

when He

will affirm that

God

made the rocks

(the ravenous creatures with the

created the fossils

prey in their stomachs and

all),

to try the faith

His obedient children in these last ages of the
world, tempted and tried as they are by the plausible schemes of science, falsely so called !
Need we
stay to point out the impossibility of such ideas
of
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as these being entertained for a

who

cal theology ?

who

moment by men

give themselves to an enlarged study of Bibli-

How

authoritatively

often

warn

is it

the case that those

their hearers against

what

they are pleased to call the errors of the times, are
themselves inextricably entangled in the meshes of
their own delusions, and incur, in a less immoral
sense certainly, but not less surely, the condemnation of St. Peter, while they promise them liberty,
they themselves are the servants of corruption !
fourth advantage is the production of true

A

liberality of spirit,

which necessarily

is

fostered

by

a personal acquaintance with the real difficulties
attending the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures.
If

men

think that

daylight,

it

all

there revealed

is

follows of course that they will treat as

who cannot see as they

do.

This

source of bigotry and intolerance.

Men

blind all

infallibility of

means

is

as clear as

Holy

is

the true

confound

when what it really
with their own subjective

Scripture,

discovered,

transfer

what is infallible or, in other words, they
what confessedly resides in the documents

to their

own

belief of

on

;

interpretation of them.

Then, acting

this mental hallucination, they put themselves

and proceed to inflict
from
them
some of the penalupon those who
ties justly threatened by God upon those who wilfully misconstrue and disobey his commandments.
This deplorable state of mind, which transfers naturally mild and gentle tempers into cruelty and
sometimes savageness, is fostered by placing tradiin the place of the Almighty,
differ

tional interpretation of the Bible in the place of

that which

is

evolved by the study of

it.

What
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has been the conceived meaning of certain texts

mnst always

be the meaning.
To doubt this is
heterodoxy; and this is a crime which one possessed with zeal for the Lord of Hosts will punish
in dark ages with fire and sword, and in more enlightened ones with frowns and rejection from reli-

communion.
But how do these

gious

murky

cells of

evil spirits,

generated in the

ignorant dogmatism,

flee

away before

the calm and conscientious and industrious study of

the letter of the Holy Scriptures
his early career,

allows

them

The

!

student, in

to brood over him,

and perhaps imagines them to be " angels of light ;"
but one by one their true character is discovered,
and finding no hospitable reception, they depart to
find a more congenial home.
While every fresh
year given to the delightful task of finding out the
of God's law, developes more and more of
exceeding breadth and fullness, it also discovers
the existence of difficulties where once all was

meaning

its

thought to be easy. Perhaps geology had before
been suspected as an enemy of the truth, and its
but a careful
disciples as dangerous companions
study of Genesis discovers that there is nothing in
;

chapter which militates against the deducThe Biblical scholar then
tions of that science.
feels ashamed of his former arrogant arraignment
its first

of the motives of others,
to

be more

charitable.

and resolves for the future
His hatred of error is not

but he is more cautious in defining what it
Having once discovered that he has put good for
evil and light for darkness, he uses more discrimination in his estimate and comparison of the two.
altered,

is.

G
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many

other benefits derived from
by a clergyman, and through him
communicated to others, we must conclude the list
by dwelling a little on the bearing of them on the
glory of God and on human happiness. By their

Passing by

Biblical studies

relation to these high objects all

must be measured,

human

pursuits

to stand or fall as they contem-

plate or neglect them.

God has not made His

revelations to reside in

which might be handed down to posterity
without any special mental labour, but in written
tradition

documents, exposed to the ordinary mischances of
time and human ignorance and presumption. The

documents have long since crumbled into
dust and their existing representatives, scattered
over the world, while having a substantive identity,
original
;

many important variations. Unless therewe imagine that God has become indifferent to

exhibit
fore

the fate of His written word, and believe that the
general traditionary idea of Christianity should be

allowed to displace

it,

there arises a necessity for

the application of Biblical criticism to restore the

genuine text and to defend its purity. On whom
can this task devolve with so much propriety as on
the clergy, who, besides having the ordinary obligations of Christian men to defend God's cause as
residing in His

Word, are

specially

bound

to do so

by their professional character and their ministerial
vows ? To be indifferent to this important matter
to let the citadel crumble into decay while surrounded by enemies anxious to invade it; while,
on the other hand, a solicitude respecting the inis

tegrity of the text repairs the rents

and breaches

BIBLICAL SCIENCE THE FIRST ACQUISITION.
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and thus repels and defeats the

foe.

as they occur,

The

lessons of history uniformly teach us that the

manifested vitality of religion has always been in

honour paid to

direct proportion to the

mentary

records.

who prospered

It

was

so

the Israelites,

as a people while they reverenced the

written law, but declined
fall into

among

docu-

its

when they allowed

it

to

neglect and desuetude. So under the Chris-

tian dispensation there

is

and energy in those

life

countries and ages which highly exalted the Scriptures, while their depression has

best but a living death.

what we have

Do

asserted, that the

the happiness of

human

always produced at

not these facts prove

honour of God and

beings are intimately con-

nected with a high state of Biblical learning
the clergy
lay

among

?

But what solemn responsibilities does this fact
upon all those who sustain or are about to enter

on the office of the ministry, to furnish themselves
with acquisitions to which in all ages such importance has attached

!

What

is

there belonging to

the clerical character which can have so clear a

claim to time and labour and prayerful attention as
the securing a competent

knowledge of Biblical
literature in the sense we have attributed to it ? It
might seem at first sight as if the acquisition of
some degree of oratorical power demanded a clergyman's first thought, so as to make himself an acceptable preacher; but this thought is dissipated
by the fact that no preaching can be acceptable to
God which has not the truth of His Holy Word for
its basis, and that He has most honoured with success, not those who have preached themselves, but
G 2

—
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Others

Christ Jesus the Lord.
doctrinal

orthodoxy

may

think that

the prime requisite in a

is

Christian minister ; and so in reality

it is
hut then
can he only gained hy a correct

this qualification

;

acquaintance with the Scriptures. We might pursue the subject much further, hut there surely can

he no necessity. If
Christian country is

it

is

true that the glory of a

its clergy, it is

that the glory of the clergy

is

equally evident

their understanding

and knowing God, as He is revealed in the Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments.
It remains that we suggest some methods hy
which the desideratum we have heen speaking of
can he secured,* so that the coming ages of the
*

We

have seen a pamphlet entitled " Theological Colleges

and the Universities
the future Clergy
of Burslem,

or,

;

?

By

What

special training shall be given to

the Rev. Charles Hebert, M.A., Rector

and Rural Dean of Newcastle."

It is

a well-

written tract, and aims at calling the attention of the bishops,

and laity to the present inefficient state of clerical educaand proposes theological colleges as a remedy. The writer
does not enter into particulars as to what should be the curriculum or the minimum of attainment demanded, and, therefore,
clergy,
tion,

there

is little

Essay.

this

we can quote

He

as applicable to the specific design of

appears very anxious that certain theological

sentiments should not be taught, and we respectfully suggest

whether the best way to secure truly Scriptural, and not party
doctrine, is not to enforce a high standing of Biblical knowledge.

We

extract the following as almost identical with

in the foregoing pages

"

some sentences

:

Many

questions are at issue which connect the past and the
and among others, the question of special instruction
for the candidates for holy orders, on the verge of which the
nation stands, is both old and new
old on the one hand, as the

present

;

:

schools of the prophets
eyes,

among

the Israelites, and

new

to

modern

through long disuse during the dark period of the Reformed

—
KNOWLEDGE NEEDED BY THE
Church

shall excel the present in a

thorough and

We

scholar-like acquaintance with the Bible.
fess that

we

movements.

con-

are only prepared with hints which in

the hands of others
it
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LAITY.

may expand

into

practical

There are high authorities on

whom
may

devolves to carry into execution whatever

he thought to tend to the extent and increase of
true religion and virtue and we shall he repaid for
our labour of love if our suggestions should lead, in
only a small degree, to secure the happy consummation we pray for.
;

Now

appears to us that the object we are
advocating will never be fully secured but by the
it

production, in the

mind

of the

Church

generally,

and

of a higher tone in relation to Biblical learning

There

science.

is

a reflex influence of the laity

upon the clergy which should never be forgotten,
and also an evident part
of God's government of His Church and the world.

as forming a mental law,

If the people are satisfied with

low attainments,

it

cannot be expected that the clergy at large will
aim at high ones. That the standard set up at the
Church of England, of which the eighteenth century is the darkest
part.

So long, indeed, has the neglect continued that extensive

doubts exist whether that which bears the noblest rank

human employments, and
fulfil,

requires any

special

But no man

offices.

has the most arduous work of
training

in

its

all

to

the candidates for its

so reasons regarding the various lines of

earthly business, or the secular professions in particular.
trade has

among

apprenticeship

when

the boy's schooling

is

Each
and

over,

the future lawyer, and surgeon, and physician must go through
their special instruction before they are allowed to practise in the

arrangement of our
pp. 5,

6.

estates, or the cure of our bodily disorders."

;
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present day for the clergy
right one, or

if

is

the right, that

in every respect the
it is sufficiently

high,

may
man

be well doubted. Let us ask what is a clergyexpected to be and to do in order to gain
popularity, and be considered efficient in his holy
calling

?

Now we

shall

be borne out by

all close

servers of the character of religious society,

we

ob-

when

say that the last thing necessary to raise a

clergyman in general estimation is sound Biblical
This arises partly from the fact that the
learning.
existence of such a qualification

is

not capable of

being readily tested by a congregation, and partly
from the general taste being more inclined to what

and moves the fancy and the passions, than
It is
to what instructs and edifies the judgment.
lamentable both for preachers and hearers that
pleases

such should be the character of the public taste
for preachers, because they thus have so little to

check them and make them diligent and careful in
their pulpit preparations

knowledge

;

in

relation

to

for hearers, because while such

tone of their minds, real improvement
sible.

Biblical

Let a

man

have a good

is

voice,

is

a ready

utterance, and a flowery oratory, and he will
his church, perhaps

who has

by emptying

the

impos-

fill

his neighbour's,

only the ability or inclination to present

sound Scriptural exhortation in a plain and artless
method. Further, let him attack popular errors,
or what are conceived to be the errors of the day,
whether they be papistical or political, and he will
leave naked benches to his fellow-labourer, who
prefers to fix the dart of conviction in the breasts

;
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random

shafts

at

Mm,
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to letting fly

mere imaginary

personages.

who care less about what a
clergyman is in the pulpit, if he is what is called
a good pastor, giving them a good deal of his company at social meetings, and always ready to attend
committees, etc. Thus while various qualities are
mentioned by different persons as raising their
ministers in their esteem, we seldom hear a sound
Biblical scholarship spoken of as one of them.
This is not as it should be, and is a clear indication that a distinction exists between the possessors
and professed admirers of the Bible and those who
Others are found

really study

how

it.

It

is

perfectly astonishing to find

labour is given to the Holy
by many good people; the Holy Book
them rather the confirmer of their pre-

little intellectual

Scriptures

being to
conceived opinions than the stimulator of fresh
thoughts and new ideas. While this state of things

and characterizes the greater part of

lasts,

religious

society, a scripturally learned clergy will

not be

appreciated, and, as a necessary result, they will

not be found in
be.

In the

such numbers as they ought to

holiest of all offices the

law holds good,

demand leads to the
supply and therefore nothing would tend more to
produce a learned clergy than a laity more soundly
There will be
instructed in Biblical knowledge.
that, to a great extent, the
;

many

exceptions to this rule, for some

endowed with a marvellous power

of

men

are

influencing

by them

their audiences, instead of being affected

but such instances are comparatively rare a mutual
reflex action on each other being the prevalent rule.
;
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But while a higher grade of Biblical knowledge
among laymen will tend to raise the clergy in the
same department, the process must necessarily he
slow, and we had rather suggest some mode by
which the official teachers of others may take the
initiative, and exert more fully their legitimate inThere are two things which might he
fluence.
done, both practicable, and capable of a great
amount of efficiency the establishment of a system
of direct training for the clerical office, and the
demand of a higher Scriptural scholarship by the
These two should go together, and mubishops.
tually strengthen each other, and the happiest
results would immediately follow, although time
would be necessary to bring their proper fruits to

—

perfection.

subject

"With regard to the

now being

is

England, and

it

agitated

in

the

the Church of

no doubt soon acquire some

will

Here, then,

practical shape.

first of these,

this only observation, that

real blessing only in

we may

leave

it,

with

such training will be a

proportion as

it

creates or

strengthens a taste and love for Biblical learning,

and makes

all

acquisition of

other things but subsidiary to the
it.

If this rule

versed in any scheme,
its glory,

it

is

neglected or re-

will be shorn of

much

of

and only accomplish in part the contem-

plated end.

The influence

of the bishops

upon the learned

but paramount, since
they can be compelled to ordain no man unless his
attainments satisfy them.
As a consequence of
this, any bishop could at once, if he pleased, demand
status of the clergy

is

all

a considerable facility in reading the

Hebrew and

ORDAINED CLERGY SHOULD BE STUDENTS.
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admitted a candidate
into his diocese.
We respectfully express a conviction that the reason sometimes given why this is
not done,

that

viz.,

if

lie

the rule were insisted on,

men would not he ordained, is not wellfounded for we believe that any reasonable amount
sufficient
;

of learning

dates

knew

would be speedily acquired,
that

it

We are

non to their admission.
culties in the

if

the candi-

constituted a conditio sine qua

way

sure that the

ridiculously magnified,

to

the production of this

the Church, that

pernicious result to

diffi-

competent scholarship are

of

she

is

de-

prived of a vast accession of sound knowledge

which she might

have in her ministers.
Let
the bishops resolve that the above attainment
should be made necessary, and, although some
might cry out against what they considered a hardship, the requisite diligence would be found notwithstanding. Hardship forsooth to be compelled
to avoid the mortification of entering on a professional career unprovided with what ought to coneasily

!

stitute its indispensable elements.

We cannot conclude this

subject without saying

a few words to the clergy themselves, to urge those

who

are

now engaged

in the

work

of the ministry,

behind in a course so
honourable as that we have endeavoured to mark
All we have written has been indited by a
out.
sincere respect and regard for their office, and under
a solemn conviction that their happiness and usefulness will be best promoted by arduous efforts to
to resolve not to be

gain

all possible

the book which

left

knowledge respecting the Bible,
is

the

collection of

the Divine
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laws to the elucidation and enforcement of which

they have professed to consecrate their lives. With
such a foundation of general learning as most of
them have, we assure them there are no real im-

pediments in their way, and that a proper use of
spare hours would soon enable them to throw
second-hand theology aside, and go at once to its
source.
May we he excused for quoting an old
saying, inspired in itself,
of

it

through

and

many generations

the law of the Lord,

day and night.

by the use
" Sis delight is in

sanctified
:

and in Sis law doth he meditate

And

he shall be like a tree planted

by the rivers of water, which bringeth forth his fruit
in his season; his leaf also shall not wither, and

whatsoever he doeth shall prosper ."

but

conquests are not

Christianity

is

old,

completed, and

it

has yet to put on strength and

renew

its

youth like the eagles. Old enemies have
from the field, but new ones take their place,
armed with weapons of great strength and temper,
which only the sword of the Spirit which is the word
of God can cope with. At one time the foes of the
truth stood without the fortress, as avowed strangers
and aliens, and making no secret that they sought
its overthrow.
But now, become more subtle by
experience, they profess friendship, and change the
its

retired

the inside of the citadel. They
study the Scriptures instead of treating them with
contempt, and by a slow process of wily criticism,
field of battle to

seek to do what sarcasm and open ridicule could not

In this then will consist the strength
and wisdom of the clergy yet to come, that they will
allow to the disguised enemies no weapon which
accomplish.

ERROR TO BE REFUTED BY ARGUMENT.
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cannot themselves wield, and whether they

tliey

employ philology, history, or archaeology, will determine to he a match for them. The real importance
of the
rated,

German

neological schools

from the simple

is

greatly over-

fact that they take

advantage
Let

of the lower attainments of their opponents.

the latter watch them, and dispute with them step
by step in their industrious and truly learned acquisitions,

and they

will at once lose their power.

neither Christian nor

manly

to treat erudite

It

is

men,

who, we have reason to suppose, are sincere believers
and contempt,
because we cannot really grapple with them in
their profound acquaintance with the literature of
the Scriptures. Before we can tell the world of the
heterodoxy of a De Wette, we should be prepared
in a workmanlike way to expose his errors and if we

in their pernicious errors, with scorn

;

would really neutralize the heresy of a Strauss, we
must study his mythical theory, and shew its baseSo with the reckless criticism of Bishop
Colenso. The time has gone by when a man could
be ruined by being arbitrarily branded with heterodoxy, as a poor decrepit woman could with witchcraft. We must meet learning with equal erudition,
and urbanity and politeness in our opponents with
Any other course than this
the same qualities.
may satisfy a bigoted and ill-furnished mind, but

lessness.

convey no satisfactory refutation of error to
those who stand by; and we verily believe that
more error has been propagated by an arrogant and
despotic treatment of its disseminators, than by all

will

their

own

efforts.

The Church

of

England has the warm attach-
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CLERICAL EDUCATION.

nient of her clergy on various grounds, each of
which justifies it but there is nothing, next to her
presumed possession of apostolic truth, which ought
to make her more worthy of being loved than the
fact, that she has always been the patroness of true
learning in her children.
If she were to cease to
exist to-morrow, and all her colleges and noble
foundations to be levelled with the ground, she
;

never could cease to be influential in the world,
from the extent and richness of her literature, embracing every topic which has the most remote

connection with revealed truth.

Her

divines, her

philologists, her masters in casuistry, her defenders

of the outworks of Divine truth against the assail-

ants of hundreds of years, have formed for her a
monimientum cere perennius, destined to instruct
the remotest generations, and only to fall when
time shall be no more.
Surely a commendable
esprit de parti, a laudable ambition to keep up the
character of the community to which they belong,
will make her clergy adapt themselves to the advanced literature of the times, and become champions for the truth, as zealous and competent as their

forefathers.

(
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III.

APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE.
"When viewed from without
those not prepossessed in
certainly

exhibits

its

its

own

circle,

favour,

and by

Christianity

some inexplicable phenomena.

Perhaps we ought rather to say Christendom than
Christianity, since it is not the divine system
established by Christ and denned in the New Testament, but that system as seen in its combination
with human elements which perplexes and scan-

When considered

and
in its origin, it is true that the religion of our Lord
has its mysteries, and that mere intellect is often at
a loss to see the harmony of all its relations but
this kind of obscurity is compatible with deep
reverence, arising, as it is presumed to do, from
man's feebleness when placed beside the grandeur
But the phenomena of Chrisof an Infinite Mind.
the
Church
in conjunction with human
of
tendom
frailties, prejudices, and errors, are often more
adapted to cause contempt than admiration, and to
repel by their folly than attract by their grandeur
and sublimity. Human pride, and passion, and
self-conceit, and ignorance, have so mixed themselves up, in many cases, with the modest, calm,
lowly, and intelligent institution founded by Christ
and his Apostles, that it requires the hand of a
dalizes the beholder.

in itself

;

—

!
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devoted friend to separate the precious from the
vile, to see the jewel through its rough exterior, to
sift

the chaff from the wheat.

It is a very serious

matter indeed that Christianity has always had to
contend more against the obstacles presented hy
friends than hy avowed enemies, and that according
to our Lord's statement on another, though similar,
occasion, its foes have been of its own household.
Christianity has always excited mental activity,

and has produced more books, probably, than all
the false religions of the whole world put together.
Those who love the spiritual Zion, and who can
discern the fair beauty of the Church in spite of all

human

accretions, while they are sensible of the

which many of these books contain,
can forgive it for the sake of the noble and all but
But
inspired treatises which are found in others.
as folly is noisy and on the surface, while wisdom is
retiring and gentle, it follows that the attention of
the world is more drawn to the weaknesses of the
Church than to its greatness and strength, to its
human than to its divine side. Hence the inept,
fallacious, and the false, which is so plainly seen on

mass of

folly

the surface of the literature
continually

strengthening

opponents, and rendering

the

its

of

Christianity,

prejudices

of

is

its

predicted glory in the

humanly speaking, more and more difficult.
What an obstacle would be rolled out of the way of
earth,

the progress of the Gospel of our Saviour if a sponge

could wipe out from human books and human
memories all the nonsense which ignorant piety has

dared to put forth since the invention of printing

What

blessed results

would ensue

if

divines

who
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VARIOUS AIMS OF INSPIRED WRITERS.
preach and print about

human

depravity,

and

its

stopping the wheels of the chariot of the Church,
would but remember that nonsense uttered or written
in favour of sacred things is more injurious than the
acute objections of infidelity

—that a

silly

defender

far more dangerous
or expositor of Christian truth
Among the
than a sensible and learned scorner
Divine
Providence
this is
of
mysterious permissions
not the least, that the art of printing should be, at
the same time, a mighty instrument for establishing
the Gospel, if rightly used, and yet, through its
is

!

abuse by Christian men, one of the most formidable
stumbling-blocks in its pathway.

In surveying the productions of holy men of old
who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost
for the edification of the Church, we find some of

them

written, evidently, for all time, while others,

and temporary signiand only yield lessons to futurity by deduc-

apparently, have a
ficance,

more

local

tion or implication, mutatis mutandis.

Some

few,

and the Apocalypse, occupy
position, it being doubtful
mediate
decidedly a more
whether their teaching was local and temporary,
whether it extended to after ages, and whether its
as

the

Canticles

sphere of influence

is

not the present as well as the

Had the Bible been formed at one time as a
past.
whole, intended professedly in all its parts as a
book of laws and instructions for all ages of the
would then be our duty to treat all as
explicable, and to consider obscurities as arising
from our own dullness, and to be removed by patient
and industrious study. But this is not the fact of
Church,

it

the case, the separate portions of the

Scriptures
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having a fragmentary character, with bnt little
interdependence in many instances. The Psalms
and Gospels have the character of complete compilations, selected and arranged with care for use in
all time and by all believers in divine revelation;
the book of Ruth would seem to be important
principally as unfolding the links of the genealogy
of David, and, through him, of the Messiah while
;

the Apocalypse, like the prophecies, has the aspect
of a composition relating to matters either fulfilled
or yet to be brought to pass in the Church's history.

In other words, while "all Scripture
and is profitable

is

inspiration of God,

given by

for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righte-

would seem that these ends are to be
accomplished in different ways, and by the application of a spiritual common-sense and discernment
recognizing things which differ, and able to distinguish between what is directly didactic and what
teaches only by inference and deduction. There
surely is a marked distinction between the ethical
character of our Lord's sermon on the mount, the
decisions of the council at Jerusalem, and the
mysterious imagery of the Apocalypse for the first
is entirely moral and didactic, and cannot be affected
by any lapse of time; the second only teach by
implication, the circumstances which occasioned the
ousness,"

it

;

apostolic decrees not
is

now

existing

;

while the third

involved in an obscurity which no amount of

research has yet been able to pierce.

But even

in

the case of portions of Holy Scripture which have

long since accomplished their direct purpose, the
" instruction in righteousness " predicated of the

INDIRECT TEACHING OF HOLY SCRIPTURE.
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whole collection holds good, since meditation on
God's dealing's of old can never be unprofitable to
good men.
It seems to us that an obliviousness of this
distinction between the direct and indirect teaching
of Holy Writ is the source of a large part of the
folly which we have ventured to attribute to Biblical
scribes, whose lucubrations so often distress the
plain Christian, amuse the indifferent, and afford
an unholy triumph to the enemy. As long as men
will treat the whole Bible as equally susceptible of
interpretation in all its parts, and as equally
important in every chapter and verse for every age,
whether Jewish or Christian, or for the first or the
nineteenth century of our era, what can be expected
to result but the confounding of things that differ,
a disregard and abnegation of that proportion and
harmony by which the words as well as the works
of God must be expected to be distinguished ?
When we read the words of our Lord, " I say unto
you, Love your enemies,"

etc.,

we have

a practical

duty which can never cease to be binding as long
as malignant feelings are capable of dwelling in the
human breast but when we find it stated in the
book of the Revelation that the locusts " had hair
as the hair of women, and their teeth were as the
teeth of lions," we surely are not called to a minute
;

inspection of the figure as though toe in this age of

the world could either find out the exact meaning,
or could derive any " doctrine or reproof or correction "

from it even if understood. Yet one half the
religious books which are written proceed in entire
forgetfumess of what would seem, at first sight, to

H
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be so plain and indisputable. Scripture is appealed
to, not in that discreet way which recognizes the
distinctions

of time, place, the intention of the

writer, and the circumstances of those addressed,
but as though every verse and every word, from
Moses to St. John, were equally aj>plicable to us
and binding upon us.
In no department of Biblical literature have
these plain principles of interpretation been so

signally

neglected

as

that

in

relating

the

to

That there was a time when that
mysterious book was intelligible to the Church we
cannot doubt, for it is a principle with us that no
portion of Holy Scripture was without an immediate
reference and application at the time of its utterance, whatever remote bearings and relations it
might also possess. When therefore the Apocalypse
was first delivered, in writing, to the Church, it
spoke with an intelligible voice, and taught appropriate lessons to those into whose hands it was
given, so as to be profitable for " doctrine, or correcApocalypse.

tion or instruction in righteousness."

mean

that all

it

We

do not

contained was understood by

its

from it. A divine revelation
may be studiously dark in its expressions and
details, and yet may answer most important purposes in the spiritual economy.
The early chapters
of the Apocalypse are simple and easily understood
by ourselves much more must they have been so
readers or hearers

:

far

;

to the churches of Asia, to

phetic visions,

allusions,

now

were references to
Perhaps the prowith their concrete symbolism, were

remote and enigmatical to
facts in their

whom

us,

current history.

—
PRIMAKY INTENTION OP THE APOCALYPSE.
less explicit to

them

;
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yet the whole design of the

disclosures was, doubtless, so far

comprehended

as

have a practical hearing, either for warning, or
encouragement, or consolation. We may he mistaken hut in proportion as we feel convinced that
the Revelation was the work of St. John, given to
to

;

him hy the Alpha and Omega, the First and the
Last, so we are sure that it must have heen a document read and understood hy the churches entrusted
with

it

if

:

certainly

minor arrangements, yet
Most
main scope and design.

not in

in

its

all its

judicious readers will coincide with the following

remarks of Moses Stuart on this very topic

:

When

Paul inscribes his Epistles to the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, etc., no sober critic thinks of
calling in question whether the respective churches which he
l(

meant that

addresses had a real existence, nor whether Paul

what he said in these cases should be historically interpreted.
It would be deemed quite a superfluous labour to undertake
the formal task of indicating such an interpretation.

Why

should not the same principles be applied to the Apocalypse,

which

is

introduced by epistles addressed to seven different

churches, and which purports to treat of matters deeply inall

hands that

the Apocalypse was written there were

Christian

teresting to those churches

when

?

It is agreed

on

churches at Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis,
Philadelphia,

and Laodicea.

It

(whether apostle or presbyter),

is

conceded that John

who names himself

as the

author of the book, lived at or near Ephesus about this
period.

Whoever he was, he must have been

a

man

of con-

Such a book never
came from any ordinary hand or commonplace writer. At
the beginning and end of his work he earnestly commends it
to the most solemn and diligent attention of the churches
whom he addresses, and guards carefully against any inter-

spicuous character and great influence.

polations or abscissions of

it.

All this looks like reality, and

H

2
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has at least the appearance of

much

earnestness and of deep

Would any

interest in the welfare of the churches.

simple-

minded and unsophisticated reader ever think of putting all
this to the account of mere symbol or of profound mysticism ?
Never, as it seems to me, would such a thought enter his
mind. It is only after the body of the work has been read,
and many symbolic and dark and difficult passages have been
found there, that any reader begins to desire some mystic
exegesis for the prologue and epilogue of this book."*
If then

we presume

that the Apocalypse ac-

complished an important purpose in the Church, in
its

early ages,

is it

an unreasonable supposition that

the primary and chief purpose of that portion of

was answered long centuries ago, and
that its present use to the Church is secondary and
incidental, like some portions of St. Paul's epistles,
and many parts of the Old Testament ? Dark, in
human estimation, as were the scenes through
which the saints of the Lord passed previous to the
time of Constantine, and heavy as were the trials to
which their faith was exposed by losses, imprisonment, and death, is it too much to suppose that a
revelation was given expressly for them, which
supported their courage, and revived then hopes ?
If so, then the Apocalypse will occupy this position
in the canon of Holy Scripture
its original and
Scripture

:

—

intention is fulfilled, like the sublime
message sent to Hezekiah, by the mouth of Isaiah,
on the occasion of the invasion of Sennacherib
but, like that shorter revelation of mercy, it remains
on record to instruct the Church in all ages, in the
degree in which its statements and allusions can be
special

;

*

A

p. 176.

Commentary on

the Apocalypse.

London

:

Tegg.

1856,

SECONDARY USES OF HOLY SCRIPTURE.
understood and applied.*
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be said in opposition
to this view, that such secondary use is not imIf

it

portant enough to justify so large a portion of the

New

Testament being admitted into the canon, we

altogether deny the legitimacy of such an argument.
It is false

sumes

on two grounds

to lay

down

first,

;

because

it

pre-

a rule for the divine operations

towards the Church which no mortal has any right
do
and, secondly, it underrates the benefit

to

;

which

this part

ferring

upon

all

of

Holy

"Writ

is

capable of con-

We

presumed lower
need not stay to

we

are sure that the

ages, in this its

and secondary application.
prove the latter position, for

experience of thousands of pious persons will corroborate our opinion
all

when we

say, that apart

prophetic reference of the Apocalypse,

ters are

its

from
chap-

admirably suited to elevate the hope of a

Christian man, both as to his

own

interest in the

blessings of salvation and as to the sure triumph

of the

many

Church at large over all opposition. While
grope in darkness to find the application of

the parts of this book to the past, the present, and

who

from
exercising themselves in matters too high for them,
and simply use its texts, so far as they admit of
such a use, for their own comfort and edification.
The literary history of the Apocalypse exactly
coincides with the view we have rather hinted at
the future, there are multitudes

refrain

* Perhaps a case more closely parallel would be the visions of
Ezekiel respecting the holy land and temple in the last chapters
If those minute descriptions all referred to the
of his prophecy.

second temple as about to be built by the Hebrews, the illustration
will

be quite in point.
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than adopted as our own. Let it be granted that
the Revelation given to St. John had originally and
principally a local application, and we can then
account for these two remarkable facts
early

:

—that

Church had occasional doubts respecting

canonicity,

the
its

and that no study and investigation have

ever yet been able to apply

its

mysterious contents

with any certainty.
the whole question
need
enter
upon
We
not
of the canonicity of the Apocalypse, but will merely
state what appears to us to be a fact, that the book
was received more unhesitatingly by the very early
Church than by that of their successors, a fact
accounted for by our supposition that it had an
immediate and local reference.
Thus there are
allusions to the Revelation in the Shepherd of
Hermas, probably in Ignatius ; Papias, as we
learn at second hand, considered it an inspired composition Mellto of Sardis wrote a commentary upon
to the illustration of history
I.

—

;

it

;

Justin Martyr quotes

it

as the

work

of St.

John

the Apostle ; while Irenceus makes direct mention of
it

in

two places

:

— " Sed

et

Joannes Domini

disci-

pulus in Apocalypsi sacerdotalem et gloriosum regni
videns adventum;" and, " Significavit Joannes Do-

mini discipulus in Apocalypsi, edisserens." Many
more early testimonies might be adduced, but these
are enough to prove that immediately after the
Apocalypse was published, it was known generally
in the Asiatic churches as a book of Divine authority, and in actual use for the edification of believers.

This being the case,

it is

the more remarkable

that after these testimonies had been borne to the

s

;;

CANONICITY OF APOCALYPSE ONCE DOUBTED.
authenticity of the Apocalypse

Cerinthus

;

should become

by other
Caius of Home ascribed the book to
and although his dislike of Montanism

questioned and doubted,
authorities.

it
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if

not

denied,

was the occasion of this statement, yet it is quite
impossible he could have made it had not doubts
then been current on the subject. Dionysius of
Alexandria would not allow it to be the production of
St. John. But Eusebius, who wrote expressly on the
canon, leaves no doubt on our mind that in his day
the Apocalypse had gathered around it many suspicions, and was in great danger of being robbed of
authority.
He speaks of divers views being
taken of the matter, irapa rots iroWoh, by the many
and almost places the Revelation of St. John among

its

the controverted books,

rot? avriXeyofievoc^

;

and

al-

though a doctrinal bias may have influenced Euseand made him hesitate in his opinions, he never
could have uttered those we have quoted if the
Apocalypse, like St. John's Gospel, had been universally and undoubtingly received by the Church.
Cyril denied its canonicity by omitting it from the
list of those books which he admitted to have that
And, not to mention more cases than
character.
are necessary for our argument, the apostolic canons
omit the Apocalypse from the apostolic writings, and
bius,

the apostolical constitutions ignore

its

existence.

been
in
wanted
received and used partially, is its being
the Peschito Syriac version of the New Testament
a fact on which much has been written, and which
may admit of different explanations. But all the
phenomena we have glanced at certainly establish
Equally

clear,

as to the Apocalypse having

;
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the position, that, from some cause or other, while
most of the apostolic writings handed down to us

were always admitted as of divine authority, the
Revelation attached to itself much of doubt and
perplexity, not so

much

in the

as in the im-

first,

mediately following centuries of the Christian era.

We

think there

is

overwhelming evidence that

John the Apostle wrote the Revelation as seen
by him and delivered to him in Patmos, and this
St.

fact has to be reconciled with the other, that its

canonicity was so soon and so extensively doubted.

Our suggestion is (for we are anxious our readers
should remember we are only suggesting), that all
the facts of the case are harmonized by the hypothesis that the

book was intended

for the churches

of Asia alone, in the first instance

;

that

it

an-

swered a glorious purpose in their history, and that
of other churches similarly situated, by whom its

and imagery and general designs were well
understood that afterwards it ceased to be read in
proportion as that design was less manifest, until at
length its authority was partly questioned and

illusions

;

partly denied.

But, as truth always prevails in the

end, the sifting of the evidence gradually separated

the incidental from what was essential, and placed

the genuineness and divine authority of the book

on an impregnable basis and although it has accomplished its prime object long ago, it still remains to teach us many lessons of heavenly wisdom
to instruct and confirm us in great doctrines, to
shew us how God interfered to comfort His people
in their tribulations, and to shadow forth to us the
certain triumph of the Church in time to come.
;

—
105

MOSES STUAUT ON THE CANON.

While we have serious objections to some of
Moses Stuart's statements on the canon, there is a
good deal of practical wisdom in the following
observations, which, although originally made on
the Song of Solomon, will apply equally well to the

Apocalypse

:*

" All things considered, we
to

may

settle

down, as

me, in the conclusion, that the Canticles

is

to be regarded in the light of a local one,

it

seems

a hook rather

and adapted

to

partial usage, than as a book now, under the full light of the

Gospel, specially adapted to our use.

It

had

its

That

day.

its use was religious I cannot doubt, from the company in
which it is found, and the ordeal through which it has passed

among

the

founders

of

Christianity.

It

may have

another day of usefulness among the Asiatics.

disown

it,

nor set

who have an

it

aside.

still

Let us not

But persons of timid consciences,

idea that, since

all

parts of Scripture are in-

must of course be equally useful, may be set
free from this bondage.
Are we to hold that the sketches of
tabernacle and temple buildings, of ritual ordinances and
customs, and catalogues of names and places, are as edifying
as the Epistle to the Romans, or the Gospels, or the Psalms ?
If we answer in the negative, then 1 would ask, whether, in
spired, they all

other compositions once adapted to the state of things then
existing, there

may

not be a lack of former usefulness, since

become fully diffused ? As I have
would say again, may not a star which once
shone brightly in the dim twilight become no longer visible
when the sun is shining in his strength ? But why should
we deny that it has once shone, and that it is still a star ?"

the light of the Gospel has

once

said, I

"We are aware of some objections made to

this

view, which some persons will think very strong,

not insuperable, and
* Critical History
Loriiner's edition.

we

will

and Defence of

London, 1849.

state
the

p. 332.

them.

It

if
is

Old Testament Canon.
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thought by many, indeed such

is

the conventional

opinion, that the Bible is an organic whole in such
a sense that every part of it is equally applicable to
the Church in all ages and they therefore object
;

to

any

as they

relative estimates of its different parts,

would object

portions,

either in

This opinion

even

to its being used in separate

public or private instruction.

with both facts and
say we have not the
slightest belief in it, and that we should think it a
hopeless task to try to convince those who can
seriously maintain positions so utterly untenable.
is

reasoning that

It

is

so in conflict

we need only

further stated, that the place of the Apocalypse

end of the Holy Scriptures, and the exhortaread and study it, and especially the
threatening of the last chapter respecting adding to
or taking away from the words of the prophecy, all
go to prove that it is a book for all time, and as it
concludes the Bible, so it winds up the whole history of the Church until it shall be complete in
heaven.
But such arguments as these are specious
and nothing more, and will not bear a calm examination.
There is nothing to shew that the present
position of the books of the New Testament is of
any authority, and the study of MSS. will convince
any one that in earlier times there were many
different arrangements of the separate documents.
Thus, SyriacTMSS. often place the general Epistles
after the Acts, and conclude with the Epistle to the
Hebrews.
The circumstance of the Apocalypse
being so little understood in early ages, and also
the fact that it is probably the last of the books
chronologically, are sufficient to account for its
at the

tions

to

DIFFICULTY OF HISTORICAL APPLICATION.
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without having recourse to any deep or
mystical reason. Then, what is said about exhortations to read it, and denunciations against any who
should corrupt it, has the same force whether we
position

consider the special application of the book to be to

time or to be limited to a particular crisis of the
Church. Another objection is that long periods
are spoken of in the Revelation, such as Christ
all

reigning a thousand years

many

but

;

it

is

the belief of

expositors that all that seems chronological

in the Apocalypse

is

symbolical, not real, and such

a view can be supported on good critical grounds.
Against this objection may be balanced others
equally opposed to any long continuance of the
as, " Behold, I come

platform of the visions, such
quickly," and "the time

opinion

we may form on

is

at hand."

the question,

Whatever

be
do not think
it

will

found beset with difficulties, but we
those which surround our hypothesis more formidable than such as lie against any other theory.
II.

We now

come

to consider the fruitlessness

of all attempts to apply the scenes of the Revelation
historically, as corroborating the

have had a
subject, but
A complete
would be as

past reference.

we must

view that

This

is

it

may

a very large

within narrow limits.
history of Apocalyptic interpretation
treat

it

mind could
conceive of, exhibiting an almost incredible amount
of labour, employed both with humble reverence
curious a production as the

and presumptuous

levity

the various shades of

and

carelessness,

and

all

human piety and folly between

those extremes.
In early ages, indeed, divines
were more modest than those who came after them,

;
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and the sentiment of Dionysius of Alexandria as
given by Eusebius may be said to express the prevailing view of the Church before the invention of
"

printing.

He

did not understand the Apocalypse,

and what was written in it transcended his compreThere were indeed numerous attempts

hension."

made

to explain special portions of the book, but

there was never anything, before the Reformation,

which recommended itself to the Church at large as
a key to unlock its mysteries. What Arias Montanus said of the commentators who went before
him will well apply to all that was clone to explicate
the Apocalypse before it began to be applied to the
Church of Home; he asserts that after studying
the Scriptures for thirty years he was in the habit
of saying " that the meaning of the Apocalypse was
understood by himself better than by any of the
commentators whom he had happened to read

—

since they proceeded to explain

it

as if they under-

and then, by their varying expositions,
whereas he
rendered it only the more obscure
did
he
not
understand
himself confessed that
it at
stood

it,

;

all."

But in more modern

times, that

is,

since the

Reformation, this part of Scripture has engaged the
scrutiny of men to an extraordinary degree, and
while

there

have

been

some

sensible

treatises

written on the subject, the great part of the literature

of

the

spectacle of

Apocalypse

human

exhibits

a melancholy

presumption, ignorant conceit,

and folly. Much has been done to improve the
Greek text of the book, and much has also been
pertinently written to throw light upon its symbols
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and emblems as they are illustrated by the language
of the Old Testament.
Had men stopped here it
would have been well, and a reproach now heavily
pressing on Biblical studies would have been
avoided.

But they ran wild

an exegesis whose

in

implements were the freaks of their own fancy,
and whose results are more calculated to excite
laughter and contempt than to gain any worthy

While Pererius could affirm that the
Apocalypse " must be altogether incomprehensible
without an especial revelation from God," more
modern theologians have read it off as if it were
plain history, even without any of that general
" inspiration of the Almighty which giveth understanding" to humble and devout seekers after
Need we quote more to justify any lantruth.
guage of reproof and sarcasm that we might emcredence.

ploy, than the following specimen of the Apocalyptic

sketches of a popular pulpit orator

He

appears in print.
10,

"And

they had

is

tails

who

often

expounding (?) chap. ix.
like unto scorpions;" and

he says, " The allusion to tails is thus explained.
In one of the earlier battles of the Saracens the
their leader instantly cut off
standard was lost
;

his horse's tail, placed it

troops that

must be

upon a

their

pole,

standard

and told

his

when they

marched to battle !" We cannot wonder that such
wanton folly as this should provoke disgust in
some minds, and a reaction to an opposite extreme
in others.

Some grave

nonsense we are
mad woman the
dies, sent to

divines

who

perpetrate the

alluding to would treat as a poor

authoress of the following rhapso-

us repeatedly in print.

Yet are not
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such insane conceptions closely allied to their own ?
Yet, further, are not such wild thoughts encouraged

weak and ignorant by the
ments of men who ought to know

in the

pernicious combetter

?

"EAST.
"Rev.

xvi.

12—21.

" And the sixth angel (Seljuk, Rev. ix. 13) poured out his
Turkish and Mogul) vial (of wrath against all idolatry) upon
the great liver Euphrates (at Bagdad) ; and the (baptismal)
water (of the great Babylonial and Romish whore of the
nations, Rev. xvii-. 15) thereof was dried up (destroyed, Rev.
ix. 11, 15),

that the

way

of the (Moslem) kings of the East
prepared (for Elizabeth's

(as far as China, in 1250) might be

baptism of the Holy Ghost, from April
3,

7_i2

ii.

j

2; xxiv. 27, 36, 43

;

Cant.

8,
vi.

1839.

Matt.

iii.

10).

"WEST.
"Verse
"

13.

spirits like (French) frogs came
mouth of the (Greek) dragon (Emperor), and out
of the mouth of the beast (Roman Pontiff), and out of the mouth
of the false (Koran) prophet. For they are the spirits (priests)
of devils (tyrants), working (lying) miracles, which go forth

And

I saiv three unclean

out of the

(with their armies) unto the kings of the (old

and

of the whole world, to gather

great day of

God Almighty.

them

Roman)

to the battle

earth

of that

Behold I (Elizabeth, the person

of the Holy Ghost) come as a thief (to steal away the British

Blessed

nation).

is

he that watcheth

(for Elizabeth),

and

keepeth his (Royal Jewish) garments, lest he (like the Conti-

nental despots) ivalk naked (uncircumcised), and they see his

shame

(his

poverty and his paganism) ."

Would
trash

that the reading

might deter some

this

more

melancholy
staid,

yet not

Apocalyptic fulfilment-mongers
cannot wonder that a writer in opj)osition

less mischievous,

We

of

of the

!

—

—
LUTHER ON THE APOCALYPSE.
to these

makers and

should lose

Ill

conundrums
and exclaim, " I found,

solvers of spiritual

all patience,

what did I not find that did not savour of the
apocryphal and the marvellous ? I found that no
limit would be put to my credulity, and that at
was required to believe that a certain hailstorm which injured parts of France, on Sunday,
July 13th, 1788, was foretold in the Apocalypse
and that a little frog, called the Tractarian heresy,
had been heard by St. John to croak all the way
from the London church of St. Barnabas to Patlast I

;

mos, at a distance of nearly 2,000 years !"*
The great stimulus to the production of the
immense mass of crude and unhallowed speculation
on the book of the Revelation in modern times, has
been the imagined discovery that its most pregnant

Rome. It
German Reformers, at the

passages are prophecies of the Church of
does not appear that the

commencement of their labours, saw the use which
was afterwards made of the Apocalypse against the
Papacy, for some of them, as Luther, Zwingle, and
Carlstadt, either denied or doubted its canonicity.

Luther's opinion

is

worth placing

illustration of the general subject

ness of the Reformer
" There are

many

:

reasons

why

neither apostolical nor prophetical.

the Apostles do not
clear

;

I regard this
First,

and

book

as

principally,

make use

and plain language,

in the Gospel

an
and of the rash-

here, both as

as

of visions, but prophesy in
do Peter, Paul, and Christ also

for it is suitable to the

apostolic office to

speak clearly and without figure or vision respecting Christ
* The Apocalypse Fulfilled, etc.

B.D.

Preface.

By

the Eev. P. S. Desprez,
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and his

throughout
equal to
that
to

There

acts.

in

New, who

too

to regard

treats

so

that the fourth book of Esdras

my

estimation

;

of

visions

almost

is

and certainly I cannot perceive

proceeded from the Holy

it

me

it

j

no prophet in the Old Testa-

also

is

mention the

not to

ment,,

Spirit.

Besides,

it

seems

much for him to enjoin it rigorously on his readers
his own work as of more importance than any other

sacred book, and to threaten that

if

any one

shall take

aught

away from it, God will take away from him his part in the
book of life. Again, if even they are to be blessed who hold
to what is contained in it, no man knows what that is, much
The case is all the same as
less what holding to it means.
though we had it not and many more valuable books exist
;

Many

for us to hold to.

ago

;

that

it is

above

it

all

it

it

is

moderate.

is

it

bound

to do

;

for

cannot adapt

reason enough for

he says (Act.

i.),

therefore by the books

I abide

My spirit

very highly that Christ

nor acknowledged, which above

man

Finally, let every

prompts him.

book; and

should not esteem
in

long

;

as his spirit

itself to the

it

St.

several places his praise

think of

of the fathers, too, rejected

Jerome employs big words, and says
praise, yet he cannot prove that
and in

and though

all

is

me why

I

neither taught

things an Apostle

Ye shall be

my

is

witnesses,

which give Christ to

me

clearly and purely."

But

since their time

among

it

has heen almost conceded

Paul and St. John,
writing of the man of sin, of the beast, and of Antichrist, prophesied distinctly and solely of Pome.
It

was

Protestants that both

St.

some scriptural justificaPome, and a Biblical argua doctrinal opponent is deemed so

so desirable to gain

tion of the dissent from

ment

against

essentially important, that

we may lament,

we cannot wonder,

while

that the odium tlieologicum should

betake itself to this mysterious book as a quiver
of appropriate arrows against the enemy.

In

full

ordi-

HISTORICAL REFERENCE DOUBTFUL.
nary matters,

mode

men would
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rather hesitate to adopt a

dependent
had to be
adversary
an
on subjective grounds, when
assailed, and prefer a weapon of less doubtful proof;
but in theological warfare it seems to be thought
better to imitate the example of Jael, and to take
any instrument of slaughter which may come to
hand, than that of St. Paul, who exhorts us to
of reasoning

" prove

all

which

is

so evidently

things."

We

do not say that the Apocalypse is not a
prophecy of things yet future, nor yet that the
corruptions of the Church of Home are not de-

nounced in

it

—far

from

sufficiently reverent

our

own

it.

We trust that we are

towards God, and conscious of

Holy

intellectual feebleness, to feel that

Scripture almost necessarily

cannot scale

contains heights

and depths we cannot fathom

;

we
and

our conception of its marvellous fulness is too decided to allow us to think that its designs are yet all
unfolded, or its adaptation to the state of man is yet
But what we think we have a right
all disclosed.
to say, without presumption, is this: That the applications of this book to past and passing and f uture
events in the history of Christendom, so recklessly
and plentifully made by modern schools of theology,
are neither warranted

by experience.

by the premises nor confirmed

If the Apocalypse is a mirror of

the world's history, it has never yet presented its
disk in the right focus so as to enable men to see
its pictures clearly, and thus to make the predictions

and the things predicted correspond; and

until something less of the character of the kaleidoscope appears in the attempts of men to identify
I

;
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the prophecies,

we must be

allowed to suspend our

judgment, and to suspect that the Revelation may
have answered its direct object long ago. What
egregious, what entire failure marks the thousands
of pamphlets, sermons, and volumes, which have
"What student of
been written .on this subject
Scripture, not blinded by a theory, or misled by a
foregone conclusion, can believe that the Apocalypse can be historically interpreted with our present resources, after the Church, for long ages, has
As has been said by a
attempted the task in vain
writer on this question, it is like the quadrature of
the circle, morally possible, yet so highly improbable as to be only attempted by weak or oversanguine men. The Revelation may have a key to
unlock its dark recesses, but the long and unsuc!

!

it is a rational argument for defrom the hopeless task. Reasoning from
analogy we go farther than this and say, that past
want of success is a reason for believing that the

cessful search for
sisting

Revelation does not apply to successive eras of the
Church's history, for had it done so, surely by this

time that application would have been discovered
discovered we mean with such a moral certainty as
would have taken its fulfilled predictions out of the
sphere of fancy and fanaticism.
If we take the number of the beast so enigmatically alluded to in chapter xiii., we find the inter-

numerous and yet so contrary the one
to the other, that the very mention of most of them
would provoke a smile, if a reflection on human
credulity did not produce more serious emotions.
Prom the Teitan of Ireneeus, to the Napoleon of
pretations so

NUMBER OF THE
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BEAST.

a modern soothsayer, the hundreds of guesses all
indicate a very forlorn cause, and it appears extraordinary that these repeated and continued failures

do not turn men upon some other scent, and make
them suspect that a literal and arithmetical solution
was not intended. There is something too cabalistic

—too much

like the

nugae of Jewish scribes in the

worst state of their literature, in this turning the

Word
its

of

God

into riddles, to allow of our admitting

Had we

legitimacy without full authority.

been plainly informed by a sacred writer that the
number 600 or 666 adumbrated a man's name, to be
picked out or guessed at by the numerical value
of its letters, we must have submitted our own judgment to such a teacher but as that is not done, we
cannot consent to lower Divine Revelation to
a mere utterer of puzzles, the mystery of which
any profane hand may try its skill in endeavouring
;

to solve.*
* That other methods of explaining the

number

of the beast

might be shewn by quotations from learned and
sensible writers
but we will give one only, from Durham on the
are possible,

;

Apocalypse, the work of a Scotch divine of

to

Mr.

seventeenth

the

We may

century.

Clissold's

mention that we are indebted for the extract
voluminous edition of Swedenborg's Spiritual

Exposition of the Apocalypse,

London

:

1851

;

a

work of great

and which may be profitably consulted for facts by
those who have little or no sympathy with its doctrines.
" To count here is not then by arithmetic to number out of a
name, aud to cast up a sum by so many figures, but doctrinally
and judiciously to weigh the matter of that heresy or the nature
so the Lord is said to have numbered Belshazzar,
of that beast
Dan. v., and to have found him light. Because by this way of

erudition,

:

putting particulars together, the judicious searchers will find

him

exactly out, whether he be agreeable or disagreeable to the rule or

I

2

;
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What,

then,

sum

the

is

of our previous argu-

ments, the scope and design of our observations ?
intend to discourage the study of the Apocalype? By no means, for then we should he as

Do we

presumptuous as those whose morbid exegesis we
But we would have the study
are condemning.
pursued in due proportion, and with some regard to
the rules of interpretative evidence. Assailed on
all sides by an intrusive, and often an insolent
character given, as arithmeticians will do by their reckonings.

Of

this sort of

reckoning there are diverse examples in Scripture,

letters or figures of a name there is
The first imply eth a particular exact search, as if everything in him were considered by itself particularly, and put

but of reckoning from the
none.

together again in whole, as arithmeticians do in their countings.

This

is

confirmed by considering the qualification of him

invited to number,

'

who

Let him that hath understanding,' that

is
is,

not understanding in reckoning and arithmetic, but in the discerning of the spiritual truths of God, especially of the characters
of Antichrist formerly given, and prudence to apply them where

he shall discern them to be.
should count
to

them and

the duty

:

find

it

is

out,

This

common

;

not that none other

saith,

but

saith few will take it

it

and that no other

will

come speed but

they that take the same balance of the sanctuary and spiritual

wisdom

to discern with

;

yet

put to men's doors to essay

it is

of a

this,

much deniednesse and humility.
Or, by the number
man may be understood a number not having God but a man

but with

.

for its author,

.

.

and not being approven of God, but invented of

man, whatever there be pretended thus, there are in Scripture such
phrases, the wisdom of a man, the law of a man, the will of a man,
in opposition to the wisdom, will, and law, of God. Thus, the reason
;

runneth

:

let spiritual

for it will be

wise

men

consider her and reckon well

found that this beast's number or doctrine

God but

of man, whatever be pretended

Dan.

might be

iii.,

because

it

called the

image of a

represented him, but because

Neither of these will be disagreeable to

;

is

not of

even as that statue,

man

or of the king
not
was instituted by him.
the scope and truth."
it

;
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school of expositors,

take

we

all their dicta for

are either called

upon

to

granted, or are charged with

heing indifferent to the claims of truth, and condeny these
temners of the true sayings of God.

We

charges,
others, as

and think we can

we

justify

certainly can to our

own

ourselves

to

consciences,

by adopting a method entirely different from that
claimed by our opponents as the only true one.
They affirm that the Revelation must be a prophecy
of things to transpire in all ages of the Church, and
that the finger can be placed upon events of past
ages and the present time which are evidently
intended to be pointed out by its descriptions and
denunciations.
We reply that this is a mere gratis
dictum, and that all the requirements of the case
may be met by supposing that this sublime book
was designed to instruct and support the Church in
an earlier age, and that its details may have to us,
not a direct, but an inferential interest. This view,

we

maintain, allows the Apocalypse to be a source

devout contemplation and religious profit,
without entailing the necessity of curious prying
into mysteries, or a waste of energy in matters
unrevealed and of doubtful import. Some stop
should at all events be put to the crude and licenof

which

book is the subject,
and we think the course we have marked out will
tend, in some degree, to such a result.
It may be necessary to state that we are far
from involving all expositors of the Revelation in
the charges we have been preferring, although they
tious speculation of

this

think that the historical interpretation may
be legitimately pursued. There is a learned, and
devout, and tasteful method of pursuing what may

may
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prove a false exegesis, as well as one which is
it is the advocates
and exhibitors of the latter alone that we wish to
condemn. But it is worthy of serious enquiry

ignorant, irreverent, and rude, and

whether the entire method of exposition we are
speaking of is not in itself vicious, and whether it
does not necessarily lead to the abuses

condemn.
the

name

If one

man may

of the Beast in Lateinos,

can be alleged

why

we

desire to

feel justified in finding

what reason

another should not discover

it

Luther, as has been attempted by a writer of
Romish Church or in any other name which
he can torture to utter the requisite number, and
which may seem to him to designate the error or
in

the

;

the vice of the passing age
of

?

In other departments

sacred criticism and interpretation there

scientific

method

is

a

which lays a restraint
and compels all Christendom to

of procedure

on false doctrine,
something like unanimity, when a character for
scholarship has to be maintained.
How signally,
for instance, has Socinian doctrine been repressed
and confuted by the application of rules which are
acknowledged to be true, and which to question
would be a mere return to barbarism ? But can we
predicate any of this moral certainty of the principles
of those who swell the stock of Apocalyptic literature ?
So far from this being the case, every man
is his own lawgiver, and adopts critical rules of his
own, pro re natd, without the power of claiming
the assent of any but his own disciples. This is a
great evil, and its bitter fruits are being reaped in
almost every section of the visible Church.
We shall now endeavour briefly to state some of
the causes which have led to the morbid activity in

;

CAUSES OF PROPHETIC SPECULATIONS.
this

department of Biblical interpretation

:
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to the

one-sided and disproportioned mental labour be-

stowed upon the Apocalypse. We do so in the earnest
hope that, as far as our opinions are correct, they may
induce more carefulness in writers on matters relating to Holy Scripture, and lead to a less fruitful
production of scandals, both to believers and infidels.
First, we are compelled to place a love of popularity as one cause of undue speculation on the
Apocalypse. As no man would confess to this, we
may be thought uncharitable in attributing such a
motive but as there are means of attaining to some
moral convictions respecting the principles which
animate our fellow-creatures in their overt acts, we
think we may justly arrive at such a conclusion.
This courting the aura popularis is perhaps more
evident in preachers than in writers of treatises,
because reason and argument are less necessary
in the pulpit than in the study, and also because it
is so easy to move a mixed multitude by an affectation of depth, an assumption of skill in the
;

elucidation of mysteries. When a popular preacher
took some trouble to prove to his audience, during
the Crimean war, that Sebastopol was Armageddon,

contrary to

all

philology and all

obliged to

are

attribute

his

common

doing

so,

sense

we

either

to

mental imbecility or to a pandering to the populace
and as we have evidence that it could not be the
former, we are compelled to adopt the latter supposition.*
*

We

It

is

a sad features of our times that a

have seen advertised a course of lectures in a Scotch place

of worship in London, of which the following
"

The Rev.

will deliver, in the

is

the synopsis

:

—

National Scotch Church,
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what God

be set
before nien "'whether they will hear, or whether they
will forbear," is too often postponed to the more
dignified regard to

pressing question, "

What

teaches, to

will the people like ?"

Secondly, novelty has charms in the region of

theology as well as in more worldly associations,

and a

desire to find something

new

Holy

in the

Scriptures has a great influence on exegesis. This

is

quite in accordance with the spirit of an age
which probably approximates closer to that of
Athens in apostolic times than any which has
" Eor all the Athenians
preceded it in this country
spent their time in nothing else but either to tell
or to hear some new thing."
Most unfortunate is
it that this tendency should shew itself in con:

nection with revealed truth, which, of

departments of

new

all

other

human knowledge, must have

fewer

aspects and combinations

Halkin Street

;

yet so

and he

it is,

"West, Belgrave Square, a Course of Six Lectures

the Prophecy on the

Mount

o'clock.
The following is the Course of Lectures
" I The Fall of Jerusalem.
Matt. xxiv. 1.
" II. Warning Signs. Matt. xxiv. 12.

Three

on

of Olives, on Tuesday Afternoons at
:

—

" III. The Witness to all Nations. Matt. xxiv. 14.
" IY. False Prophets and Signs.
Matt. xxiv. 24.
" V. The Great Conflagration.
" VI.
"

To

The Last

Separation.

prevent any crowding or inconvenience, admission will

only be by tickets, to be had of Mr. Inglis, 22,

Motcomb

Street,

Belgrave Square."
Notice here the expectation of a " rush " for seats
tion that the theologico-political exhibition
state

!

No

—the convic-

would suit the popular

doubt, from the neighbourhood chosen,

it

was

cal-

culated pretty surely that some aristocratic dabblers in unfulfilled
predictions would grace the building

and encourage the

lecturer.

INFLUENCE OF IMAGINATION AND FANCY.
is
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often thought the best and most useful preacher

or writer

who

for untried

leaves the paths of catholic consent

ways

of

his

own

An

devising.

gone before
tive,

us, as

im-

who have

patience of what has been said by those

not sufficiently deep and attrac-

has led to a thousand heresies, and to a

Holy
To acknowledge that the Apocalypse
perversion of a thousand texts of

incomprehensible, as the fathers did,

is

Scripture.
is

partly

too great a

stretch of humility for modern scholasticism ; to eat
the " bread corn " of Divine truth is but poor enter-

tainment for those whose palate longs for the taste
of exotic delicacies.
Indeed, it is customary now
even to find a Divine warrant for this search after
novelties in our Saviour's declaration that a scribe,
well instructed in relation to the kingdom of God,
" will bring out of his treasury things new and old."

A preacher must declaim in a novel
his texts with

new

interpretations

;

and treat
a commentator
style,

must eschew the old and coin fresh explications
from his own brain a student of prophecy must be
ashamed to confess, as the ancients did, that the
event alone can make a prediction plain, and is
;

rather to prefer to point with his finger to the age

and circumstances which
shadows forth.
in

imagery

Apocalyptic

Thirdly, it is easy for shallow minds to dabble
what cannot be proved, and they therefore con-

fine themselves to

those branches

of

literature,

sacred and profane, which admit of being presided

over by imagination and fancy.

ment

of thought

sive,

that

as

is

Now

no depart-

so airy, so intangible, so discur-

of unfulfilled

prophecies,

for

this
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evident reason, that whatever nonsense

men

may-

think or utter upon them cannot be contradicted
or disproved, although

we may

feel as certain that

nonsense as that two and three cannot

it is

four.

In the

fair field of legitimate exegesis,

make
where

a comment can be decided by grammar or lexicography, by the analogy of Divine truth or by an
extensive consent of authorities, the dunce or the
sciolist is easily defeated, and therefore is wise
enough, within such lists, to decline the combat.

But when the

position taken

up

is

in nubibus,

and

the structures of defence erected are castles in the

what can be done with such unsubstantial and
combatants ?
Without allowing such
things as common principles, or any data or axioms,
how are men to be refuted though their errors are
too palpable to admit of any valid defence or justification ? The locusts of the Revelation are Saracens,
who can deny it ? We venture to question the
assertion, and for proof are told that the allusion to
their tails settles the matter, for did not an early

air,

slippery

leader of that people cut off his horse's tail for

a.

Unavoidable inference logical conclusion
what else can be said upon a matter so
learnedly discussed and conducted ? But however
stupid all this may be to persons of a modicum of
sense, your shallow preacher and writer gets the
better of you, in his own esteem, because you cannot confute him, and though he is evidently a fool,
thinks himself wiser than seven men who can
standard

?

!

!

render a reason.
Fourthly, inattention to the rules of evidence is
another source of Apocalyptic speculation. Let
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any one take the more respectable works of

this

such as Elliott's Horce Apocalyptica for
example, and after he has seen the map of the
Church and of Divine Providence marked out by
class,

the pencil of the writer, from the early persecutions
and heresies to Constantine's patronage, and down
to the end of all things,

proof can he given for

—

him ask himself what

let

all this

well-defined specula-

and he will find that
and that no evidence but the

tion,

it is

subjective altogether,

ipse dixit of the
him,
is either to be
writer, or those who think with
We could pardon these
given or expected.
seers
of vision if they were
and
dreamers of dreams
amiable as well as weak, and were contented to

please themselves with the syllogisms of the fancy;
but, unfortunately, in proportion as their premises

dogmatism is intolerable. No
favour or mercy at the hands of

are baseless, their

men

find so little

others, in literary warfare, as those

require evidence

when

told that the

reign over Christians (which
forbid), that
all lands,

come

who venture

Jerusalem

is

may God

to

Jews are to
mercy

in his

again to be the glory of

that the present state of the world

is

to

to an end before the year a.d. 2000, and that

Christ

is

to reign

upon earth

for a thousand years.

lawful to ask for proof before a thief is convicted; for evidence that a comet is to be expected,
It

is

and

for all predicted

phenomena

besides

;

but in

the region of theology, such a temper is scepticism,
such a demand is closely akin to infidelity. Once

admit the rules of evidence into this region of
dreams, and the laborious inferences sought to be
palmed upon us vanish into nothingness.
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Fifithly, a

more respectable cause than those we

have enumerated remains to be mentioned, the
prevalence of a priori notions as to the use of the
Holy Scriptures and the destiny of the Church.
This, if fully treated, would well occupy more space
than we have allotted to the present paper,
but we must only hastily glance at

If our

it.

readers will give a little attention to the

modes

of

thought which are current in what is called the
religious world, they will find that very many of
the topics to which importance is attached in
books and sermons have no solid foundation whatever, but are derived from the presumption that
God must act so and so, or that the Church and the
world must take such and such a course in the

For instance

future.

could not answer
spired;

its

:

it

use to

Church

said that the

Bible

purpose unless verbally in-

that unless the Bible revealed everything

which the Church ought
little

is

is

it

;

to

that as seven

know
is

to exert its present

it

could be of

a full number, the

mode

of influence

only for six thousand years, and that the seventh

thousand
the

is

to be the millennium, corresponding to

Sabbath-day.

"We take

transitu, out of a very large

grounded conclusions.

these

number

instances

in

of equally un-

Apocataken for granted that
the Bible must testify to the events of the Church's
history till the end of all things, and that the
Church must come to an end, as mingled with the
lyptic interpretation,

So, in reference to

it

is

present world-state, within a certain period.

many intimations

given by our Lord to
His Apostles of the intention of God to conceal the

After so

.
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future even from the eyes of His favoured people,
it is

astonishing that any should

still insist

upon a

chart of the course Divine Providence will pursue
It appears to us

as being presented in the Bible.

as clear as the sun at noon-day, that "

us to

know

it is

not for

the times and the seasons which the

Father hath put in His own power ;" and the moral
purposes answered hy this Divine concealment are,
to us, so manifest and weighty, that it seems marvellous that it is not at once and universally
acquiesced in. But man will he " wise ahove what
is written," and thus ohscures the clearness of
Gospel truth and darkens Divine counsel. True it

men "rush

where angels fear to tread,"
and with hands little less than impious, hasten to
lift up the veil which God, in His mercy doubtless,
is

that

in

has allowed to conceal the future.

What

is

denied

and what we cannot
procure for our families, our country, and the world,
in relation to matters of affection and interest, is
supposed to he conceded to us in the region of
to us in our personal history,

Divine revelation with regard to spiritual matters.
But the concession is imaginary, not real. Men
think that

God ought

wisdom points
them to jump

out,

and

to
it

act

in

the

way

their

then becomes easy for

to the conclusion that

He

has so

acted.

In conclusion, we beg to hope our readers will
give us credit for having nothing more at heart
than the reverent, calm, and reasonable exposition
of the Holy Scriptures, than the adoption of a
method of exegesis which can bear the light, and
approve itself to men who are thoughtful as well as

—
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a deep grief to us that a branch of
intellectual activity which deserves to be respected
pious.

It

is

as the very highest

which

man

can engage

in,

should be so much discredited by the rashness
some and the weakness of others who engage in
Yet such is the fact. Moral science that

—

scientific

of

it

—

is

of
it.
is,

treatment as far as the subject will admit
so commonly disregarded in matters affect-

it is too often thought they are
and
that Biblical religion is only
beyond its range,
what varying minds declare it to be. In this state
of things nothing is more incumbent upon those
who seek the welfare of the highest and best of
causes, than to correct this tendency to waywardness by always advocating and encouraging a

ing theology, that

reasonable service in regard

to

the

Scriptures.

Most solemn is the thought, that for every idle
word we must give an account to God solemn
when considered in reference to common life and
But how much more solemn does
secular pursuits.
such a declaration become when it is transferred to
Christ's kingdom, to the words and opinions of
divines and scholars, who are set for the defence of
;

May

such apply to their studies
the language of the
preacher
" Be not rash with thy mouth, and let
not thy heart be hasty to utter anything (word)
before God for God is in heaven and thou upon
the Gospel

and

!

public
:

—

all

declarations

;

earth

;

therefore let thy words be few."

We have

just seen (January, 1873) what is, we
contribution to the literature of
last
the
believe,

the Apocalypse in a large volume, entitled

:

The

—
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Apocalypse Translated and Expounded. By James
Glasgow, D.D., Irish General Assembly's Professor
of Oriental Languages, and late Fellow of the
University of Bombay,

etc.

Edinburgh

:

T.

and

T.

Clark.

The book is a clearly-printed octavo volume of
more than six hundred pages, and the first sight of
it filled us with wonder at the zeal of the author
and courage of the publishers in undertaking so
laborious and expensive a task.
But they might
have been justified even in this speculation had the
volume professed to contribute anything new to the
already vast

field

of

Apocalyptic literature, or

thrown fresh and reliable light on its confessed
obscurities.
But Dr. Glasgow follows so closely in
the steps of his adventurous predecessors that the
must look for little novelty, and that not of

reader

a very profitable kind.

names

He

fond of giving new

is

for old-established ones, such as monster for

beast, pseudo-prophet for false prophet, etc.
but we
cannot see that this does anything in the way of
;

criticism or exegesis.

In the preface Dr. Glasgow

intimates that old interpreters are to be followed on
a principle which lies at the foundation of an

immense mass of speculation, but which has never
been shewn to be true. He says
:

" In the exposition now offered, the author has followed
a few leading principles deduced from the Holy Scriptures,
and taught in substance by various patristic and modern
writers.
Thus the principle that in prophecies of the times
and the seasons/ c days denote years/ is recognized or implied
in Scott's, Henry's, and Barnes's Commentaries; in Brown's
Bible, with Dr. H. Cooke's Notes
and in the prophetic
interpretations of the Rev. Joseph Mede, Sir I. Newton,
f

;

—
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Bishops Newton and Waldegrave, Revs. Dr. D. Brown, Dr.

Cumming, Dr. A.
Jonathan Edwards, R. Culbertson,

Fairbairn, Dr. Keith, Dr. Boothroyd, Dr.

M'Leod, E. B.
G.

Elliott,

S. Faber, etc."

We

must say this passage strikes us as extraordinary from the very miscellaneous and varied
characters of the writers referred to, some, indeed,

being of weight, but others light as a feather in the
way of learned authority. Besides, of what use is a
multitude of names if the principle they advocate
is

a mere matter of opinion, and not capable of

some

an argument is in itself
unsound, the addition of a hundred names to that
of its propounder will not confer upon it one extra
grain of strength, no more than extra timber put
to the sound parts of a leaky ship will prevent the
water from rushing in at the hole. We do not say,
by any means, that the " year-day theory " is an
erroneous one, but if it is true it must be shewn to
be so by some more certain rule than the concurrence of opinion by a dozen commentators one
scientific

proof

?

If

after another.

The grand theory sought to be maintained by all
the above-named writers, followed by Dr. Glasgow,
is, that the nations of Europe are expressly intended
by the imagery of the Revelation and it is very
curious to observe what shifts and changes are
This
necessary to give this idea any consistency.
may be seen by one short quotation from the work

—

before us.
" Also

'

At chapter

xvi. 12,

the ways of the kings

'

we

of

:

Media and

that of free entrance into the city for

Now the

read

its

Persia,

was

speedy capture.

exhaustion of the powers of the monster was, in like

DR.
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The question therefore
fall.
Has he fallen ? or is he yet respited ? The answer is
definite
The first monster, the seven-headed and ten-horned,
manner, preparatory to his
arises,

:

a.d. 1802, on the
and when he forced the Emperor in 1806
to relinquish the title and authority of Emperor of Germany
and when the electors became kings though we find the
prelude of this fall in the French Revolution. Bonaparte
himself, and his present astute nephew, have by some been
regarded as only heads of the revived empire, But that is an
fell

before the

sword of Bonaparte in

Peace of Amiens

;

;

;

unsupported idea. Their empire rested not on that of Pepin,
but on the popular vote, or plebiscite, and was therefore
ostensibly a republic

;

and

is

administered not by the code of

Justinian, but of Napoleon."

A

note to this refers to the capture of Louis
Napoleon at Sedan, and makes the necessary changes
But let us turn
to accommodate it to the theory.
to the

Number

of the Beast in chapter

xiii.,

and

see

whether the author gives us any new information.
We confess our surprise and regret that he merely
adds some fresh explanations of his own, making
confusion worse confounded; though certainly he
goes far to convince the reader, by implication, that
all

the proposed solutions are wrong.

speculations

number 666

of

He

gives the

former writers as to what the
and then says "I add a few

signifies,

:

original solutions."

We

must express our opinion that Dr. Glasgow
has performed an unnecessary and unprofitable
task, since all that is really important in his volume
has been before given, in substance, by previous
commentators. He has added nothing but a few
more guesses, where guesses had already done much
harm.

K
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IV.

LITERATURE OF THE SONG
OF SONGS.
When

Tacitus says of our ancestors that they
esteemed every unknown thing as magnificent
omne ignotum pro magnifico est, he described a
quality of the human mind restricted to no age of
the world and to no development of human character.
All through the ages of Christianity this
tendency to exalt the unknown, to clothe what
is really beyond our ken with the mythic colours of
fancy, has more or less prevailed, and at no period,
probably, more than in our own day. We see indications of this temper in various parts of the New
Testament and it is, probably, to counteract the
inclination to dwell with fondness on the ignotum,
whether of the present or the future, that the statement of our Lord is written in the canonical Scrip-

—

;

tures

:

" It

is

not for you to

know

the times or the

seasons which the Father hath put in His

own

power."
In a previous Essay we have directed attention
to this credulous inclination on the part of Christian
people, with regard to the interpretation of the
Apocalypse, and to unfulfilled prophecy at large.

We have

done so in the hope that we might be the

means, in some degree, of counteracting a mode of

—

:
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thought and study, in relation to Divine things,

which has generally turned out to be unprofitable,
and often tended to fanaticism. But there is another
sphere of Biblical study which has exhibited as
large an amount of credulity, even when no attempts
have been made to pierce the secrets of the future

—we

mean

the exegesis of the Canticles, or the

Song of Solomon.
The literary history of that
small book of the Old Testament Scriptures is,
indeed, a curious one, from the amount of ingenuity
it exhibits, employed to bring out hidden senses
and spiritual mysteries from the highly-wrought
language of that ancient pastoral. But it is also
humiliating as well as curious for to plough the
sands of the sea-shore, and there to cast in the seed,
does not appear to us more profitless labour than
much that has thus been expended. Well may a
modern writer on this book, Mr. Ginsburg, conclude a lengthened review of what has been written
upon it, in the following language
"

;

:

"
itself

How

mournful is the thought which irresistibly forces
upon the mind in reviewing this imperfect sketch of

what has befallen

made

this

to describe the

poem

!

This book, we have seen,

most contradictory things.

the wanderings of the Jews,

how they

is

It contains

will ultimately

'

fill

and the best
of wines preserved in grapes/ and is the sanctum sanctorum
of all Christian mysteries.
It is denounced as a love song,

their stomachs with the flesh of the leviathan

and extolled

as declaring the incarnation of Christ

;

it

speaks

of the meridian church in Africa, and the betrayal of the

Saviour;

it

contains a treatise upon the doctrine of free

grace against Pelagianism, and an Aristotelian disquisition

upon the functions of the

active

and passive mind

;

it is

an

Apocalyptic vision, a duplicate of the Revelation of St. John,

K

2
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and records the scholastic mysticisms of the middle ages ; it
denounces Arianism, and describes the glories of the Virgin
Mary it treats of man's reconciliation unto God and peace
by Jesus Christ; with joy in the Holy Ghost,' and teaches
it records the conversalewdness, and corrupts the morals
tion of Solomon and Wisdom, and describes the tomb of
Christ in Egyptian hieroglyphics it celebrates the nuptials
of Solomon, and gives us a compendium of ecclesiastical
{

;

;

;

history to the second advent of Christ
ration of a Jewish constitution

;

it

records the resto-

by Zerubbabel,Ezra, and Nehe-

miah, and the mysteries of marriage ;

it

advocates

monogamy

and encourages polygamy; it assists devotion and excites
carnal passions.
What a solemn lesson we have here never
to depart from the simple meaning of the Word of God \"

—

pp. 101,

102*

Let us enquire what is the treatment which combined piety and common sense would he likely to
dictate in reference to the Song of Songs, if Drought

under our notice

for the first time, as a part of the

Holy Scriptures. "We will suppose a nin.n converted
from heathenism, and placed in circumstances

own for the acquisition of religious
Let him he a member of the Church of

similar to x>ur
truth.

England, and as such apply himself to the investigation of the Bible with the amount of freedom

which that community allows and encourages, and,
at the same time, with as much deference to antiquity.
We will admit that an argument might be
sustained, quite as well, if

we

stood at the point of

view occupied by enlightened Nonconformists
such as Mr. Ginsburg, for instance, but we should

—

* The Song of Songs
translated from the original Hebrew,
By Christian D.
with a Commentary, historical and critical.
.-

Ginsburg.

London: Longmans.

1857.

8vo, pp. 200.
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then have to make exceptions, since many Dissenters in England, and whole classes of them, prejudge the case at once in regard to the Canticles,
by preaching constantly upon it, and finding in all
its parts every Gospel doctrine, if not every precept.
Apart, then, from our
preferences,

student

it

own personal

convictions and

be more convenient to let our
the ground of the Church of

will

occupy

England.

Viewed from

this position the

Song of Songs

place in the canon of the Old Testament as
authoritatively and undoubtedly as any book in that

takes

its

collection.

It is true that the

Song of Songs

is

not

quoted in the New Testament, but this is of little
importance to canonicity, because the Scripture, or
Scriptures, are recognized by our Lord and His
Apostles as a whole, and as having in that completeness a Divine character
and as this book was
certainly included in the Scriptures of the Jews,
;

The Church, the witness
and keeper of Holy Writ, both before and after the
this settles the question.

incarnation of our Lord, has borne a clear testimony

on this subject, having never doubted respecting the
Song of Solomon, or even placed it among the
antilegomena.
On this subject the weight of testimony is decisive with all but those who raise their
own subjectivity above all moral evidence, and
admit nothing to be divine which they cannot understand.

"Certain

it is,"

says

Moses Stuart,* "that the
Canon sanctioned by

Canticles were a part of the
* Critical History

Lorimer's edition,

and Defence of

London, 1849.

the

p. 380.

Old Testament Canon,
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Christ

and the Apostles.

in ancient criticism,

use to deny

is

Nothing, as matter of fact

more

make

this, or to

certain.
efforts to

It

is

of no

avoid

it."

Dr. Davidson is still more explicit on the same side.*
" The Divine authority of the Song of Solomon is
unaffected "by the fact of Solomon or another heing

Whether the

the writer.

royal son of David com-

an unknown author, is of no conseit formed one of the canonical
books of the Old Testament, and was always there
from the completion of the Canon. Doubtless it
was so. It was not added after the Canon was
closed, either surreptitiously or openly; on the
contrary, it was received with the rest of the
Hagiographa, and always acknowledged as one of
that collection. There is not the shadow of evidence
in favour of its having been intruded into the collection of the Old Testament writings at any time
subsequent to that in which the Canon was completed, either in the period antecedent to the coming
of Christ, or at any time after."
And the evidence
is so succinctly given by Mr. Ginsburg, that we will
quote the whole of what he advances.
posed

or

it,

quence, provided

" This book possesses

all

the external marks whieh entitle

other writings to a place in the

list

of sacred books.

The

which is
commonly adduced to prove the canonicity of any other
In the Mishna Yadim (sect.
portion of the Old Testament.
iii. 5), we find the following testimony respecting it from R.
Akiba, one of the most celebrated Rabbins, who lived at the
end of the first century, and was president at the academy of
evidence for

its

Bani-Brae

No

:

* Home's

canonicity

is

as conclusive as that

Israelite has ever disputed the canonicity of

Introduction.

London, 1856.

Vol.

ii.,

p.

808.
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Song of Songs. No day in the whole history of the world
is of so much worth as the one in which the Song of Songs
was given to Israel ; for all the Scriptures are holy, but the
So?ig of Songs is most holy.
Another Rabbi (Simeon b.
Azzai) in the same place, says, / received it from the mouth of
the seventy-two elders, at the time when R. Eliezer b. Azzaria
was appointed elder, that the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes
are canonical.
We have here positive evidence that this
book existed in the Canon in the apostolic age and that it
was comprised in the sacred books, which our Lord calls
ras <ypacf)as, the Scriptures, Matt. xxii. 29. It has, therefore,
been transmitted to us both by the Jewish and Christian
the

;

churches as canonical. It was translated into Greek, between the years 90 and 130, by Aquila, who was anxious to
furnish his Jewish brethren with a faithful version of the
sacred books ; and also by Symmachus and Theodotion,
before the end of the second century.

Talmud

It

is

contained in the

Melito, Bishop of Sardis

(fl.

from Palestine, whither

this

and in the catalogue of
170, a.d.) which he brought
learned and pious prelate

obtain

information respecting the

catalogue

expressly

given in the

travelled

to

;

Those who in modern days
have questioned the canonicity of this book have done so, not
from external evidence, but from misapprehension of its

number

of the sacred books.*

design.'''

—pp. 2—

4.

Passing from the canonicity, and consequent
authority of the Canticles, as received by the
Church of England, f we come to the use made of
the hook for instruction in public divine service.

In a Church based on Scripture as interpreted by
early antiquity Or Catholic consent, it is remarkable
* Eusebius, Hist. Eccl, iv. 26.
" In the name of the Holy Scripture we do understand those
f
canonical books of the Old and New Testament, of whose authority

was never any doubt in the Church." Article VI.
Holy Scriptures for Salvation.

ciency of

Of

the suffi-

f
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that nowhere

is

the

Song of Songs quoted,

referred to, or ordered to be read

cance of this omission

is

is

but the

at once seen

omissions are taken into account.
calypse

;

or

signifi-

when

other

Thus, the Apo-

read only six times, and five of those are
Trinity Sunday;

Saints' days, the sixth being

that only once in the year

is

so

that part of Scripture

brought before the people on Sunday, unless one of
those Saints' days should fall upon it.* The same
principle of selection applies to other portions of
Scripture, the rule being to omit those

which are

obscure and less adapted for general edification.

The compilers of the English Service, in this respect, only followed what was Catholic, for some
books, and the Canticles and the Revelation among
them, have always been treated with a cautious
" Even in ancient times," says Stuart,
" the Jews had some difficulty with the contents of

reserve.

Origen (Frol. ad Cant.) and Jerome
(Prcef. ad JEzech.) inform us that the Jews of their
time withheld this book, and also the beginning
Canticles;

and ending of Ezekiel, and the first part of Genesis,
from persons under thirty years of age, lest they
should abuse them."
If we look from the authoritative standards of
the Church of England to the literature of the
divines of the period of the Reformation,
find a

harmony

existing between the

we do not

two in

refer-

ence to the Song of Solomon on the contrary, we
find it quoted and alluded to, and explained to an
extent far greater than is usual since their day, and
;

*

The Neiv Leetionary now makes more ample use of

of Revelation.

j Critical History,

etc., p.

the

Book

316.

tURTTAN WRITERS ON THE CANTICLES.
which

is

in singular contrast with its exclusion

187

from

First, let us look at the

public use in the Church.

semi-authoritative rules and headings affixed to the
editions of the Bible in English.

The

earliest

copy

" imprinted

on which we can now lay our hands is
at London by the Deputies of Christopher Barker,

Most Excellent Majestic,

Printer to the Queene's
;"

and the heading of the Canticles is as
An excellent Song which was Salomon's.
The Argument. In this Song, Salomon by most
sweet and comfortable allegories and parables
1599

follows, "

describes the perfite love of Jesus Christ, the true

Salomon and King of peace, and the faithfull soule
or his Church, which he hath sanctified and appointed to be his spouse, holy, chaste, and without
reprehension.

So that here

is

declared the singular

love of the bridegrome toward the bride, and his

great and excellent benefits wherewith he doeth

enrich her of his pure bountie and grace without

any of her deservings. Also the earnest affection
of the Church which is inflamed with the love of
Christ, desiring to be more joynd to him in love,
and not to be forsaken for any spot or blemish that
In the margin are notes explaining the
is in her."
strain
on chap. i. 3, " The
in
the
same
text,
e.g.,
;

faithfull confesse that

—

they cannot come to Christ

except they be drawen ;" and verse 7, " Christ
speaketh to his Church, bidding them that are
ignorant to goe to the pastour to learn
1, "

;"

chap. v.

The garden signifieth the kingdome of Christ,
where hee prepareth the banket for his elect ;" and
chap. vi. 10, " He went doune into the Synagogue
to seewhat fruits came of theLaw and the Prophets."
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Secondly, one or two examples of the literature of
Solomon's Song, produced between the Reformation
period and the great Rebellion, will suffice to shew

that the book was by no

the pulpit or the press.

means neglected

either

by

Bishop Hall published " an

open and plain paraphrase upon the Song of Songs
which is Solomon's." G. Gyffard, " fifteen sermons
upon the Song of Solomon ;" London, 1598. Dr.
R. Sibbs, "Bowels opened; or a discovery of the
near and dear love, union, and communion, betwixt
Christ and the Church, and consequently betwixt
him and every believing soul, in divers sermons on
Canticles 4, 5, and 6.
London, 1641." Rev. John
Cotton, once a Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, but afterwards a Nonconformist
" A brief
exposition of the whole book of Canticles, lively
:

describing the estate of the
thereof, both

Church in

—

all

the ages

Jewish and Christian, and modestly

pointing at the gloriousness of the restored state
London, 1642."

thereof.

The Church

of

England

ings

among

were
wanderbut their

divines, therefore,

sufficiently diffuse, at that period, in their

the mysteries of the Canticles

;

expositions derive no sanction from the Prayer-book,

the Articles, or the Homilies, for in the two books

we can find no quotation from
Song of Songs among the numerous texts of
margin of the Oxford edition of 1832. At
of the latter

the
the

the

day it is very rarely that a sermon is
preached from the Canticles,* though some devo-

present

*

on

An

exception

the Canticles,

is

now be

foreus in a volume entitled,

Sermons

preached in a religious House, by a Clergyman

of the Church of England.

London

:

Painter.

We

believe the

;

DR.
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occasionally refers to
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the book.

Returning, then, to our imaginary Biblical stuthe Church of
we find the case stands thus
England, per se, acknowledges the canonical authodent,

:

rity of the Canticles,

—

but does not read the book

in public and this reserve is followed by the great
body of her public teaching. Her divines have,
indeed, followed the taste of various ages, and more
or less expounded the book but the present feeling
;

;

" religious

" is a

somewhat anomalous place at East Grinstead, and that the priest was the late Rev. J. M. Neale, D.D.
We will give two short extracts, merely adding that, as addressed
to single women, we doubt much the prudence of their being deliLet Him
" And see how this loving Bride continues
vered
for Thy love is better than
kiss me with the kisses of His Mouth
wine.'
Ah and in that very manner of speaking she reads us
It is
She begins with Him, she directly gets to Thy.
a lesson.
:

House

—

'

:

;

I

impossible to speak

much

without speaking

Him

to

or to think often of that dear Lord,

And

too.

she shews, by the comparison

of wine, what were those kisses of His

even now speaking

Mouth

of which she was

she meant the wine that maketh glad

how

;

the spirit of man, and the bread that strengtheneth man's heart

how she meant

the Corn of the mighty, and the wine that blossoms

into virgins (Zech.

"

'

ix.

17)," etc.

While the King

sitteth at

Now

forth the smell thereof.'

the earnestness of her prayer.

Whom

His

see

table,

my

spikenard sendeth

what preceded and what follows

'We

will

make

thee'

— He

her soul loveth— borders of gold with studs of
'

says

silver.'

It is His promise of that everlasting garment which they shall
wear who have, as the prophet speaks, put off the corruptible and
the gold and silver, respectively, the
put on the incorruptible
;

perfect blessedness of the body and the soul.

promise, given while he sitteth at His table.
of His Bride,

my

'

spikenard sendeth forth the smell thereof;'

and then when she has
great reward

:

'

A

That is the King's
Hence the return

so earnestly

bundle of myrrh

shall lie all night betwixt

my

and fondly sought Him, her
is

breasts."

my

beloved to

me

':

He

—
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is

against the use of

in the public instruction of

it

the people.

And

be difficult to see the wisdom of
understanding among the greater part of
religious teachers of all denominations of the present
day.
Looking back on the whole mass of Biblical
literature which the Church has produced upon the
Song of Songs, we see that it has been the product
of a luxurious fancy rather than of any sound exegesis, and that the lesson clearly taught is, that the
purpose to be answered by that book being in the
it

will not

this tacit

Canon

is

not yet discovered to us.

Catholic consent,

indeed, leads us to acquiesce in the general idea,

that the relations of our Lord and His Church

but
be indicated in the book
apply this supposed principle in

when we come

;

of a guide

is

may

its details,

at once discovered,

to

the want

by the various and

often contradictory statements of expositors.

Ori-

and a host
and Bernard, De Lyra,

gen, Eusebius, Athanasius, Cyril, Bede,
of others in ancient times,

Luther, Brightman, Ainsworth,

among

Trapp,

etc.,

etc.,

the more recent writers on Canticles, have

toiled hard, but in vain, to elicit from it a rational
and consistent meaning, or to give an exegesis
which can command assent on anything like scientific

grounds.

It will be profitable, before

we

pro-

some specimens of the interpretations
and the moderns, both as being
and as establishing what we have said on the

ceed, to give

of the ancients
curious,

entire uncertainty of the explanation of the Canticles.

Jewish expositors are many, and they vary in
The Talmud, in Aboclah Sarah, thus
comments on chap. i. 3
I.

their opinions.

:

;;;

JEWISH COMMENTS ON THE CANTICLES.
" R.

Nachman ben

the words

learned
it is

'

Delicious

man

;
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R. Chasdah once said, in his discourse,

is

for such

the odour of thy perfumes/ denote a

an one

is

like a

box of perfumes

covered up, no one can smell the perfumes, but

;

when

if
it

opened the odour becomes widely diffused. It is so with a
man without disciples, no one knows of his learning
but if he gets a circle of disciples his name and his learning
is

learned

become widely

diffused.

And

not only

this,

but he himself

by teaching, so that things which he
formerly did not understand will now become plain to him
for it is written in the same verse fur™ mobs damsels love thee
will increase learning

read

rrmito

to thee

;

love

him

and

still

hidden things will love thee,

and not only
;

this,

i.e.,

will

become plain

but even the angel of death will

read then mo-to he who

is

over death will love thee

;

more, he will inherit both worlds, this world and the
world to come, read also rvrabw worlds love thee. ;J *

The following is an exposition of three verses
from the Targum or Chalclee Paraphrase, which Mr.
Ginsburg says is the first commentary upon the
Song of Solomon which has been handed down to
us.
Some have dated it before the time of Christ
but the same authority affirms that " the inferior
style in which it is written, the copious use it makes
of legends of a very late date, and especially the
mention it makes of the Gemara (chap. i. 2), which
was not completed till nearly the middle of the
sixth century, prove most distinctly that this paraphase was made in the sixth century." The Targum
treats the Song of Songs as a prophetic account of
the Jewish nation, from the Exodus down to the
coming of the Messiah and the building of the third
Temple.
The "beloved" is the Lord, the "loved
one," the congregation of Israel, etc.
* Ginsburg, p. 26.

—
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"

Behold thou art

15.

beautiful, etc.

—When

the children

of Israel performed the will of their King, he himself praised
in the family of the holy angels, and said,

them

are thy works,

my

daughter,

my

beloved,

Israel, in the

time that thou doest

the words of

my

and thy

my

O

will,

'

How

fair

congregation of

and studiest in

law ; and how well ordered are thy works

affairs, as

young doves that

are

fit

to be offered

upon

the altar \"

" 16. Behold thou art comely,
1

etc.

—The

congregation of

answered before the Lord of the world, and thus

Israel

How

fair is

said,

the Shechinahof thy holiness, when thou dwellest

among

us, and receivest prayers with acceptance ; and when
thou dwellest in our beloved bed, and our children are multiplied in the world, and we increase and multiply like a tree
is planted by a stream of water, whose leaf is fair, and
whose fruit is plenteous V
" 17. The beams of, etc. Solomon, the prophet, said,

that

—

1

How

beautiful

which

more

is

built

is

by

the house of the sanctuary of the Lord,

my

hands, of wood of Gulmish

;

but far

beautiful will be the house of the sanctuary which shall

be built in the days of the King Messiah, the beams of which
will be of the cedars of the garden of Eden, and whose rafters
will be of cypress, pine,

and box/ "*

The Jewish liturgical services of the middle
some interesting specimens of the

ages furnish

allegorical use of the Canticles.

Mr. Ginshurg gives

a translation of the poetical paraphrase of H. Soloex
to the first five
mon ben Judah Hababli, extending
It

verses.

"

]

The

is

as follows

light

:

and Saviour of the chosen people

Deserving protection,

He
'

A

have from His beloved assembly
Song of Songs.'

shall

* Ginsburg,

p. 33.

;

ALLEGORICAL EXPOSITION OF OBLGEN.
" 2 The Graceful One, the object of

all
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longing desires.

The Reviving Cordial of the fainting heart,
The Bountiful Source of abundant supply,
He hath kissed me with kisses/*
1

" 3 The loved one above

all

nations,

The keeper of the Law Thou hast given,
Her didst Thou perfume with Thy spices,
The odour of Thy sweet ointment s.'^

'

"

The chosen of Thy house and nobles,
Lo we are surrounded with splendour,

4<

!

We
'

"5

press to the house of

Oh draw

Oh Thou

Thy

glory,

us after Thee.%

all

majestic, yet mild,

Thou hast crowned me with grace above many,
Though now with grief I am marred,
I am swarthy, but comely.' "§ p. 39.

—

'

Mr. Ginsburg enters at great length on the
Jewish literature of the Canticles, and all he has
advanced will well repay a careful perusal. But we
must hasten on to the Christian expositors.
II. Origen wrote a lengthened commentary on
the Canticles, of which only fragments remain.
Prom them we learn that he allowed the historical
basis of the book, as a song intended to celebrate
the marriage of Solomon with Pharaoh's daughter
but he carries out the allegorical application to
* " This refers to the giving of the law, and God's speaking

Compare the Chaldee on the verse."
Through receiving the law Israel was anointed, i.e., became
and the fame of their wisdom was diffused abroad. Com-

face to face.

f
wise,

"

pare Saadias on the passage."
% "

i.e.,

Let the guiding

pillar allure

us in the path of obe-

dience."
§

"i.e.,

Swarthy through the sin of the

the reception of the law.

calf,

Compare the Chaldee."

comely through
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utmost limit. "He
a bridegroom and
finds in it four distinct parties,
By the
bride, with their separate companions.
bridegroom we are to understand Christ, by the
bride, the Church, by the companions of the former,
angels and saints in heaven, of the latter, believers
on the earth." The specimen given by Mr. Ginsburg is from the beginning of the first chapter.

Church

Christ and the

"

2, 3.

Let him kiss me,

to its

—

This

etc.

of the bride, of which the meaning

the suppliant voice

is

c

is,

How

long will

my

bridegroom send kisses by Moses and kisses by the prophets ?
I want to touch his lips.
Let him come/ she says to the
father of the bridegroom, ' and give me kisses of his mouth/
The father hears and sends his son ; she seeing him near,
says,

'

How good

thy perfumery
Christ, sent

who

are thy breasts above wine,

above all

sweet

spices.'

and the odour of
The bridegroom

by the Father, comes anointed

says to him,

Thou

'

to the spouse,

lovest righteousness

and hatest

wickedness; therefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee
with the

oil

of gladness above thy fellows/

upon

that ointment be

us,

Sin has putrid

Christ.

The one

perfume.

is

we

shall

If the odour of

become a sweet savour of
breathes forth sweet

effluvia, virtue

an emanation of the

flesh,

the other of

Only

so far as the

the Spirit.

" Thy name,

name
forth.

of

This

etc.

God comes

is

prophetic.

into the world

In the Gospel, a

woman

very precious ointment poured

One who was

a sinner poured

was not a sinner poured

it

ointment poured

having an alabaster box of

it

upon the head of Christ.
upon his feet, and one who

upon

his head.
It is not

These are not
wonderful that

with the odour of the ointment, since

filled

the world will be.

this

it

narratives merely, but mysteries.

the house was

is

It is written in the

ing Simon the leper.

same place concern-

I think the leprous Simon to be the

prince of this world, whose house at the coming of Christ

—
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was
thee,

filled witli

Therefore do the virgins love

sweet odour.

because, through the Holy

Spirit, the love of

God

is

shed abroad in our hearts. The maidens at first are not
present, but, upon hearing a chorus from them in praise of

By

the bridegroom, she says, The virgins love thee.

coming up it is
ointments we will
"

4.

Draw

the prize.

said,

their

After thee and the odour of thine

'

run.'

me,

In a race

etc.

This prize

is

all

run, but one receiveth

The

Christ.

bride, pure

and

fair,

having entered into the royal apartments, returns to the
maidens, and
brought

me

tells

them what she has

into his chambers.

Justice hath loved thee.

"

am

5.

Black I am,

seen.

He praises

Then the bride

etc.

Do

The

the bride.

Icing

hath

He

says,

says to the maidens,

not look upon

me

because I

blackened, for the sun hath looked upon me.

black and without whiteness,

is

she beautiful

How,

Black with

?

sin, and comely because converted.
Because not yet purged
from all sin she is called black, but her dark colour will not
remain. She is made white as she ascends to greater things,

according to chap. viii. 5.
'Who is this that cometh up
from the wilderness, leaning upon her beloved V Tents of
Kedar, say the Hebrews, are dark skins of Solomon, such
p. 62.
as ornamented the temple, were comely. "
:

—

III. Athanasius

was biassed in

his interpretation

by the character of the dogmatic
by which his life was distinguished; and
he turned from the joys and sorrows of the believer's experience, to find in it proofs and illustrations of Christ's divinity and incarnation.
The
whole song was, with him, a Jubilee Song of the
Church at the incarnation of the Son of God it
was full of dialogues between Him and mankind,
either as embodied in the ancient Church or in the
of the Canticles
conflict

:

Christian dispensation.

A

short passage will suffice

to exhibit his exegetical peculiarities

:

L

—
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"Let him

kiss

me,

flesh;

and

and

our gates are

at

This

etc.

Word,

ancient people to the

the entreaty of his

is

that he would descend and take

The mandrakes give a smell,
manner of pleasant fruits, new and
up for thee, O my beloved/ and (chap,

also (chap.

vii.

'

13),

all

which I have laid
'
Oh, that thou wert as my brother that sucked the
breasts of my mother/ which refers to Christ being of the
same nature as man, a brother, and yet in reality having a
mother only. In chap. v. 1, Christ speaks of his having
old,

viii. 1),

become incarnate,

my

spouse;

'

I

into my garden, my sister,
my myrrh with my spices.'

am come

I have gathered

The world is his garden, because it is his creation and his
body breathes forth fragrance, because it is joined to the
Divine Word. The Word having put on flesh, he calls his
ancient people to him, and says (chap. ii. 10
13), Rise up,
my love, my fair one, and come, for lo, the winter is past/
His first disciples would recognize in his teaching what
etc.
the voice of the turtle in
they had long been listening for,
their land/ "*
;

—

f

'

IV. In Augustine we find the Song of Songs
coloured with his own subjectivity, as is observable
of those

are

who have

written upon

it

led to wonder how it happened
of the exposition did not make

in all ages.

We

that this localiz-

the Fathers susof
their
various
interpretations
soundness
pect the
but they probably looked upon the Scriptures as

ing

;

many
much

of

the moderns do,

—as

possessing not so

a fixed objective reality as a power of accomall human events and all

modating themselves to

phases of intellectuality.
his subject, so as to

make

special scene of his labours

Augustine thus treats
it even apply to the

:

* Ginsburg, p. 63.
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" Of chap. i. 7, Tell me, O thou whom my soul loveth,
where thou feedest thy flock, where/ etc., he says it is oue
testimony in behalf of the church in Africa, which lies in the
meridian of the world. The church asks Christ to tell her
where the one true church is, where it feeds and reclines.
The bridegroom answers, ( In the meridian, I feed in the
'

The church

meridian, I recline in the meridian.
parts, but in Africa

is

its

of believers out of Africa,
as
is,

This

meridian/

who

also say,

'

is

is

in other

the language

For why should

I

be

3
one roaming among the flocks of thy companions ? that
why remain concealed and unknown ? Other churches

Upon

are not thy flock, but the flocks of thy companions.

the adjuration,

'

you/

I adjure

he observes, 'The

etc. (vii. 7),

church in these words addresses her own daughters. She is
a field of God, fruitful in graces, to which by loving Christ
the martyrs come,

whom

lovingly as he laid

down

us the foxes/

etc.,

that

he wishes to lay down their

his life
is,

for them.

Chap.

ii.

lives as

15,

'

Take

withstand, confute, subdue here-

Bind them by
Samson bound the foxes together,
and put fire to their tails, by warning them of the condemIn chap. iv. 16, ' Awake, O
nation they had deserved.
north, and come, thou south wind/ etc., he says the north
tics,

that

injure

the ecclesiastical vines.

Scripture testimony, as

wind is from the cold icy regions of the devil and his angels,
and the south wind is the spirit of grace blowing at noon
from warm and shining regions, that cause the spices to flow
out, as the Apostle says,

of Christ in

them that

'

We

are unto

are saved, and in

God

them

a sweet savour
that perish/

"*

These examples must suffice from the earlier
Fathers, and they will shew that nothing was certain with these expositors, except that the Canticles contained recondite and mysterious meanings.
But the spiritualists did not have it all their own
way, for Theodore of Mopsuestia, in the fifth cen# Ginsburg,

p.

65.

L 2

;
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tury, rejected the allegorical

meaning and Theosame century,
;

doret, Bishop of Cyrus in Syria, in the

found

it

make

necessary to

a stand against the

matter-of-fact expositors, and defend the mystical

"There are some," he says, "who do not
admit that the Song of Songs has a spiritual sense,
and make of it such a texture of fahles as is unbecoming even to the insane. Some maintain that
Solomon is here celebrating himself and Pharaoh's
daughter others take the Shulamite as Abishag
and others call this book a royal address, and take
the bride to be the people of Israel, and the bridegroom the king." Theodoret then lays a critical
sense.

;

foundation for the inspiration of the book, in order

meaning and
what he says on this subject is worthy of being
quoted here, as shewing the early ideas on the
Jewish Canon, and the deference paid to traditional

to support his views of his spiritual

;

" I have therefore," he says, " found

authority.

it

necessary, before proceeding with the interpretation,
first

tion,

and pernicious interpreta-

to refute this false

and then

to

fix

the obvious design of the

book."
"

1.

These people ought to remember that those holy
much wiser, and had more spiritual minds

Fathers were

than they had

:

that this book was incorporated in the sacred

writings, and that the

meaning,

Church revered

it

for its spiritual

etc.

" 2. Through Manasseh and the destruction of Jerusalem, the writings of the Old Testament were

Holy
Holy
book.

lost,

but the

Ezra by inspiration. Now the
Spirit could not have inspired any other than a divine
Spirit restored

them

to

;
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WRITERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

3. Because the holy Fathers saw this, they have either
written devotional commentaries on the entire book, or filled
their writings with its thoughts; as, for instance, Eusebius
'.'

and others, who were near the apostolic age.
not to believe these holy Fathers

?

Now,

are

we

not believe the Holy

Ghost? not obey the voice of God rather than our own
opinions ?
We must so deal with the sacred Scriptures as
not to regard letters merely, but draw out the hidden spirit
from obscurity."*

V. As might be expected, the Song of Songs
offered inexhaustible materials to the scholastic

Bernard discoursed
two chapters in eighty-six sermons

writers of the middle ages.

on the
and his

first

St.

Porretanus,f continued his

disciple, Gilbert

master's design in forty-eight more, without coming

end of the hook. St. Thomas Aquinas wrote
a commentary on the book, and the use he makes
to the

of

it

Summa

in his

Theologian curiously illustrates

which Scripture was applied by his
For instance, under the twenty-second
school.
question, Secundce secimda? partis, he asks, " Utrum

the

in

way

in

charitate

sit

ordo ?"

and, after three reasons

— " Sed contra
against, he proceeds,

est

quod

dicitur

me Hex

in cellam vinariam,

me charitatem? "
VI. Erom the time of the

Reformation, com-

Cant.

ii.

Introduxit

'

ordinavit in

ments on Canticles have kept pace with the production of every other kind of literature, and as
great a diversity of method is found to prevail as in
* Ginsburg, p. 66.

f The

title

of his work,

as given in

Cyclopaedia Bibliographica of Subjects,
landia, abbatis ordinis Cisterciensis,

Cantica, Sermones 48."

Mr. Darling's valuable
" Gilleberti de Hoi-

is,

contiuuatio

S.

Bernardi in

—
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times.
We will select a few of tliem.
Luther rejected the orthodox view of this Song, as
describing the union of Christ with the Church,
and advanced a new theory, viz., that the bride is
the State under the government of Solomon, and
that the Song is a tribute of praise to God from
Solomon for the obedience rendered to him. Castellio improved upon Luther, and maintained that
the book is merely a conversation of Solomon and
the Shulamite " colloquium Salomonis cum arnica
quaclam Sulamitha" and therefore unworthy a
place in the canon.
Thomas Brightman, rector of
Hawnes, Bedfordshire, where he died in 1607,
thought, after some former writers, that " this book

more ancient

—

—

describes

historico-prophetically

the condition of

the Church, and agrees nearly in

all things with
According to him, Solomon and
John " foresaw the same events in like times, and

the Apocalypse."

of them directed his course to the same
mark." He divided the book into two parts, the
one describing the condition of the legal Church
from David to Christ the other, the state of the
Evangelical Church, a.d. 31, to Christ's second
coming. It would benefit our readers but little to
tell them by
what processes these results were
arrived at and it must be admitted that a fancy
which could institute a close parallel between books
so utterly dissimilar might justly allow itself any
Mr.
flights of imagination in the lesser details.
Ginsburg says that Brightman's commentary "may
be regarded as the fullest development of the Chaldee
interpretation Christianized," and he gives a pretty
full specimen, from which we borrow the following
either

—

;

;

:

,
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" Chap. v. 14. His hands are as gold rings, etc.
Hitherto hath the bridegroom been set forth to the world in

some

special members, from Frederick the Second to
Robertus Gallus by almost 100 years. The hands are the
instruments of action, and in Scripture they figuratively

signify works.

The gems included in the rings seem to
Word, which elsewhere Christ
in his right hand (Rev. i. 20)
But these

signify the ministers of the

carried as stars

.

These things shew a
change and alteration of that which Christ would bring to
pass by the labour of his ministers, as it happened about the

times yielded not such splendour.

year 1300, which was called the first resurrection of the dead.
For now the thousand years were ended wherein Satan was

Very many
Dante the
Patavinus, William Ockam, John of

bound, and the dead raised from their graves.

began now more boldly to
Florentine, Marsilius,

set forth the truth, as

Gaunt, and many others. Philip the French king despised
Pope Boniface, Lewis of Bavaria strove a long time with
these most humble servants of servants for the rights of the
empire. Edward of England made show unto many how

he esteemed the Pope's authority.

little

" His
bowels,

belly

bright

is

as

as bright

ivory

ivory, etc.

overlaid

with

understood the two Sacraments.

— By

the belly or

may be
Word of God is

sapphires,

For the
open to the view of every one, as the mouth and countenance,
but the
neither is it wont to be hidden from strangers
;

Sacraments serve only for the household, as the bowels,
which are appointed only to that body whose members they
are,

but serve to no use for strangers.

fore, as it were,

These things, there-

with the finger, point to those times of John

Wickliff (1370),

who taught

openly, that the substance of the

material bread and wine remains in the sacrament of the
altar

;

in the

the accidents of bread remain not without the subject
same Sacrament ; Christ is not really in the Sacrament

in proper presence corporally,

Berengarius spoke against

200 years before, but the time was not yet
come wherein the hands of the bridegroom should be seen
p. 74.
full of rings, whence his empire wanted success."
this wicked error

—

—
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Ainswortk, the Nonconformist, takes an humbler flight, and regards the Song of Songs as treating of man's reconciliation with God, and peace by
Jesus Christ, with joy in the Holy Ghost.

Hugo

Grotius, seeing that the Protestants found all their

and the Papists a

conceits in this book,

justification

of the worship of the Virgin Mary, suspected the

whole system of allegorical interpretation, and adhered to the literal sense admitting, however, that
;

nuptial mysteries adumbrate certain spiritual truths.

Cocceius improved upon Brightman, and regarded
the book " as a prophetical narrative of the transactions and events that are to

happen in the Church,
and divided the whole into seven distinct periods,
similar to the seven trumpets and seven seals in the
Revelation of St. John." John Trapp, Vicar of
Weston-upon-Avon, who died in 1669, w rote
largely on the book, and thought it to be "a
treasury of the most sacred and highest mysteries
of Holy Scriptures, streaming out all along, under
r

the parable of

a marriage,

that

full

torrent

of

and the
Church." Bossuet rejected most that was wild in
the interpretation of the Canticles, and confined
himself principally to its illustration as a work of
art.
He presumed that literal marriage was the
primary subject, and that it was divided into seven
parts, because the nuptial feast was hebdomadal
among the Jews. One extract will shew his style
of treating the work
spiritual

love

that

is

betwixt

Christ

:

" Every part of the Canticles abounds in poetical beauties.

The

objects

which present themselves on every side
most beautiful flowers, the most

are the choicest plants, the

:

PATRICK, HENRY, AND OTHER EXPOSITORS.

the bloom and vigour of spring, the sweet

delicious fruits,

verdure of the
pleasant
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fields,

streams,

flourishing and well- watered gardens,

and

perennial

The

fountains.

other

senses are represented as regaled with the most precious
odours, natural and artificial

and the

birds,

;

the sweet singing of

Avith

soft voice of the turtle

with milk and honey,

;

and the choicest wine. To these enchantments are added
that is beautiful and graceful in the human form, the endearments, the caresses, the delicacy of love. If any object
is introduced which seems not to harmonize with the delightful scene
such as the awful prospect of tremendous
precipices, the wildness of the mountains, or the haunts of
all

—

the lions

—

its

effect

is

only to heighten by contrast the

beauty of the other objects, and to add the charms of variety
to those of grace

Four more

and elegance/'

end
Bishop Patrick

illustrations will bring ns to the

of this solemn and pious trifling.

all literal meaning to the Canticles, and
found a deep mystery in every word. He treated
every part alike, and says, in verse 2 of chap, vii.,
" These may mean the two sacraments which the
Church administers to her children the font in
baptism being represented by the former (the navel),
and the sacrament of the Lord's Supper by the

denied

;

other part of the figure

(the belly)."

Matthew

Henry expressed many doubts on the subject
" Here is not the name of God in it it is never
quoted in the New Testament we find not in it
;

;

any expressions of natural religion or pious devotion no, nor is it introduced by vision, or any of
the marks of immediate revelation thus it seems
as hard as any part of Scripture to be made a savour
of life unto life." But Henry could not resist the
torrent of traditionary interpretation, and he con;

:
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fesses that,

guides

" with the help of the

we have

many

faithful

understanding of this hook,
it appears to he a very bright and powerful ray of
heavenly light, admirably fitted to excite pious and
for the

devout affections in holy souls, to draw out their
desires towards God, to increase their delight in
him, and improve their acquaintance and communion with him." Durham goes to as great an

extreme of fancifulness as any of his predecessors.
On " the little foxes " (chap. ii. 15), he takes occasion to shew that no heresies are to be tolerated because they are little, and then says, " How small a
friend is our Lord to toleration and how displeased
is he with many errors that the world thinks little
Magistrates, ministers, and people, may learn
of
here what distance ought to be kept with the
spreaders of the least errors, and how every one
!

!

ought to concur, in their stations, for preventing
Lastly, Dr. Gill
the hurt that comes by them."
preached and published one hundred and twentytwo sermons on Solomon's Song, which exhaust the
absurdity of which the human mind is capable in
things sacred. Yet he finds followers and admirers
and a clergyman of the Church of
to this day
England, who established a printing-press at Bon;

mahon,

in Ireland, for the benefit of his parishioners,

could find nothing in the whole circle of literature
better to employ his types upon than this mass of
crude, and, to us, almost impious, speculation

We

!

said lastly of Gill's exposition, not because

he has had no successor in preaching, and writing,
and printing learned folly, but because a new era in
the treatment of the Song of Songs commenced in

—
NEW ERA FORMED

BY LOWTH.

To

the middle of the last century.
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whom

change was owing, and to what extent,
stated by Mr. Ginsburg

is

this

thus

:

" 1753.

It

was reserved for Bishop Lowth to commence

in this country a

new

era in the interpretation of this book.

Two

of his admirable Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the
Hebrews are devoted to the investigation of the import and
interpretation of this song, and the conclusion he arrived at
is

c

almost the same as that of Grotius and Bossuet.

subject of the Canticles/ says this learned prelate,
to be the marriage-feast of

and

reality, the

Solomon (who was, both

Prince of Peace)

;

'

The

appears

in

name

his bride is called Shula-

Who

this wife of Solomon was, is not clearly
some of the learned have conjectured, with
an appearance of probability, that she was the daughter of
Pharaoh, to whom Solomon was known to be particularly
attached.
May we not, therefore, with some shadow of
reason, suspect that, under the allegory of Solomon choosing
a wife from the Egyptians, might be darkly typified that

mite.

.

.

.

ascertained; but

who was to espouse a church chosen
from among the Gentiles ?'
" As to the explanation of the allegory, this learned preother Prince of Peace,

properly

late

advises,

c

that

we ought

carrying the figurative application too
into

a

precise

explication of every

to

far,

be cautious of
and of entering

particular

;

as

these

minute investigations are seldom conducted with sufficient
prudence not to offend the serious part of mankind, learned
as well as unlearned."*

" Bishop Lowth also takes this poem to be of a dramatic
form, and adopts the division of Bossuet into seven parts."

Lowth
of

way to the treatment of the Song
work of art, and the subject has
forth an amount of research and learn-

led the

Solomon

since called

as a

* " See Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews,
p. 34, Gregory's Translation, third edition."

xxx.

;

lee.

—
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ing which have

left little

to be desired as to the

and philological exegesis of the poem. We
must glance rapidly at the principal writers, both
English and foreign, by whom these results have

critical

been secured.

Bishop Percy translated the book,
and, like Grotius, Lowth, etc., treated it as literally
referring to the marriage of Solomon
he also did
good service by his severe reprehension of the
vagaries of the spiritualizers.
He says, " If a
;

may be defined a figurative diswhich, under a lower and more obvious

sacred allegory
course,

meaning, delivers the most sublime and important
truths, then it is the first duty of an expositor
to ascertain the lower and more obvious meaning.

For till this is done, it is impossible to discover
what truths are couched under it. "Without this
It is erecting
all is vague and idle conjecture.
an edifice without a foundation, which, however
fair and goodly to the view, will be blown away by
the slightest breath of true

criticism."

Harmer

followed, and advanced a new theory, by introducing three principal actors instead of two,
Solomon, the Shulamite, who is already queen,
and the daughter of Pharaoh, whom Solomon afterwards married, and to whom the queen entertained
The comparison is thus made
feelings of jealousy.
between Solomon and his two wives, and the Mesthe Mosaic and the
siah and the two Churches
" Nothing more is to be sought for of
Christian.
the mystic kind than the making out the general
resemblance between Solomon's behaviour with
respect to his two queens, and the situation of
affairs between the Messiah and the two Churches j

—

—
GERMAN EXPOSITORS OF THE CANTICLES.
of those that
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Moses, and

observed the laws of

those that did not."

Passing over a host of other writers, we will only
stay to consider the opinions of three celebrated

German

expositors,

—Delitzsch,

Delitzsch,* in the

stenberg.

Halm, and Henginstance, inter-

first

preted the Song of Songs as teaching the mutual
subsisting between Solomon and wisdom but
he afterwards considered this ground untenable,
and gave up the allegorical view altogether. He
life

;

considers that the

poem

describes a love-relation

formed by Solomon, and that marriage is the idea
prevailing in it he also concedes that the union of
God with His people may be shadowed forth by the
;

piece,

of the
it

but

more inclined

is

Song

is

to believe that that

to be preferred

which supposes that

celebrates "the victory of virtuous love in

life

view

humble

Hahnf

over the allurements of royalty."

re-

turns to the allegorical exegesis, and his theory
so carefully

wrought

out, that

to give the synopsis of

burg

it

we think

it

is

desirable

furnished by Mr. Gins-

:

" 1852. Immediately after the publication of Delitzsch's
commentary, containing some of the most cogent arguments
against the allegorical interpretation, a

new

translation ap-

peared with an allegorical exposition by Halm. Denying that

Solomon represents the Messiah, because

at that early period

the notion of a personal Messiah was not yet developed in
the minds of the people, this commentator advances a
theory,
*

that

Das

c

the bridegroom

'

represents the

Holielied untersuchtund ausgelegt.

Von Franz

Leipzig, 1851.
" Das Hohe Lied von Salomo, iibersetzt
f

Heiurich Augustus Hahn.

Breslau, 1852.

und

new

kingdom of
Delitzsch.

erlclart.

Von
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Israel,

and

'

the bride

poem describes,

Japhetic heathenism, and that the

'

allegorically,

'

the

kingdom ofIsrael as destined,

in God's service, eventually to overcome heathenism with the

weapons of justice and love, and to bring the heathen into a
slate of fellowship and love with itself, and consequently with
God.
He takes the song to be a dramatico-did actio poem,
3

divisible into six sections.

" The

first

section, chap.

of the maiden,

who

2

i.

—

ii.

7, describes

the longing

represents Japhetic heathenism, for the

pleasurable love of the king of Israel
to be received into his fellowship,

her humble supplication

;

and the ultimate realization

of her desire in that union.

" The second section, chap.
first,

describes

the

Israel gives to this

ii.

8

—

iii.

friendly invitation

maiden

supplementing the
which the king of

5,

(the Japhetic heathen)

to catch

with him the foxes, which represent the kingdom of Satan

upon earth, the Hametic heathen, and to unite herself with
him in the land of Canaan, which is the kingdom of God,
and her acceptance of

"The

this invitation.

6

—

v. 1, supplementing the
and second, represents this maiden, after being conquered
by the power of the king's love, and from sincere reciprocal
attachment, devoting herself as an acceptable offering to the
service of God, as introduced into the land of Canaan, which
is the type of the kingdom of God, and describes the completion of her never-ending union with the king of Israel.

third section, chap.

iii.

first

" The fourth section, chap.
explanation of the
Israel

when he

first,

visited the

maiden

lay in a deep sleep, void of

admitted

;

v.

2

—

vi. 9,

a supplementary

describes the early love of the king of

all

in the dark night as she

love to him, entreating to be

her refusal ; her repentance after having become

acquainted with his glory

;

her long search after him

accepting her after her repentance had been tried,

" The

10

—

;

his

etc. etc.

which explains the
how the king
of Israel revealed himself ultimately to the maiden ; the king,
after being long and painfully sought by the maiden, who,
fifth section,

chap.

vi.

viii.

4,

second, and supplements the fourth, describes

HAHN AND HENGSTENBERG.
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despairing of success, and in a dejected state, had returned
home, was again incited by some new charms of hers, followed her, attended by his martial hosts, once more offered
her his love, met with a hearty response, and then she offered
herself to

"The

him with

all

she had, as his property.

sixth section, chap.

mentary exposition of the

viii.

5

— 14, which

is

a supple-

and a completion of the
fifth, describes how the maiden, after long and painfully
searching, and longing for the king of Israel, yielded herself
third,

up to him in her home, whither he had followed her, and how
she entreated for the favourable reception of her younger
sister, that is-, the Hametic heathen, and how the king
promised the maiden that her sister shall eventually be
received."

Hengstenberg* zealously maintains the allegorical view that Solomon can only be the Messiah,
and the bride the people of God. He divides the
poem into two parts; the first, chap. i. v. 1,
representing the advent of the Messiah to save his

—

people; the second, chap.

v. 2

—

viii. 14, describing
the sinning of the daughter of Zion against the

heavenly Solomon, her punishment, repentance, and
It will thus be seen that even to this day
no mean authorities contend for a mystical or alle-

reunion.

meaning as alone sufficient to account for
the phenomena presented by the Song of
Solomon but, at the same time it will be remarked,
gorical

all

;

that they repudiate the close application of every

phrase and figure to spiritual things, which

dis-

We

will now take
leave of a school which, throughout the ages of

tinguished the older expositors.
Christianity, has
*

berg.

attempted to find mysteries in

Das Hohe Lied Salomonis
Berlin, 1853.

ausgelegt.

Yon W. Hengsten-

;
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every verse of this book, with the remark, that they

have nearly all agreed in one thing, the exaltation
of our Redeemer, and the recognition of an intimate
So
love between him and all his faithful followers*
far the history of the Canticles is a gratifying one
and, for the sake of the prominence it has given to
a principle which must always form the central life
of the Christian system, we can forgive the strange
interpretative errors into which its advocates have
fallen.

VII. We must now go hack a little, to notice
the growth of the literal exegesis of the Canticles,
which has found so eloquent and able a defender in
Mr. Ginsburg. In 1770 the celebrated Michaelis
struck out a new channel of investigation, which
is thus described by Mr. Ginsburg.
"

He

not only rejected the allegorical interpretation, as

unsupported by internal evidence, but denied the theory,
defended by Lowth,

that

etc.,

poena

this

made

in

any part of

this

celebrates

the

no direct mention
long poem of the marriage ceremony,

nuptials of Solomon, because there

is

* Pleasing illustrations of this remark

may be met

with

all

through the middle ages, even in the darkest times of the Church.
Thus, Richard Rolle, called the Hermit of Hampole, who died
a.d. 1349, speaks in the following

name
Thee.

is

manner on Cant.

i.

3,

"Thy

ointment poured forth, therefore do the virgins love
wondrous,
delightful name
for this Thy name is
;

most high above every name, without which no man whatever
may hope for salvation. How sweet is that name and pleasant to
the human heart, affording true consolation. For Jesus is in my

mind

a song of joy, in

honeyed taste

me

solace in

:

my

my

every strait."

Early English Church,

p.

my mouth a
name which affords

ear a heavenly sound, in

no wonder then

379

;

if I

love that

Quoted in Archdeacon's Churton's
and in Massingberd's History of

the Reformatio?!, p. 79, third edition, 1857.

;
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nor of any circumstance attending it; no time appearing
appropriated to the nuptial banquet itself, the bride and the

bridegroom being separated from and in quest of each other,
wishing and enjoying solitude, always shewing themselves in
the street or field when conversing together, or with the
virgins,

because

and never found with the guests or at the banquet
it cannot be possibly imagined that a bridegroom

would be so necessitated

to labour as not to be able to devote

the few days of his nuptial week to the celebration of his

marriage; that he would be compelled immediately to quit

whole days in order to attend
and especially because he could
not imagine that the bridegroom would at this time of the
festival leave his bride, to whom he professes to be so deeply
The
attached, alone and unhappy, and not return at night.
song
describes
that
this
concludes
learned professor, therefore,
his spouse

and his friends

his cattle in the pastures

for

;

and domestic love ; the attachment of two delicate persons who have been long united in the
sacred bond ; and then asks, Can we suppose such happiness
unworthy of being recommended as a pattern to mankind, and
the chaste passion of conjugal

of being celebrated too as a subject of gratitude to the great
Author of happiness ?"*

To

J. T.

Jacobif

is clue

the distinction of having

traced the outline of a perfect literal exegesis of the

He

thought that the design of the book
is not to describe conjugal love, but to celebrate
The Shulamite was the wife of a shepherd,
fidelity.
and having attracted the notice of Solomon, she
was tempted, by every inducement, to exchange
her humble home for the royal harem. The wife,
however, remains faithful to her vows, and her
" Howfidelity is celebrated by the whole poem.
Canticles.

* " Notes to Bishop Lowth's Pra?lectiones."
f

Das durch

ein leichte

und

wigehunstelte ErTclarung, von seinen

Vorwiirfen geretlete Hohelied, 1771.

M
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ever strangely," says Mr. Ginsburg, " Jacobi divides
this book,

and

interprets separate passages,

it

must

be acknowledged that he was the first in Germany
who shewed that Solomon was not the object of the
Shulamite's affections, and that the beloved was an
humble shepherd, from whom the king endeavours
to separate her.
It will be remembered that Ibn
Ezra, Immanuel, and the

Anonymous Commentary,

have already taken the lovers to be a shepherd and

Solomon as a separate
maiden adduces in illustra-

shepherdess, and regarded

person,

whom

the rustic

tion of her sincere attachment to

her shepherd,

this great king were to bring her
and offer her all its grandeur and
luxuries, she would still rejoice in her humble

affirming that

if

into his court,

lover."

A theory somewhat similar to this is propounded
by Mr. Ginsburg, and the subject is of such great
importance that we make no apology for quoting
at large his exposition of
section,

it,

given in his third

on "the Design and Method of the Book."

" We have no sympathy with those who affirm that the
Old Testament Scriptures contain all the national writings
which were esteemed valuable in Hebrew literature, that this
Song was placed among those writings simply because it
possessed much poetic beauty, and was supposed to be the
composition of a person so celebrated throughout the East as

Solomon, and that
instructions.

We

it

is

destitute of

any moral or practical

believe that every book of the Old Testa-

and has, on that account, obtained a place
This is the unanimous testimony,
not of the Jewish Church only, but is corroborated by Christ
and his Apostles. Paul, referring to the Old Testament,
most distinctly affirms, that 'all Scripture is given by

ment

is

in the

inspired

;

Hebrew Canon.

THEORY OF MR. GINSBTJRG.
inspiration of

God and
;

is
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profitable for doctrine, for reproof,

2 Tim.

for correction, for instruction in righteousness/

16* As

this

Song undoubtedly formed a part of the

iii.

Scrip-

it must, therefore, be inand must serve those purposes of inspiration.
" The particular design of this book has been much disputed.
It is here maintained, that, upon careful examination, it will be found to record an example of virtue in a young

tures to which the Apostle alluded,
spired,

woman who encountered and conquered the greatest temptations,
and was eventually rewarded ; the simple narrative of which,
There was a family
its poetic form, is as follows
living at Shulem, consisting of a widowed mother, several
sons, and one daughter, who maintained themselves by farming
and pasturage. The brothers were particularly partial to
divested of

:

—

and took her under their special

their sister,

care,

promising

that her prudence and virtue should be greatly rewarded

them.

In the course of time, while tending the

by

flock, and,

according to the custom of the shepherds, resorting at noon

beneath a tree for shelter against the meridian sun, she met
with a graceful shepherd youth, to

One morning, in
accompany him into the

whom

she afterwards

became espoused.

the spring, this youth

invited her to

field

;

but the brothers,

overhearing the invitation, and anxious for the reputation of
their sister, in order to prevent their meeting, sent her to

take care of the vineyards.

The damsel, however, consoled

her beloved and herself with the assurance that, though

between them,
She requested him

separated bodily, indissoluble ties subsisted

over which her brothers had no control.

meet her in the evening, and as he did not come, she
some accident had befallen him on the way, and
The evening now
went in search of him, and found him.
was the only time in which they could enjoy each other's
company, as, during the day, the damsel was occupied in the
to

feared that

On

vineyards.
accidentally
*

For a

one occasion, when entering a garden, she
in the presence of king Solomon, who

came

full

elucidation of this verse, see Henderson, Divine

Inspiration, pp. 219-224.

M

2

;
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happened to be on a summer visit to that neighbourhood.
Struck with the beauty of the damsel, the king conducted
her into his royal tent, and there, assisted by his court ladies^
endeavoured with alluring flatteries and promises to gain her
Released from the king's
affections; but without effect.
presence, the damsel soon sought an interview with her
beloved shepherd.

" The king, however, took her with him to his capital
pomp, in the hope of dazzling her with his splendour
but neither did this prevail for while even there, she told
in great

:

her beloved shepherd,

who had

followed her into the capital,

and obtained an interview with her, that she was anxious to
quit the

gaudy scene

hearing

this, praised

for her

own home.

The shepherd, on

her constancy, and such a manifestation

of their mutual attachment took place, that several of the
court ladies were greatly affected by

" The king,

it.

possible, to win her
watched for another favourable opportunity, and
with flatteries and allurements, surpassing all that he had
still

determined,

if

affections,

used before, tried to obtain his purpose. He promised to
elevate her to the highest rank, and to raise her above all
his concubines and queens, if she would comply with his
wishes

;

but, faithful to her espousals, she refused

on the plea that her

overtures,

another.

The king, convinced

affections
at

last

all

his

were pledged to

that he could not

possibly prevail, was obliged to dismiss her, and the shepherdess, in

company with her beloved shepherd, returned

to

her native place. On their way home, they visited the tree
under which they had first met, and there renewed their

vows of fidelity to each other. On her arrival in safety at
her home, her brothers, according to their promise, rewarded
her greatly for her virtuous conduct.
" The plot, if such it may be called, gradually develops
itself,

like

speakers

most poetic narratives of a similar kind. Various
introduced in the poem, as the Shulamite

are

shepherdess, the shepherd, the king, the court ladies, the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, the brothers of the Shulamite, and

the companions of the shepherd,

all

of

whom

are represented

;

ANALYSIS OF GINSBTTUG'S THEORY.
more or

as speaking

as

we

cursed his day
said

but without any such distinctions

less,

find in Job, as,

—Then

c
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mouth and

After this Job opened his

Eliphaz the Temanite answered and

— Then answered Bildad the Shuite and said/

without separate names, or

the speakers, which renders

—and

to gather the his-

difficult

it

etc.,

of names to indicate

initial letters

and especially as some of the statements
appear at first sight to have little or no logical sequence.
The Song of Songs differs materially in this respect from all
the other books of Scripture ; but not, as is well known,
from the poems of profane writers.
" Notwithstanding the afore-mentioned difficulty, an attory

it

contains

;

tentive reader of the original will find nearly as

much

help

from the masterly structure of this Song, as can be obtained
from the divisions and initial letters in modern dramas, by
which the different speakers are distinguished, and the
various statements are connected in a regular narrative.

" The recurrence, for instance, of the same formula of
adjuration three times

another closing sentence

The heroine

tions.

7

(ii.

;

(v. 1),

;

viii.

divide the

4), and the use of
Song into five sec-

when speaking with her

of the book,

loved or with the king,

5

hi.

easily distinguished

is

nine gender of the verb, or of the adjective or the noun
i.

5,

'

I

am

be-

by the femi;

as,

swarthy but comely/ where both adjectives,

(nnirra) and comely (rn*«), are feminine in the original,
and plainly indicate the speaker. The beloved shepherd,
when he speaks, or is spoken to, or is spoken of, is recognized by the pastoral language (i. 3, 4, 7 ii. 12 ; iii. 4, etc.) ;
the king is distinguished by express allusions to his position
(i. 9
1 1 ; vi. 4
vii. 10) ; the court ladies, when speaking

swarthy

;

—

—

to the Shulamite, are recognized

women'
f

(i.

8;

v.

9;

v.

daughters of Jerusalem

viii.

4)

;

'

1),
(i.

by the phrase, c fairest of
and when spoken to by

5

compared with
habitants of Jerusalem, in iii. 6
speaking in

ii.

15,

the shepherd, in
context.

ii.

;

7

;

iii.

5,

10

;

vi.

8

the brothers of the Shulamite are introduced as

—

viii.

5,

i.

6 and

viii. 8,

9; the in-

11, and the companions of
are sufficiently indicated by the
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"On

a

examination of the statements of the

careful

various speakers in these five sections,

it

will

be found that

the narrative, though not recorded in the order
stated,

may

be easily deduced from

we have

it."

The subject we have now gone through has
almost a painful interest, and when taken in connection with the vagaries of fancy exhibited
writers on the
lesson to all

Apocalypse,

who

it

teaches a solemn

regard the Holy Scriptures as the

basis of the Christian Faith.

Some

in the earliest

ages wrested those Scriptures to their
tion

may

;

and
not

it is

now

own

destruc-

hard to say what sad consequences

follow from an unbridled license of

interpretation.

The present

must be ascribed
of evil.

by-

perils of the

Church

in a great measure to this source

(

167

)

V.

THE

EARLIEST CHRISTIAN WRITINGS.
Testament we discover that, even in
the days of the Apostles, Christianity called forth a
controversial mental activity. While St. Panl lived,
this appears to have heen mostly confined either to

Erom

the

New

the Judaizing teachers, or to gross heretics

who

turned the grace of God into licentiousness; hut
before St. John left the earth, a more refined form
of religious error seems to have crept over portions
This is precisely the course which
of the Church.
we should have expected things to take in the
peculiar historical circumstances

of

Christianity.

the Church was yet young, and wanted the
form and consistence which it soon attained, it

When

required a strong principle to keep

men

uniformly

varying fortunes, and those who
attached
apostatized in heart would he likely to relapse into
Judaism or into Gentile idolatry, and to pave the
to its

way

for their return to the world

by a

practical

questioning of vital and peculiar Christian truths.
But before the first century terminated, the reproach of the Cross had in some degree ceased,
because it was seen that those who gloried in it be-

came and continued numerous and strong. As soon
therefore as Christianity came to have a past history,
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documentary evidence for
its doctrines, it had to grapple with the subtleties
of dialectics, and the more refined forms of heathen
and metaphysical abstractions.
The example was set by the Apostles and Evangelists of employing the pen in defence of the faith.

and began

Two

to appeal to

of the Gospels, at least,

owed

their existence,

from their merely human side, to an
literary means to satisfy it;
demanding
exigency
while the Epistles, for the most part, were spontaneous and unpremeditated efforts to explain what was
misconceived, or to supply what was wanting in the
While their mental
case of special communities.
productions were overruled and sanctioned by the
Spirit, and conserved by the providence of God for

as surveyed

all time, it is difficult to

conceive that the writers

themselves were aware of the ultimate tendencies

and immortal

results of their literary labours.

"We

had any party, in the Church of
Corinth, for example, taken upon him to reply to
St. Paul, that holy and humble man would have
paid attention to his arguments, and rested little on

are of opinion that

own

conscious inspiration in a dogmatic form,
provided the objecter or questioner had been holy
his

and devout, and not conceited and captious. That
his Epistles would become the law of the Church,
perhaps never entered into the mind of the Apostle.
He knew that the truth which they all contained
would be a perpetual foundation for the Church

coming again, but that his words would
be the documentary archives for its maintenance,
was more, as far as facts reveal the matter, than he
until Christ's

probably contemplated.

We

have a very strong

MODES OF APOSTOLIC TEACHING.
conviction that
early Church,

we mistake

and the
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the character of the

relation of the Apostles to its

growth and edification, because we throw the circumstances of our position around the very different
one occupied by Christians eighteen hundred years
ago. The truths of the Gospel were then all revealed,
preached, and in various degrees received and understood, but they had not been formally committed to
paper, and consequently could not be appealed to as
a fixed and completed collection. How often has it
been asked by the Christian, when harassed with
doubts about matters of government and practice
not clearly revealed, How did it happen that neither
St. Paul nor any of his coadjutors compiled a body
of divinity for the use of the Church, but rather left
its laws and statutes in a form so fragmentary ?

Why

they did not must be referred ultimately to
the wisdom of God, preferring to leave the care of
His truth as much to providence as to written revelation

:

to develope the

Church

historically, as well

as to lay its foundations dogmatically

we

;

proximately,

found in the
fact that the Apostles did not contemplate so large
an addition to the Holy Scriptures as they finally
did not imagine that their own producreceived,
tions should, as the New Covenant, go hand in hand
through all time with those writings which they
appealed to as " given by inspiration of God, and
however,

believe the cause

is

to be

—

as profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

and

for instruction in righteousness."

We make

these observations not only because of

their bearing on the object of this Essay, but also
on account of the very general prevalence of a con-

—
:
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trary view, which,

we

think, in several

ways operates

unfavourahly on the interests of Christian truth.
Some time hack a company of Christian ministers

met together

to read the Scriptures, and to expound
a portion in turn for mutual henefit, and on the

occasion referred

to, the passage for consideration
hut especially the second verse,
" And the things that thou hast heard of me among
many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful
men, who shall he ahle to teach others also." The
question was diligently discussed
What were the
things delivered to Timothy, and which he was to
commit to others ? The view we took was that the
a, rendered the things, meant the suhstance of the
Gospel, delivered prohahly to Timothy hy St. Paul

was 2 Timothy

ii.,

:

an explanation which

in a public charge,

countsforthe

Sea

also ac-

ttoWwv ^apjvpwv, the many witnesses,

mentioned at the same time.*

This meaning was,

however, zealously controverted.

Stress

was pro-

perly laid on the verb irap&Oov, which was collated

with the frequent use of cognate words in the two
Epistles, especially nrapaQ-qicr), a deposit, and it was
argued that what St. Paul had committed to Timothy was something documentary, since it could not
be that mere oral tradition was the thing meant,
* This

is

not the place to enter into a disquisition upon the

difficulty of this

passage arising from the peculiar use of

rendering of the English version, among,

is to

&d

if

the

be received. In

all

;

ages the text has employed the sagacity of critics, and led to not

a

little

controversy.

explains

dvep

:

ov \a6pa,

dWd

A

7]Kovad<s

few excerpta

may

be given.

iroWovs ciSdaKovTos.

fiov

/uLerd 7rappr](n'as,

7ro\Xwv Trapuvrwv.

Theodoret

Theophylact

Of old, a Various

reading seems to have been attached to the passage, since Hippolytus

(lib.

De

Antichristo,

§

1) reads for /xaprvpwv, 7rapaK\rjaewu,
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a matter safe in the hands of St. Paul and Timothy,

but no further. This step being reached, it was
next concluded that the Gospels and Epistles, as far
as then written, were intended by St. Paul, and
that his words might be paraphrased " The things
which thou hast heard of me, and which are delivered to thee in writing, commit thou to faithful
:

men,"

etc.-

We
way

in

adduce this case as a good illustration of the
which a doctrinal or dogmatic bias influences

the interpretation of the Scriptures. The defenders
of the view we have just given could not conceive
of Gospel truth being left to

preaching or oral

teaching alone, but believed it must, even in the
apostolic times, have been entrusted to documents,
ly

many

exhortations

that writer either quoting from

;

memory

and committing a blunder, or from a codex with a variation, all
But Mill has shewn that
traces of which have since been lost.
Hippolytus has other spurious readings.

A

different pointing

construction have been attempted to solve the difficulty,
rjKOvaas

vap

7ro\\wv fiapTvpwv ravra TrapdGov,

Bid

ejiov,

hast heard of me, do thou, testifying in

many

and

ical

&

What thou

words, commit, etc.

This gloss has been adopted, with a dogmatic purpose, among
others by Wotton, in his book on The Rights of the Clergy in the
Christian
,

.

*-\

Church.

The Vulgate has

per, the Peschito-Syriac

by means of, through. On the whole it seems most proSt. Paul refers to the presbyters spoken of, 1 Tim. iv.

bable that

and we would suggest that the use of Std may be harmonized
with this view by the passage in Homer {II., xii. 104), o S' ^peire
Kal Bid iravTwv, he excelled among all; on which Liddell and Scott
remark, "The notion of pre-eminence is obtained from his
14

;

standing out from among them, and thus being distinguished," that

being involved in

The only passages

Bid.

in the

which Schleusner can find with the meaning of
Heb. ii. 2.
Gal. iii. 19
Bid, are very doubtful
:

;

New
inter,

Testament
among,

to
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and that then, as now, the

New

Testament had a

referable existence as the voucher for the truth
delivered.
Thus the passage in the Epistle to
Timothy became complicated; while to us, who
were free from the trammels of that opinion, it
seemed perfectly plain and simple. There are but

very slight indications, through

ment, of any portion of
standard

of

reference

;

it

the

all

the

New

Testa-

being looked to as a

Old Testament was

quoted and recommended to the study of the beand the doctrines and acts of Jesus Christ

lievers,

were orally stated and commented upon by inspired
men, who, when churches were founded, ordained
others to transmit the precious deposit.

The

obser-

vations of Olshausen on this subject are worthy of
attentive consideration, and

cuse for quoting

them

:

"So

we

shall

make no

ex-

long as the Apostles

were upon earth, and the power of the Spirit from
on high was in lively action in every member of the
Church, so long there was no sensible necessity of a
book to serve as the rule of faith and practice.
Whenever any uncertainty arose in regard to either,
application was made to one of the Apostles, and his
advice was taken. The Epistles of the Apostle Paul
owe their origin in part to such enquiries. Hence
in the lifetime of the Apostles, though their writings
were highly valued, they were naturally not regarded as sacred writings which were to be the rule
of faith; because there was a more immediate
guarantee of truth in the living discourse of the
Apostles and their first companions, as also in the

Holy

which was so powerfully exerting its
upon the Church. The apostolic writings,

Spirit,

influence

;
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therefore, were indeed read in the public assemblies,

but not alone and not regularly."*
If the view we have given be incorrect, it can
surely be made to appear so, and we shall be happy
to relinquish it when evidence is produced against

Our simple desire, we trust, is to know what
was the actual state of the early Church in relation
to the New Testament, and we would quite as readily
adopt the opinion that it was to them, as to us, the
rule offaith, if sufficient grounds can be shewn to
support it. But we confess we are by no means to
be driven from our own view by any cry of neology
on the one hand, or of semi- Popery on the other
those two formidable bugbears which have been set
up in modern times to frighten timid souls into the
it.

fold of a conventional orthodoxy.

As nothing

unfavourable to a correct estimate of what

is

is

so

ancient

mankind, as the habit of throwing
the thoughts and manners of the present upon the
past, so, on the contrary, it tends much to the discovery of the truth in such matters to approach
their consideration with no prepossessions of our
own. It is, perhaps, impossible to do this completely, but if we aim at it, we shall at least approach such a desirable state of mind while, if we
are determined to enter the precincts of far distant
ages with all our prejudices upon us, we shall discover there, not the truth, but our own subjective
notions of what it ought to be.
The former plan
will secure us some of the light of day, while the
latter will compel us to grope in the dim beams of
the dark lantern of our own ignorance.
in the history of

;

*

Proof of the Genuineness of
Edinburgh, 1847.

tament,

the

Writings of the

New

Tes-
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As
first

Christianity mainly

depended, during the

century, on oral teaching for

its

promulgation,

which arose in that period were propagated in the same way. "We can only thus account for the fact that, while, as we have hefore
said, mental activity was displayed against apostolic
truth, no literary remains have come down to us.
But when the Apostles had all departed, and the
Canon began to he formed as a security against
error, it became more and more the case that Church
questions were discussed on both sides in written
documents, which thus sought the whole Church
so the heresies

for the sphere of their influence, in contradistinc-

tion

from the mere

local boundaries of oral teaching.

But as the Canon of the New Testament was not
formed at once, but was the gradual accretion of
long successive years, so it was long before controversial writings acquired a permanent value, and
were treasured up as documents to be referred to.
There was first a destitution of any perception of
the necessity of a written rule of faith then something like a norm was presented in the Gospels and
;

apostolic letters
all

;

afterwards arose a desire to collect

that could be discovered of these precious docu-

ments; lastly, a decision, tacitly at least, of the
whole Church as to what constituted the Canon.
This process is described in few words, but it took
ages fully to perfect it, and to give to the New
Testament the form and authority we now concede
to

it.

to know why so few of the writings
Church have come down to us, either
substance or traditionally, we may find an answer

If

we wish

of the Early

in
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to the question in the fate of the autographs of the

Gospels and Epistles, written by the hands of

men

around whose brows from that time to this the
Church has delighted to entwine the halo of sanctity.
This is an age which, perhaps more than any
other, can estimate the value of relics of the past,
especially when associated with historical renown,
high mental attainments, or eminent writers ; and
our eagerness to become possessors of but a few
words written by our poets or heroes, will at once
indicate to us the priceless worth of an autograph
Epistle of St. John or St. Paul. An historian of the
Library of the Vatican tells us that " St. Peter,
when he would set up the sea of the truth, brought
the holy Gospel to Rome and that Paul the Apostle,
;

when he
literary

called

Timothy

thither,

was careful that

monuments should be brought with him

:

he says, the books, and especiBehold the beginnings of the
ally the parchments.
En Vaticance Bibliothecce priVatican Library.
mordia!"* But, except by a figure of speech, the
learned Assemani could not indicate, in that depository of glorious remains, the least fragment of
papyrus or parchment which Apostolic eyes had
looked upon or fingers touched. Yet there was a
time when all that those holy founders of the
Church had written in their public capacity existed,
and was handled, read, and copied from.
What
became of those wondrous productions, or by what
strange fate have they refused to unfold their

Eor bring with

thee,

glorious characters to posterity

?

* See J. S. Assemani, Calalogus Codicum
Apostolicce Vaticance, torn.

i.

(all

MSS.

Bibliothecce

published), RomEe, 1756.
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Perhaps we might justly reply, that the age was
too intent on great things to care for little ones;
that it had such a high perception of the truth
itself,

that

it

failed to appreciate the casket.

The

unsettled state of the kingdoms of the world also

tended to depress mere sentiment, and to deprive
things of a conventional value. Upon earth there

was great " distress of nations and perplexity, the
sea and the waves roaring," and if amidst the din
of arms and the destruction of great cities such
things as the Ark of the Covenant with all its precious contents were entirely lost to the Church of
God, we cannot well wonder that the autographs of
Apostles should share the same fate. But a deeper
reason than any of these operated, we believe, to
deprive succeeding generations of those intensely
interesting

monuments
we now attach to

literary

Before the value

had grown up

of

Christianity.

these documents

in the early Church,

it

is

probable

the autographs had ceased to exist, and that

it was
from copies of them that the Canon of the New
Testament received its authoritative completion.
We know that various readings were appealed to
very early by polemical writers, and had the original
Gospels and Epistles then been in existence, such a
fact could not have occurred. "We cannot say when
the vast importance of having the very manuscripts
in which the laws and regulations of the Church
were deposited, first revealed itself to those anxious
for a standard of the faith, but we may be sure of
this, that the desire was only awakened to find that
it was fruitless, because they had perished, either
by the carelessness of their possessors, or by
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the wear and tear to which they had been subjected.
Believing as we do that the Church has always

had the watchful care of

its

great Pounder,

we

can-

not see anything accidental or unimportant in the
fate of the documents which Evangelists and Apostles
either wrote or dictated for the benefit of their con-

temporaries.

If not a sparrow falls to the ground,

nor a hair of the head of His people, without the
knowledge and permission of our Father, how can

be possible that the history and final destination
of these precious remains shall be without His control ?
Perhaps we should not be wrong if we were
to state that these manuscripts were permitted to
it

perish lest they should be almost idolized in after
generations, but

we may

affirm with

more certainty

that such destruction has wrought well for the

Church, by eliciting the research and skill of its
members, and developing to a high degree their

powers in its service. However specious
may be the arguments brought forward to prove
the necessity of an infallible appeal in matters of
Christian doctrine and practice, we are convinced
that a moral certainty, the result of deduction and
reasoning, is far to be preferred, both as to its
bearing on individual training, and on the welfare
intellectual

of the

Church

at large.

Had

the original

manu-

scripts of the Scriptures survived to our day,

with

their characters too legible to allow of one textual

doubt, a certain class of difficulties would certainly

have been unknown but would this have compensated for the mental activity and prayerful effort to
discover the truth, which a measure of documentary
;

obscurity

now

occasions

?

N
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If nothing availed to preserve the autographs of

cannot surprise us that the literary productions of ordinary men have altogether perished,
when their preservation was not secured hy any important relation to the interests of the Church at
large.
The way in which, humanly speaking, the
Gospels and Epistles would have heen in danger of

Apostles,

it

neglect and disuse,

if

controversial considerations

had not rendered a standard of Divine truth necessary, may shew us how uninspired productions of a
mere local or temporary bearing would be forgotten
and die, and be only known as once existing by a
passing allusion in the works of more fortunate
authors which have come down to us.
Although,
as

we

before observed, a literary tendency in the

Church was not very quickly developed, there are
indications that, even in Apostolic times, many committed to paper what they knew of Christ's history,
or endeavoured to gain currency for their

own

doc-

by the same means. St. Luke tells
us that before he composed his Gospel, " many had
taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration
(£^7770-49, narration, history) of those things which
are most surely believed among us."
It is well
shewn by Alford that neither the writers of our
present Gospels nor the Apocryphal Gospels can be
trinal opinions

exclusively intended in this passage, but histories
which have perished. " That such narratives should

not have come down to us," says the same author,
" is no matter of surprise, for they would be absorbed by the more complete and sanctioned accounts of our present Evangelists; and Church
tradition

has

preserved very few

fragments of

PROBABLE EARLY POLEMICAL WRITINGS.
authentic information of the Apostolic age.
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It is

probable that in almost every church where an eyewitness preached, his testimony would be taken

down, and framed into some St^o-t?, more or less
complete, of the life and sayings of the Lord." We
have not the same precise information of the existence of mere doctrinal or controversial writings of
so early a date, but there are intimations that such
were in circulation. St. Paul, for instance, alludes
to a forged letter or letters when he says to the
Thessalonians (2 Thes. ii. 2), " That ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor
by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of
Christ is at hand." "We are aware that the passage
admits of a different interpretation. " Patrum nonnulli, v.c. Chrysostomus, Theophylactus, (Ecumenius, et Origines confecerunt, fuisse turn a falsario
epistolam sub Pauli nomine ad Thessalonicenses
scriptam

;

alii

censent, ne,

si

vero cavere potius

quid ejusmodi inposterum

salonicenses abripi se patiantur

hac extrema

Paulum

l8i6ypa<f>ov arjfxehv

;

quo

voluisse

fiat,

Thes-

fine in epistola

exhibuerit. Ita preeter

Theodoretum alii."* Still later, in the state of the
Church which gave rise to the Epistles of St. John,
we can scarcely doubt that the pen was made to
subserve the heretical teaching which then had so
extensive an influence.
The earliest post-apostolic literature which has
been handed down to us consists of the epistles of
the Apostolic Fathers, and the form they bear confirms all we have said on the subject of the early
documents of the Church.
* Wolfius, Curce Philologicce, sub loco.

N
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"The form

of the

of the

but

first

Christian literature," says

earliest

Mr. Westcott,* " explains

its

origin and object.

The writings

fathers are not essays, or histories, or apologies,

They were not impelled

letters.

to write

by any

literary

motive, nor even by the pious desire of shielding their faith

from the attacks of
fellowship

members of

its

enemies.

An

Christ overpowered

in
a

great household,

intense feeling of a
all

as

other

fathers

claims.

or

new
As

brethren,

they spoke to one another words of counsel and warning,

and so found a natural utterance for the faith, and hope,
and love, which seemed to them the sum of Christian
life."

These remains bear conclusive evidence that the
New Testament as a whole did not then exist, for
while some of its separate portions are referred to or
quoted, this is done in a very different manner from
that employed some years after when the Canon was
completed. Christianity is rather spoken of as a
great historical fact, exhibited in living and loving
hearts, and in a number of communities subject to
the same oral or traditionary laws, than as a system

dependent on a book, or provided with a sufficient
As Mr. "Westcott
code of documentary statutes.
well says, " the earliest references to the Canon are
simply incidental." We ascertain from them that
some of the New Testament writings were then in

but nothing more.
Reasoning from analogy then, and from the
scanty data with which we are furnished, we come
to the conclusion that far more has perished than
survived of the mental productions of the early

circulation,

Christians.
*

A

This brings naturally before us the

General Survey of the History of the Canon of

Testament, p. 24.

the

New
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question,

Have we

Apostles and

all

that was ever written

by the

Evangelists, or did their literature, in

same fate as that of their contempoand successors ? We propose to give this
enquiry our calm and serious consideration, as being
highly interesting in itself, and having important
part, suffer the

raries

relations to other matters concerning our

common

Christianity.

On the very threshold of the subject we meet
with a dogmatic objection, which, if we were accustomed to be daunted by such opposition, would
prevent our proceeding further. It is said, How can
inspired truth ever be lost ?
" The supposition of a lost Epistle of St. Paul is still unThey argue against it as if it were
palatable to many.
derogatory to the wisdom of the Supreme Being .... In
concluding that some of Paul's Epistles have been lost, a class
of Christians

may suppose

that the perfection of Scripture

is

impaired ; for the notions which once prevailed respecting the
nature of inspiration and of the

combating
usual

the

among

Roman

Canon

In
was formerly

are not obsolete.

Catholic Church,

it

Protestants to abide firmly by the idea, that

nothing inspired has been lost."*

The writer now quoted

confines his attention

principally to the case before him, the discussion of
the text, Col. iv. 16, " And when this epistle is read

among

you, cause that

of the Laodiceans
epistle
vfiel?

;

it

and

from Laodicea "

dvajvcore).

be read also in the Church
that ye likewise read the
(/caJ

rrjv

e/c

Aao8ifcela<i "va kcli

After a careful and learned consi-

deration of the subject he comes to the conclusion
*

D.D.,

An

Introduction

vol. ii, p. 143.

to

the

New

Testament, by Samuel Davidson,
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that " the allusion of St. Paul can only be to a lost

was the opinion of Calvin, Beza,
and almost all
Grotius, Wetstein, and Bengel
recent expositors hold the same view." He alludes
Epistle; such

;

to the subjective origin of the prejudice
notice,

and

for that purpose

we have

now under

extracted the

The overthrow of an opponent, or

passage.

the

defence of an opinion thought to be essential to the
views of a party, in this case, as in so many others,

has led to a doctrine which,

we

think, has no foun-

that party spirit

We

do not say
alone has led to the adoption of

dation either in reason or in truth.

this view
a priori reasons of various kinds have
been adduced on its behalf. Thus Hottinger, in his
Thesaurus JBhilologicus, affirms that God in His providence would not permit a canonical book to be
lost, and that the Church, the faithful depository of
the Divine records, cannot possibly have been so
deficient in its duty as to suffer the loss to take
;

place.
First,

we may

observe that every inspired pro-

duction of the ancient Jewish Church was not pre-

Mention is made of the lost
works of prophets whose predictions form part of
the Canon of the Old Testament and this fact can
only be met by the assertion that their prophetical
character in some things is no guarantee that all
they wrote was inspired; or by the petitio principii,
served in the Canon.

;

that the fact of their being lost

is

a proof that they

were not inspired. Moses Stuart, in his Critical
History and Defence of the Old Testament Canon,
has a section entitled, " Lost Books of the Hebrews,
some of which appear to have been canonical,"

;

LOST BOOKS OF THE HEBREWS.

which

is

well worthy attentive perusal.

agree with

him
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We

do not

in thinking that anything canonical

because we understand, by the Canon, the
books which the ancient Church preserved, and
which existed entire at the time of our Saviour
but we think he clearly shews that we have every
reason to believe that the works lost were, some of
them, inspired.
is lost,

" Plainly,"

" the writers, as a body, were of the
order of the prophets.
And were not books written by
Nathan the prophet, and Gad the prophet, and Iddo the
lie

says,

and Isaiah the prophet, and by others of the same office,
We can hardly imagine
the contrary. But if any one should hesitate to acknowledge
this, on the ground that prophets might write other books
than those which were inspired, still the manner of appeal to
the ivorks in question which are now lost, both in Kings and
Chronicles, shews beyond all reasonable doubt that they were
regarded as authoritative and sacred. For how could a
seer,

counted sacred by the Hebrews ?

writer remit his readers for fuller authentic information to

those books which he did not regard as standing on the same
basis as his

own work,

Had we now

in respect of being

worthy of credit

?

those fuller narratives which are so frequently

appealed to in the present books of Kings and Chronicles,

who can

well doubt that

many

a seeming difficulty in these

abridgments of Jewish history would be solved to our entire
satisfaction ?"*

In

this

we

quite coincide, and are sorry that

Dr. Lee, after quoting it, should so far beg the
question as to remark, " That these lost writings
'

'

were regarded as veracious annals is no doubt evident but the mere fact of their not having been
shews beyond all
even preserved by the Jews
;

'

* Lorimer's edition,

London

:

1849, p. 163,
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that they were not regarded as
authoritative and sacred.' "* Does Dr. Lee imagine

reasonable doubt

'

'

that any care the Jews could have taken of their
sacred writings would have been sufficient to preserve them,
history
of

in

Must

?

the calamitous periods of their
not the selection and preservation

what did survive be ascribed

vidence of

God

to the special pro-

?

Secondly, the history of

theMSS.

of the canoni-

New

Testament supplies us with
an argument bearing on the subject before us. In
these, various readings are granted,! and as these
often arise from repetitions and superfluities, it is
almost demonstrable that some are caused by omissions and defects.
He must be a hardy devotee to
system who would attempt to maintain that amidst
all the variations of the text of the New Testament
no loss has been suffered of a letter, word, or senSince Divine
tence of the inspired autographs.
cal

books of the

Providence has not interfered to prevent transpositions, repetitions, mistakes of spelling, and the ex-

change of words of similar sound and meaning, the
is that there have also been
words dropped out in the process of transcription
from age to age, which nothing but a miracle could
If the care and oversight of the
now recover.

reasonable conclusion

* The Inspiration of Holy Scripture,

London

:

its

nature and proof.

1854.

t Dari Lectiones Variantes, non tantum in Scripture Versionibus, praesertim antiquis, sed etiam in ipso textu Hebraico Veteris
et Gi'Eeco

Novi Testamenti, a nemine negari

testentur tot varietates ex codicibus
doctis annotatse."

MS-\

Waltoni Prolegomena,

vi.

potest,

cum hoc

et impressis

a viris
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LETTERS AND WORDS ACTUALLY LOST.

Church have not prevailed

made

to the sacred text,

to hinder additions being

what

right have

we

to

conclude that no omissions have occurred under her
think therefore it may be convigilant eye ?

We

ceded that while the Canon of the New Testament
remains substantially the same as it was at its first
formation, some small portions have been lost in
the course of transcription, either altogether, or,
which amounts to the same thing, by the substitution

of

a word or phrase of

similar

sound or

meaning.
But with this concession the principal argument
against inspired writings being lost falls to the
ground. It cannot be for a moment reasonably
maintained that it is derogatory for Divine Providence to allow an Epistle of St. Paul or St. James
permits any small portion of
productions to suffer that fate.

to perish, while yet

surviving

their

it

Such an affirmation would be the same as to say
God cares for His Church, He does not

that while

regard

its

members

;

that while

He

protects the

His believing people, He is reMuch more congardless of their minor affairs.
sistent is it with the whole analogy of God's proceedings to say, that He gave the Spirit plenteously
to His Apostles for the instruction and edification of
the Church, and that under its influence they frequently employed the pen on behalf of those who
that a
could not hear the word from their lips
portion of these written documents was selected to
serve as the rule of faith through all time, while
the others, having answered their purpose, were
allowed to perish, like the millions of words uttered

main

interests of

;
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by the same Apostles and by our Lord Himself, of
Inwliicb the Church has always been deprived.
inspired
deed, what real difference is there between
words uttered by the lips, and the same written by
the pen ?
If we are required to believe that none
of the latter could be lost, consistency demands
that we should place the former in the same category.
This is a recluctio ad absurdum, quite defensible from the declaration of St. John, " And there
are also many other things which Jesus did, the
they should be written every one, I suppose the world itself could not contain the books
which,

if

that should be written."
Thirdly, the hypothesis

mands that we should
Apostles never wrote at

we

are combating de-

believe that
all

;

many

but that while

of the

all

were

equally anxious for the edification of the Church,

only a few committed their thoughts to paper, to

send to their distant friends and disciples. Why
should the Holy Ghost move Sts. Paul, Matthew,
John, James, Peter and Jude, to write to the
Churches, and omit to employ the others of the
twelve in the same efficient mode of doing good ?

We are aware that it may be

said, that this is

prying

which are hid in the Divine mind, and
that we are exceeding our province in entering upon
it.
We reply, No, we are only forming a reasonable conclusion, and that those are guilty of presumption who affirm that nothing inspired could
Several Apostles have left letters,
possibly perish.
called forth by ordinary exigencies in special
churches, and the plain inference is that their
fellow Apostles did the same, although they have
into reasons

APOSTLES PROBABLY WROTE EREQTJENTLY.
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not survived. Against this nothing can be alleged
but a subjective notion that it is inconsistent with
inspiration that such should be the case; and to
maintain a figment of the imagination, one half the
Apostles are presumed never to have written to
If it be
those whom they converted to the faith
said that we have no proof that they were men of
!

education sufficient to write a
is

letter,

that the inspiration which gave

of speaking

new

tongues,

the plain retort

them the power

could quite as readily

have enabled them to write down their Divine conceptions.

Fourthly, as St. Paul and St. John, to mention

no

others, could write, are

we bound

to believe that

on no occasion, committed to paper more than
down to us ? Both these inspired preachers
of the Gospel wrote fluently, and both lived many
years in the active service of the Church which they
benefited by their mental productions.
Whatever
they,

has come

others

may

do,

we

confess ourselves to be utterly

unable to think that they employed their pens no
of tener than on the occasions commemorated in the
New Testament. St. Paul was "in prisons oft;"
and St. John was, during a long life, removed very
far

away from

which he

felt

large sections

a deep regard.

of the

We

Church

for

have no doubt

whatever that both took every opportunity of
writing where they could not preach, and that only
a small portion of their Epistles have been chosen
to instruct the Church in all ages of its chequered
existence.

on the presumption of our opinion being the
correct one, we enquire, Is it probable that any
If,

:
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Apostolic writings

we

may

yet be brought to light

are obliged to reply in the negative.

importance of
to allow of

such remains was too early seen

all

any

?

The vast

them escaping the public

of

eye, in

that season of anxious controversy contemporaneous
with the settlement of the Canon. What treasures
of various kinds may yet turn out from old libraries

The
or buried cities it is impossible to predict.
Vatican itself, under more favourable auspices, may
deliver up to our admiring gaze literary remains of
an antiquity now not suspected to exist but we
must feel pretty certain that whatever such docu;

ments may be, they will be very remote in interest
from the "books, especially the parchments," of
which the learned Assemani discoursed. Whatever
has been lost of inspired productions, we are allowed
but of any future discovery of
to speculate upon
;

such inestimable
hope is breathed

relics,

not the faintest whisper of

most sanguine heart. To
the Canon may be applied the words of Ezekiel,
"Thou art the confirmed exemplar of measures,
full of wisdom and perfect in beauty."*
* Ezekiel xxviii.

to the

12

;

a

translation

we have quoted from

memory, but have forgotten the author.
On the subject now discussed we may quote the
passage of Sir

Thomas Browne,

following-

— " Who were

mutatis mutandis

made
made as

the proprietaries of these bones, or what bodies these ashes
up, were a question above antiquarianism.

good provision

for their

names

Had

have done

as they

they

for their relics,

But to
they had not so grossly erred in the art of perpetuation.
subsist in bones, and be but pyramidally extant, is a fallacy in
duration.

Oblivion

is

not to be hired

content as though they had not been
of God, not in the record of man.

:

the greatest part

must be

— to be found in the register

Who

knows whether

the best

THE BIBLE NOT AN ORGANIC WHOLE.

Our aim

in all that

we have

on

said
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this very

one of a very practical chaan enquiry connected with
sacred archseology only, it may be pursued profitably; but our present design is far more serious,
interesting subject
racter.

is

We think that as

and concerns the great question of the relation of
the Bible to the Church, and the popular notions of
the inspiration of the Sacred Scriptures. In the
present day there is a tendency to treat the Bible
as an organic ivhole, without any recognition of its
widely varied contents, or of the gradual, and in
some respects incidental, manner in which the Canon
was completed. It is too frequently thought that
the book as we have it came bodily from the hands
of holy men, a statute book for the Church complete and entire, and that it has been recognized
and used as such from the very times of the
That it has this character in relation to
Apostles.
ourselves we at once and fully admit. We take the
Holy Scriptures as our rule of faith, in their present
form, and as a whole, and believe that it is now the
will of

God

that they should be our standard in all

from whose decisions there can
be no appeal, where they are rationally deduced
and understood. But this opinion cannot be held
doctrinal questions,

of

men be known

or whether there be not

?

more remarkable

persons forgot than any that stand remembered in the

account of time

?

There

is

Our

fathers find

us

how we may

time, which temporally considereth all things.
their graves in our short memories,

be buried in our survivors.
years.
last

known

no antidote against the opinion of

and sadly

Grave- stones

tell

tell

truth scarce forty

Generations pass while some trees stand, and old families

not three oaks."

—
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safely,

without the admission that

thus in the history of the Church

;

was not always

it

that in

its earliest

New

Testament to appeal to, hut
origin it
derived its rule of faith either from apostolic lips
or apostolic tradition and that a case of necessity
apparently not foreseen hy the sacred writers themselves led to the collection of their surviving works
and the formation of the Canon. The admission of
this fact is only adding another instance to the
numerous indications we have that God works out
His own purposes in ways different from those which
our a priori reasonings would approve of. The Old
Testament Canon was formed in the same way
prophets and historical and didactic writers contributing to an edifice, the final proportions, or indeed the very existence of which, was hidden from
them. Thoughtful readers will easily see how much
import results from the recogof practical

had no

;

;

nition of

these facts

of

we cannot now

distinct points

Into

history.

present only mention two.

A

all

and

enter,

the

for the

right perception of

the relation of the Scriptures to the early Church
will lead, first to a higher appreciation of the

Church

itself,

and, secondly, to a

less slavishly literal

use of the

more rational and

New

Testament in

the conduct of controversies.

Before

we

leave the subject of the hearing of a

dogmatic bias on the question of
ductions,

we

instance of

its

lost inspired pro-

a remarkable

will allude briefly to

influence on questions of archaeology,

in relation to the Old Testament.

that in all the enquiries which are
early history of

mankind, as

It

is

observable

made

illustrated

into the

by existing

;

PROBABLE ANTEDILUVIAN LITERARY REMAINS.
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phenomena, the sphere of investigation is limited
This is the
to this side of the Noachian deluge.
case whether the researches concern ancient art and
architecture, or manners and customs, as attested
by the extant remains of public or private life a
stop being put to the most prying curiosity by the
;

jieriod

when

the flood of waters overthrew the world

But when we examine the Bible

of the ungodly.
narrative,

we do not

find anything to lead to the

conclusion that the deluge destroyed man's handi-

work, or that the

cities,

temples, private dwellings,

arms, and furniture of the antediluvians should not

be as

much

discoverable as those of Nineveh and

Babylon and
cepted.

Persepolis, their greater age alone ex-

From what we may

reasonably conclude

respecting the attainments of those

the deluge,
in art,

we might expect them

and capable

who

lived before

to be

advanced

of carrying out great enterprises

while the flood, although potent to destroy

life,

did

not even uproot the olive tree, by "a branch
plucked off " of which Noah knew that the waters
had subsided. What is the reason then that enquirers into the past should limit their field of view
Simply the fact that it
to post-diluvian history?
has been concluded, on supposed Biblical authority,
that the flood must have thrown the whole crust of
the earth into irrecoverable confusion, and left no
trace of

man

or his

errors exist even

works upon

it.

How many

now, based entirely on some un-

founded, and often perverse, interpretation of passages of the

Word

of

God

1

—
(
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)

VI.

BIBLICAL INQUIRY:
THE

SPIRIT IN

WHICH

IT

SHOULD BE

PURSUED.
present day and in our

own

Perhaps, in

the

country, there

is

no question more important than

we have

indicated above, in relation both to

the one

individual advancement in
the interests of the Church

religious truth,
at large.

and to

In the course

of Divine Providence the Bible occupies a place in
Christendom which it never before held, given to
it by the invention of printing and the develop-

ment

of Protestantism.

In the

earliest periods of

the Christian Church, the Holy Scriptures had
more or less of a fragmentary character, and could
not be appealed to as they now are, as an organic
whole and even after the Canon was authoritatively settled, and the Bible took substantially the
form which it has now, the scarcity of complete
;

copies,

and the want of

literary culture, placed

it

in

a different relation to the bulk of Christian people
The influence of
it now holds.

from that which

is felt most by Protesbut they are by no means solely affected by
them. The old Churches of the Christian world
the Romish, the Greek, and the more primitive

these remarkable changes
tants,

Oriental

—

all

participate, in

some degree,

in the

DUTY OF STUDYING THE BIBLE.
a free

effects of

attention of thoughtful minds, anxious

that the

Word

glorified

;

to

documentary
These are phenomena which

circulation of the

records of the faith.

demand the
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God may have

and he
no advantage has ever been given
mankind without some measure of mis-direction
of

free course

for, as

or abuse attaching to

it,

so the treasures of Biblical

knowledge have entailed in their general possession
a measure of error and danger.

The doctrine that to whom much is given of
him much shall he required is universally true, hut
it

has a special certainty in the case of religious

The early churches were required to
and in the knowledge of the Lord
Jesus Christ not only when they hung upon the
words spoken by apostolic lips, but also when left
privileges.

grow

in grace,
;

in a great measure to their

own unaided

resources,

in connection with the oral teaching they
ceived,

had

re-

and the gracious and constant guidance of

the Holy Ghost.

It is difficult to picture to our-

selves the exact state of a primitive Christian community, called from heathenism by St. Paul, for
instance, and then left by him to the care of a
bishop or overseer, chosen from themselves. In
faith and hope and charity they were, doubtless,
often rich
but in what we think necessary for
Christian progress they must have been comparatively poor. Literary appliances they probably had
none, corresponding to our complete Bibles, our
Later in
liturgies, catechisms, and hymn-books.
;

the history of the Church these means of instruction and of devotion were multiplied, yet they never

assumed the place they hold among

ourselves,

o

now

BIBLICAL INQUIRY.
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printing gives for sixpence

that

many

what once

cost

pounds, not to dwell on designing attempts
mental darkness. It mnst be

to keep the people in

seen at once that a great responsibility thus rests

upon

ourselves for the right

employment

of such

and that it behoves us to enwhat degree we have properly used them.
The full and easy possession of the Bible is,
however, only one of the talents committed to our
trust
the facilities for its elucidation and compre-

decided advantages

;

quire in

;

hension constitute another, equally important.

We

stand in the accumulated light of eighteen cen-

thrown upon divine revelation, and giving
which it probably never
before possessed in minds not supernaturally illumined. History, human discovery, science, knowledge and art, have combined with the evolutions of
turies, all

to

it

therefore a distinctness

Providence to prevent the Bible being a
sealed book, and to make the Christians of the
nineteenth century specially capable of understand-

Divine

There is nothing in the whole
its contents.
compass of human knowledge which has been so
enriched with subsidiary aids for its right interpre-

ing

tation as this wonderful book, and, consequently,

there

is

stood.

no subject which ought to be

Our

present object

is

so well under-

to enquire

how

far

this completeness of Biblical attainment is reached

by us

as a Christian

temper and

spirit

in

and to enforce the
which our theological re-

people,

searches should be pursued.
It will be at once conceded that every Biblical

investigation should be intended to conduct us to

truth.

The most conceited preacher, the most

DANGERS OF CONVENTIONALISM.
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novelty-loving commentator, and the most bigoted
private Christian will be loud in their declaration

which they have in view in all the
fantastic interpretations which they put upon the
Word of God and in all the wayward and eccentric
courses into which their fancy or inclination may
lead them. Now, however willing we may be to give
that

it is

truth

;

all

these parties credit for sincerity,

we can concede
is,

that they either

it is

impossible

know what

truth

or that they adopt the most likely course to find

That which is true means, in their vocabuwhich they wish to be true. They are
continually acting upon a foregone conclusion, and
pretending to seek for that which they are quite
sure they have already within their grasp.
No one
at all acquainted, even slightly, with the religious
world, can be ignorant of the fact that the mental
occupation of most professing Christians is not a
search for something, but rather a battling for that
not a laborious and
which is already possessed
but
premises,
a dogged defence
careful weighing of
of a conclusion which has been arrived at per saltum.
The Psalmist prayed, " Open thou mine eyes that I
may behold wondrous things out of thy law;" but with
these, all is already seen, and there is nothing more
Another sacred writer speaks of digging
to find.
as for hid treasures, but the satisfied
wisdom
for
generation to which we are referring has no necessity
it

out.

lary, that

;

for such toil, as the jewel

is

already in their hands.

An

attachment to conventionalism is the most
prominent feature of the method of Biblical study in
England at the present time, and has been so, with
some few exceptions, ever since the Reformation.
o 2

.
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There

is

a popular theory, or an accustomed and
mode of viewing the contents of the

fashionable

Holy Scriptures, which at once discourages enquiry
and stereotypes mere human opinions. Here, we
think, is the real danger which truth has to cope
with, an obstacle in its way far more formidable
than many systems which are thought seriously to
militate against it.
Let us, for instance, compare
what we may call the Perfectionists with the
Rationalists, and we shall find the former more to
be dreaded than the latter although the one class
is orthodox and the other heterodox.
By the
;

doubt,

we mean

who deny, or at least
whatever cannot be made to square with the

Rationalists

those

deductions of their reason; by the Perfectionists
those

who deny

the truth of whatever

in their pre-arranged

and

is

settled system.

not found

Now

the

former, vicious in theory and injurious in practice

good by exciting enquiry, and
raising up defenders of the truth.
They cannot
really injure the truth itself, but merely seem to
endanger it in the estimation of such as have too
little confidence in its heaven-born and immortal
and this apprehension calls forth the
character
resources of piety and learning in defence of the
faith.
St. Paul declares (1 Cor. xi. 19), " There
must be also heresies (cupec-ei?) among you, that
they which are approved may be made manifest ;"
and it is most interesting and satisfactory to know
as

is

their theory, do

;

that the wildest

vagaries of the heterodox have

always resulted in the yet further establishment of
Catholic truth.
It would be a most profitable enquiry how far the low Neologism of Germany has

;

ERRORS OF PERFECTIONISTS.
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subserved the interests of Biblical science by calling
forth the energies of divines

and

scholars.

If the

foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do ?

Neology asserted that a buttress was defective, and
led to an examination into the fact, to the satisfaction of all candid observers that its strength was
firm and impregnable.

But the

Perfectionists

neither search for the

truth themselves, nor give opportunity for the investigations of others.

body

Some

of divinity, or religious

fined for

them how

Scripture

council, or divine, or

community, has deto be interpreted,

is

and there

is an end of the matter.
They say to all
but that which favours their dogmas,
Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further, and here
shall thy proud waves be stayed.
They look and
utter scorn upon the careful and devout students of
Holy Writ, who by deep thoughtfulness have
elicited a new
if
exposition,
with lynx-eyed
jealousy they can discern any possible incompatibility between it and their creed.
They have,
doubtless, much truth on their side, but their views
admit of no adjustment, alteration, or accretion
and (themselves being judges) being already perIt may be
fect, are to be implicitly received.
asked, Do not the Perfectionists, like the Neologists,

enquiry,

furnish occasion for the advancement of Biblical

But a little
?
shew that the cases are widely
Neology attacks the truth Perfecdifferent.
tionism professes to defend it, and in many respects
Perfectionists are in the main orthodox,
does so.
and sincerely attached to what is most valuable in
truth by the errors they entertain

reflection will

—
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enemies.

and therefore cannot be treated as
The consequence is that while no man in

England

hesitates to reprehend the wild systems of

Christianity,

neological and heterodox writers or sects, the case
is widely different when men of unblemished creed
are concerned.

An

error of excess

is

more

difficult

to combat, in religion, than one of defect, for

it is

an ungracious task to be opposed to the boasted
champions of a high estimate of revealed truth.

whom we

have called Perfectionists
operate like a dead weight upon the interests of a
sound and progressive system of Biblical interpretation they defend the waters of life indeed, but by
keeping from them the wholesome breezes of a free
and enlightened criticism, they make them become

Hence those

;

stagnant.

They

are, in relation to Biblical truth,

in the position of

many men with

regard to their

whose virtue is wholly negaand who, while quite free from vice, are yet
tive
injurious to Christianity by their entire destitution
of any active virtue.
Conventionalism is not Catholicity, and while
we deprecate the influence of the one, we would
pay a marked deference to the other. Catholicity
is the form taken by Christianity, doctrinally and
duties as Christians,
;

practically, in all ages of its history,
all its

numerous minor

variations

individual character.

although so
tions

with regard to

bold and salient features, apart from the

and

much

and shades of

Even

political

the creature of

social

and

government,

human

inclina-

passions, takes a uniformity in its grand

characteristics

in

more therefore

is it

all

countries and ages;

much

to be expected that a system of

CATHOLICITY

IS

NOT CONVENTIONALISM.
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by God will have a oneness and harmony through the whole course of its
existence, however moulded and fashioned it may
he hy the human elements to which it is subjected.
God made the mountains, the rivers, and the plains,
and these grand features of nature are not eradicated because the people who live among them at
one time leave the soil uncultivated, and at another
sow the fields and plant vineyards now cultivate
the arts of peace, and now fill the valleys with the
din and desolations of war. We could not think
our holy religion is divine, if a oneness did not run
religion directly revealed

;

through its history as to essential doctrines, ordinances and practices, and therefore, under a wise
and discreet control, catholic consent is a most
weighty consideration in everything relating to the

Holy

Scriptures.

But conventionality

is

quite a

something fashioned to the varying
hour, and not permanent like the everlasting mountains.
It is the mere local arrangement of a plot
different thing

;

of ground, or the occasional turning of part of a
river into a

new

channel, in relation to the magnifi-

cent outline of the broad expanse of nature which
meets and fixes every eye. What the Church has
thought in all ages is something to be reverenced
and relied on what religious society now receives
as new and untried may be proved to be expedient
and useful, but it must be weighed and tried before
Our readers, we
it is to be generally followed.
trust, will not misapprehend our meaning, which is
not to tie us down to antiquity, nor to urge to the
but to give to both the place
rejection of novelty
they must relatively occupy in the minds of those
;

;
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who

study Scripture in the light of the providence

of God.

We have noticed

Conventionalism as a foe to an
enlightened exegesis of Holy Scripture, not "because
it is the only one, hut on account of its great and
almost universal influence. It hinds with adamantine chains, not only the hulk of Christian people,
hut also their ministers, who, as leaders and instructors of others, ought to he free

mels.

from

its

tram-

It operates in the Church, as fashion does in

modes

society in relation to dress,

—

of living

and

making thousands follow as a leader
what has no real existence a phantom, a hreath,
here to-day and gone to-morrow, and yet powerful
to compel almost all to how to its arbitrary laws.
etiquette

As long

—

as a fashion lasts, only the hravely inde-

pendent dare to question
as

some new doctrinal or

interpretation

is

spell-hound hy

it

its

authority

;

and as long

practical phase of Biblical

in vogue, those

who

will not

he

upon as mere rationalThey may he near the
mind of Christ and His Apostles, and near to the
opinions of the early Church hut what can all that
ists

are looked

or something worse.

;

weigh against the dictum of a Luther, a Calvin, or
a Wesley ? Other impediments in the way of
Bihlical knowledge will he noticed in the more preceptive and positive form which will now he given
to our remarks.

In every enquiry concerning the contents of
the Bible, a desire to discover truth should he
supreme, taking the lead of all other motives and
grounds of action. This indeed should influence us
in all mental pursuits and investigations, even when
1.
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the subject leads to no direct practical results, or

has no immediate

The love
is

bearing on the duties of

life.

of truth, in the abstract conception of

it,

a high attribute of intelligent being, and in pro-

approximates us to the Divine
Whether the question is, How does the

portion as
nature.

it is felt, it

sap circulate in vegetable tissues

? or,

What

are the

God ? we should not be satiswith crude or indistinct conceptions if we can
obtain clearer ones.
But there is a distinct

revealed attributes of
fied

peculiarity in Scriptural subjects,

which

raises this

general principle to one of the very highest and

most solemn importance

;

for those subjects

con-

cern our present happiness and final destiny in a
way in which no other topics can possibly affect

them. Our lost condition by nature, and our
recovery by grace the way in which we can be
made holy on earth and happy in heaven, are the
grand considerations presented in Holy Writ the
intrinsic importance of which urges us to become
thoroughly acquainted with the nature of the
heavenly message concerning them.
It is true
that the substance of the glad tidings does not reside in verbal niceties, and may be received by
those who cannot read a letter of the written record but if we can read, and in proportion as we
have opportunities to study the Word, it is evidently
our duty to search diligently for its own meaning.
A neglect of what may be called the circumstances
of a message from heaven, is scarcely compatible
with a reverence for the message itself.
;

;

;

A knowledge

own mind
make the law

of the defects of our

gives us an additional inducement to

;
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of truth paramount in religious enquiry.

the

first

we make

discoveries

concerns our proneness to

of our

One

of

own weakness

mere prepossessions

the tendency to take things for granted

;

to follow

custom and fashion to be the victims of the conventionalism to which we have just referred. We
;

find also that in religious matters this prejudice

is

the strongest, and that in the sphere where it is
most dangerous, it is likely to wield the greatest

There are few thinking men, if any, who
have not been sometimes startled at finding that
they have, from childhood, mistaken errors for
truths, and treated as Divine utterances the mere
power.

figments of

human

imaginations.

The

detection of

one such case as this, in our early history, should he
sufficient to put us on our guard against the idola

mere popular interpretations.
temper exhibited in
theological argument and in Biblical enquiry
We
feel ashamed when we remember that in the sphere
where, of all others, calm and unprejudiced judgment is most necessary, it least prevails that
theological reasoning is the least strict and chastened of any that if logic runs wild anywhere it is
tribiis,

the idols

Yet how

little is

of

this candid

!

;

;

in the walled preserves

What

foregone

of

conclusions,

Biblical

what

knowledge.
unreasonable

hypotheses, what demonstrations per

saltum are
exhibited every day in a department of mental research, which especially demands a healthy and

manly system

of dialectics

!

Let us take the current literature of theology,
and see how far a love of truth seems to influence
the vast number of productions which yearly de-

VARIOUS SOURCES OF BIGOTRY.

mand

Searchers after truth should he

our notice.

on the

alert for new. ideas,

and

to fresh propositions as to reject

mean

as willing to listen

them when weighed

We

balances and found wanting.

in the
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that every wild scheme or

do not

new fancy must

stop us in our course, to impede our progress until

no progress could he
made hut the opinions of divines and scholars, the
result of laborious study, are always worthy of
respectful attention.
Yet more than one-half of
the books which issue from the press will be found
to treat new ideas with neglect and contempt
to
brand them as heterodox or neological
and to
attribute to their
propounders very unworthy
logically refuted, for then

it is

;

;

;

Religious periodicals

motives.

unworthy

are

very apt to

those which
In such quarters
we often find abuse instead of argument, and a
treatment of worthy and learned men which indicates both a bad spirit in the writers and an entire
exhibit this

spirit, especially

take the character of newspapers.

ignorance of the subjects they oppose.
position to cry or write

down

This dis-

the sentiments which

are opposed to our own, without any attempt to

comprehend
is

their scope or understand their value,

utterly incompatible with the love of truth

should especially
2.

A regard

mark

which

the theologian.

to the laws of evidence, or the right

must be inseparably connected
with a love of truth, since it is only by their means
that it can be discovered.
Whatever dangers there
method

may be
it is

of proof,

arising

from the use of reason in

absolutely necessary to employ

of our progress,

and we might

it

religion,

in every step

as well close the
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when walking

on without

as attempt to go

The controversies about reason and

faith, or

it.

about

fides ante intellectum, are generally matters of
supererogation, as uncalled-for as they are useless,
since faith not built on the deductions of reason

mere

superstition,

something unworthy of the name

Intellect, that

God-like quality in man,

it

bears.

is

given us to be a guide and a ruler

mere

;

to counteract

instincts or child-like prepossessions,

not to be disused or disparaged because
times

leads

is

Nothing

astray.

can

and
it

it is

some-

exceed

the

thorough manliness of the sacred writers in this
respect, their constant appeals to reason in their

new

were commisThe same observation is
true of our Lord Himself, whose whole ministerial
course was a fine compliment to man as rational, a
respectful deference to those mental powers which
He had given to His creatures. "What is a miracle
but an appeal to reason ? It forms the premises of
which faith is the legitimate conclusion. A claim
is made upon our confidence; a miracle satisfies the
judgment rational belief follows. This is the proinculcation of the

religion they

sioned to promulgate.

;

cess in God's

treatment of us, recognizing those

laws of evidence which are fundamental principles
of our nature.

But we could name more than one popular
duction professing

to

illustrate

the

pro-

Scriptures,

where a course diametrically opposed to that pursued by our Lord and His Apostles is habitually
taken, and the laws of evidence and proof are conWith the most solemn gravity,
stantly violated.
statements are

made

resting on nothing

more than

ERRORS CONCERNING THE CANON.
the

or

tradition,

pounders, which,

subjective ideas

when submitted
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of their pro-

to proof, will

be

found utterly without any rational foundation.
Certain departments of Biblical science are more
particularly exposed to this unsound method of
treatment, of which we may mention, especially,
Prophecy, the Canon of Holy Scripture, and Inspiration.
The first of these has always presented
a wide field for the vagaries of the shallow school
of theologians, because the uncertainty of the meaning of unfulfilled predictions makes them an appropriate sphere for their aimless assertions and
In proportion as
inconsequential reasonings.
things are obscure, they are thought to be the
more fitted for Christian investigation, as though
the solving of enigmas, and the explication of
conundrums, were the appropriate occupation of a
Hence Gog and Magog,
divine and a preacher.
Armageddon, the number of the beast, and similar
intricacies, receive every

year

new

explanations, to

be confuted and replaced by others in long yet
It was a rule in theology that
hopeless succession.
figurative language should be allowed for, but it is
treated literally by the expounders we are now
speaking
fir

trees

of,

by the prophets to
refer to modern rail-

so that the allusion

and oaks

is

made

to

conceded that prophecy reafter
its fulfilment, but a
mained obscure till
popular doctor of divinity has not hesitated to make
roads.

It ivas

once

Armageddon mean Sebastopol, and to find in the
Crimean war abundant fulfilments of passages in the
Revelation.

Crowds of people, open-mouthed and

credulous, receive these

dicta as gospel, but the
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thoughful Christian mourns at the

state

of

ig-

norance in the Church of Christ, and feels that

if

an instrument for establishing faith, it must be because
there are some who listen to reason, and refuse to
confound Scripture declarations with rash expositions.
We imagine that the very obscure and

prophecy does not lose

difficult

all its

credit as

nature of the subject of unfulfilled pro-

by a mental hallucination,

to

phecy

is

take

out of the pale of the process of induction,

it

thought,

misty in itself need not be cona
sidered in the clear atmosphere of logical rules
conclusion as absurd as it would be for a chemist to
begin to analyze subtile gases in an alembic of cam-

and that what

is

;

bric or tissue paper.

No

question demands stricter rules in

its

inves-

and when,
were
and practice.

tigation than that of the Canon; or how,

and on what authority, the books

made the

of the Bible

arbiters in matters of faith

There was, of course, a historical process, although
some of its steps may be lost in remote antiquity,
and all enquiry should be directed to discover that ;
or,

some probable
That there were

in case of failure, to arrive at

certainty

as

to

what

it

was.

relative degrees of importance in the view taken of
these books, in primitive times, is a fact which it

would be

folly to deny.

tury, Eusebius classifies

Scriptures as

of a

Even in the fourth censome of the books of the

confessed doubtful authority,

without supposing for a

moment

tainty prevailing as to these

that the uncer-

documents endangered

the faith, or rendered unstable the goodly fabric of
Christianity.
It would seem inevitable that we of

INCREASED LIGHT ON BIBLICAL SUBJECTS.
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the nineteenth century could not get clearer light
than the Fathers of the fourth ; and that the

doubts which existed then might be fairly entertained now, without a man being treated, on account of them, as a heathen and a publican. Yet,

many quarters a
determination to treat the Scriptures as though the
whole book came directly from God, like the tables
of the law given to Moses on the mount, and to
allow of no degrees of evidence as to the canonicity
in the face of all facts, there

of certain of
truthful

It

?

its parts.

is

in

Is this fair,

may seem

is it

wise,

to us that a voice

is it

from

the Church what to receive as of
authority would have been the best mode of fixing

heaven

to

the Canon

tell

but as no such demonstration has been
in vain for us to attempt to supply the
place of such an imprimatur by any assertion of our
afforded,

own.

If

;

it is

men

will believe that there is

Mark

no certainty

Luke are received as
Matthew and John,
invent a theory to make them so;

in the Bible, unless

or

in every respect on a level with

they will of course
but those who follow evidence will still think there
may be a distinction maintained between inspired
Apostles and those who were only their companions

and ministers. We confess we are now pleading
more for a right method of proceeding in these subjects, than from any wish to alter or lessen the relative authority of portions of

Holy Writ.

In our
difference in our estimate of the several Gospels or Epistles, but receive
them all as equally capable of supplying our
spiritual need, and building us up on our holy
faith.
But then, we do not feel justified in trans-

own

experience

we know no
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ferring our satisfaction
it

to a doubtful one,

from the actual ground of
from moral probability to

demonstrative certainty.

What

has satisfied the

and we ask no proof
assurance
that
could
not
be attained by the
or
In a
fathers and confessors of primitive times.
word, we will cling to what is true, not to what we
might wish to be so nor will we give to the infidel
impugner of our divine religion a handle or occasion
for triumphing, by using a less logical process of
reasoning upon it, than we would apply to any

Church

in all ages satisfies us,

;

other topic of enquiry.

Most

of the remarks

made on

the

Canon

will

apply to the subject of Inspiration. All we ought
to do is to enquire what the Bible claims ; what
the sacred writers themselves professed as to the
influence upon their writings of the Spirit of God.

A thousand theories may be formed on this

subject,

but they can never be reasonably adopted if they
go beyond the rule we have now mentioned. As
water cannot naturally rise above its fountain, no

more can Inspiration be raised above its quality, as
moved apostolic men, and all
it moulded and
schemes to effect such an object, like pipes and
other hydraulic appliances, must be but local and
temporary, only capable for a time of disturbing
the divinely-appointed level. But nothing is more
evident than the efforts made in our day to substitute what men think Inspiration ought to be, for

The reasoning is something like
There must be a standard of appeal
the following
and the Bible is confessedly the
of
faith,
in matters
Unless every word of that book is instandard.
what

it

really

is.

:

—
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cannot be such a standard. How
receive the evidence of any document on

fallibly true, it

can we

the subjects of God, and salvation, and immortality,

not certainly true in

if it is

nomy, geology, or history

?

statements of astro-

its

Therefore, as the Bible

is our certain guide to the former subjects, it must
be so in the case of the latter, and all others which
it treats upon.
But here the premises are at fault,
for it by no means follows that a safe religious

guide must be equally sure in every other depart-

ment

of

knowledge

;

and,

what

is

far

more

to the

purpose, the Scriptures do not claim to be such a
guide.

If

we

are willing to

bow

to the Bible

on

any subject, it should be especially listened to as to
what are its own assumptions, and the question of
Inspiration should be decided by another, What
saith the Scripture

?

But the confusion prevailing in the departments
of Biblical enquiry

already mentioned, from the

neglect of the rules of evidence,

is

but

pared with that which prevails in the
Dr.

pretation.

John Owen,

little

field of inter-

in his controversial

often charges the Socinians with

works,

com-

making

the Bible a nose of wax, capable of being twisted
and turned any way as occasion may require, and
there

among

is

too

much

ourselves,

reason to prefer the charge

two centuries

later.

But we can-

not trust ourselves to dwell on a subject which
peculiarly irritating to any one

who

is

desires to see a

sound exegesis prevailing, and we must pass on
with only a slight allusion to the evil of which we
complain. If men would confine themselves to the
English Version, the evil would be more easily
P
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remedied, because plain persons could then judge

but the Hebrew and Greek originals
are always being tortured to deliver utterances unknown to the sacred writers. Let one illustration
be instar omnium. "When the country was recently
agitated on the Sabbath question, Dr. Cumming,
the author of a mountain of books on various
religious subjects, hazarded the opinion in The
Times newspaper, as a fact, that the word rendered
the seventh day, might be rendered a seventh day.
Eor this he was properly taken to task in the
Guardian, and informed that in the Hebrew the
definite article exists in the phrase in question.
But, relying on popular ignorance, or, which is the
most charitable construction, made confident by his
own, the reverend gentleman replied by asserting
that in Hebrew, articles are used very much at random, and may be considered definite or not ad
for themselves

libitum

I

;

We much regret that Dr. Cumming is thus

evidently shut out from the great pleasure arising

from the certainty given to Biblical students by the
grammatical precision of the Hebrew language.
3. The right spirit of Biblical enquiry is a
charitable one, disposed to put the best construction
upon the opinions of others, and to advance our own
with modesty and kindness. Strange proposition
this, when theological rancour has passed into a
proverb
but though opposed by facts it is yet
In the New Testament everything like anger
true.
1

undue depreciation of others, in
is discouraged by example,
and forbidden by direct precept. Our Lord and His
Apostles knew the fact, and acted upon it, that the
or resentment, or

the pursuit of truth,

;

CHARITY TO THE ERRING.
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wrath of man worketh not the righteousness of God,
and the former administered a fine reproof to those of
His disciples who forbade the casting ont of devils by
those who did not associate with them.
But it is
superfluous to endeavour to prove that the odium
theologicum has no encouragement from the Bible
perhaps all will confess this in words, however much
they may act contrary to the admission. If we pass
from scriptural authority to expediency and propriety, what can be more adverse to Biblical studies
than objurgatory and uncharitable temper and language towards those who, in the same pursuit, may
differ from us ?
A knowledge of our own liability
to err may well make us tender towards others, even
when we are sure they are wrong but in matters
which are not plainly revealed and admit of doubt,
;

a great crime.
There are such things as orthodoxy and heterodoxy we are not insensible of the importance of

uncharitableness

is

;

and of
means of bringing about right
But then we
Scriptural subjects.

following the one and eschewing the other

using

all

;

Christian

thinking on

all

on many points, orthodoxy is
but human opinion after all, and that while we may
fear our neighbour is wrong, this is not the same
thing as proving him to be so. But even if the
error could be demonstrated, pity more than hate
becomes us, and if this were but once admitted as
the rule of action, how many harsh words and bitter
reproaches would be spared, to the comfort of the
Church, and the removal of a great scandal from

must remember

the

way

judges,

that,

of those

much

who

less

are without.

can we be the

We

are not the

inflictois of the

p 2
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and while we hold fast to what we conscientiously believe to be good, we should leave
others to stand or fall to their own master, as he
may decide respecting them. Truth would be far
better aided, if, in all Biblical questions, an irritating and depreciating tone were laid aside, and
theologians were to reason more like philosophers.
4. Reverence for what we handle is another
element which should enter into all Biblical enquiry.
Something of this feeling will pervade well
regulated minds when they study vegetable and
animal life, and endeavour to trace out the Divine
laws which pervade the profoundly curious substances they are called to analyze it will even find
a place when the gaze is enquiringly fixed on a
broken fragment of a rock, separated from the
penalty

;

;

parent stratum of long departed ages.
ness especially becomes us

when

the subject of our researches

;

But

serious-

religious truth

is

and lightness and

never more entirely out of place than
are treating of the Word of God.
Yet
but irreverence when a preacher speaks

frivolity are

when we

what is it
upon a text which he has not examined or an expositor gives a meaning to a passage without being
sure it is the correct one as far as the use of means
can enable him to decide ? We may be wrong, nor
would we transgress willingly the rule of charity we
;

;

have just laid down, but it does appear to us that
more than one-half of what is written and printed
on Apocalyptic subjects would never see the light
if a cautious reverence predominated in the authors.
So much crude speculation, such inept fancies, such
illogical conclusions could surely never be perpe-
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minds which frame them approached

the Bible with the emotions with which it ought to
he read, much more to be studied and explained to
others.

So, in the plainer

and more trodden paths of

ordinary exegesis, could error be so often stated for
truth, if a reverential search into the sacred origi-

We

nals were habitually carried on?

must

say,

we

think not. The mistake is indeed often committed
by such expounders, both of prophetic and didactic
Scriptures, of thinking themselves inspired, instead

of being merely the elucidators of

under the guidance of the
the feeling of reverence

what was written

Spirit, and, in

such cases,

may be

compatible with
But this admission

most unwarranted hypotheses.
is only the same thing as saying that irreverence is
escaped by the plea of mental imbecility or insanity.
In reference to such things as are now rife in
America, called spiritual manifestations, and which
have not proved harmless in our country, the conclusion seems to us to be inevitable, that their disciples must be either deluders or deluded, rogues or
fools.

Prayer for Divine assistance is eminently demanded of the Biblical student. In every undertaking it is proper to acknowledge our dependence
upon God, but the sphere of Scriptural truth is
5.

peculiarly graced

by an

entire reliance

on that aid

which is promised to the humble and earnest disThere is the book we are to study it conciple.
tains a meaning which we wish to ascertain, and
the question is, How are we to come at it. There
;

are the original languages of the writers, there

is

the testimony of the Church of Christ, and there
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are the labours of learned

preceded us in the same
to be sufficient, but it

and holy

field.

is

men who have

All this would seem

not, for the right use of

these aids depends on something which

man

seldom
has, but which God can always give him, a candid
and teachable spirit. The objects around us in

Nature have one appearance to
vision

is

all

men when

in the possession of all its powers, but

the

by

various diseases of the eye, such as obliquity of

the orb, different degrees of convexity, or an impure
state of the blood in the veins, they appear different

So what we have to work
upon is the same with all, the apparatus is equally
accessible, and yet the results may be totally different, because the mental eye is jaundiced or distorted.
There is no physician who can always
rectify the error of the bodily eye, nor can we now
expect that it will be miraculously set right, but
the eye of the mind can be made "single" by
our Heavenly Father. The covenant of Grace ensures the Holy Spirit to them that ask it
and
we are taught that if any man lack wisdom he is to
seek it of God. This Divine aid is to be sought by
prayer, and it may safely be said that the most devout student will generally be most successful. We
say generally, for prayerfulness is not the only
quality required to make an expositor.
Great
tilings are to be expected of the study of the Scriptures when they are approached in the spirit of
humble dependence.
to different persons.

;

(
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)

VII.

REVISION OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE:
ITS DIFFICULTIES.
The

relation of the Bible to the

Church has been a

vexed question from the time when the settlement
of the Canon was first undertaken to the present
day, and among the numerous ramifications of the
subject, not the least important has been the degree of identity between copies or translations, and
the original autographs.

We

what
Ezra and the

are not told

trouble these matters occasioned to

great synagogue, involved as they are in a hoar antiquity

and doubtful tradition

sedulously their

;

but we know

successors, the Massoretes,

how
have

laboured to prevent the existence of an error in the

Hebrew

copies,

and with how

little success.

Vain

also, to a great extent, have been the precautions

of

Jewish

allowed

scribes,

slips of

who, being but mortal, have

the pen to escape them, and thus

accumulated various readings to wear out, in the
eighteenth century, the life of our own Kennicott.
To no purpose was parchment prepared of the hides
of clean beasts, the ink made of prescribed materials, and the scribe purified by the washing of his
whole body for as bonus Homerus quandoque dor;

weary Israelitish litterateur could give
no security that a word too many or too few should

mitat, so the
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down an error to
Indeed the very superstition which dictated such regulations defeated its own end ; for as
it was required that a synagogue roll should be revised within thirty days after the writing was completed, the haste thus decreed would he sure to unnerve and otherwise render unfit those to whom the
work was entrusted. Thus neither Divine Providence nor the care of man have handed down to us
exact copies of the sacred autographs, although
God has mercifully caused us to inherit His Word
as perfect as our religious needs can acquire.
If we turn from the Old Testament to the New,

not mar his task, and thus hand
posterity.

we

find the writings of Evangelists

and Apostles

subjected to the same vicissitudes with similar results,

and the history of the Christian Church

make

part, a record of efforts to

is,

in

copies facsimiles

what those holy men left behind them. What
heretical interpolations and erasures appear before
us in the charges of Tertullian and Epiphanius,
what anxious labours are associated with the names
But we lose sight of
of Lucian and Hesychius
these minor exertions in the cause of Biblical reof

1

vision as

we

read the accounts of the life-long toils

of Origen, of

which

designations

of the

remains but the expressive
Hexapla, Octapla,
and Enneapla. It is true these ponderous compilations referred to the Septuagint version of the Old
Testament, but he was a Christian scholar, and
little

Tetrapla,

doubtless was equally zealous for the peculiar records of his faith.

mass

We have

of labour bestowed

thus presented to us a

on the revision of the

Biblical texts, before the middle of the third cen-
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which the heaviest tasks of the moderns in
Bethe same line are as molehills to mountains.
fore our Lord had left the earth much above two
hundred years, all this was done and yet the faith
of the Christian Church was never suspected for

tury, to

:

one moment to be endangered thereby.
Equally full of various adventures was the early
To improve
history of the Latin Vulgate version.
it was one great work of the life of Jerome, and in
performing the task he had to sustain much obloquy

and innumerable cares. His epistles to Pope Damasus, by whose wish the revision was undertaken,
and to Augustine, unfold to us the ingratitude of
his contemporaries, and the ignorant conservatism
which then raised its cry against altering the

common Bible. A short abstract of these letters
may be usefully introduced here, to shew how early
men cried out, " There is a lion in the way," when
good and great undertakings were devised and also
to inform our readers of the principles on which the
learned father proceeded in clearing the Latin Bible
from its parasitic incrustations.
In the epistle with which this revised edition (in
the ancient sense of the word) was accompanied,
;

we

learn

some

particulars as to the condition of the

Latin text at Borne, and the manner in which the
Gospels had been revised. Jerome speaks of the
compulsion which had been laid on him to undertake the work, and

how he

felt

that

it

was

like tak-

ing the place of a judge to define, with regard to
the copies of the Scripture dispersed through the

what was accordant with the " Greek verity,"
and what was not a pious toil indeed, but an en-

world,

;

—
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and yet to expose
himself to be judged by all to change the language of one now grown old, and to bring back the
world in its hoary hairs to the first rudiments of
children.
For who, whether learned or unlearned,
that should take the book into his hand, and find
what he read differ from that to the taste of which
he had been accustomed, would not immediately
cry out against Jerome, calling him a falsifier and
terprize of peril, to judge others,
;

guilty of sacrilege, because of his daring to add,

change, and correct anything in ancient books

Two

?

him under this anticipation
that he was commanded to undertake the work by
Damasus, and also that the copies of those who
might blame him did not themselves agree in what
"For if reliance be placed on Latin
they read.
copies, let them answer, on which ? for there are
things cheered

many exemplars as codices, and if the truth
be sought on the ground of numbers, why should
we not turn to the Greek original, and correct what
was rendered amiss by vicious interpreters, what
just as

was more perversely amended by unskilled presumers, or what was added or changed by drowsy
Then, after saying that he does not
copyists ?"
now refer to the Old Testament, etc., and that he
rejects certain manuscripts, defended though they
were by the perverse contention of a few persons,
" although the Scripture previously translated into

the tongues of
ditions

many

nations shewed that the ad-

made were false,"—he concludes,

" This pre-

sent preface promises simply the four Gospels, the

order of which
[i.e.,

is

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John

the Greek order, in opposition to the Latin,
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which was Matthew, John, Luke, and Mark],
amended hy a collation of Greek manuscripts, hut

And

ancient ones.

lest

they should

differ

much

from the accustomed Latin readings, we have so
guided the pen that those things only being corrected which seemed to affect the sense, we have
suffered the rest to remain as they were."*
Poor Jerome what kind of men persecuted thee
and undervalued thy pious labours, we are not informed. Perhaps souls like those of Lord Shaftesbury and Dr. Cumming blew upon thy attempts to
!

make

a version of the

Word

of

God more

like the

Divine originals but if so, they must have employed vehicles for their detraction other than the
;

columns of The Times, or a Bible Society Meeting
Yet we must not forget that among
those whom thy revision filled with alarm was the
renowned Augustine, a name which may shelter beat Oxford.

neath

He

it

first

many

of the timid

rejoiced in the work,

to proceed with

it

among

the moderns.

and urged

his friend

but when the stream set in

;

against the innovation, he changed his mind, and

begged him to
alleged

And

desist.

by the Bishop

of

grave was the reason

Hippo

for wishing the old

unfaithful version

still to be read in the hearing of
Latin congregations. A bishop had introduced
Jerome's revised translation into his church, but

when the people heard a word used

for Jonah's

gourd different to that which they were accustomed
they rebelled against their ecclesiastical ruler,
and insisted that the venerable old Bible should be
to,

* For this paragraph

Home's

we

are indebted to Dr. Tregelles, in

Introduction, tenth edition, vol.

iv., p.

244.
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Did the preaching bishops and pastors
those days correct faulty versions, as we moderns

restored
of

!

No

doubt they did yet the people submitted
to novelties on the broad fields of pulpit discussions
while they resisted any departure from the convenMark the sametional rut of a Scripture lesson.
ness of human nature in all ages and all the world
do

?

over

;

;

Cumming

for Dr.

has frequently entertained

Crown Court on Sunday with

his auditors in

pro-

posed emendations of the English Version of the
Bible, while, at the same time, he was protesting
loudly in the columns of The Times against any

authorized improvements

!

Church to more
modern times, we must remark on the fact that
Before

we

pass from the early

while the Christians of the

first

ages were so extra-

ordinarily active in the discussion of the right text

of

Holy

Scripture, they were also pre-eminent for

their profound

monious

attachment to

it,

and

belief of its great doctrines.

for their har-

It

is

impor-

tant to notice this, because the stronghold of the
anti-revisionists

is,

that any interference with our

Bible would unsettle men's faith, and give an ad-

vantage to infidelity. But the labours of Lucian
and Hesychius, of Origen and Jerome, had no such
consequences but, on the contrary, throughout the
whole of their times the most exalted language was
;

employed in praise of Holy Writ, by the writers
who have come down to us. "Whatsoever is in
the Scriptures," says Augustine, " is high and
divine.
They contain truth and doctrine adapted
to the refreshing and renewing of men's minds."
" Love the Scriptures," says Jerome, " and wisdom
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Earlier than these, Tertullian had
"
I adore the fulness of the Scriptures."
declared,

will love thee."

Various readings, therefore, and different translations, and revisions of versions, which time and
carelessness had corrupted, gave to these holy
fathers

some

trouble, but they never

seemed to

think that they furnished occasion for lessening
then confidence in the truth and value of the Word
of God.

But what was the case during nearly a thousand
years in which the Church agitated no questions
regarding the Holy Scriptures ? Learned labours
then ceased, and for the most part Christendom
rested content with things as they were

heritance received from a

more

active

—the

in-

and enlight-

ened period of the Church's history but so far was
this from promoting religious prosperity or guarding the faith from assaults, that this millennium
constituted a period on which we look back with
shame and sorrow, as fertile with human innova;

and destructive heresies. "While criticism and
exegesis retired from the field, presumptuous ambition and self-will exalted themselves from year to
year, till they culminated in the Papacy; and while
there was peace as to various readings and improved
tions

editions, a host of doctrines gained a giant strength

not one of which the fathers we have mentioned
But one thing more portentous still
ever heard of.

mental indifference with
regard to the improved form and use of the Bible
it gradually became the book of the priest and
not of the people, till at length it was thought
sufficient if it spake in one dead language to the

marked

this long state of

:

—
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millions

it

This fact

was intended

and edify
ought to be a

to instruct

speaks volumes, and

it

!

warning to those who rest so satisfied with the
English Bible of 1611 for it only needs that the
prejudice against any alteration should be perpetuated, and the time must come when the Scriptures
;

of the English people will be, in a great measure,

beyond

their
comprehension. It is true that
changes are but slowly introduced into our tongue,
but they go on nevertheless
and should ever
foreign conquests be allowed to come upon our
country, (which may God forbid !) it is easily con;

ceivable that rolling centuries

ants

suffering the evils of

may find

our descend-

the posterities of the

Romans, and reverencing a Bible they cannot
understand.*
What was it but a superstitious
dread of innovation and a reverence for antiquity,
which bound the Latin Vulgate upon the various
peoples and tongues composing the Christendom of
what are popularly called the dark ages ?
But a renewed activity as to the Scriptures produced, in great measure, the Reformation.

Rome

had then the opportunity of repairing the errors of
the past and it is probable, that if the Council of
Trent had given due authority to the Hebrew and
Greek originals of the Scriptures, that Church
might have been able to throw off the monstrous
abuses of centuries, and gradually acquire a new
;

but she signed the warrant of her own degrawhen she decreed that the Vulgate, as then
used, was to be held as authentic, and thus dis-

life

;

dation

*

The same evil must result from
Book of Common Prayer.

revise the

a superstitious refusal to
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couraged revision. Her words are well known, but
it may not be useless to repeat them here as a

warning to us how we make present expediency
regulate our opinions of the integrity of the Bible.
" Moreover the same sacred and holy synod, considering

Church
in

that no

utility

little

may

circulation of the sacred books,

which

is

accrue to the

now
be known

of God, if out of all the Latin editions
it

to be held as authentic, ordains

clares that the said old

by the long use

of so

and Vulgate

many

ages, has

and de-

edition, which,

been approved

in the Church, be, in public lectures, disputations,

preachings, and expositions, held as authentic

that no one

is

to dare or

presume

to reject

it

and
under
;

any pretext soever."

We come now
cerns us,

—the

to

what more

Bible in English

before the edition of 1611 could

particularly con;

and we find that

come

into exist-

an amount of examination, controversy, and
which must surprise those who
write and reason as though that version came into
being at one time, or was an entirely new translation from the originals.
Passing by Wickliffe's
version, which appeared at the close of the fourteenth century, and which formed the basis of the
translations which came after, we have, from 1526
to 1611, less than a hundred years, no fewer than
six distinct editions of the Bible, each one professing to improve upon its predecessor.
These are
Coverdale's,
Matthew's,
Tyndal's,
Cranmer's,
the last being pubTaverner's, and the Bishops'
lished in folio, in 1568, and sanctioned by the ConArchbishop Parker wrote a
vocation in 1571.
ence,

revision took place,

;
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preface to this edition, and an extract or two will

shew the liberal and modest manner in which the
One reason for ungreat work was accomplished.
dertaking the work was, that former Bibles were
" faultily printed and this gave occasion to some
well-disposed men to revise it, to add some more
light in the translation and order of the text, and
to print it more correctly in doing which they had
followed the former translation more than any
other, and varied as little as possible from it, unless
where they observed it was not so agreeable to the
original text."
That no infallibility was claimed,
and no attempt made to give finality to what had
" No
been clone, appears from the following
this
new
labour,
justly
be
taken
from
offence can
nothing prejudicing any other man's judgment by
;

;

:

this

doing

;

—

nor yet hereby professing this to be so

absolute a translation as that hereafter might follow

another that might see that which as yet was not
understood."

The venerable men who carried out the design
of King James, and completed the new edition of
1611, were equally remote from fancying that they
had done all that was capable of being accomplished, as may be gathered from their excellent
Neither has their revision been treated as
by those who have come after them but on
the contrary, it has been altered and improved
and any one who has the edition of
several times
1611 will be surprised, on reading it, to see how
much it varies from our present copies. Indeed,
Bishop Turton, in his Text of the English Bible,

preface.

perfect

;

;

published

in 1833,

gives

it

as his opinion, that

EARLY EFFORTS AT REVISION.
"the Text of 1611

is

quite

unworthy
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to

be con-

now printed."
have been made in the

sidered as the standard of the Bibles

These alterations seem to
years 1636, 1683, 1701, and finally by Dr. Blayney

not clear by what authority these
revisions took place, but they had the sanction of
in 1769.

It

is

the universities, without whose co-operation they

We cannot dwell
but merely notice it in order to shew
that those who make so great an outcry about our
altering the work of our venerable translators,
should have lived two centuries ago, when the decould not have been carried out.

on

this fact,

precated innovations

first

commenced.

Very

full

information on this and other subjects will be found
in the " Notes "* of the Rev. Professor Selwyn.

We beg,

then, to fix the attention of our readers

from the earliest periods of the history of the Church, soon after the Canon of Scripture was settled until the present time, there has
been an effort made, more or less strenuous in difto the fact that,

ferent ages, to bring the copies of the Scriptures

nearer to the Divine originals, both in the

Hebrew

and Greek codices, and in translations. Conjoined
with this is another observable circumstance, that
although objections have always been made to such
revisions, they have never been found to be injurious to faith and practice, but have rather been
the result of a healthy activity and a proper zeal
for the truth in the ages when they have been carThose who have seen the defence of Dr.
ried on.
"
Fulke against the cavils of Gregory Martin," are
* Notes on the Revision of the Authorized Version, by the Rev.
Professor Selwyn,
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aware how the translations in use in England in
Queen Elizabeth were maligned by the
Papists, and how old are many of the arguments
now employed to discourage any improvement in
the Authorized Version. There is indeed nothing
new under the sun, and it is curious to observe how
extremes often meet in theological controversy as
well as in all other departments of human knowThe Church of Rome will be found using
ledge.
the same reasons for letting the Bible alone as are
now being employed by some of our ultra-Protestants.
There are two distinct ways in which this question may be viewed, which must be kept apart in
all attempts to form a right opinion on the subthe necessity of revision on any grounds
ject
substantially affecting the truth and progress of religion, and its desirableness as a mark of respect
and reverence for the inspired documents of the
faith.
Now, it is remarkable that some of the
strongest opponents of revision are those who entertain such opinions of the inspiration of the
Scripture and of their place in Christian operations,
and in relation to the Church, as ought, if carried
out, to make them most zealous for what they now
condemn. To maintain a verbal inspiration of the

the reign of

:

—

Bible,

extending to every fact of history, every

chronological date, and every physical theory, and
satisfied

with the least removable de-

fect in a translation,

seems to us to involve a dere-

yet to rest

liction of principle of a very serious kind.

If

God

intended that every letter in His written revelations
should be equally indited by the Holy Ghost, with
the amazing discoveries of grace and mercy which

EXPEDIENCY AGAINST REVISION.
no human

intellect could

viously, then

it
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have conceived of pre-

appears inevitable that any willing

departure from an exact rendering in a translation

must be a dishonour to God and a flagrant
tion of a most solemn trust and duty.
As,
fore,

many

persons

viola-

there-

who do maintain such views

of

have yet discouraged any
we are compelled to think of
them as sacrificing to expediency what ought on no
account whatever to be for a moment surrendered.
And what is the nature of that expediency
which leads any to acquiesce in known errors or
plain deviations from the truth of God's Word in
our Authorized Version ? We are almost ashamed
to place on record what is really so childish and
timid, and to detail reasons and motives of action
One
so little founded in truth or common sense.
great argument for leaving things as they are, is
that any attempt at revision will give an advantage
to the heterodox parties of the religious world, and
allow of the triumph of neological or latitudinarian
tendencies.
Now this implies one or both of these
two things first, that the heterodox are more
powerful than the orthodox, and would have every
thing their own way in case a commission for revising the English Bible were appointed or secondly,
that heterodoxy would justly claim some alterations
on its behalf, some texts which our present version
improperly ranges on the side of those who are sound
in the faith.
As we cannot imagine that any one
seriously admits the first of these reasons, we must
look to the latter as the ground of jealousy and oband would remind those who entertain
ject of fear
revision of

inspiration,

the English Bible,

:

:

;

Q 2

—
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that truth was never yet promoted by falsehood,
and never yet dreaded any flood of light which
could be thrown upon its open and ingenuous brow.
" He that doeth truth, cometh to the light," says
" Let God be true, and every
our blessed Lord
man a liar," is the sublime exclamation of His

it,

;

holy Apostle.

But expediency takes lower ground than this,
and speaks of the unsettling of men's minds with
regard to the authority of the English Bible. Such
objectors seem to forget that every man who
attends a Protestant place of worship, hears from

time to time corrections and alterations of the Bible
which have sufficiently taught him that the transOn this point we refer our
lation is not perfect.
readers to Professor Selwyn's pamphlet and may
be allowed to quote an observation of our own from
In answer to a
a tract published on this subject.
statement by Lord Shaftesbury, in a speech formerly
delivered at Oxford, that " nothing would be more
fatal to the truth in its evangelical purity, than to
shake the confidence of the people in the blessed
version they now enjoyed;" it is replied
;

:

" I do not exactly know what Lord Shaftesbury means
by the truth in its evangelical purity/ but it seems it is
something which cannot bear the light, but must be shrouded
in common-places, and pampered with old saws and ignorant
But that there is nothing to apprehend on the
assumptions.
side of old England's faith in the Bible, from any revision
wc can give it, will appear from these two considerations.
First, King James's version was but a revision, yet we do
not find faith declined when it was introduced by authority,
unless Lord Shaftesbury thinks that the Great Rebellion
and the overflowing of Puritan folly and tyranny proceeded
'
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from that cause.

Secondly,

if faith

can be shaken by an ad-

mission of faults in our version, that has been

made

every

Sunday, in half the pulpits of the land, ever since we were
children, so that the mischief is done, if such a course is
mischievous.

yet I never

familiar from childhood with
and alterations of the English Bible,

have been

I

pulpit improvements

remember having my faith

in its Divine authority

shaken on that account. Lord Shaftesbury thinks there is
safety in concealment and darkness, and therefore he Avould
convey to the people the notorious falsehood that the Bible
we, on the other hand, would preis as perfect as need be
;

by giving them more light, and
while confessing the imperfections, would teach our hearers
serve

them from

infidelity

that they do not affect the truth, because our Bible
translation.

I ask which course is

more honest,

is

but a

Christian,

and Protestant?"

As Lord

Shaftesbury, in another part of the

same speech, intimates that

all

who do

not enter-

tain his high view of plenary inspiration, have

no

ground to stand upon, and that it would " be far
better to plunge at once into ultra- Romanism of
the most ultra description, or into ultra-infidelity, or
even into downright Atheism, than to stand in such
a position,"

we may be

justly surprised at his easy

acquiescence with the faults and errors of our version.
But his Lordship goes further still in taxing

our wonder by uttering these two paradoxes
that, in case of revision,

;

first,

" there would no longer

be one version of the Holy Scriptures in the Eng>
lish language, which would be generally and readily
accepted by every denomination of Protestant
Christians throughout the world;" and, secondly,
that " another most serious effect would be an infrinscement of the great leading vital doctrine of
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the Protestant Reformation

—the

right of private

judgment. The great masses of the people would
have to pin their faith to this or that minister, to
what this one thought or the other one held there
would no longer he a version on which every one
could depend, and to which every one might ap:

peal."

As

to the first of these ohjections

we

are

obliged to affirm that it savours more of the boasted
level uniformity of the Vatican than of the unity
in the midst of variety which is generally the boast
of Protestants

;

as to the second,

it

surpasses our

comprehension, and we must simply declare that
we cannot understand it.

We think that the

advocates for plenary or ver-

bound to help on Bible revision,
because, in their view, any errors must, pro tanto,
We will
affect the truth and progress of religion.
lower
somewhat
now consider the subject on a
basis, and endeavour to shew that all possible improvement should be effected in Biblical translations as a mark of respect and reverence for the inWhen we speak of
spired documents of the faith.
bal inspiration are

a

loiver basis,

we do not mean anything

heterodox,

or derogatory to the plain meaning of the declara" All Scripture

is
given by inspiration of
but rather the view of the subject which is
the most ancient as well as the most widely received, namely, that the Bible is our divinely-inspired authority on all matters concerning Divine

tion,

God

;"

God and to ourselves.
On such a foundation as this we think we can best
meet the claims which the Bible itself makes upon

things, both in relation to

our allegiance

;

best conform to the Catholic con-

—
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sent of all ages

upon the
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and best dispose

subject,

of the cavils of objectors regarding alleged discre-

pancies and inaccuracies of statement on the part

A noble

of the sacred writers.

and

sufficient piety

may

be built up on such premises as we have indicated, although they may not admit that every
letter and word of the inspired penmen were indited
by the Holy Ghost, and may require us to defend
the Christian faith more by great propositions than

by

single

and doubtful

As

texts.

this is a topic

very nearly related to the subject of this paper, and

more

or less affects men's opinion

be allowed to dismiss

"

What

it,

we may

with an extract from the

it

tract already referred to

upon

:

does Lord Shaftesbury

mean by

affirming that,

without his notion of plenary inspiration, a Christian

man

—that he never
be impossible, —that the

cannot dispute, because he has no position,
attempts proof, because that would

ground

is

cut from under him, and he has no resting place

for the sole of his foot

conceive some

I have attempted again

?

modicum of truth in these

but the more I

the stronger

reflect,

and again

to

strange propositions

is

my

;

conviction that

the statements are as dangerous as they are unwarranted and
uncharitable.

Surely

if

every doctrine, every precept, and

every prophecy, found in the Gospels and the Epistles, are

thoroughly believed as indited under the promised aid of the

Holy Ghost,
anity against

a foundation
all

is

laid for the defence of Christi-

enemies and gainsayers, to which an as-

sertion of the entire truth of every circumstantial statement

of fact would add very

little

strength indeed.

These are the

buttresses of our holy religion, the miracles, the prophecies,

the revealed doctrines, which the Church has borne witness
to

now

hell

and against which the gates of
Lord Shaftesbury's logic, all
they allow of no firm position, and

for eighteen centuries,

have not prevailed

these are nothing at

;

all,

but, in

—
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admit of no reasoning and proof in regard to the great concerns of salvation, unless they can be propped up by the

weak

and insignificant aid of every disputed text of doubtful
sertion

When

!

dogmatism,

I

I

read such reasonings,

have before

prop up the everlasting
should topple
ages

or

;

down

me puny

hills

with

when

mortals endeavouring to

human masonry,

after their majestic reign for

superstitious

as-

I hear such

lest

they

unknown

Romanists, endeavouring

to

give

greater durability to St. Peter's in the holy city, by the

bones and ragged vestments of departed saints

!

So

far

from

Christianity being aided by such claims for entire infallibility,
it

is,

in

my

opinion,

discouraged in

weakened and injured

;

because reason

proper province, and scepticism
plied with abundant food. "

is

its

is

sup-

Looking then upon our English Bible as quite
every purpose of faith and practice,
even in its present state, a sufficiency we grant to
every version, from that of the Septuagint down to
the present inelegant and often incorrect renderings
we maintain that
of the American Bible Union,
this correctness as to essentials is no valid cause for
our being satisfied with one minor error, or resting
contented until we have brought our English Bible
as near the truth of the Hebrew and Greek originals,
as learning and extensive knowledge can make them.
It is a proof of a want of reverence for Holy "Writ
when we allow errors to deface its pages it is an
unfaithfulness to the trust which the Church has
always had committed to it, as the Witness and
Keeper of the Divine Oracles. It is moreover an
act of great presumption for any man to think he
may add to or take from the Holy Scriptures, which
is virtually done when any known mistranslation is
allowed to continue. Eor as Providence has oversufficient for

—

—

;

;
;
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ruled the niinds of holy

men

to settle the
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Canon,

and hand down the writings of inspired Prophets,
Apostles, and Evangelists, in the form in which the
originals present them to us, we are bound to he
careful of every part, and to see that any version of
them into other languages expresses neither more
nor less than those originals contain, as far as can
be done.
We add this proviso, because the principle
is

now being

overstrained in reference to transla-

from the Vulgate in Roman Catholic countries.
For, as the Vulgate is an ancient version, and probably expresses, in some places, true readings which
are lost in the Hebrew and Greek, it is to be treated
with more tenderness and respect than modern

tions

And

versions.

further,

as it contains all that is

make it answer

necessary to

the ends of Holy Scrip-

ture, it is better to circulate that

an alternative which
is

now

than none at

many

all

places where

it

received.

On mere

literary grounds alone the task is

honourable one, to
perfect

exists in

as

make our English

an

Bible as

What pains have been
Greek and Roman Classics, and in

practicable.

bestowed on the

their translations

;

first

of all to find the true text,

and then to express it correctly in other languages
Upon no other book in the world have so much
learning and labour been employed as upon the
Scriptures, to throw light on dark passages, correct
the text, and to gather the exact mind of the writers
and yet it is now contended that the English translation is to remain as it is for ever, and to be dependent for its elucidation, by all these learned
materials, upon the chance and wayward explana!
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tions of pulpit expositors

and party commentators.

We

say for ever, for if we are to wait for revision
until there are no heterodox parties to guard against,

and no prejudices
done.

to consult, the

work can never be

Have we not opponents

in every field of

—

Christian duty in preaching, in publishing our
thoughts to the world, in all schemes of private
benevolence ? If therefore objections, and prejudices,

and fears of the timid, are to daunt us, we must
cease from acting at all a conclusion, the absurdity
of which may, perhaps, open the eyes of those who
admit the sufficiency of such objections to Biblical
;

revision.

But we think we need go no further in combating
weak arguments which have been plentifully uttered on this subject.
The facts of the case
may be told in a few words. Our present Bible is
a revision of a translation, a version which indeed
has been revised again and again, until it took
nearly its present form two hundred and sixty years
ago.
The translators, or rather revisers, in King
the very

—

James's time, make no pretence to perfectness, but
speak modestly of their labours, as being conscious
that they admitted of improvement.
To suppose
then that in two centuries and a half our venerable
version has not exhibited faults in the light of all

the learned piety which
since then,

is

God has granted our country

monstrously absurd, savouring more
England in the nineteenth

of the Vatican than of

century. Yet we are gravely told by Lord Shaftesbury that he hoped the subject of Bible revision
which has agitated the public mind of late is " nearly
extinct "
As though bare declamation, patent
!

;

!
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sophisms, and idle fears, had gained a triumph over

common sense and the learning of the country.
"We confess we have not been ourselves earnest in
our endeavours to bring about an alteration of our
Bible, but these bigoted proceedings have made us
feel that a question is at stake even more important
than the original one, namely, whether liberty of
criticism and an ingenuous treatment of Christianity
are to yield to presumptuous and ignorant dogmatism.
There are many signs abroad of a revival of
Papal principles by avowed Protestants, and this is
one, that we are to rest satisfied with what was
done in Biblical literature nearly three hundred
the

years ago

We

conclude by referring to a

common

misre-

encumbered
we mean, that it is a new translation which is conSpeaking of
templated, and not a mere revision.
the proposal in the former light, its adversaries adduce numerous modern attempts at translations of
parts of the Old and New Testaments, and hold up
presentation

by which

this subject is

their faults as bugbears to terrify the timid.

when
tions
it is,

Now

all that is desired is the removal of imperfecwhich will leave the substance of the Bible as
and not interfere in the slightest degree with

Saxon, so pleasing to our ears, we think we
have reason to charge with a supjiressio veri, at
its fine

least,

those

who

so mis-state the design.

::
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:

ITS CRITICAL NICETIES.*
The two

productions noticed below are the results

of efforts

made

simultaneously,

in

England and

America, to improve our vernacular version of the
Holy Scriptures. At first sight such attempts appear both praiseworthy and capable of successful
accomplishment and yet, on a nearer survey, they
are found to be encompassed with great difficulties.
;

"

The Word of God is

and as it is lodged
we have it in its
purest form in those sacred originals employed by
the Holy Ghost to convey Divine truth to the

in the vehicle of

human

perfect;"

language,

"Without admitting a strict verbal inspira-

world.

must be conceded that any orthodox or
satisfactory theory of the mode of Divine communication must recognize an appropriateness of language

tion, it

*

1.

The Second

Epistle of Peter, the Epistles of

Judas, and the Revelation
basis of the

common English

American Bible

Union.

John and

translated from the Greek, on the

:

Version, with Notes.

London

:

Trubner

and

New York
Co.

4to,

pp. 2G4.
2.

The

Epistles of Paul the Apostle, an original Translation,

By Joseph Turnbull, Ph.D.,
Honorary Secretary of the Anglo-Biblical Institute. London

with Critical Notes and Introduction.
Bagsters.

8vo, pp. 182.
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words
that the revelation resides.
Hence, to pass from
the originals to a translation, is to leave the Divine
for the human, the explicit and certain for that
which is more or less vague and equivocal. That it
is possible to make a perfect translation cannot he
denied, hut the probability of such a consummation
is rendered uncertain hy a thousand things connected with human prejudices, errors, and pecuas a part of

liarities

from

it,

since, after all, it is in the

of intellect.

this

is,

The reasonable conclusion

not that perfectness in a version

is

not

can only be attained
and that an approximation to it,
complete accomplishment, is to be

to be sought after, but that

it

with difficulty;
rather than its
contemplated.
That the English Bible, the received text in use
among us, admits of improvement, cannot be denied. There may be differences of opinion as to the
desirableness or practicability of alteration, but that

there

is

room

by the excould only be by an

for it will only be denied

tremely ignorant.

A priori,

it

assertion of inspiration on the part of our translators

that perfection could be predicated of their

they were not
favourable to such a result.

labours,

since

in

circumstances

Two hundred and

was only in its
youth, and since then, although its growth has been
steady and constant, it cannot be said to have yet
sixty years ago Biblical learning

We

attained full maturity.
admire the beauty of
language, the pious turn of thought, and the felici-

tous and terse rendering of the

idioms which

make

greatest classic,

Hebrew and Greek

the English Bible our

and yet we

find

first

and

on every page some-

—
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thing which our increased light could
to the originals,

more

expressive, or, to

make

nearer

modern

ears,

Hence, through the whole period of
its triumphant career, not only in Britain, hut
wherever the English tongue is spoken, our Bible
has been criticized, and been subjected to numerous
schemes of revisal and improvement. The translators themselves were far from arrogating perfection
to their labours, as appears from their very numerous marginal notes, which suggest a reading probably better than that which they have given in the
Their own observations on this variety of
text.
rendering seem to transfer the cause from their own
ignorance to a higher source, and yet they virtually
admit their own incompetency. They say in their

more

clear.

Preface,
" Some peradventure would have no variety of senses to be
set in the

margin,

lest the

authority of the Scriptures for

deciding of controversies by that show of uncertainty should

somewhat be shaken
sound in this point ;

but we hold their judgment not to be

;

though whatsoever things are necesand as St.
St. Chrysostome saith

for

sary are manifest, as

:

Augustine, in those things that are plainly

set

down

in the

Scriptures all such matters are found that concern faith, hope,

and charity

;

yet for all that

it

cannot be dissembled, that,

partly to exercise and whet our wits, partly to

curious from lothing of

them

for their

wean the

everywhere plainness,

up our devotion to crave the assistance of
by prayer, and lastly, that we might be forward
to seek aid of our brethren by conference, and never scorn
those that be not in all respects so complete as they should
be, it hath pleased God in His Divine providence here and
there to scatter words and sentences of that difficulty and
partly also to stir

God's

spirit

doubtfulness, not in doctrinal points that concern salvation
(for in

such

it

hath been vouched that the Scriptures are
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moment, that fearfulness would
better beseem us than confidence, and, if we will resolve, to
resolve upon modesty with St. Augustine (though not in this
same altogether, yet upon the same ground), Melias est dubiit is better to
tare de occultis, quam litiyare de incertis
make doubt of those things which are secret, than to strive
plain),

but in matters of

less

:

about those things that are uncertain."*

But while revision is admitted
and desirable, it is found to
causes, most difficult to effect it.

ticable

both pracfrom various

to be
be,

Some

of these

impediments we shall point out, without making
any pretence to exhaust the subject.
The grand obstacle, no doubt, is a preliminary
one, not found in the subject itself, but accidental
we mean our unhappy divisions, which make
to it
us jealous of each other's movements, and cause the
very best motives and designs to be suspected. The
passions of men are engaged in this subject, strange
as it may seem, politically, ecclesiastically, and doctrinally, since there are alterations which, if made,
are presumed to be capable of affecting the relations of worldly politics, of Church government,
and of points of faith. While we may be ashamed
that such a cause as this should influence us, when
we profess to be searching after and sacrificing to
the truth alone, we must confess that it exists, and
most powerfully operates so that, even if we were
agreed on matters of Biblical criticism and science,
we should still be unwilling to come together for
;

;

* It

is

much

above, which

is

to

be regretted that the admirable preface quoted

found in most early editions, should now be almost

invariably excluded.

Our

extract

in Bagster's Comprehensive Bible,

is

taken from the preface given

;
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this

The only remedy we can

object.

see for this

unworthy postponement of the honour of Divine
Revelation to our own bigotry, is a higher measure
of personal piety in all who profess and call themselves Christians.
We may depend upon it that a
high state of religious feeling will make men more
and not less candid and that the divisions of the
Christian world, though masked by the names of
principle and consistency, are both the cause and
the effect of a low state of godliness.
But let us suppose this stumbling-block were
removed, and that Christian men, of the requisite
;

were assembled to revise the English Bible
even then there would be very serious difficulties in
the case itself, requiring more wisdom to overcome
than we can well imagine any such conclave to

ability,

possess.
First,

the question of Text would have to be

decided before any
right

difficulty

on

movement could be made

in the

In the Hebrew Scriptures the
point would be great indeed, since

direction.
this

criticism has not

made

sufficient

advances in this

department to allow of any easy settlement of what
the text which proceeded from the Hebrew penmen. A glance at the question of chronology alone
will convey our meaning to our readers, for some
is

Biblical

text

is

scholars

think that the current Hebrew

to be authoritative in this department, while

others consider

it

to be

altogether false.

If

all

could think that the discrepancies arise from the
early use of letters for numerals, the task of recon-

cilement, although great, would be lessened;
if

that rule

is

denied, agreement

is

impossible.

but
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When we

turn to the New Testament, greater
approaches are certainly made to some concurrence
as to what the Text should be. Such at least is the

now

general opinion, that
is

a platform of agreement

erected by the sifting criticism to which Greek

MSS. of the New Testament have been
But if we look closer into the matter we
reason to doubt whether this unanimity

popular and conventional than

subjected.
shall find

is

not more

Dr. Tregelles,

real.

Text formed altogether
from uncial to the general

for example, has published a

from ancient documents
rejection

—

MSS.

of cursive

This principle

is

ap-

proved by' some, but rejected and condemned by
others; and yet, until an agreement is attained

upon

how

be to unite harmoniously in correcting the English Version
it,

impossible will

it

!

Secondly,

when

the question of Text

is

decided

upon, that of Interpretation follows, and presents
equally insuperable

on

ralizing

difficulties.

this point,

in illustration of our

we

Instead of gene-

will take a special case

meaning from the volume of

Dr. Turnbull, noticed at the head of this Essay.

In

his Introduction,

which

is

well worthy attentive

perusal and consideration, that gentleman adduces

Homans

xi. 15,

as

an

illustration of the originality

of portions of his undertaking.
"

One such passage of great importance may be here adIn
duced in vindication of this claim [of originality].
Rom.
away

xi.

15, the

common version

is

thus

c
:

For, if the casting

of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall the
version
receiving of them be, but life from the dead ? '

My

runs thus

For, if their rejecting be the reconciling of the
world, what is their receiving, but life from the dead ?' On a
:

'

R

!
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be apparent that the rejecting
and the receiving irp6<TX7)-tyi<i, cannot be the acts

reference to the context
airofiokr),

it

will

must be the acts of the Israelites, to whom the
by Jesus, as the Messiah, is first addressed,

of God, but

proffered salvation

according to the Apostle's plain declaration in the former
parts of the Epistle.

Hence, in the beginning of chapter

xi.,

Hath God then put away, ccrrdiaaro, His
people ? Far from it ! For I also am an Israelite, of Abraham's blood, of the tribe of Benjamin. God hath not put away
His people whom He formerly acknowledged.'* The common
version renders the words anrwaaro and aTTofiXrjiia both by
and ' the casting away ;' and thus
cast aivay
the terms
the Apostle asks,

'

'

there

is

'

an evident contradiction between the

first

and the

The Apostle is made to say, in the first
God
has
not cast away His people ;' and then, in
verse, that
the fifteenth verse, he is made to represent God as having
cast them away/ or as about to do so, with an ultimate view
p. xvi.
to receiving them back again."

fifteenth verse.
'

'

—

Now we

will

waive other

objections

which
on the

might be made to this view, and take it
ground of its originality. We do not then hesitate
to say, that this very quality, originality, would be
fatal to the reception of the emendation, if any
twenty-four men, chosen merely for their general
fitness for such a task, had to decide upon it.
Let
us see

how

the case stands in those interpreters,

ancient and modern, which
at our

we now happen

to

have

command.

PeSCHITO-SyEJAC. vnm7ni I \AmO^ and xOCF\jJaSi.
The former has evidently a passive sense, and might
be rendered vi etymologies, "their being rejected;"
* In the present state of Christian opinion, improved as it is,
what an opposition would be raised against the last words of this

proposed alteration

INTERPRETATION OE ROMANS
the latter

is
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active, " their turning or conversion."

The cases in which the former word occurs are too
few (in our own experience) to enable us to say
whether the passive form may ever be lost in the
usus loquendi.

PRTLOXENIAN)
Syriac
f

—

>,
i

'

<">

...
»*>>Alp

,

and

,,

.

]z.m

..

NnnAlo:

both decidedly passive \ " their being cast away, or
put far off ;" and " their being received."

—

Latin Vulgate. " Si enim amissio eorum, reconciliatio est mundi
quae assumptio, nisi vita ex
mortuis ?" Both words of doubtful application as
;

to active or passive sense.

Amissio

may be

ivhat

they lose as the result of unbelief, equivalent to

rejection;

their

Cicero;

quia

sit

assumptio

"Artes propter
in his aliquid

Finibus, 3, 5, 18.

Chrysostom.

—His

se

used passively by
assumendas putamus,

is

dignum assumptione."
language

is

—De

somewhat ob-

scure
yet it seems to lean to the passive sense.
" Yet this again condemns them, since, while others
;

gained by their

they did not profit by other

sins,

men's well-doings. But if he asserts that to be
their doing which necessarily happened, etc. [so far

But then

apparently in favour of the active sense.

he adds] If in anger with them
so great gifts,

when He

is

He gave

reconciled to

other

men

them what

he not give ?
But they were cast out
owing to their own folly," etc.
Luther's Version. " Denn so ihr Verlust der
Welt Versohnung ist was ware das anders, denn
das Leben von den Todten nehmen ?" Prom which
nothing can be gathered. The verse is remarkable

will

—

;

r 2

—

'
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as substituting cinders, the contrary or opposite
to Verlust) for a

and

loss

German

(i. e.

word for ^pook^is, as their

gain.

—

Beza. "Nam si
ciiiatio mundi, quae
mortuis ?"

eorum, est reconassumptio nisi vita ex

abjectio
erit

—

Ostervald. " Car, si leur rejection est la reconciliation du monde, que sera leur rappel sinon une
resurrection d'entre les morts ?"
" Metaphorice
SciiLEUSNER.

—

/3o\rj)

ut

repudiatio, et

sit

iis

usurpatur

tribuitur qui

(d-rro-

non

in

familiam et populum Dei recipiuntur. Sic legitur
Eom. xi. 15, ubi rS cnrofiokr), quod de Judaeis

in N. T.

usurpatur, qui ipsi incredulitate sua

commodis

et

jure civitatis Christianae se privaverant, opponitur
7]

h. e.

TTpa6\'qy\n<i )

tianam."

Gbotius.

—

<(,

receptio in familiam Dei Chris-

amissio,

A7ro(3o\7]

quod idem est cum

quod habuimus modo commate 1. DespexDeus Judaeos qui EvaDgelum contempserat.

drrwOelv,

erat

np6<fkriy\n<i

assumptio, contrarium est ty

diToj3o\fj

re-

probationi.

Loquitur autem de assumptione magnae

Judaeorum

multitudinis.

'

Wolfitts, in his Curae Philologicae, thus
gives the opinions of others, and adds his own
J. C.

:

" CI.

Heumannus,

in Biblioth.

Bremen si

Class

iv.

haec recldit si enim rejecto (Vid. 1 Tim.
Judaeorum, mundo (i. e. Gentilibus, Vid.' v. 12)
cessit in reconciliationem cum Deo (seu conversionem
ad Deum) quae tandem erit assumtio, seu receptio
(scilicet Judaeorum) nisi resurrectio ex mortuis?
Quo ipso innui putat, prodigii simile visum iri, si
Judaei ad Christum convertantur, imo non minus

p. 294, ita
iv. 4)

:
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XI. 15.

si mortui resurgant e sepulMartianaeus in Conatibus suis

novae Versionis, per irpoaXqtyw non conversionem
Judaeorum, vel Apostoli aetate, vel imposterum snb
finem mimdi imminentem, intelligit, sed felicitatem

jam una cum gen-

potius Judaeorum, ad Christum
tilibus

conversorum, qui

considerandi sint

scilicet

ut ex mortuis ad novam vitam revocati. CI. Starckius
in notis ad h.

eorum

1.

ita

haec accepit

mimdi

fiat reconciliatio

(quanti fructus

erit)

assumtio

:

Si enim reject io

(seu gentium) quae

(jrXrjpooparos,

multitudi-

Judaeorum, v. 12) nonne, vel certe, erit vita ex
vel mortorum, scilicit gentilium, collatis
Eph. ii. 1, 5 Luc. xv. 32 et 1 Joh. ii. 14.
Mihi
quidem y irpoaXT)^ ad Judaeos, tunc adhuc ad exemplum Gentilium convertendos, referenda videtur.
Loquitur enim Apostolus v. 14 de Judaeis ministerio
suo adhunc ad salutem convertendis, et quidem ex
aemulatione Gentilium, quam in illorum animis
excitare instituebat, ut sicuti Gentiles fructum receperant ex incredulitate Judaeorum, ita Judaei
vicissim ex opposita Gentilium fide commodi aliquid
nanciscerentur, tanquam ad quos in tantum vita ex
Gentilibus, qui olim mortui fuerant rediret.
Sic
orationis Paulinae nexus egregie sibi constat.
Spei
suae, qua id eventurum esse praecipiebat, fundamentum Apostolus v. 16 exponit."
Olshausen. " 'ATTofioXij is used as equivalent

nis

mortuis,

;

;

—

to

r)TTT)iia

in v. 12.

The

rejection of Israel

same time the reception of some, and
this positive side that it

world.

The

irp6a\7]^n<i i

the whole body which

is

at the

only on

the blessing of the Gentile

however,
is

it is

is

is

that reception of

to be expected."

;
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—

Macknight. " Because, if the casting away of
them he the reconciling of the world, what will the
resumption of them he hut life from the dead ?"
Bloomfield gives no information of importance
in his Recensio, hut in his Greek Testament ap-

proaches near to the sense of Dr. Turnhull, at least
in the first

memher of the sentence.
metonymy of the effect for

" 'Airo^oX-q

is

used (by a
the cause) to
denote that obstinate unbelief which caused the rejection of the Jews."
He does not apply the metonymy to 7fp6a\7}^ri^ though in his general observations he seems to come very near to the proposed
3

version.

Alfokd.
the

— " For

reconciliation

the rejection of

if

the

of

world,

their reception, but the occasion of life

dead?"
Peile.

God's

— " For

if

their

rejection

Church has been found

visible

conciliation of the world,

what

when

till

will

from the

from
to

be

being

be the

re-

shall their taking

back into favour and fellowship with
life,

them be

what

God

be,

but

then they were dead ?"

—

Knight. "For, if their casting away be the
means of reconciling the world, what will their readmission to their former position be, but such a
renewal of the world, as may be designated a resurrection from the dead ?"

This very imperfect

summary

of opinions re-

specting this text will shew that authority

is

alto-

gether against the novel rendering of Dr. Turnhull
and, in a case of this nature, such an objection

would prove
justly so.

fatal to its

adoption.

And we

It is scarcely conceivable that

think

an imuor-
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25.

tant passage of Scripture should be wrongly inter-

preted by translators and commentators through

eighteen centuries, and that in the nineteenth

its

correct

meaning should be ascertained

time.

But, granting that such uninterrupted tradi-

tion does not really possess
will always tell de facto.

for the first

any weight de jure,

Constituted as

men

it

are,

they will be unwilling to broach and maintain an
interpretation of Scripture opposed to such concur-

There will always be found minds

rent testimony.

constituted like Dr. Turnbull's, to suggest and sup-

—we

do so more or less, if
we are diligent students of God's Word but on the
other hand, there will as certainly be others of an
port novel meanings

all

—

opposite tendency; and hence the impossibility of

securing agreement in the important work of revising the Scriptures.

We will take another illustration
neutical

difficulty

Job xix. 25

—

27.

—the

fine

How

grandly

of this herme-

classical

passage in

its strains fall

upon

the ear and reach the heart, big with the sublimest
hopes of Christian men, and consecrated in our best
feelings

by the

fact, that for

near two thousand

—

same sentiment " For
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall
stand at the latter clay upon the earth and though

years they have uttered the

;

after

my

skin

worms destroy this body, yet in my
God whom I shall see for myself,

flesh shall I see

;

and mine eyes shall behold and not another, though
my reins be consumed within me." Amidst the
halo of a hoar antiquity, and when yielding ourselves to the hallowed associations of education and
habit, which of us doubts that here we have the very

—
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doctrine of Jesus Christ and St. Paul, teaching us

that in all ages good

men have

surrection of the body

work, and doubts and

Yet

?

believed in the relet criticism

difficulties arise

do

its

which seem

insuperably opposed to this long-believed view of
this fine text.

We look into

the English Bible, and

up with italics, and
on turning to the Hebrew text we wonder how, by
exegesis alone, its extreme terseness became amplifind the passage strangely filled

fied into the full

On

harmonious sentences of our Bible.

consulting expositors

we

hesitatingly stating that the

text

wrong

is

some

find

common

of

them un-

opinion of the

—the subjective rendering of

a Chris-

Let then
this passage come under the notice of our revisors,
and what will be its fate ? Rigid laws of interpretian mind, having no objective reality.

would leave out the now filled-up ellipses,
and thus rob the passage of much of its effect, if not
But, we
give to it a different meaning altogether.
ask, would any company of men be found to agree

tation

Or, if they did, could they induce the

to this ?

Christian world to endorse then opinion?
tainly not.

ence

This

is

antiquity,

for

a case in which custom, rever-

and the deep

feelings of the

heart, will prove too strong for criticism,

correct

adopt
tandis

may

it

the
:

—

be.

Most men

sentiment

of

I ask not

will in

however

such cases

Campbell, mutatis mu-

" Triumphal arch, that

When

Cer-

filPst

the sky

storms prepare to part,

proud philosophy

To teach me what thou

art

;
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seem, as to

Still

A

midway

my

childhood's sight,

station given

For happy spirits to alight
Betwixt the earth and heaven.
"

When

science from Creation's face
Enchantment's veil withdraws,

What
To

lovely visions yield their place
cold material laws !"

Not that an adherence to the English version of the
passage in Joh is mere prejudice or fancy far from

—

A

it.

mnst

may

rendering almost as old as Christianity itself

rest

upon some

solid foundation,

not he ahle precisely to see

although

we

it.

If our observations are just, they seem to inti-

mate
Holy

that, while learned criticism

;

fact, it is

hecome
hy very
worthy of

may

he affected

or at least, they will he admitted

slow degrees.

If such

is

the

inquiry how far religious truth
this persistence in that

rized

revise the

Scriptures, its conclusions will never

popular

hy

may

;

or,

in other words,

itself

which is old and authoto what extent is the

value of the Bible, as the vehicle of popular iustruction, vitiated

by the continued presence of erroneous

renderings.

If a persistence in retaining translations
to he false

known

were the matter in hand, then unques-

tionably such a feeling would be immoral, and pro-

ductive of the worst consequences to the religious
sentiment.
tion,

But

this is not the subject of considera-

but merely a preference of old versions, with

centuries of authority on their side, to

backed by learned

criticism.

new

ones

Our decided opinion
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harm can

that no

revelation

from

ing reason

:

result to the interests of Divine

this state of things, for the follow-

the truths of that revelation are not

founded on single

hut on combinations and
on
uninterrupted tradition.
God has wisely adapted
His Word to the state of man in this world, and
made its substance independent of the accidents of
time and the discordant conclusions of man's judgment. Hence we can hardly imagine a translation
of the Bible, which is not a mere caricature, which
texts,

collections of passages, and, to a great degree,

could

fail in

becoming

to its readers all that

God

and saving

intended

it

results.

Divines think more of single texts than

to be, in reference to great

plain Christians do, and often fancy them of more
importance than they really are in the formation of
religious opinions.
It

is

tures as

incumbent on

much

all

as they can

men
;

to study the Scrip-

and while they do

this

they will probably be equally blessed, although one
may have all the appliances of learned scholarship,

and the other be confined to an imperfect version
Men are equally healthy,
in his mother tongue.
whether they are born amidst Lapland snows, and
breathe their bitter atmosphere, or are nurtured

from infancy amidst the balmy breezes of Italy.
The Christian who has leisure, and especially the
Christian minister, must not neglect the gift with
which he is entrusted, but in his degree must seek
to become a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
He must not, if
rightly dividing the word of truth.
he wishes to be found faithful, rest in mere traditions, but must 'prove all things, and hold fast that
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which

is

A

good.

responsibility rests

upon him

and examine every passage, and, as far

sift

able, to give the results of-

to

as lie is

his convictions to the

world, as the writers of the works before us have

We

can only feel indignation when we see
men called to be expounders of the Word of God,
and we much
resting satisfied with translations
fear that for this supineness they will be called to
give an account. But the man of business, who has
done.

;

no opportunities of deep study, will be neither condemned of God, nor impoverished in his spirit, if he
finds enough in a translation, with all its faults, to
satisfy his utmost religious desires.*
We trust then that our intention in this Essay
not be misunderstood.
studies to which our whole

It

will

life

is

not to decry

has been devoted,

and which have for us an inexpressible charm it is
to counteract a restless feeling as to the sufficiency
;

*

We

subscribe to the

spirit,

if

not to every detail, of the

to Hebrew .—
Scripture, and a
Holy
A disbelief of the plenary inspiration of
very extenevils
which,
are
two
neglect of the study of Hebrew,
view, the
If,
in
our
together.
prevail
naturally,
sively, and very
not
inspired
as to
and
matter,
to
as
superintended
only
Bible was
terms— and if, in consequence, we virtually consider the text of
Scripture not, as we affect to call it, the word of God, but the

following extract from the Rev. T. Boys' Helps
"

word of mati— we

shall naturally regard the

sacred tongue as of

labour of study.

little

A

acquirement of the

importance, and as scarcely meriting the

fair translation will

give the general sense

;

and the general sense is all that we regard as of divine authority.
But if we view the Scriptures as literally the word of God, if we
regard them as a book not merely superintended, but suggested,

by the Holy Ghost, then surely it will be our object to know
exactly what it means, and the sacred language will be studied
diligently for that purpose."

;
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of our translation for all the purposes for which a

Bible

is

given.

we must be

It is certain that for popular use

content to put up with imperfections

and therefore

it is

satisfactory to

blemishes do not impair the

know

fair

that those

beauty of the

Bible to any appreciable extent, and that

do they interfere with

much

less

its efficiency.

The two foregoing Essays were written before
the Convocation of Canterbury had so happily and
successfully organized the two companies of Revisers
of the Old

Version.

and New Testaments in the Authorized
have every reason to believe that the

We

labours of these Biblical scholars are proceeding

most favourably, and that they
a highly important result.

will ultimately

(April, 1873.)

have

(
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)

IX.

THE BIBLE
Prom

RELATION TO THE
CHURCH.

IN

the time of the Reformation, England

properly be termed a land of Bibles.

ledge

of

Holy Scripture that

founded, and the people could not

instrument

of

their

On

great

deliverance

may

the know-

event was

fail to

from

love the

Papal

But the Bible has been to them more
than the venerated agent of temporal liberty;
it found its way to the depths of their souls, entyranny.

gaged their holiest affections, and elevated their
moral and religious character. Unlike the Ephesians, who worshipped the image that fell down
from Jupiter, as a mere talisman destitute of all
vital energy, Britons have respected the Holy Scriptures for their continued and permanent blessings.
As the hand which first struck off their fetters, the
Bible has since conferred on them those benefits
which alone can make liberty honourable and pleaand many of our national characteristics
sant
at the present moment are to be attributed to our
giving due honour to the Word of God.
But within the last seventy years, during which
there has been celebrated a jubilee of the British
and Poreign Bible Society, this national attachment to the Scriptures has taken a new form,
;
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many important
many of them of

suggestive

of

thoughtful,

somewhat mingled

reflections

a

the

to

but

delightful,

We

hope
it may not he found that a Bibliolatry has been
allowed to take the place of the deep respect and
love by which, for ages, the Bible had been received
by our countrymen.
One thing is certain, that
through this period the book itsele has had
an importance attached to it, which in former times
others of a

it

only received in

its

character.

established relation to Christ's

Church and ordinances.

"We intend to

call atten-

tion to this singular feature of the age, which, as
far as

we

to inquire

The
of the

never

are aware, has been but little noticed, and

how

far

it

has tended to good or to

evil.

possession of a Bible, containing the whole

books composing Divine revelation, was

made

necessary

the

to

conversion

heathen, or to a Christian man's comfort and

of

a

edifi-

cation, until the discovery of the art of printing, a

event which conferred new responsiupon men, and opened up for them far
greater privileges than had ever before been

providential
bilities

possessed.

But,

true place of the

if

we wish

Holy

properly to

know

the

Scriptures in the order of

Divinely-appointed means,

we must

study their re-

lations to the masses of the people before printing

was discovered.

Biblical knowledge

was

as highly

estimated in the primitive ages of the Church as

it

can possibly be among us but the possession of a
Bible could not then have been a sine qua non of a
Christian character, as it is with ourselves.
The
early pastors and bishops of the Church, and its
great fathers, such as Tertullian, Chrysostom, and
;

USE OF THE BIBLE BY THE EARLY CHURCH.
Augustin, always referred their

Word

God

hearers

to
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the

but they could not have expected
them to have complete Bibles for themselves. If
we now go to the cottage of a poor man, and discover that its walls contain no copy of the Scriptures, we make a case of the circumstance as proving great ignorance and spiritual destitution. But
of

;

Ephraem in the East, and Ambrose in the West,
might have gone a long way visiting their flocks
before they would have found a manuscript of the
and the deficiency would have excited
Bible
neither wonder nor compassion.
What God withholds from men He never makes
necessary for their obedience and happiness.
Before the Canon of the New Testament was formed,
Christianity secured its triumphs principally by oral
teaching and the possession of copies of the single
Gospels, or the Epistles, was more a privilege than
a duty. Many could not read, and a still larger
;

;

number probably could not incur the expense

of

obtaining manuscripts, the price of which necessarily

made them

luxuries.

to apostolic times,

Word

written

when
tiplied

the
;

thing at
sity

we

of God.

Canon was

but

still,

for

As we approach

nearer

find a greater dearth of the

This

is

gradually lessened,

and copies were mulf ourteen hundred years, no-

settled

approaching to our views of the necesof having the Scriptures could have prevailed.
all

The prohibition of the Bible from the common
people by the Papacy tells a tale on this subject
which cannot be mistaken.
Had Bibles been at
all

the

common

inheritance of the masses, such a
priestcraft as that prohibition in-

scheme of astute
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volves could never have been conceived, or have be-

come capable

of execution

:

but in a state of things

which necessitated a general poverty of Bibles, it
was not difficult to turn a providential fact into a
religious dogma, and from the Bible not being
generally read, to argue that it ought not to be.
It increases our conceptions of the Divine wis-

dom and power engaged

in disseminating the Gos-

on the means
which were employed to accomplish the splendid
triumphs which it achieved. The Apostles and
pel through

the world, to

reflect

their successors, in the various grades of their holy

ministry,

God
it

went forth

to preach the glad tidings that

had given His Son to die for sinners, and that

behoved

men everywhere

to repent.

They

told

this simple, yet all-important story, wherever they

found an audience in Jewish synagogues, if they
could get an entrance, by being the sons of Israel
themselves near heathen temples, in the marketplaces, on the decks of ships, by the sides of rivers,
where prayer was accustomed to be made. Where
men were found there was the sphere of the labours
and by the oral teachof a primitive Evangelist
ing of such zealous and loving agents, tens of thousands were converted to the truth as it is in Jesus.
With Jews they reasoned out of the Scriptures,
which they already possessed and reverenced but
with the heathen an appeal to the Bible was of no
use, because they knew nothing of its character
and claims. This did indeed seem like casting seed
upon the waters, and, to modern ideas and usages,
will probably appear a very inadequate mode of
;

;

;

;

seeking to

make men

Christians.

But

it

is

dan-

:
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gerous to forget that, by these means alone, the
Gospel became the power of God unto salvation
this simple oral

testimony to great facts and prinwas honoured by the Holy Ghost for the
mightiest results. These were the weapons which
were not carnal, but mighty, through God, to the
pulling down of strongholds, casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself
against the knowledge of God, and bringing into
ciples

captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ.
by this process hearts were moved and

When

characters changed and sanctified, the subjects of

these moral revolutions were gathered into com-

munities for the purpose of attending to Christian
ordinances, and seeking to advance their personal
edification.

Then it was that the Word disclosed
them; then those who were com-

its treasures to

petent read to others the words of the Law and the
Gospel ; and, after the completion of the Canon, in
such assemblies the whole Bible became the stand-

ard of appeal and the storehouse

of instruction.

Various means would then be suggested by mutual
love to afford to the poor and the unlettered the
treasures of the

Word

;

but

still

must have formed the grand means

public teaching
of attaining to

a knowledge of its blessings. Many cases are now
to be found, all over our land, of persons who cannot read a letter, and yet are wise and consistent
Christians.

The memory, made more

retentive

by

the want of printed aids to instruction, will, in such
instances, retain a vast amount of knowledge, often
sufficient not only for personal use,

viction of gainsayers.

Such

but for the con-

illustrations of
s

what
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can do are becoming more and more
ought
they
to do in these days of general
rare, as
instruction, yet they exist still, and tell a tale we
ought to hear. Despise not the knowledge of the
aged Christian, who, by no fault of his own, cannot
oral teaching

he is but an instance in modern
times of what most Christians in former days must
have been. Before the age of books, God cared for
those who could not procure them, and by the simplest natural means, made the humble followers of
His Son, rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom.
Such was the state of things in the most prosperous times of the Church, and such it continued
to be amidst the outward events of its history, until
Printing was discovered, and changed in a short
time the whole character of Christian teaching and
responsibility.
It was a boon from heaven, richer
than any which has been conferred since God's own
Son came down to save us it should have been received with rapture, and employed for the happiest
and most exalted purposes. Alas what is the history of this blessing to the world but a repetition of
the oft- told tale of God's bounty and man's ingratitude ? Instead of a universal welcome and an immediate application of it to its lofty purposes, it was
received with suspicion by the Church, and, in too
many instances, abused to unholy purposes by the
read the Bible

.

;

:

!

world.

Let us imagine, if we can, how the Apostle
Paul would have received the information that the
Holy Scriptures which he recommended so earnestly
to Timothy, and from which he preached to the
Jews that Jesus was the Christ, could be so multi-

OPPOSITION TO BIBLE CIRCULATION.
plied that every believer could have

them
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Or

!

let

us endeavour to think how Chrysostom, who so
eloquently wrote comments on the book, would

have treated the intelligence that the New Testament could be supplied to every inhabitant of Constantinople on the payment of a few small coins
We can as soon think of either of these renowned
men closing the ports against consignments of
wheat intended for hungry citizens, as of their attempting to deprive the masses of mankind of the
Word of God. And yet those who professed to be
their successors acted in this way, and treated as a
portentous evil what ages before would have been
received as an unmingled blessing. But as the fact
of the Scribes and Pharisees sitting in Moses' seat
did not ensure them having Mosaic wisdom, so the
successors of the Apostles were not endowed with
the views and principles of their predecessors. The
Bible had never yet been the possession of the common people ergo it never ought to be. The osten*
sible expositors of that holy book drew this sapient
conclusion, and then proceeded zealously to act
!

;

upon it.
They

forgot, as

we

are all apt to do, that there

a progression and development in God's dealings
with men, and that our wisdom is to discern the
additions made to our advantages and responsibili-

is

ties,

and

But men will endeawhich their Maker has

to act accordingly.

vour to stereotype that to
given a mobility and freedom

;

and, while actuated

by this perverse spirit, the richest blessings will be
thrown away upon them. Thus the very excellence
of the

New

Testament, namely, that

it

is

rather a

s2

—
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collection of

principles

than a statute-book, was

abused, and no allowance was

made

for the elastic

capabilities of God's revelations to adapt themselves

to the advancing condition of

mankind.

Slavery

was not forbidden expressly in the New Testament,
therefore slavery must always be lawful. Christians
in primitive times gained their religious knowledge
by oral instruction, therefore it must be heretical to
print and distribute Bibles.
But when St. Paul advised slaves to be obedient
masters, and addressed slave-holders withtheir
to
out a hint that in keeping their fellow-creatures in

bondage they were guilty of a crime, political circumstances were very different from those which
exist in the nineteenth century, and what was then
excusable, and to be tolerated, has now, by increased
light and knowledge, become a practice which no
man can follow with impunity. In the same manner, although the arrangements of Divine Providence rendered

it

necessary that for

many

centuries

there should be a comparative scarcity of copies of

by no means followed that when
the impediments to a free circulation were removed
the same restrictions should be maintained and upheld.
What was once a natural state of things
became, by God's good Providence, obsolete and

the Scriptures,

abnormal.

it

At one period of the
made at successive

revelations were

world's history
epochs, as

man-

kind were prepared to receive them;
God spake
in sundry times and divers manners to the fathers

The revelation is now complete,
and nothing can be added to its substance and yet
the same care of its great Author to adapt it to sueby the prophets.

;
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human development is plainly inWhatever other purposes may be said to

cessive stages of
dicated.

be secured by the printing

press, the

reflecting

must believe the principal one to be the
happiness and the extension of the Church of God.
But we are not left to cherish this theory in a
Christian

believing heart, in the midst of an apparent failure
of our hopes

;

for,

in spite of all opposition, the art

of printing has ministered with increased diligence
to the cause of Christianity.

This brings us to the

topic before alluded to, that the present century

has been remarkable for the production and circulation of Bibles

from a new point of view, as being
means of grace and channels of

in themselves the

Divine communications.
a

momentous

Tins subject

we

feel to

be

one, to be approached with caution

and treated with tenderness. This we shall endeavour to do, from a conviction that it is a matter of
the utmost importance to the honour of our Lord
and the happiness of our fellow men.

An

apparently

numbers

accidental discovery that vast

of the lower classes of our

countrymen

were destitute of Bibles, led to the formation of the
British and Foreign Bible Society, and it is in immediate connection with the progress of that institution that the concrete idea of the sufficiency of

the Scriptures alone to carry on the work of the

Church has originated and spread. For it must be
remembered, in justice to others, and in order to
place this Society on its proper basis, that its pecunot the circulation of the Bible, for
that was understood and acted upon long before it
liar principle is

began

its

labours

;

but the absence of note and com-
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ment

is

the real symbol or tessera by which

it is

Noble confederacies, originating in
pure benevolence, and carried on with holy zeal,
ranged over the century and a half preceding the
more gigantic institution, which may, without due
caution, throw its humbler predecessors into the
shade. But if ever it is necessary " to attend to the
neglected and to remember the forgotten," it is so
in the case now before us.
Ever since the Reformation the press had laboured in editions of the
Scriptures in numerous languages and dialects, and
the wants of the poor and neglected had excited to
distinguished.

put them in possession of the precious
boon. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in New England, established in 1647, gave £300
efforts to

a-year for the circulation of the Bible

among

the

In the same century a Nonconformist
minister printed 8000 Welsh Bibles to give away,
and also established in Wales above 300 schools
under the auspices of a Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Wales. The Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge was in active operation
throughout the whole of the eighteenth century,
and conferred invaluable blessings upon the world
by the Bibles it circulated. These are only a few
of the agencies which existed long before the Bible
Society began its labours, and they are mentioned
because many people even now ignorantly suppose
Indians.

that

it

originated such efforts, instead of merely

taking up and continuing what others had begun.
It is the absence of note and comment, then,

which is the peculiar feature of the Bible Society,
and this was owing more to accidental circum-
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any manifest principle which, per
It was found difficult to unite all classes of men, entertaining clashing views on Scriptural subjects, in a scheme for
stances than to

se,

demanded

to be carried out.

circulating the Bible, unless denominational jealousy

was avoided, and creeds and confessions kept in the
background. We are not aware that the abstract
theory ever entered the brain of any one, that, in
itself, a Bible bared of all explanations was better
than one which elucidated difficulties and assisted
the unlearned reader with comments.

Indeed, this

theory never was fully carried out, for in adhering
to the authorized version,

the Society adopted a

body of comment which, although unostentatious,
is yet highly valuable.
The division into chapters
and verses, and still more the pointing, are de facto
a comment, often conveying a theological idea, and
still more frequently acting
exegetically.
Then
there are the headings of the chapters, by which
the school of divinity to which the Translators belonged is clearly indicated. Further, there are
marginal notes relating to various readings, parallel
passages, and many other matters, all valuable as
guides in reading the text by which they are placed.
All these appliances
ancestors,

and we

we owe

to the

wisdom

of our

cannot be too thankful to Divine

Providence that the theory of the Bible Society did
not become sufficiently pure and abstract to denude
the Scriptures of

them

all

into the state in

these additions, and throw

which they are found

in an-

cient manuscripts.
It

is

not our purpose to dwell on the causes

which led

to the adoption of this novel principle of
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action on the part of the Bible Society, or to justify
or

blame what, perhaps, in the circumstances, was

We wish

inevitable.

mode

of

rather to call attention to a

thinking in relation

to

the

Scriptures

which has accompanied the Society in its course, if
The old doctrine, as
it has not been created by it.
far as we are aware, was, that the Scriptures were
part of a system, deriving their efficacy from their
keeping their place in it, and being used according
to its laws the new one claimed for the Bible itself an independent standing, and treated* it as
;

sufficient for the conversion, as well as the edifica-

In other words, before the epoch
we are speaking of, the Divine records were inseparably connected with oral teaching, and accompanied and assisted the preachers of the Gospel but
since then they have been looked upon, in many
cases, as adequate in their solitariness for all the
purposes which Christianity contemplates.
We do not affirm that the new theory has ever
been broadly stated or acknowledged, but it has
been extensively acted upon, and therefore has had
a powerful influence. The thinking and phraseology of a very large portion of the Christian public
has been imperceptibly moulded by this idea, and
certainly many deeds of Christian benevolence proceed on a presumption of its entire truthfulness.
tion of mankind.

;

The

circulation of the Bible

is

often spoken of as

identical with the spread of Christianity

its

;

price

has been talked of as the moral thermometer or
scale by which its influence is to be tested and the
;

shipment of vast numbers to foreign shores has
been esteemed as little less than an evangelic in-
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road upon the powers of darkness. Every now and
then some new phase of this idea startles the pub-

and

lic,

for

calls

some energetic

action.

Now,

typographical errors are discovered in the current

King's

editions; then, the

printers are charged
with keeping up the price to an unnatural standard; and anon, rival societies are found not to
have reduced their charges by the lowest fraction
of a penny.
Each of these facts, if such they be,
might properly be worth a little attention ; but
they have stirred the religious mind to its depth,
and given much occasion for the flowery rhetoric
of writers

and

orators.

Errors in mere words, at

the worst not near so bad as what are found in the
best and oldest manuscripts, have been spoken of

God and soul-destroying in
up the price of Bibles
of production has been made a

dishonourable to

as

their tendency

;

to keep

above the mere cost
crime far worse than to charge a starving people a
high price for bread. In fact, the Bible has been
treated as

different

from

all

other merchandize

whatever, in this respect, that while

men may make

a profit by retailing meat and bread to the poor,

it is

by the

sale

at their peril to gain the smallest coin
of the Scriptures.

"While
originates,

we respect the feeling in which all this
we must question the soundness of the

reasoning, and of the conduct to

Legitimately,

it

which

it

leads.

tends to divorce the Scriptures from

make
much mistaken

the teaching which always has been necessary to

them generally effective, and we

are

has not thrown into the shade the Divine ordinance of personal effort for the conversion of the

if it
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As

world.

a principle, the independent sufficiency

of the Scriptures would, if fully carried out, leave

means neglected as obsolete and unnecessary,
though we are quite aware it never has been
other

allowed to extend to this natural result. Many
think that the reading of the Bible in schools without any explanation, is adequate religious instruction

;

and by parity of reasoning, the distribution

among the heathen is religious instruction too.
we can admit the truth of either of these
propositions, we must be far better aware than we
now can be, of what would be the effect of the
of

it

Before

Bible alone as the sole and unassisted means of religious instruction.

Perhaps the moral

which

heathen countries into

statistics of

Bibles have been

poured, apart from the living voice of the preacher,
or

any

historical testimony,

may

give some reply

our

to this question; but, fortunately,

own land

can afford none, since here the two have always

more

or less intimately gone

that all

who

hand in hand.

Not

have Bibles attend places of worship,

or ever listen to sermons

;

but there

is

an amount

of information respecting the contents of the Scrip-

tures in Great Britain floating, as

the public mind, which renders

many

it

it

were, before

impossible for

cases to occur of religious instruction being

gleaned purely from that source alone.
If a Bible were a blessing in the mere posses-

and apart from the use of it, then we are willing to concede that to cheapen Bibles and to diffuse Christianity are identical, and that the circulation of the Scriptures without note and comment
would be philanthropic and wise. But as we deny
sion,

THE BIBLE THE STANDARD OF APPEAL.
the premises,

we cannot admit
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the conclusion. The

diffusion of the Scriptures in the

abundant manner

in which they have been of late years furnished to

our countrymen, we look upon as a blessing but
it has its high and proper value only in connection
;

with the use of other means of equal
greater authority.

We

are

if

not of

nowhere told in the

teaching of Christ and His Apostles to circulate
the Bible, but

pel

to

we

are instructed to preach the Gos-

every creature, and to

nations.

While, therefore,

make disciples of all
we consider the inven-

an arrangement on the part of
God for extending the blessings of Christ's Church
and kingdom, we must yet view it as having a relation to the whole Christian system.
It must
make the living voice more eloquent, and not cause
it to become silent as though superseded by the increased use of the letter of Holy Writ; it must
cause Christ's ministers to be careful what they
teach, because it puts into the hands of their
hearers the standard of appeal by which their utterances must be tried it must multiply expositions
and comments, not for faith but for edification, in
proportion as it multiplies the text, and thus maintain the same harmony and equilibrium as existed
between Scripture and oral teaching, before its
wonderful agency was discovered. To make printtion of printing as

;

ing the means of a vast expansion of the written
Word of God, and not at the same time to increase
the efficacy of other instruments of carrying on the

His kingdom, would be like giving a
greater volume and energy to the heart, without at
the same time expanding the whole system.
interests of

;
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Let it be remembered that it is a tendency more
than an actual result which we have endeavoured
"We would not,
to point out in these observations.
if we could, take away one copy of the Bible circulated in past years, by whomsoever or howsoever
conveyed, but would, if in our power, multiply its
impressions a thousandfold. The possession of such
a boon by those

who

are already Christians

must

tend wonderfully to their comfort and edification
and, in the case of the most ignorant, the reading

may

be productive of great
were only as paving the
way for a more complete employment of the whole
Gospel plan of instruction, the providing and diffusing copies of the Scriptures should be hailed by
On this account we rejoice at the
all good men.
printing of copies of the New Testament for China
and other countries, because we hope and believe
of its glorious passages

incidental benefit.

that they will,

more

If

it

or less, prepare the

mind

of

that strange people for after missionary operations.
If, like seed, they lie buried long beneath the clods

awaiting that
ignorance,
superstition and
heavenly dew and rain which are promised to
of

follow the loving accents of mercy from

know

human

some seed is
But admitting all this, for which we trust
there.
our readers will give us full credit, we cannot blind
ourselves to the fact that religious people have been
disposed to give to the circulation of the Bible, per
se, a wrong place in the order of means, and to exlips, it

is

pect from

yet pleasing to

it

what neither

its

that

own

statements nor

the early history of Christianity will warrant.

Our

readers will be prepared for the expression

MEANS OF GAINING BIBLICAL KNOWLEDGE.
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of our opinion that while, in relation to the

com-

mon

people, the circulation of

form

is

a blessing,

it

becomes

the Bible in any

more so in proby men for under-

still

portion to the facilities possessed

standing its history and contents.
Among the
numerous instruments which perform the part of
interpreter to the popular mind, we may mention
early training, instruction in schools, information

derived from

the

pulpit, miscellaneous

and

inci-

dental illustrations mixed up with our literature,
and professed expositions and comments.
Erom
the first two may be said to be conveyed to the
young the traditionary faith of parents and teachers,
which, we are happy to think, is more often substantially correct than erroneous, on the cardinal
doctrines of Christianity, in spite of the varied and
conflicting opinions which exist on many subjects.
After a certain amount of conventional knowledge
is

thus received, the pulpit in

new

many

cases suggests

and conveys a
Holy
Scriptures and the religion they reveal.
But from
the sources now mentioned young persons more
often receive dogmatic theology than Biblical
knowledge. It is seldom that the pulpit does more
than illustrate the catechism, and that is generally
confined to doctrines and their resulting duties.
On what may be called the Literature of Holy
Writ most classes, but especially the lower, would
be profoundly ignorant if all they knew were derived from early training and the pulpit.
We believe it is from the press that the far greater part of
such information is received, and thus the same reviews, revives old impressions,

general conviction of the importance of the
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markable discovery which has given the poor man
a Bible has also supplied him with a knowledge of
its history and an explication of its contents.

The influence exerted by printing, at this time,
on the masses of our countrymen, is a subject of
great solicitude to all

who connect

perity with public morals

cealed that infidel

and

;

and

it

licentious

national pros-

cannot be conprinciples

are

being thickly sown by means of cheap publications.
But at the same time let us not forget the converse
of the picture, or fail to recognize the antagonistic

by a wiser and holier literature.
works which directly or indirectly
call attention to the Bible, and throw light upon
its contents, is prodigiously great, and it goes on
increasing, although we fear this department of
literature is less operative on the lowest classes
than on those just above them. Books and publications of a salutary character and of the cheapest
form are not near so plentiful as those of the oppoIn large towns, shop -windows are filled
site class.
with penny numbers of the vilest trash, adorned
with pictures equally base, while there is comparatively nothing equally cheap and externally attracposition occupied

The number

of

tive to counteract this

not so when

amount

of evil.

But

it is

we ascend from mere sheets and pamph-

sphere morality and rehave more influence. Let any one look over
a monthly catalogue of books published in that
short period, and he will be surprised to find how
many of them are intended to honour and illustrate
the Word of God.
For this fact our grateful
thanks are due, as for all things, to the watchful

lets to books, for in this

ligion

RESULTS OF THE DISCOVERY OF PRINTING.
care of

Him who

is

Head

over

all
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things to His

Church, and who does not allow the floods of irreand vice to prevail. He yet stilleth the noise
of their leaves and the tumult of the people, and
will, we have no doubt, make the discovery of
printing finally to be more potent for good than for
ligion

Amidst much barrenness of the moral soil,
and although noxious productions often spring
from it and acquire a portentous growth, the silver
stream of Divine truth still flows and widens its
channel, giving a promise that in due time the
desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose.
evil.
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)

X.

THE

REPRODUCTION OF BIBLICAL LIFE
BY EXPOSITORS.
always been a rule of Biblical interpretation
that the commentator should endeavour to forget
It

lias

and,

himself,

own

as

much

subjectivity in

as

possible,

place

This proceeds on the obvious fact that every

own

his

subordination to his author.

man

prejudices and peculiar

modes of thinking, which, unless placed in abeyance, must necessarily mould and fashion his views of the mental
has his

It has been observed as a

productions of others.

two men of diverse sentiments come to consider a document at all bearing
upon their opinions, they make its statements bend
matter of history, that

to their

own advantage

if

;

a fact clearly proving that

the subject colours the object as much, at
the object affects the subject.

least, as

Truth cannot be

gained in this manner, and therefore there arises
the necessity of a " self-denying ordinance," to
exclude preconceptions, and let the object tell its

own

tale.

If there

now made,

is
it

a general truth in the observation

becomes more

specific

and clearly

;

DANGER OP SUBJECTIVE IMPRESSIONS.
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defined in the field of Biblical subjects, since the

men

passions of

more

sessions

are

more

strong.

and their preposcommentators

excited,

twelve

If

could be found, entertaining twelve distinct views
of the doctrines and ethics of Christianity, we

might be sure beforehand that they could elaborate
twelve systems of divinity, each of which should be
thought by

its framer the only true one.
The state
mind of such persons is exactly described by the
same number of men looking at external nature

of

through differently coloured

while yet un-

glasses,

conscious of the intervening medium.
feel sure of the truth of his

own

Each would

impressions of the

world without, and aver what he saw to be green or
according to the colour of his spectacles.
Men set out with a conviction which they do not
doubt the truth of, and thus throw their own views

blue,

over

the

Gospels,

The

writings.

propositions

Epistles,

result

too

is

and

other

sacred

that, except in the case of

explicit

to

be

misunderstood,

and theories are evolved from the same
sentences as diverse as black from white, or blue
from orange, and the religious world presents to
doctrines

the indifferent spectator a congeries of contradictions at once puzzling to faith,

and encouraging to

infidelity.

One remedy

against this, as

we have

said, is for

the candid enquirer to forget himself, and endeavour
to view the characters

and statements

of

Holy Writ as
them

they appeared to those contemporaneous with
or, a still

higher attainment, to transport himself from

the present to the past, and enter into the feelings

and position

of the actor or writer.

To do
T

this is

;
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evidently no easy task, and thus while all acknow-

importance, but few succeed to the satisfaction of others, in reducing the rule to practice.
Subjectivity, or our own convictions, follow us to

ledge

its

the plains of

Mamre, the court

of Uzziah, or the

and while we think we actually
view the complete forms of Abraham, Isaiah, or
Paul, it is but, in some measure, the johantom of our
streets of Jerusalem,

own

creation

which passes before

It

us.

is

hard,

if

not impossible, to abstract the understanding, as an

instrument of forming a judgment, from the subject
in which it resides, and of which it is but a property,

and the utmost

sincerity of purpose can scarcely

secure the indifferentism desired.

up

give

this task as hopeless,

and

Are we then

to

to concede that

the scenes, and characters, and sentiments of sacred

cannot be truly reproduced? Or is there a
measure of success which may be expected to follow
a sincere attempt in this department of mental
The questions are highly important
exertion ?

life

ones,

and we

will endeavour to afford a contribution,

at least, towards a reply.

To form an

infallible

and complete idea of the

—an estimate neither more nor
than the truth — would be necessary that we

Epistles of St. Paul
less

it

should view the same things as he did

;

pass through

the same phases of external and mental history

and then work upon the materials with the same
powers of reflection and reasoning. Let us take, as
an illustration of what we mean, the marvellous
conversion of the Apostle of the Gentiles, as recorded
in several places in the Acts.

accounts together,

By comparing

the

we can form some idea of the mira-

EXPERIENCES OF

ST.

PAUL.

culous change which eanie over him,
effects

;

yet

who can

say that his view
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causes and
an adequate

its
is

one, not exhausting the subject, but rather leaving

more

brought
to light ?
Erom the falling to the earth and temporary blindness of the persecutor, to the time when
we see him preaching the faith he once destroyed,
his whole mental history is a blank to us, with some
few exceptions. We know, for instance, that he
Avas instructed by Ananias, and that he saw the
Lord, and received a commission from His lips
even more distinct and special than had been
given to the other Apostles, and this knowledge
is sufficient for practical purposes
but how little
is this compared with what actually passed in the
far

in the thickest obscurity than

is

—

;

mind

and resulted in the production of his eminently holy and devoted character
By what reasonings his prejudices fell
one by one, or whether miraculous intervention
supplied the place of ratiocination; by what processes the rock melted and the tears of penitence
poured forth by what steps the Gospel, complete
and full as he always preached it, gained the credence
of his understanding, the homage of his will, and
of Saul of Tarsus,

!

;

the affection of his heart;

—who

can

tell

us these

and a thousand more things belonging to the
Apostle's mental history ? Yet, unless we know all
this, we cannot understand St. Paul thoroughly, but
must more or less mistake his standpoint and perplex his reasonings.

As

therefore nothing but a

miracle, giving us identity with the Apostle, could

secure this perfect knowledge of his
racter, this

mind and cha-

high instrument of Biblical exegesis
T 2

is
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beyond our reach, and the Apostle never can be
fully known.
Leaving the search after the impossible for the

we come

paths of certainty,
bability

;

to the realms of pro-

of that moral conviction which

that

is all

man

even in the matters of highest
and everlasting happiness.
"We cannot reproduce the whole of the life of any
sacred writer; how much can we accomplish to
what extent may we hope to be able to live the past
over again, and thus to acquire some completeness
is

granted to

moment

to his present

—

what the writers of Scripture
and intended in their inspired productions ?

of conception as to
felt

For the convenience of prosecuting this enquiry, as
well as from the necessity of the case, we must
divide the subject into two parts the external circumstances and the moral and religious peculiarities
of the writers whom we wish to comprehend.
The relations of the external world to Prophets,
Apostles, and Evangelists is a wide subject, and
one which has been by no means neglected in the
past.
It is the consideration of it which has accumulated the immense amount of materials of Biblical
exposition as afforded by the study of nature, of
history, and of mankind.
In the earliest com-

—

mentators,

among

the Fathers of the Church,

continually meet with illustrations of
ture derived from external things, as

Holy

we

Scrip-

when we

trace

an explanation of the rivers of Eden, of the hyssop
on the wall, or of some recondite Hebrew word.
In more modern times these material facts are
collected and arranged by such writers as Calmet,
Harmer, or Kitto so that little remains to be done
;

SUBJECTIVITY OF THE SACRED WRITERS.
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mere accumulating of such helps to the
interpretation of the Bible.
By some more advanced minds these materials are taken from their
use in explaining single texts, and made to throw
light on the whole compositions of the sacred
writers, as is the case with Messrs. Conybeare and
Howson in their labours upon St. Paul, and with
Dean Stanley in his work on Sinai and Palestine.
Still, all these writers, the highest and the lowest,
recognize one and the same principle, namely, that
the penmen of Holy Scripture made allusions to
external things, an acquaintance with which must
in the

facilitate

our perception of their meaning.

But most frequently

all

external

phenomena

mentioned or alluded to by the sacred writers are
an objective manner, as bearing
more upon the doctrines they proclaimed than upon
themselves. What we now wish to bring before
treated solely in

our readers

is

the degree of influence the external

circumstances of their position, of a material kind,
may have exerted upon the " holy men of old, who

spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."
This consideration is essential if we would really
reproduce the

life

they

led,

and, by placing our-

view things from their standFor example, the Hebrew writers alluded
much to the sea, because they lived near it and in
all ages since, the phenomena of the ocean have
been brought forward by expositors as illustrating
their figures and emblems.
But a deeper kind of
selves in their stead,

point.

;

investigation will enquire

how this

sea-coast position

moulded the men themselves, as bearing both on
their physical and moral nature.
A few hints are
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we can give on this topic, but, imperfect as the
are, they may set our readers thinking, and following
all

out the track suggested for themselves.
Climate is known to mould the character,

—and

the region of Palestine was too remarkable in its
grand features not to exert a marked influence upon
The people driven out by the
its inhabitants.
Israelites were,

with

heinous crimes, a

their

all

keep hold
if God
Hebrews,
on
had not miraculously appeared against them. On
their departure from Egypt, it is plain that the iron
of slavery had entered into the souls of the chosen
tribes, and that their long sojourn in that land had
done no good to their characters for resolution and
bold, brave,

and indomitable

race, able to

their possessions in spite of the

bravery.

But when we

see

them some

afterwards, in the days of Saul, David,

we

centuries

and Solomon,

discern national features of a higher kind; a

terror to their neighbours,

which made them a
and secured peace and

happiness to themselves.

It is evident that the

growth in the great

qualities

country in which Jehovah had placed them contributed much to make them what they were, and
that the features thus stamped upon them continued to follow them, with more or less distinctness,

through
St.

all their vicissitudes.

Peter and

St.

Paul, had qualities in

derived from their place
earth

;

from

Isaiah and Malachi,

among

common

the nations of the

their being sons of the soil

which had
" The

the characteristics thus described by Moses

:

—

land whither thou goest in to possess it, is not as
the land of Egypt, from whence ye came out, where

thou sowedst thy

seed,

and wateredst

it

with thy

—
INFLUENCES OE EXTERNAL NATURE.
foot, as

a garden of herbs
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but the land, whither ye

;

go to possess it, is a land of hills and valleys, and
drinketh water of the rain of heaven a land which
the Lord thy God careth for the eyes of the Lord
thy God are always upon it, from the beginning of
the year even unto the end of the year " (Deut. xi.
10 12). As then in estimating Hindoos, Russians,
or Britons, we always take into account the influence
of climate upon their characters, we must do the
:

:

—

same with the Hebrews, and allow

among

for their position

the nations in attempting to comprehend
is

so forcibly exhibited

in his Sinai

and Palestine, that

This subject

their writings.

by Dean Stanley

we cannot refrain from quoting
before we proceed

a few sentences

:

"If the

valley of the Nile, or the Arabian desert,

witnessed the whole

not to feel

of the sacred history,

how widely

it

ordinary European mind

it

is

had

impossible

would have been separated from the
;

how

small a portion of our feelings

and our imaginations would have been represented by it.
The truths might have been the same, but the forms in
which they were clothed would have affected only a few here
and there, leaving the great mass untouched. But, as it is,
we have the life of a Bedouin tribe, of an agricultural people,
of seafaring cities the extremes of barbarism and of civilizaof a tropical, of an
tion the aspects of plain and mountain
In Egypt there
northern
climate.
of
a
eastern, and almost
;

;

;

is

a continual contact of desert and of cultivated land; in

Greece there is a constant intermixture of the views of sea
and land ; in the ascent and descent of the great mountains
of South America there is an interchange of the torrid and
arctic zones ; in England there is an alternation of wild hills

and valleys with rich

fields

and

plains.

But

in Palestine all

these are combined."

Government and laws fashion the minds of a
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people perhaps more than mere physical peculiarities.

How geographically near are Prance and England,
yet as far as the poles asunder in their notions of
constitutional legislation.

And

as are the laws of

the respective nations, so are the individuals which

compose them. There

is

of course a reflex influence

in all such cases; peculiar national idiosyncrasies

producing certain forms of government, and then
the government still further moulding the people.
To understand the works of French writers we must
transport ourselves from our institutions to theirs,
or we shall mistake their reasonings, motives, and
aims. So with the Hebrew people, as exhibited both
by the Old and New Testaments they possessed
institutions of a most remarkable character, Divinely
framed with special objects in view, and such as
:

must

necessarily have exerted great influence

who were

upon

Combined with
Jehovah as the head of the
theocracy, there was an amount of personal freedom
in social relations as great as the most republican
theorist could desire, and the result was an impatience of foreign control which was undiminished
all

an

entire

subjected to them.

fealty to

even after years of forced subjection to it. Who
can expect to enter into the mind of the Jewish
prophets without an appreciation of this liberty, so

by them ? Or how can the writers
Testament be properly understood,

dearly cherished
of

the

New

unless their acute perception of the hatefulness of a
foreign yoke be taken into account

Paul

says,

"Let every

?

When

St.

soul be subject to the higher

powers, for the powers that be are ordained of

God ;" we

feel

that he was wise in giving the

DANGER OF A NARROW EXEGESIS.
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exhortation, apart from any close research into his

But we see more than
wisdom when we rememher that he had heen educated in a fierce hatred of national oppression and
wrong, as inflicted by the Roman empire upon his
country, and that the blood of the Maccabees flowed
in his veins; it is a heart subdued by the gentle
influences of Divine grace which there attracts our
notice, leading him to act upon the inspired rule,

own

national character.

that " the wrath of

man worketh

not the righteous-

ness of God."

A

more fit
he thus makes

Biblical expositor will be rendered

for his allotted task in proportion as

himself acquainted with

all

the external circum-

stances which can be supposed to have

made

the

what they were, apart from the Divine
aid and qualifications which were superadded to
their natural acquirements and powers.
We must
forget we are Englishmen, and place ourselves in
sacred writers

the position of the Hebrews, inhabiting a country,

speaking a language, and living under institutions

most part strangely contrasted with our
own. It would be a curious task to examine into
the errors of interpretation which have arisen from
the neglect of this method; when the Bible has
been subjected to precisely the same style of comment as would be given to the writings of Cranmer,
Jeremy Taylor, or John Locke. But we cannot
now pursue the subject further, and must hasten on
to consider the moral and religious peculiarities of

for the

the sacred writers.

This part of the subject
the other.

is

far

more

By the moral and religious

difficult

than

idiosyncrasies

—
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of the Prophets, Apostles, and Evangelists,

not

mean

we do

their peculiar holy characteristics, as their

minds were informed and enriched hy the special
grace of God, hut those which they shared with
their nation at large, and which were stamped upon
them hy the causes brought to bear upon them hy
Divine Providence.

What

Isaiah was, religiously,

hy ordinary education, before his lips were touched
with a live coal from the altar what Matthew was
when sitting at the receipt of custom; and what
Paul was when trained at the feet of Gamaliel
these are the particulars which it is important to
understand, if we would comprehend fully the
writings which these holy men left behind them.
Now if it is clear that when God called His servants
to convey His will to others, He left to each writer
it is no less
his own style, and tastes, and temper
;

;

;

true that their religious training in childhood, youth,

and manhood influenced and coloured their proWe must, indeed,
phecies, histories, and Epistles.
look upon the whole moral history of God's agents,
previously to their being specially called by Him,
not as matters of chance, but as a part of His plan,
an integral portion of His wise government, and
fitting

them

for their future allotted tasks.

Were

not this the case, heathens would have been as
qualified to preach the Gospel to the world as the
Hebrews, and Pilate would have made as good an

Apostle as Paul.
Israelites

But

made them

as the previous history of the
fit

to be the depositaries of

God's discoveries by the Messiah, so the previous
training of the Apostles and Evangelists qualified

them

for the high task afterwards allotted to them.

!;

FAMILIAR IDEA OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
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It becomes, therefore, as important to study the
moral and religious characteristics of the sacred
writers, as it is to be acquainted with all God's
dealings with the Hebrews, as a nation, before the
promulgation of the Gospel.
We can only point out two peculiarities by

which Hebrew religious character was strongly
marked and we do this more to suggest the mode
Every
of inquiry than fully to discuss the subject.
writer, whose works form part of the Canon of Holy
Scripture, was familiar with the idea of the supernatural or the miraculous, and firmly believed that
Contrast Henothing was impossible with God.
brews with Romans on this subject, and how dia;

opposed do their characters appear
When Paul was speaking before Agrippa, he touched
finely on this national feature of the Jews, when he
said to him, " Why should it be thought a thing
incredible with you that God should raise the dead ?"
Unbelief did indeed mark individuals, and even the
metrically

nation at large, in various periods of their history,

was more a

than a generic feeling,
an indisposition to submit to
some prescribed duty than to a questioning of God's
power. The Jews refused to give credence to the
prophets on the plea that God had not sent them
not because they doubted the possibility of such a
mission and message. Every page of their history
was full of the marvellous; not in the form of
myths and fables, but as well-accredited history,
thoroughly believed in by the whole people. While
therefore a Greek or a Roman would have been

but

this

special

referring rather to

able to preach the Gospel, as they afterwards did,

it
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must not be forgotten that the Hebrew mind was,
per se, more disposed to yield itself implicitly to the
idea of a Divine revelation.

wrought

No

doubt this

in-

faith in the supernatural tinged everything

the sacred writers have handed

down

to us

giving

;

to their writings that absence of speculation,

that unhesitating firmness of tone

in

and

regard to

Divine influences and operations. Thus, when the
Gospel was extended among the heathen, and errors
sprung up, we find those errors to be the fruit of a
scepticism

more

allied to the

Greek and

Roman

than to the Jewish mind, especially the former.
Judaizing notions were propagated by the Jews,
but, while injurious, they were far less so than the
vagaries of Gnosticism.

The former had a con-

servative tendency, while the latter exerted a weak-

ening and depreciating influence upon an objective
What we have now said will not be
revelation.

confounded with the heresy which makes the Gospel
merely the reflex of a peculiar state of subjectivity.
We regard the moral training of the Apostles and
Evangelists as part of a system developing itself, by
the grace of God, from the earliest periods of man's
abode upon the earth.

The other

peculiarity

we would mention

is

the

moral and religious
expiatory
system of the Jews, which entered minutely into all
It is
their feelings, and coloured their convictions.
true that the doctrine of expiation was known to
the heathens, and more or less regulated their
But with the Jews, the whole
ethical systems.
framework and superstructure of religion rested on
the fact, that " without shedding of blood there was
character

of

the
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no remission."

In the most corrupt times of the
Hebrew nationality, this great fact was kept before
the mind of the people indeed, it was impossible to
ignore it, without entirely altering and corrupting
the national polity.
The books of Moses, the
temple services and sacrifices, the laws of impurity,
;

kept before the Hebrews the doctrine of propitiation or atonement ; and it is only when this is
fully understood and admitted, that the writings of
all

Testament can be understood. A change
on this vital subject has
led to more errors in doctrine than anything besides.
It has been felt by men that there are things which
conflict with reason in the innocent dying for the
guilty, and they have therefore endeavoured to
the

New

of the proper standpoint

explain

away the plainest statements of the
But if it is conceded that such a

Testament.

—

New
doc-

—

that of atonement or propitiation was part
and parcel of the training of the New Testament
writers, we can only then evade the conclusion that
they teach the doctrine, by questioning their Divine
mission, and looking upon them as deluded entrine

thusiasts.

Apply these two observations
purpose, and

how do they bear on

The existence

of Miracles,

to

our present

Biblical exegesis

and an Atonement

?

for

taught in the New Testament, and
the only way to evade belief in these things is by
Sin, are literally

attributing

them

to a figurative

and to national prejudices.
cidate the matter,

they

But, in order to elu-

we endeavour

in the position of the writers,

must have understood by

mode of expression,
to place ourselves

and
their

to discover

own

what

utterances.
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We

find

that they

must have been

LIFE.
believers in

miracles and in expiation from their infancy, and
therefore conclude that their statements on those

must be taken in their plain grammatical
sense.
But these are only illustrations selected
from many, of what we are now affirming, that we
must endeavour to reproduce Biblical life, in order
topics

to arrive correctly at Biblical exposition.

We must, however, guard against what would
be an abuse of this doctrine, the idea, namely, that
the Bible, as we have it, cannot be intended for
common minds, since it demands for its comprehenmany and such

nice mental powers.

This
be met by the obvious fact, that men can
understand the works of the ancient heathens sufsion so

may

ficiently,

for all practical purposes,

in the barest

admit of having a host
of beauties developed, and of being made much
plainer by the expositor and the critic.
The Bible
translations, while yet they

is

only placed in the position in which everything

stands which
takes,

is

and must

subjected to the minds of
take,

much

of

its

men

;

it

sense and beauty

from the character of the percipient mind. Most
Englishmen know something of the Norman Conquest enough, perhaps, for forming a general idea
of its bearing on their present history yet what a
fulness of matter, and what a gorgeous and varied

—

;

colouring does that event exhibit

the

mind

of a Thierry

?

when

Yet what

which gives such superiority

is

subjected to

the talisman

to the ideas of the

but his resuscitation of Norman and English
life at the period specified ?
He throws himself
back for eight centuries, and by the aid of all availlatter,

BIBLICAL IDEAS SUITED TOR ALL TIME.
able materials, describes our forefathers

and
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their

conquerors as they really were. Just this is to be
done by the accomplished Biblical interpreter.
The objection may be met in another way. The
Bible

given by inspiration of God, and

is

is

thus to

be considered as especially fitted for the production
of its objects.
Nothing can be more evident than
that God intended by His servants to instruct all
ages, and all classes of men, by the Gospel of His
Son and we may therefore conclude that the docu;

ments in which the

resides

faith

should, in all

essential points, speak a universal language.
This
a priori conclusion is abundantly borne out by facts,
in all ages during which the Gospel has been proclaimed.
There have been grotesque and false

expositions of single texts, and misapprehension of

the finer shades of thought and meaning of the holy
writers

yet,

;

on the whole, the purpose of the

Bible has been accomplished in the fulfilment of
the character given of

by

inspiration of God,

it

:

and

" All Scripture
is

is

given

profitable for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righte-

ousness."

Yet, while this has been the case, and

while the humblest minds have profited by

it,

its

best stores and most polished beauties are reserved
for the

fit

student;

fit,

we mean, by

his using all

the appliances which, in the nature of things, and
in the Providence of God, can bring the retired
excellencies of the Bible into high relief.

;

(
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)

XI.

THE PERMANENCE OF NEW
TESTAMENT DOCTRINE:
PROFESSOR MAURICE.
Twenty

years ago Professor Maurice startled the

by the exhibition of a phenomenon
not then often witnessed, but which since that
It had seen
period has become but too common.
religious world

earnest and yet cautious efforts

made by men

to

their connection with the Church of
England, while, as the result proved, they more
cordially symbolized with the Church of Rome;
but, in this instance, a clergyman and a Professor
of Theology made a most full and frank avowal of

maintain

new

without appearing to be aware of its
dissonance with that which he was pledged to
maintain. The result was the same in both cases,
a

faith,

though our estimates of the persons concerned in

movements must be widely different
the Church of England was justly alarmed, and
by the powerful aid of her dogmatic possession of
the different

—

Catholic truth repudiated alike the heresies both old

and new which sought

to

entrench themselves

within her pale.

much to be compelled to speak of
decided terms as an opponent
in
such
Maurice
Mr.
of orthodoxy, but we confess our perusal of his
Essays, and his letter to Dr. Jelf on "the word
It grieves us

THE CREED OF PROFESSOR MAURICE.
Eternal,"

filled
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us with amazement at the extent

We had thought it was confined
which range themselves around the
word Eternal, and this conviction was deepened
by the fact that Dr. Jelf in his reply gave prominence only to the latitudinarian statements of
Mr. Maurice on that awful subject. Alas how
of the defection.

to the ideas

I

we undeceived. When there is conmuch that is mysterious in the subjects
life and death, we could have accounted

sadly were
fessedly so
of eternal

and excused some aberrations from the right
the hope that it would soon be regained.

for

line, in

But when other parts of the Christian system, still
more accurately defined in the Church to which
Mr. Maurice belonged, are explained away, if not
actually denied, the case indeed assumes a more
serious, and we fear, a hopeless character.
As the
duration
of
future
punishment
everlasting
vanishes
from Mr. Maurice's creed, so does the article of
Christ's sacrifice and satisfaction for the sins of the
world dissolve into an airy nothing under his
declamation.*

What

further a correct logical in-

who have not read the Essays, to
The following objections respecting the
popular view of the Atonement are put into the mouth of an
" The
adversary of the school Mr. Maurice wishes to propitiate
doctrines which prevail in Christendom, among Protestants as
well as Romanists, darken the sense of right and wrong in the
* It

give

may be

proper for those

a few extracts.

:

—

sanction the most false conceptions
minds of Christians
But they
concerning sin, the most cruel conceptions of God.
Texts of Scripture will not preserve them from
are doomed.
Of this Mr. Maurice says " On this point I join issue
burial."
with them. I say that they are right in imputing to Romanists
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

and Protestants a system of notions

—parts of

it

common

U

to both,

—

!
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may find wanting we will not pretend to
bnt we confess there are indications of an un-

duction
say,

hinged and unstable state of mind on most of the
topics which always have been considered as verities

While loving Christ and

in the Christian system.

and

Christianity,

solicitous,

we

firmly believe, for

—

which deserves the epithets they bestow
which does outrage the conscience, which does misrepresent the character of G-od, which does generate a fearful

parts peculiar to each

upon

it;

amount of

insincere belief, positive infidelity,

—

also, I think, of

becoming

I see, with them, that these notions are

immorality.

more and more

intolerable to thoughtful

and earnest men

;

that

Christian theology, as expressed in the language of the Bible and
of the Creeds, construed most simply,

is

a deliverance

from these

oppressive notions, and the only one which has yet been, or ever
will

Unless Mr. Maurice already has a congregation

be found."

(for these

Essays were

first

preached) composed of these scared

terrified victims of the general belief of

and

fatally

Christendom,

must such appeals create the objections here alluded

how
to in

such exaggerated language
" It

is

confessed that Christ was actually the Lord of men, the

of their spirits, the source of

King

them, the Person

for

whom

all

all

the light which ever visited

Head
The Bible
One who

nations longed as their real

and Deliverer, the root of Righteousness in each man.

speaks of His being revealed in this character.
appears as the actual representative of humanity cannot be a formal
.

substitute for

it.

We deny Him

We

.

.

in the first character by claiming

many,
what becomes of this ? " For He hath made Him to be sin for us
who knew no sin, that we might be made the righteousness of
God in Him."
" The Scripture says, The Lamb of God taketh away the sin
the second for

Him."

ask, to quote only one text out of

—

'

of the world.'

They
what the

All orthodox teachers repeat the lesson.

say Christ came to deliver sinners from sin.

This

is

Have we a right to call ourselves scriptural or
we change the words, and put penalty of sin for

sinner asks for.

orthodox
'

sin

sin

;'

if

if

'

we suppose

and death

'

that Christ destroyed the connection between

—the one being the necessary wages of the

other
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the well-being of his fellow men, Mr. Maurice
would reconstruct what has been found sufficient,
for eighteen centuries, to glorify God and save
immortal souls. What else can we deduce from
the sometimes stated, but more often implied,
reflections on " the general faith of Christendom ?"
We have said that Mr. Maurice boldly and
frankly proclaims his new views, and does not seem
to be aware of their utter discrepancy with the
articles and formularies of his Church
a fact at
first very startling, but which a little reflection
enables us to account for. Mr. Maurice seems to
be unaware that there is, in theology, if not a
mathematical, yet a scientific method of statement
and research, to which all writers or speakers on its
themes are bound to adhere and allows himself to
expatiate at large, as though the method and
arrangement by which such enquiries are to be
conducted had yet to be discovered. Mr. Maurice
thinks obscurely, and writes mistily, and the same
mental causes which lead him to do this, lead him
to mistake his relation to theology and the Church
;

;

at large.

An

architect, well capable of conceiving

and yet ignoring, or
depreciate, the labours and

and executing great

designs,

only recognizing to

be

results of all his predecessors, appears to us to
for the sake of benefiting

had, would

He

any individual

Would He not have destroyed
Those who say the law must
penalty

—should remember

itself if
its

man

whatever

have magnified the law and made
that which

own words.

it is

—

it

?

to fulfil

must have

How

does

Italics in the

it

not directed, interposes

punishment V

The

He

If

honourable

He came

execute itself

their

a person, against ivhom

it

above are our own.

u

2

?
?

its

execute
to

oear

!
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no unapt emblem of Mr. Maurice as a divine. The
same hallucination which enables him confidently
to put new interpretations upon the Bible, forbids
him to perceive how completely he is out of course
with the theological system to which he professedly
belongs.

Ear be it from us to treat the doubter with
severity per se there is much that is admirable, in
our esteem, in the mind which thinks bravely for
;

God

itself.

forbid that

we should

take advantage

of articles of peace and agreement, and convert
them from bonds of love into a net and a snare

Too well do we know what it is to grope our way,
and to feel after essential verities among the pitfalls and quagmires of doubts and perplexities, to
deal harshly with a brother whose feet may not yet
be set upon a rock and his goings established. But
does Mr. Maurice present the aspect of a doubter,
or does he appear to feel the need of a helping hand
So far is this from
to place him on terra firma ?
being the case, that his dogmas are ex cathedra,
and he moves subjectively bold and confident where
others fear to tread.*
* " If I
[i. e.

may not

my own

assert a distinction

distinction,

between time and eternity

he should have said], the whole mystery

of godliness, as I have endeavoured to set

it

forth, in opposition

Locke materialism of one class of Unitarians, and the
Emersonian spiritualism of another, vanishes into air. I cannot

to the

say that things earthly are fleeting, and things heavenly substantial

;

I

do not know what earth or heaven, shadow or sub-

To state my convictions on this subject
was a duty which I felt that I owed to thousands of young
Englishmen, whose faith in the redemption of Christ, even in the
being of a God, is at stake.
I could not but tell them, because I
stance,

would mean.

—
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The whole of these Essays proceed on the assumption that the comparatively little influence
exerted by Christianity upon the masses of our
countrymen is owing to the common mode in which
Divine Revelation is conceived of and presented.
We have been in the habit of thinking, not from
speculations in our closet, but from a close and
daily contact with the many-coloured forms of life
around us, that the irreligion we witness has its
source in some such causes as these.
Prom that
fatal tendency to worldliness arising from the radical
corruption of human nature, which led Christ to
say to the Jews, " Ye will not come unto me that
ye might have life," and which, as far as we know
to the contrary, always will be an antagonist to the
full success of Gospel truth;
from a want of a
generous and adequate use of the means of grace
among the masses of our fellow-men " Sow shall

—

—

;

they hear without a preacher,
believe

it is true,

identify the

and how

shall they

that the statements which have led

God and Father

them

to

of our Lord with the evil spirit are

not derived from the orthodox faith

;

that they are a strange

product of Calvinism and Locke philosophy, and of the morbid
consciousness of individuals
liverance from

them

[i. e.

;

that the orthodox faith

is

the de-

Mr. Maurice's subjective notion of what

the orthodox faith should be].

I

knew

that in taking this course

must offend some whom I had offended already that I might
offend some from whom I have received only kindness.
I consulted none of my friends about the book, lest they should either
I

;

be suspected of concurring in the opinions of

persuade

me

to

suppress what I

it,

or lest they should

was bound

to

utter."

Mr.

31aurice's Letter to Dr. Jelf.

Can our

readers divine

who

those are

and Father of our Lord with the
heresy revived in

London

?

who

" identify the

evil spirit "

?

Has some

God
old
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—

preach except they be sent ?" from the neglect of
a holy. and "bright example on the part of those who
have heen the subjects of holy influences " Ye are
the salt of the earth; but if the salt have lost its
;

savour, wherewith shall

other kindred causes,

it

be salted?"

we have been

—These, and

simple enough

and strange
have fully accounted
doctrines, for apostacies from the faith, and for the
gross and open irreligion of the multitude. But we
for divers

to think

can truly say we never for a moment suspected that
the old-fashioned Bible, as read and preached among
us,

in

the light of

hundred

years,

was

the experience of

telling a false tale,

eighteen

and must be

taught to utter another Gospel. Yet if this is not
the meaning of Mr. Maurice, in the volume before
us, we have been utterly mistaken in our earnest
desire to find out what it is.
While allusion is often made, in these Essays, to
irreligion as the result of something
wide-spread
a
wrong in our creeds, the more especial object of the
writer

is

to conciliate the Unitarians

;

and

this,

we

say, is done by virtually going over to their
camp, and leaving them in possession of the field.
Does Mr. Maurice really believe that the objections
of Unitarians arise from the misstatements of the
orthodox, or that genuine Scriptural truth may be
so presented as to win their esteem, and make them

must

willing to

become

believers in his

creeds as

lie

expounds them, if not members of his Church?
Has Mr. Maurice so wrongly read history as indeed
to fancy that Christianity ever could be made to
win all men by any Protean shapes it might assume ?
Sadly must he have forgotten the ten thousand

DISLIKE OF TRUTH THE SOURCE OF HERESY.
facts

which prove that the

the heart and not without

real obstacle

is
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within

and not
objective.
Oblivious, indeed, has he become of the
saying of the Master, " If they believe not Moses
and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded
though one rose from the dead;" and that of the
Disciple and Apostle, " For they being ignorant of
God's righteousness, and going about to establish
their own righteousness, have not submitted themselves unto the righteousness of God."
It

is

it;

subjective,

the fixed objectiveness of Christian truth

through its abuse by human pride and
every age been the fruitful source of
heresies which, had it been variable as the wayward
fancies of man, would have passed for verities.
We could do away with Socinians and Quakers and
Papists to-morrow, if we would but allow that the
Scriptures are to be interpreted according to the
wishes and prejudices of individuals, and not
according to any standard of fixedness, or any firm
Let us but take
principles of historical exegesis.
the Bible as our symbol, that is, a book of paper
and ink, leaving to each man to say what is meant
by the characters inscribed within it, and theological

which

has,

self-will, in

strife

would end

;

and, in some

sense, " the ivolf

might divell ivith the lamb, and the lion lie down
with the kid," and the harmonious pipes of a reSuch is
ligious Arcadia be heard on every hand.
the uniformity to which Mr. Maurice's principles
But is
lead, if they have not yet conducted to it.
the
unity
for
which
this the religion of Christ, or
His holy soul poured out itself in prayer just before
His passion? We believe Mr. Maurice would

—
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earnestly say

such

we

;

and yet

harmony

the false peace and soulless

is

which,

such a question

to

!

DOCTRINE.

to

would conduct

conceive, his principles

us.

That this age, this nineteenth century, is different from all that went hefore, so as to demand
by its intellectuality that prophets should alter their
strains, and Christ's plain teaching put on a new
dress,* is a doctrine preached with great boldness
* Unless we believe that all past ages, both early and late,
have been under a delusion, and that all colleges and divinity
professors have hitherto sent then- pupils to declare a false message

we must

to the world,

affirm that

Mr. Maurice thinks the nine-

He

teenth century needs another Gospel.
a few of the clergy

—

yes, of the best

and

says, " I

truest

knew that not
among them had

—

been driven into insincerity by thinking that they were bound by

men,

their profession to use phrases respecting God's purposes to

which they

felt that, as

use [phrases, that

is,

ministers of the Gospel, they ought not to

found in the Bible and Prayer-book, for no
England feel bound to

others can a clergyman of the Church of

use]

that a

;

that they
it,

but

to

hopeless.

—
—

number of them had been driven to despair by feeling
declare that Christ came into the ivorld not to save

must

pronounce the condition of ninety-nine out of every hundred
I did believe that

to those to
'

You

whom

some must say

to the clergy generally

they must have to give account particularly

are not forced

by the Formularies you have subscribed
You have good news

put yourselves in this dreadful position.
preach.

You may

say " that there

the abyss of death."

as in

who

me

lay, the

I

is

an abyss of love deeper than

did think that the task of helping, so far

members of

my own

thought that

it

and

destruction,

was not

was imposed upon me by

were to shrink from

it

I

—

and the multitudes
had no message to them

order

are in misery because they feel as if ive

but one of ivrath

if I

'

to

to

my

'

self-imposed.'

ordination

vow

;

should, in the sight of God, be

word " Eternal,"
breaking that vow."
but
we can only
volumes,
speaks
passage
This frightful
Letter to Dr. Jelf on the

special attention to the sentences

I

that

we have marked

in Italics.

etc.

call

Mr.

!
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by many, and one which we propose more minutely
to

consider,

since

threatens,

it

if

prevalent,

to

destroy ancient landmarks, to raze the Christian
temple, and leave the souls for which Christ died

without hope and without a home. As the political
doctrines of socialism have a fairness and speciousness when propounded, as though better fitted for
this age than the antiquated governments which
have preceded it, and, if realized, would please for a
time only to make the ultimate ruin more widespread and permanent, so this vaunted facility of
Christianity to adapt its teachings to the " varying

hour" would produce a
serve as a foil

peace only to
to the fearful confusion it would

ultimately entail.
tianity, as

But

transient

we

as

understood by

all

believe that Chris-

Christian men, sub-

stantially, in past ages, is fixed

we

believe there

is

Maurice

its

so

nothing in this nineteenth cen-

tury which should necessitate
allude to

and immutable,

its

We

alteration.

fundamental doctrines, which, amidst

us that multitudes, both clergy and

laity, taught by
remembered, are in trouble, and
some in despair, because they think that they have no message but
tells

the Bible and Prayer-book be

and

one of wrath

destruction

it

And

!

this is said in the face of all

the tender references which are of constant occurrence in the service

we
quote
from the
—" Almighty
God, our heavenly Father, who

of his Church, of which

Communion

:

will

one,

Office of the

of

Thy

tender mercy didst give Thine only Son Jesus Christ to suffer

death upon the cross for our redemption

His one oblation of Himself once
ficient sacrifice, oblation,

and

offered)

satisfaction,

;

who made

there (by

and suffor the sins of the
a

full, perfect,

whole world." And yet with such divinity as this, which has
been the common inheritance of Englishmen for more than
three centuries, Mr. Maurice finds it necessary to devise something to keep churchmen from being driven to despair
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and some occasional
from age to age characterized the

variety on other matters,

obscurity, have

Gospel system.
When surveyed calmly, away from the excite-

ment

of vain self-congratulation,

past history,

we ask what

there

and in the
is

light of

in this age to

by
which in former ages proved the power of God unto
salvation ? It cannot be wealth and luxury, for they
Knowledge and
fell before the Gospel at Corinth.
for Greeks
peculiar
obstacles,
no
learning present
and Romans, well stored with such acquirements,
became subject to the claims of the cross of Christ.
An age of devotion to art, whether painting, sta-

unfit it to be saved

the exhibitions of truth

tuary, or architecture, cannot be unfavourable to

the triumphs of

Christian truth, for,

if

so,

the

Apostles and early teachers were placed in a position very unfavourable to their success, since they

preached in cities among the ruins of which we
search for our models. Trade and commerce are
not causes of the Gospel becoming effete, for our
forefathers were as distinguished in these depart-

ments

as

we

are,

and yet found the plain orthodox

exhibition of the faith sufficient for them.

Nor can

the fact that in our country, at this time, there are
overgrown populations sunk in ignorance and vice,

be adduced as a reason

why we

should instal a

new

Divinity in the place of the old. Mr. Maurice
himself alludes to the triumphs of the simple

Gospel

among

the Kingswood

colliers,

when

ad-

ministered by Wesley, Whitefield, or Hill, and, as
far as we can gather, would revise our creeds more
for the educated classes than for the ignorant.

If

SELF-CONCEIT OF THE PRESENT AGE.

we

pass from nations to individuals,

less possible to

make

becomes

still

out a case to warrant a revision

of our dogmatic statements.

now

it
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Surely no persons are

to be found of so peculiar

an idiosyncrasy that

their prototypes cannot be discovered in past ages,

whom

the Gospel, as

now

delivered,

made humble,

holy, and obedient to the faith.
Among the fathers
and confessors of the Church we can enumerate
orators, painters, poets, metaphysicians, tradesmen,

farmers, slaves, rich

men and

poor men, old and

young, men immersed in business as well as monks
and anchorites, who were either terrified into repentance and obedience by the preaching of eternal
punishment, or won to the love of Christ by
the statement that He bore their sins in Sis own
body on the tree, and made satisfaction to on ended
justice by the shedding of His blood.
There is one feature of this age which may
make it more difficult to impress it by the oldfashioned statements of the Gospel, and that is, the
pride and self-conceit which lead it to think itself
The
better than those which have gone before it.
2

vaunting of our times is too little noticed, because,
unfortunately, it has become an epidemic, pervading all classes of the body politic, and only displaying itself in its ridiculousness to a few comtemplative
minds, who, from "the loop-holes of retreat," contemplate "such a world." The emaciated greasy

mechanic, melted down to a mere frame-work or
skeleton of skin and bones in a factory, sits over his

newspaper at home or in the public-house, and grins
unutterable scorn upon the rustic labourer of the
distant village, because he

knows nothing

of politics

'6(J0
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penny magazines, forgetting that, like the generations before him, he may be healthy, contented, and
wise in the state in which it has pleased God to call
him. In the same manner the bustling tradesman,
hurrying from place to place with railway speed,
and agitated and excited by the delivery of three
or

posts a day, instead of one, wonders

how men

lived

"dark ages" when trade had lucid and
mad by an overstrained competition.
We wish we could exempt
the educated classes from this monomania, but Mr.
Maurice's volume will not permit us to do so. He*
has evidently caught the proud infection, and imagines that the Gospel which sufficed for our ancestors (poor simple souls) is not fitted for such a wise
What if, after
and enlightened generation as this
all, this should be a delusion and a snare, and if, in
the eye of God, such passages as these should be
" There is a generation
applicable to us as a people
that are pure in their own eyes, and yet are not
washed from their filthiness. There is a generation ;
how lofty are their eyes, and their eyelids are

at all in those

quiet intervals, and was not driven

!

:

*

We

—

were about to say he and his

disciples,

and should have

been warranted in doing so by Mr. Maurice's own statements of
the extent to which others think with him, as may be seen in a
previous quotation.
is

But we

are inclined to think that this matter

overstated by Mr. Maurice, not knowingly, but by the necessary

operation of the principle that what

we think

strongly upon,

we

imagine must be received in the same way by other minds. At
the same time, as Mr. Maurice confesses that he has now for some
years inculcated his peculiar views in the College and the Church,

we

entertain the painful apprehension that he

the doubts and fears which
dispel.

we

are sure his

may have

new dogmas

excited
will

not
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"Because thou say est, I am rich and
increased with goods and have need of nothing ; and
knowest not that thou art loretched, and miserable,
and poor, and blind, and naked ; I counsel thee to
lifted

up /"

•,

buy of me gold tried in the fire that thou may est be
; and white raiment that thou may est be clothed,
and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear ;
and anoint thine eyes zoith eye-salve that thou mayest
rich

see!"

We

remember the exhortation, "Say
not thou that the former times were better than
these," nor are we disposed to make such an assertion.

desire to

We

crisis of

thank God that our

lot is cast at this

the world's history, and in a country which,

with all its faults, we love so well, that we would not
exchange it for any spot we can think of on the
whole habitable globe. But at the same time, we
are not blind to the peculiar sins of our times, and to
the folly of fancying ourselves to be intellectually
This age
or morally better than our forefathers.
6

goes far beyond the past in the possession of the
materials of knowledge, and these are apt to be con-

founded with

wisdom and

understanding.

The

possession of a library does not necessarily raise a

man

in intellectual power, no more than wealth
makes him generous. Here lies the mistake into
which many fall, and even divines and teachers of

others

among them,

that because Providence has

placed us in more favourable circumstances than
our predecessors, we are, on that account, ourselves
intellectually

advanced.

We

abjure

the

whole

theory as a pitiful figment, and are prepared, if necessary, to prove at greater length than we now can do,
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we have indeed far more responsibility than
our fathers, but are neither more pious, more wise,

that

nor more benevolent.
for our

in

For the present it is enough
we can see nothing
or things around us to make the simple

argument

men

to say, that

Gospel of old times unfitted for

its

work, except the

haughty pride of our fallen nature, which must be
brought low before any Gospel can produce those
benign effects which Mr. Maurice so eloquently
desiderates.

What

which Mr. Maurice
impugners of orthodoxy, but
peace-offerings to that unsanctified reason which
refuses to acknowledge any doctrines but those
which it can measure with its rule and fathom with
its plummet ?
And can it really be supposed, that
when these sacrifices are made to this humanlyconstituted demigod, its craving will be appeased,
and a greater disposition shewn, on its part, to
are the concessions

would make

to the

receive the truth in the love of it?

Little does

maw

of scepticism

that

man know

of the insatiable

who

fancies that it will cease to cry "Give, give,"
long as any traces remain of what God has
sanctioned and eighteen centuries proved to be
as

valuable.

When

the labours of the Danaides shall

cease to be futile, or

when broken cisterns can hold
we hope that men

water, then, and not before, shall

who now reject revelation because of its difficulties,
will be made its friends and subjects by concessions.
The pinnacles are too high ; remove them, and the
building will be too broad and unwieldy without
Take away the wings, to restore something
harmony and proportion, and the insignificant

them.
like

INSATIABLE DEMANDS OP SCEPTICISM.
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appearance of what remains will be an argument
entire removal.
The "carved work" will
first disappear, being "broken down with axes and
hammers" and then the cry will not be long in

for its

following,

"Haze

thereof."

How

it,

raze

careful

it,

even

to the

foundation

and zealous should we be in

opposing the beginnings of that revolutionary spirit
in religion, which can only end, if allowed to have
course, in verifying the description of the

its full

Psalmist: "They set thy sanctuaries on fire, they
desecrate to the ground the habitation of Thy name ;
they say in their hearts.

we

at once,

We

will

recompense

it all

will burn all the places

of the revelation
of God in the land."*
Let us suppose for a moment that we could
grant that what appears objectionable to the sceptic
no part of revelation, and could remove those

is

portions

of

orthodoxy

To come nearer

taken.

to

which objections are

to the question in hand, let

be allowed to Mr. Maurice to remove from our
or formularies, or official and dogmatic
statements, all that his Essays find fault with, and
we seriously ask him, Do you think you would then
have made the path straight, and removed out of
it

creeds,

the

way

?
Alas how long
be before we all learn that there is no level
path to heaven, but that we must ascend the hill of

will

stumbling-blocks

all its

!

it

difficulty,

and pass through the dark valley

!

When

make us cease from
that easy which never will be

will the declaration of Christ

attempting to
found to be so

make
:

" Hoio strait

is

the gate,

and narrow

* Ps. lxxiv. 7, 8, HengBtenberg's translation.

;
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way that leadeth unto life."* Por example,
be conceded that God is "absolute JJove,"^
and that justice, as applied to Him, has been a
word improperly used, and henceforth to be disis

the

let it

carded,

and what

the result?

is

Now

we

that

admit retributive justice as a part of the Divine
character, we can see how misery can exist in the
world consistently with His being a God of Love
but, admit that He is "absolute Love" and the
objection comes upon us with crushing force, Why
then does He not employ His power to produce universal happiness

So, in reference to every other

?

modification which is proposed to be made in the
old faith of Christendom; by admitting these

changes,

we only

ting rid of

shift the difficulty,

without get-

Surely as this improbus labor has

it.

* Matt.
editors,

vii. 14, reading «' for on, as is done by some of the
and in the margin of the Authorized English Version.

f "The starting -point of the Gospel, as I read it, is the
the reward of the Gospel is the knowledge
absolute love of God
;

"My

duty then I feel is this, 1st, To assert that
know, that which God has revealed, this absolute universal love in all possible cases, and without any limitation, etc."
"Grounds, etc.," pp. 5, 8. Objections might be justly taken to
of that love."

which

I

these statements per

se,

as being quite irreconcileable with the

the Book, from which, after all, we must derive all
our knowledge of what God is. But considered, as they must be
statements of

in connection with

Mr

Maurice's whole teaching, these proposi-

and
Mr. Maurice, unless we utterly mistake his

tions involve a heresy too pernicious to be treated tenderly

with soft words.

meaning, believes that God
cannot,

1st,

is

absolute love in such a sense that

have given His Son to bear the penalty of our

He

sins,

nor, 2ndly, allow an impenitent sinner to perish everlastingly, in

the sense in which the word everlasting, or eternal,

understood.

is

popularly

THE WORD " ETERNAL."

now

occupied restless

satisfactory result,

it

spirits in

must be
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every age, with no

better to thread the

than to waste our energies in vain attempts to
cut through it.
Prom these general objections to Mr. Maurice's
teacliing as a whole, we turn to the specimen he
has given both of his capacity for demolition, and
hill

of inability to reconstruct, in his published opinions

on the word Eternal.

These are alluded to, indirectly, in various parts of the Essays, but acquire a
substantive form in a few pages at the close of the
volume. But it is in the earlier correspondence
with Dr. Jelf, and in his own pamphlet on "the
word Eternal," addressed to that gentleman,
that Mr. Maurice fully developes and defends the

dangerous positions he has advanced.

own

proceed

to

question,

we must be allowed

give

our

Before

observations

on

we
the

to express our thanks

on the one hand, for his exposure of
Mr. Maurice's error, and our deep regret, on the
other, at the captious and unfair way in which Mr.
Maurice has replied to him. Dr. Jelf's treatise, for
so it really is, although somewhat hastily compiled
pro re natd, is all that could be wished, in the
delicate and responsible position in which he has
been placed, except, as we have before hinted, that
a portion, and not the whole of Mr. Maurice's
heterodoxy has been made the ground of complaint
by him. But this, being so far favourable to the
defendant, should have disposed him to be more
to Dr. Jelf,

gentle in his treatment of the Principal of King's
College.

We

dignified,

and inductive method pursued by Dr.

are

bound

to state that in the calm,

—

—
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recognize the features of the solid, and

common-sense, and scriptural Theology of the
Church to which he belongs (when viewed as a
whole during the last three centuries) while in
Mr. Maurice's defence, as in the Essays, we pain;

fully trace a close likeness to a class of mystical
writers, who, both on the Continent and in England,
have endeavoured to envelope in clouds the fair
temple of our faith.
With all his repudiation of the term, and not-

we believe his perfect honesty in
we are compelled to regard Mr. Maurice
as a Restorationist, or Universalist
e. one who
thinks that all men will ultimately be saved and
withstanding

rejecting

it,

i.

;

restored to happiness.*
He thinks his opinions do
not lead to that result; but this is only another
instance of his deficiency in the power of following

an
thought which we
find to pervade the Essays, with some few exceptions.
"We will give two extracts, and thus enable
his statements to their legitimate consequences,
illustration of the mistiness of

am

* "I have said distinctly that I

not a Universalist, that I

have deliberately rejected the theory of Universalism, knowing
it is, and that I should as much refuse an Article which
dogmatized in favour of that theory, as one that dogmatized in
favour of the opposite." Maurice, " On the word Eternal."
" Mr. Maurice has assured me that he is not a Universalist,

what

and of course

I

unreservedly believe

this.

[That

is,

we presume

Dr. Jelf means, that he believes Mr. Maurice thinks he

But

then,

name and
think

it

it is

not for

me

the theory of

lawful to permit, nay, to encourage others

young Englishmen'

—

to

is

not.]

how one who repudiates the
Universalism for his own person, can

to explain

hold

the

doctrine

that

revealed in Scripture of ultimate salvation for
unbelieving, and impenitent sinners."

Jelf,

— thousands of

all,

'

there

is

hope

even for wicked,

'Grounds,'

etc.

IS

MR. MAURICE A UNIVERSALIST

our readers to judge whether

we

deriving the conviction from
is
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?

are uncharitable in

them that the

writer

a Universalist.
"It cannot be denied that

men

Rome

are escaping to

in

search of a purgatory, because they see in that some token

God is merciful to His creatures, that the whole mass of
human beings in our streets and alleys whom we have overthat

looked and neglected, nineteen-hundredths of the population
of

all

American slaves,
body of Turks, Hindoos, Hottentots, Jews,

the continental countries, most of the

besides the whole

will not sink for ever, in a short time, into hopeless destruc-

tion,

from which a few persons, some of

whom

are living

comfortably, eating their dinners and riding in their car-

any vexation of heart, may, by special mercy,
They say this is the meaning of what they
have been told in the land where a Gospel is said to be
preached, where Bibles are distributed in every village.
They say that a Church which gives them a hope that this is
not so that the threescore years and ten do not absolutely
limit the compassion of the Father of Spirits, must be better
than the one in which they have been bred. Oh that such
words should be spoken, and should be believed that we
should be supposed to have gained nothing by three centuries
of emancipation from the yoke of Rome, but the loss of faith
and hope in God but a more assured perdition, a more utter
Let us hasten to wipe off this foul disgrace, to
despair
shew in deed and in truth that it does not belong to us.
We have renounced indeed all notion of defining the limits
riages, without

be delivered.

—

!

;

—

!

of purgatory.

world

is

We

a purgatory

up the dross and

know

that in the

—that

there are

refining the pure ore.

the blasphemous notion

of paying

strictest

fires

We

so

sense this

here for burning

have renounced

much

to

God

for

bringing souls out of the condition which belongs to them.

We

have not instituted prayers for the dead, for Christ has
God is not the God of the dead, but of the living,

said, that

since all live to

Him.

We

have rejected

idle fancies

x

2

about

—

—
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know
we
love ?
But how dare we define God ? How dare we say
that Christ is not the Lord of both worlds ?
How can we
check the Spirit of Love, who bids us pray for all men/ or
tell him that the prayers must be limited by barriers of space
and time, which Christ has broken down ? And into what

may be

places where spirits

dwelling ; for what do we

of them, and what have they to do with us and those

'

blasphemy does

this

We

notion lead us?

poor

selfish,

miserable creatures, desire the well-being of this and that
so we are
We are desiring a good
more loving than the God of Love
for man which He does not desire."
Essays.
" We do not want theories of Universalism they are as
cold, hard, unsatisfactory as all other theories.
But we
want that clear broad assertion of the Divine charity which
the Bible makes, and which carries us immeasurably beyond
all that we can ask or think.
What dreams of ours can

fellow-creature, of Jews, Turks, infidels, heretics

;

!

;

reach to the assertion of St. John, that death and hell themselves shall be cast into the lake of fire

the meaning of such expressions.
accept

them and

give thanks.

may

death into which I

I

I cannot

?

fathom

*But they are written
feel

there

is

;

I

an abyss of

sink at the last.

Christ's Gospel

am

content to be lost

reveals an abyss of love below that

;

I

I know no more, but I am sure there is a woe on us
we do not preach this Gospel if we do not proclaim the
name of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit the Eternal
Charity.
Whenever we do proclaim that name, I believe we
in that.

—

if

—

invade the realm of night and of eternal death, and open the

kingdom of heaven."

Mr. Maurice

Essays.

will not

be called a Universalist,

because that would demand bis adberence to a
theory, a species of fetter be is very determined not

And

witb most amusing, and almost
cbildisb inconsistency, be shelters bis repudiation of
tbe term under a tbeory of bis own
He will not
to wear.

yet,

!

THE WORD "ETERNAL" IN JOHN

XVII. 3.
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do as he ought to attempt to do, namely, to

make

the plain statements of the Scriptures square, by
some means, with his opinions. This the Universalists do,

to give its

knowing that unless the Bible

is

sanction to their dogmas, they have

made
little

chance of making disciples. Such a plain, matterof-fact, and Bacorxan procedure as enquiring, What
saith the Scripture ? and then following the direction indicated by its utterances, is unsuited to Mr.
Maurice's transcendental and airy conceptions,
which refuse to be bound by such trammels. But
something must be done, and therefore the word
eternal, as expressed by the Greek alwvto^, is deprived
of substance, and taken to the regions of fancy, by
Because
a criticism as flimsy as it is novel.
eternity is not time, Mr. Maurice endeavours to make
it appear ridiculous to bring to the comprehension
of
is

The old idea of eternity
it any temporal notions.
thus thought to be exploded, and Matt. xxv. 46

robbed of those terrors which, according to these
Essays, have driven so many to a Romish purgatory.
But as the word still remains, and something must

be done with

it,

Mr. Maurice

xvii. 3, " This

John
know Thee,
whom Thou

finds its definition in

is life eternal,

that they might

and Jesus Christ

only true God,

the

hast sent."*

* " St. John, repeating our Lord's most awful prayer, takes

me a step further.
may know Thee the
hast

sent.'

words.

At

first

We suppose

'

This,'

he says,

'

is

eternal

life

only true God, and Jesus Christ

we shrink from
that they do not

;

that they

whom Thou

the strict meaniDg of these

mean

that eternal

life is

the

knowledge of God, but only that those who obtain that knowledge
But when I ask
or that life will retain it through eternity.
myself, Do I then know what eternity is ? do I mean by eternity
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We might meet both these views, put forward
though they are with rather offensive dogmatism,
on various grounds, hut we prefer to exhibit them
as novelties, contrary to the consent of the whole
Church of Christ from His day to our own, some
occasional fancies of individuals perhaps excepted.

am shocked and startled at
want of faith and want of reason. Our Lord has
been training us by His beautiful blessed teaching to see eternity
as something altogether out of time, to connect it with Him who
He has been teaching me that I
is, and was, and is to come.
have a spirit which cannot rest in time, which must strive after
a certain very, very long time? I

my

once by

God

the living, the permanent, the eternal, after

me

has been telling
that

He

own

definition
'

it.

my own

my

does

Now,

fifth of St.

How

?

How

if

Himself.

He

into this state,

dare I then depart from His

dare I impute

conscience, not involving the contradictions which

?

believing from

Matthew

my

heart that the words in the twenty-

are quite as

in the seventeenth of John, I

and

me

has come to bring

to

witness of
"

to

He

my own low meaning of
Him, and read myself into His words when He is
me to another meaning infinitely more accordant with the

eternal

raising

way

the

is

that

much our

Lord's words as those

am bound by

reverence to

Him,

not by that, even by ordinary philological honesty [does

then philology teach that words can only have one sense?], to
apply to the former the meaning which I have learned from the
latter, this

being the strictest I can get.

that meaning to both cases in which the

I

word

am bound
is

to apply

used, getting rid

of the difference which our translators have (not honestly, or

with great carelessness) introduced between 'everlasting' and
/ am bound to believe that the eternal life into which
eternal.'
'

the righteous

am bound

go

is that Tcnoivledge

hand go

those on the left

of

God which

is

eternal

life ;

I

that the eternal punishment into which

to suppose

is

the loss of that eternal

life,

what

is

elsewhere called eternal death.'
" Now, if you ask me on the strength of this passage, or of any
'

similar one, to dogmatize
I feel obliged to say,

'

I

on the duration of future punishment,

cannot do so

;

I find there at least

nothing

THE WORD "ETERNAL" IN MATT. XXV.

We

ask,

what

46.
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ideas were likely to be conveyed to

the disciples of our Lord, or any others

who

listened

His description of the judgment, in the twentyfifth of Matthew, by the terms He employed ?
to

Would they not think
with all human bliss by

of a happiness contrasted

the endless duration of

it ?

and of a misery knowing not that termination
which sooner or later must be now, in this life,
awarded to pain and suffering ? Is it for a moment
to be imagined that the fishermen of Galilee, and
the other humble persons, for whom, and not for an
occasional Scribe or Pharisee, our Lord's discourse

was intended, had the remotest conception of the
refinements of Mr. Maurice, as stated in the note

above ? Now, be it remembered, that the sense
our Lord intended to convey to them, must be the
sense of the passage, however much a soi-disant
wiser age may long to refine it away. Their experience and observation abundantly taught them that
life was fleeting, and could be measured by threescore years and ten but their Master urged them
;

and dissuaded them from

to virtue,

sin,

by pointing

to a state which, either for weal or woe, should last
for ever.
on the subject.
eternal.

I

cannot apply the idea of time to the word

I feel that I

cannot

;

everybody

feels

What do

it.

the

continual experiments to heap hundreds of thousands of years

upon hundreds of thousands of years, and then the confession,
after all we are no nearer to eternity, mean, if not this ? Do they
not shew that we are not even on the way to the idea of eternity ?"

—Dr.

Jelf,

logical,

and philological, are crowded into

ing passage

'

!

Grounds,'

It

endorsement of a

is

etc.

How many

errors,

this short

theological,

but bewilder-

no new statement of Mr. Maurice, but a fresh
by him to a friend in 1849.

letter written
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those hearers of Christ were taught

in that sublime discourse,

has unfolded to the

it

millions of spirits which in all ages, countries, and

circumstances, have been taught by the reading of
it

in their hearing, their

own

perusal of

or the

it,

upon it by their religious instructors.
Here and there some wayward mind
has speculated, where it ought humbly to have
been a learner and in the question, Can God
discourses founded

;

punish a sinner eternally

?

has lost sight of the

so.
But, as the rule,
time the measure of eternity, and
very properly so, that being the only standard by
which any definite idea can be obtained of what
eternity is.
Does Mr. Maurice need to be informed

plain fact that Christ said

men have made

that a portion of

what

nature, immeasurable,

may

some

is,

may

in

itself,

in its whole

yet be measured

unfathomable

?

The

but the
plumb-line, by its very inability to reach the bottom,
gives a practical and adequate conception of the
nature of the abyss beneath. What can a finite
mind know of God, in the sense of a full and comsea

be, in

parts,

;

what He is ? And yet we, made in
His image, and possessing properties derived from
our heavenly Father, can form such a notion as
enables us to confide in Him, and what is more, to
believe that He is so far like us that we may have
His affection, and love Him in return. To love
God is our privilege and our duty; but, on the
principle sanctioned by Mr. Maurice, we might be
deterred from this by the infinite disparity of the
beings thus brought into contact.
So with regard
to prayer
can words from mortal lips reach to the
plete idea of

—

RELATIONS OF TIME TO ETERNITY.
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ear of heaven, and secure for the worshipper the

exertion of the Divine power?

Let us begin to
leave the measures and rules and media, by which
God Himself enables us to climb, as it were, to an
idea of infinitude and eternity, and then farewell all
comfort and all hope, swallowed up as those anchorless barks must be in the stormy ocean of doubt
and scepticism.

Are we to give up the firm-beaten paths of past
be lost in the labyrinths of our own fancies ?

ages, to

Our

forefathers believed that although time

eternity,

yet

is

not

by the one they could gain such a

notion of the other as served the purpose of comfort-

ing the good, and effectively warning the bad.

And they had philosophy on their side if, by that
much-abused word, we understand that love of
wisdom which led them to take God at His word.
For our own part we are content to bear Mr.
Maurice's scoff at the " serious and shocking
trifling " of " heaping up hundreds of thousands of
years " in order to gain an idea of that which is
everlasting.
We confess we can apply the idea of
time to the word eternal, and we thank God for the
comfort such an application often gives to us. We
feel, as much as Mr. Maurice can do, the overwhelming nature of what is conveyed by the everlasting punishment of a sinner, but we dare not be
more merciful than God. We could wish there were
no misery here or hereafter, but we see the one, and
;

What should
such a belief do, but deepen our love to Him by
whom sinners can be plucked as brands from the
burning, and make us too industrious and devoted

believe in the certainty of the other.

—
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His prescribed service to allow us time to search
which is incomprehensible. "We remember
being impressed in boyhood by one of the illustrations Mr. Maurice seems to think should now be
disused and, on consulting it again for our present
to

into that

;

we

purpose,

gladly give

our cordial approval.

it

We

put the passage in the form of a note, believing
it contains, on this subject, more ballast for a
wavering mind than all Mr. Maurice's volume can
that

furnish.*

Let

it

be remembered that in the future state of

be the same beings we are now,
however more exalted or debased we may become.
We shall preserve our identity, and, as the consequence of this, must use the same powers of
intellect we now possess, and, we presume, in much
existence

we

shall

the same way.

Imagine yourself, then, in that fair
and peaceful clime which has been the object of all
holy aspirations
in a state which Mr. Maurice
would sever from all affinity with time. You are
;

* "

We

have not, indeed, a positive, adequate, and compre-

hensive view of eternity

;

no created being hath so it is the
But we can conceive
;

prerogative of the infinite and eternal mind.
of

it

it is

after

an obscure and inadequate manner.

somewhat

like the survey a

man

board a ship sailing in the midst of

Our conception

of

takes of the ocean from on

it.

not the whole ocean, aud where his sight

He sees
is

the ocean, though

terminated by his

own

weakness, can perceive that the ocean extends further than he can

Conceive a mountain of sand rising up to the stars

see.

;

though

amazing heap be supposed to waste but a single grain every
million of years, it will in time be exhausted and sink down to a
level
but eternity will never be all spent when innumerable
this

;

;

from ending as ever, because,
Grove, quoted in Or ton on Eternity.
indeed, it hath no end."
See Orton's Practical Works, vol. i., p. 534, Tegg's Edition.
ages have run out,

it

will be as far
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happy in the presence of God, conscious of a peace
which leaves nothing to be desired. But unless
that state is contrary to all we can conceive of, and
to all the

must

it

known laws

of our intelligent nature,

not have a past, a present, and a future

?

language there, may it not be said, I
conversed with Enoch, and I shall hold communion
with Paul ? Must there not be reminiscence, present consciousness, and the volition to do something
yet to come ? Yet what are these relations but
If there

is

those which subsisted in this world, by which the
idea of duration

is

certainly conveyed

!

The

ideas

words eternity and eternal, taken
by man, not
because they imply a never-ending future, but
because they require that there should be no beginning in the subjects of them.
To have no
beginning is indeed a property which no created
mind can understand, because it is utterly out of
the range of its experience. But no new mental
faculty, and no new laws of thought are wanted to
enable us to conceive of what has commenced being
The life of man, his confor ever perpetuated.
sciousness that he lives, moves, and has a being, has
a beginning, and from that starting-point admits of
measurement, however long it may continue. Hence
everlasting, the term which Mr. Maurice finds fault
with the venerable translators of the English version
for using, is the most proper one when a future
eternity, so to speak, is intended.
It is a mere love
of mysticism which leads to the assertion that
eternity, in this sense, has no relation to time.
It
is plainly, in reference to a thinking mind, a sueinvolved in

tlie

absolutely, cannot indeed be grasped
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feelings, as capable of being

chronicled in a future state as in that in which

now

we

"We are deeply
who ought to
be competent teachers of others, these elementary

are

Seel hactenus hcec.

placed.

grieved to have to bring before those

matters of

common

faith.

are necessary respecting Mr.

Mau-

common

Few words

sense and of our

and eternal death, or
which he imagines our Lord
We need not hesitate for a

rice's definition of eternal life

rather the definition

Himself has given.

moment
John

3

contrary to history, and

is

know Thee,"

eternal, that they might

out the

way

to bestow,

in

which the eternal

was

to be obtained.*

* " Jesus gives eternal

the dying from

life,

which

life

death, not only inasmuch as
the support of this

said " This is life

when our Lord

believe that

quite

ground of rational exegesis.

indefensible on the

We

put upon

to say that the interpretation

xvii.

He

life

We

He had

supplies

he pointed
which He had

etc.,

all

also believe

purchased by His

things necessary for

but inasmuch as by His power He leads
another, and in it rewards every one

this life to

according to his deeds, and will
the dead to judgment.

Thus

finally, at

it

some future time,

recall

pleased the Father, whatever

He

by His Son, and into the hands of
His Son it pleased His wisdom and benevolence to deliver the
power of eternal life. Hence there can be no other means for the
attainment of it than that every one should know and embrace in
faith both the Father who bath delivered this salvation to His

bestowed on men, to bestow

Son,

and

the

And

the Father.
eternal,'
iii.,

p.

Son

etc.

to

whom

this is

i

is

important work

meant in

is

ver. 3,

committed by
'

This

is

Tittman, in Bloomfield's Eecensio Si/noptica,

Gil.

> ^° v

this

what

It

may

be worth observing

Syriac reads, " That they
Aj"Jj

it

^

a

mode

view of the translators.

may know Thee

that
that

life

vol.

the Peschito-

Thou

art,"

etc.

of rendering which clearly explains the

;
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the subject of our Lord's proposition,
and that eternal is a predicate of it, introduced for
the very purpose of contrasting it with anything
hearing the name, as known in this present world.

that

life is

Whatever the

disciples understood

by

life,

whether

happiness, holiness, or any other desirable possession, our Lord taught them that it was contrasted

the world could offer by being eternal or
everlasting.* Similar in form is another declaration
of our Lord, at the grave of Lazarus, " I am the

with

all

resurrection

and

the life;" i.e., as explained

Himself in the following words, "

He

by

that believeth

in me, though he were dead yet shall he live, and
whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never
What can be meant here by the words, shall
die."
never die, but what is intimated in a different

phraseology in the passage, " This

is life

eternal,"

etc.?

But our intention

is

not to give a complete

exegesis of the texts of Scripture on

Maurice seeks

to fix a

which Mr.

new meaning, but

rather to

put in a plea for the old interpretation, as sufficient
and authoritative. We deprecate a new theology,
because

we

feel that if

such

is

necessary

it

implies

that the eighteen centuries of the Church's history

have been a mistake and a failure, which, if we
could believe, we should be compelled to give up
the system which demanded so long a time for its
dogmatic development. It is one thing to find
every successive age is illustrating, brightening, and
* " Zwt), oinne genus felicitatis, ex usu loquendi Hebraico

quemadmodum
Schleusner in

e contrario, Oava-ro<s

loc.

omnis generis miseria

dicitur."
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confirming the statements of Holy Scripture, and
the faith once delivered to the saints, and another
to

demand

that the lapse of years

is

to

render

antiquated the substance of the Bible, and necessitate

a

demn

new statement

of its doctrines.

"We con-

as most
most unsound in its principle, the idea that this age
must have a teaching, on cardinal points, different
from what was held to be essential in time past.
"We may alter the platform of Church government,

destructive to Christianity, because

we may

differ as to certain texts, or as to

amount

of verbal basis on which this or that doc-

trine

to be founded;

is

the exact

but as to the doctrines

themselves, they have received a fixedness which

nothing but a subjective tendency to scepticism can
imagine to be shaking. It is in this sense that we
are in the habit of still hoping bright things for the
Church of God, that while there are constantly new
theories being propounded, and divers and strange
doctrines being maintained, the historical system of
How
Christian truth remains as stable as ever.
can it be otherwise, if, as we firmly believe, the
Church has been watched over by its Divine
Founder from the beginning not to prevent the
attacks of heresies, but to guard against their being
not to root out the tares from the wheat
fatal
whenever they appear, but to see that while growing
together the precious is not choked by the vile.
Revealed religion is built on the basis of history.
The Old Testament doctrines and prophecies are
linked to events and facts, and must be considered
and interpreted by them and with them. So Christianity, as a system made known in the New
;

;
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Testament,

is

inseparably united with the

life

of

and the personal labours of His Apostles.
have nowhere in the Bible a code of laws

Christ,

We

systematically arranged, but all

New

Testament

especially,

its

books, in the

take their origin

in

circumstances of personal or social interest. How
admirably does this fact guard Divine truth from

men

perverse disputings of

of corrupt minds, and

ill-judged novelties of such as are well-disposed, but

weak and

excitable

If for this broad objective

!

front which can be subjected to critical enquiry and
scientific research,

individuals,

we

substitute the convictions of

however wise and learned they may

the glory of Christianity

is

at once departed.

be,

We

must go to Church history, as the handmaid and
This
inseparable companion of Christian doctrine.
we believe is taught us even in the New Testament,
and is implied at least in the statement of St. Paul,

— "And are

on the foundation of the Apostles
and Prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief
corner stone

built

;

in

whom

all the building , fitly framed

together, groweth unto a holy temple in the Lord."
We have alluded to Mr. Maurice's attack on the
venerable translators of oiu* English Version, for

being either dishonest or very careless in rendering
the same Greek word in Matt. xxv. 46 by everlastCertainly, if they had any theory
by this verbal distinction, they would be
blame for the course pursued but we may

ing and eternal.
to support
liable to

;

confidently affirm that they acted in this case in all

true

simplicity

and

integrity,

and believing that

everlasting and eternal are convertible terms.
surely will not be maintained that a translator

It
is

;
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never to use synonymous terms, which give so
much pleasing variety to language, and if it is conceded that he may do so, in no instance could the
permission have been more harmlessly employed

than in the case before us

;

—harmless, we mean, to

the millions of readers of that excellent version
from the day of its publication to the present. As
to exceptional cases like Mr. Maurice, and those

who

believe with him,

what objections cannot be

As, then, we
found where an end has to be served
think the objection most futile, and even childish,
so we believe, on the other hand, it is likely to have
!

a very pernicious influence, in disposing ignorant
persons to take up a prejudice against the English

Version of the Scriptures. Thank God, there is a
general disposition to take our Bible as substantially
agreeing with the originals, and no true friend to
the religious well-being of his countrymen would
seek to weaken this impression. Yet it is the. sort
of nibbling criticism perpetrated by Mr. Maurice

which has the effect, ultimately, of shaking conDrops of water
fidence and generating scepticism.
will wear away the solid rock, and the teeth of
small vermin will eat into the timbers of a ship and
So the questioning of the
endanger its safety.
correctness

of our Version

suspicion that

it

cannot be

gradually leads to a

relied upon.

This effect

produced when the objections are founded on
want of knowledge possessed by the translators
how much more when they are charged with disWe have no superhonesty or great carelessness
stitious feeling towards the English Bible, and
of course are aware that, being human, the work

is

!

MENTAL RESERVATION IN SUBSCRIPTION.
is

far

from perfect

;
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but we always avoid any

unnecessary parade of this fact before
minds.

common

on ground we wish
to avoid, we cannot help saying a few words on Mr.
Maurice's plea, that, in the Articles and Formularies
of his Church, there is no dogmatic statement on the

Although touching a

little

doctrine of eternal, or rather everlasting, punish-

ment. Surely Mr. Maurice must have felt himself
but ill-defended by sound arguments, when he rested
his case for a moment on such uncertain ground.

any communion
of Christians, that nothing can be demanded, either
in belief or practice, which is not legally and
expressly denned ? We confess there is something

Whoever thought of maintaining,

in this

mode

in

of defence not quite in

our views of an open and manly
controversy, which

harmony with

spirit in

we exceedingly

matters of

regret that

Mr.

Maurice should have resorted to. He knows full
well how this negative argument has been used of
late years, to enable

men

to eat the bread of the

Church while disliking her doctrines, and he should
not have taken such a weapon out of the hands of
It would be
her enemies to employ it against her.
very easy to make out a long catalogue of most
important, and some essential matters, which on
this principle might be impugned and denied.
Then what must be the effect of this view of subscription to Articles, on the minds of the candidates
for the ministry whom Mr. Maurice had once
been indoctrinating ? If they believe their teacher,
they may enter the Church with mental reservations, fatal alike to their own truthfulness, and to

Y
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Their reason-

—

on the principle taught them, will be "We
believe the Articles, and are willing to subscribe
them, but we will only be bound by their letter,
Anything which is
boldly and rigidly interpreted.
ing,

not forbidden in them in so

many

words,

not bound to refrain from teaching, and
fore are able, notwithstanding

to repudiate

much

that

is

we have

we

we

are

there-

signed them,

antiquated and conven-

tional in Christian teaching."

Will Mr. Maurice's strong statement, respecting
the Divine benevolence, and his assertions of a great
desire to " administer to minds diseased," compensate for the loose morality thus taught ? We
willingly believe that Mr. Maurice would deprecate
such results from his teaching, but may they not be
This constitutes one
legitimately inferred from it ?
of the most serious objections we have to the
Essays, that they leave so much indefinite, and
appear to be so reckless in reference to consequences.

Although we hope our meaning will not be
mistaken when we refer to the uniform belief of
the Church in all ages, it will probably be well to
remark that we mean the belief of the Church professedly founded on the Holy Scriptures ; for this
alone, in our opinion, can be called the orthodox
faith.
Wherever the Bible has been studied and
preached, and made the standard of appeal both for
Christ's

ministers

and people, there a generally

uniform opinion has prevailed as to the essential
In Churches where the
doctrines of Christianity.
Bible

is

either ignored in reference to the people, or
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made

subservient and inferior to the tradition and

authority of a hierarchy,

we

there recognize a back-

an apostacy, and refuse

sliding or

to consider the

opinions there entertained as those of the orthodox

Gross errors have always prevailed in

Church.

such cases, and the doctrines of such communities
are not included by us in the expression, the general
faith of Christendom. It is true we exclude by this

who profess
we cannot help
slighted, we have no

process a very large proportion of those

and

call

it.

Where

themselves Christians, but
the Scriptures are

reason to expect the fulfilment of Christ's promise
to give to

His Disciples the

into the truth.

Spirit to guide

It is sad to reflect that so

are thus shut out from so precious a

the other hand,

the Bible

is

it is

made

boon

;

them

many

but,

pleasing to know, that

on

when

the standard of belief, there

is

a

uniform Christian experience produced, in the midst
of

many

external differences.

[It will have been seen that the above critique
on Mr. Maurice's Essays was written before the
death of that amiable and much respected clergyman and we confess that we hesitated for some
time as to whether we should not recast the paper
with reference to that event. But we were able to
give ourselves no valid reason for taking such a
course. Littera? scriptce moment ; and when a man
publishes a book he, in an important sense, projects
his mental personality into all time, and must expect
;

comment in future ages. If a
writer has renounced his erroneous printed opinions,

to be the subject of

the critic then, by his silence,

may

properly assist

y 2
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was not the
became

case with Mr. Maurice; on the contrary, he

a representative man, and has

left

behind him a

school of thought similar to his own, which,
fear, contains

very

many

of the professing

we

members

England. A weekly organ of
some pretensions has lately been set on foot
entitled The Broad Churchman, some of whose
leading papers have advocated such a system of
Divine Benevolence as we have objected to in the
"We cannot, therefore, reconcile it
above Essay.
with our duty to desist from opposing such opinions
from the sentimental desire to pay all due respect
We beg the reader will bear these
to the dead.
remarks in mind in reference to what comes afterwards regarding the pious and learned Baron
Bunsen.]
of the

Church

of

—
(
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XII.

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY AND

MODERN THOUGHT:—
PROFESSOR JOWETT.
God's revelations appeal to
being.

They do not

man

application to our senses,

formation of mental intuitions

and expect

as a reasoning

by an irresistible
nor by the miraculous

force belief

;

but they demand

an inductive process
No one can
deny that this was the method pursued by our Lord
in relation to His Apostles, and by the latter in
their treatment of those to whom they delivered
their message.
Christianity was true, and could be
made to appear so and its first teachers rested on
it

as the result of

of legitimate inference from premises.

;

reasonable proof as the foundation for their authority.

This primitive

mode

of

the faith of the Gospel must,

making converts to
we conceive, be the

may intervene.
human nature re-

true and proper one, whatever ages

Revelation being the same, and

maining unaltered, it will always be true that the
mind must embrace the Gospel as the result of
evidence, either directly or by the more general
process of belief in a secondary testimony.

We

grant that millions of persons have become Chris-
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any enquiry into the real evidences of
Christianity but they have performed a mental act
notwithstanding they have believed the statements
of those whom nature and habit have taught them
to depend upon for instruction.
As is the foundation, so is the building for no
sound comprehension of the system of Christianity
can exist but as the result of reasoning. Both in
dogma and exegesis, in doctrinal and expository
divinity, the mind goes through the same process of
thought, and receives or rejects rationally, or because
tians without
;

;

;

evidence preponderates for or against a proposition.
Some minds, more of the higher class, examine all
the links of the ratiocinative scale, but the larger

number

delegate that labour to others, and are able

to believe in the conclusions of those they think

worthy of their confidence. Whoever, then, may
attempt to depress human thought in relation to
religion, acts on his own responsibility, and has no
warrant from Heaven for so doing. All nature is
adapted to a reasoning mind, its causes and effects,
its antecedents and sequences, its colours, its harmonies, and its discords. Divine grace falls in with
this pre-established order, and asks man to consider
its claims.
Wonderful thought
Man is in many
respects but little and mean; he is so in relation
to higher intelligences, and especially in reference
to his own primitive glory and honour, yet he is
very exalted after all. His Maker communes with
him, asks him to weigh the claims of His compassionate regards, and then logically to receive them.
No brute force is exercised, no blind and unreasoning
obedience is required. " Come now, and let us reason

—

!

;

THE LOGICAL FACULTY IN RELIGION.
together, saith the Lord,"

is

the

proceeding in hoth earlier and

The

positions

versally granted.

mode
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of the divine

later revelations.

we have just
The members

laid

down

are uni-

of the early Church

and those of the nineteenth century, hoth the adhean authoritative tradition and those who

rents of

profess to appeal to the Bible alone, are all agreed

that Christianity rests on evidence, and differ only

on the character and amount of proof which ought
demanded. The ultra- Protestant tells his disciples to inquire for themselves, and to choose out

to be

de novo the kind of Christianity they shall receive
the Church of Rome bids its votaries to rely im-

on its dogmas, because their truth has long
ago been argumentatively decided by others. And
yet, notwithstanding this general consent on this

plicitly

fundamental point, no controversy is more warmly
agitated than that concerning the claims of reason
and faith, and the bounds and limits of each. This
brings us to the subject of our present observations,
and shews us that it is the abuse of reason in the
sphere of revelation which is a source of evil, and
not the right employment of it. But this is an old
thesis, into the general discussion of which we need
not enter.
sider this

All writers on systematic divinity conmore or less minutely, and the

subject

may be stated somewhat in this manner
Reason admits the fact of a revelation, and then
Once admit that
retires and gives way to faith.
God has said this or that, and the statements are to
be believed, however incomprehensible they may be
in themselves to reason.
Our Lord says, " This is
my body," and if there were no such things as
deduction

:
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figures of speech,

we

should he hound to admit that

the bread was His flesh literally and truly.

Romanist does

and

this,

his reason

The

submits to a

confessed mystery; the Protestant refuses the inference, because his reason finds a sufficient explica-

tion of the statement without resorting to laterality.
It

is

with a phase only of this great question

that our present enquiry

may be

Jowett

is

concerned.

Professor

considered the representative of a

and writers whose number is, we
think, increasing, and whose claims to be heard are
enforced by great learning, undoubted piety, and
class of divines

important

whom

all

official

Professor Jowett, in

position.

these characteristics eminently meet, has

startled his

own Church, and

excited attention in

the theological world at large, by a

mode

of treating

the inspired records which exalts reason above the

sphere which orthodoxy has hitherto allotted to

He

asks,

what

virtually,

expressions

of

the

relation

Scriptures

the

bear to

it.

doctrinal
" modern

thought ;" or how far the terminology of the writers
is to be taken literally, or translated into the forms
of modern conception and reasoning.
That Sts.
Paul and John were Jews, and that their conceptions were cast into a Jewish mould, and that they
used the current language of their nation and time,
are facts which have always been taken into account
by the expositor, and no one will deny that, in some
particulars, allowance must be made for their con-

But the question now agitated
and allow-

ventional archaisms.
is,

how

ance

and

is

far this principle of transference

to

be carried

?

Confined to figures of speech

linguistic idioms, or

even extended to the verbal

LIMITATION OF FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE.
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channel through which their ideas are conveyed, no

harm can

from,

result

turning the sentences of

Apostles into corresponding modern ones
contrary, this

;

on the

must be done if the Bible is to be
Eor instance, the statement of St.

understood.
Paul,* " He hath

made him to be sin for us who
we might be made the righteous-

knew no sin, that
ness of God in him,"

absolutely

demands

to be freed

from Hebraisms in order that the sense may be
developed to an English reader; for although it
may be clear enough in the light of a traditionary
interpretation, the

considered,

phrase

irocelv

d^aprtav, in

demands a paraphrase

to

itself

unlock

its

meaning.

But

far different is the state of the case

the substance of revelation, the truth

when

itself, is

sub-

jected to this diluting and modernizing process. If
we merely say that " he hath made him to be sin
for us " means that he was treated as if he had been

we retain all that is of importance in the
we divest it of its Hellenistic or Jewish
phraseology in other words, we probably put the
a sinner,

text, while

;

truth into the outward form in which

have conveyed
if

we

it

St. Paul would
had he been an Englishman. But

affirm that the thought as well as the expres-

Jewish

that it is founded on the notions of
which, although plain enough for Jews,
have no relation to ourselves, we use our reason to
destroy, and not to explicate we not only modernize
sion

is

;

sacrifice

;

we rifle and fling away its contents.
"We will not affirm that Professor Jowett, and those
who think with him, do this, but we must believe
the casket, but

* 2 Cor. v. 21.
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that his statements have an evident tendency in this

may

That we

be guilty of no misrepresentation of his opinions, we will give a long extract
from the " Essay on the Doctrine of the Atonement,"
which occurs in Professor Jowett's second volume.*
direction.

"

The doctrine of the Atonement stands

tion to the doctrine of righteousness

by

in the

faith, as

in the language of philosophy, to the subject.

same

rela-

the object,

Either

is

in-

complete without the other, yet they admit also of being considered separately.

When we

pierce the vail of flesh, and

Mount Calvary, a
The Atonement once made for the sins of

ask the meaning of the bleeding form on
voice answers,

men/

It

a mystery

'

seems like the form of any other dying man, but
is

contained in

We

it.

penetrate deeper into the

meaning of the word atonement/ and new relations disclose
themselves between God and man. There is more than we
more than we can understand in
see in that outward fact
that mysterious word, ' The Lamb of God that taketh away,
'

—

the sins of the world/

c

God

in Christ reconciling the world

and not imputing their trespasses unto them/
Yet how can this be, consistently with the truth and holiness
Can
of God? Can He see us other than we really are?
Would
He
have
never
did
?
He impute to us what we
to himself,

punished us for what was not our own fault
the pride of

human

?

It is not

reason which suggests these questions,

but the moral sense which

He

Himself has implanted in

It might seem at first
no hard matter to prove that God was just and true.
might seem as if the suggestion of the opposite needed

the breast of each one of us
sight
It

no other answer than the exclamation of the Apostle, God
forbid
for how shall God judge the world V
But the perplexities of the doctrine of the Atonement are the growth of
above a thousand years
rooted in language, disguised in
'

!

;

* The Epistles of St.

Romans

:

Paul

to

the

Thessalonians, Galatians,

with Critical Notes and Dissertations.

Jowett, M.A.

In

Two

Volumes.

By Benjamin
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figures of speech, fortified by logic, they seem almost to have
become a part of the human mind itself. Those who first

spoke of satisfaction were unconscious of
the Divine attributes, just as

day

;

they do not think of

its

inconsistency with

many good men

it,

are in our

own

or they keep their minds off

it

" The doctrine of the Atonement,
stood, is

as

commonly under-

the doctrine of the sacrifice or satisfaction of Christ

There are two kinds of language in
which it is stated the first figurative, derived from the Old
Testament ; the second logical, and based chiefly on disAccording to the first mode of
tinctions of the schoolmen.
for the sins of

men.
:

expression, the atonement of Christ is regarded as a sacrifice,
which stands in the same relation to the world in general as

the Jewish sacrifices did to the individuals

who

offered them.

and He redeemed them, just as
the blood of bulls and of goats redeemed the first-born devoted to God. That was the true sacrifice once offered on
Mount Calvary for the sins of men of which all other sacrifices, since the beginning of the world, are types and
shadows, and can never take away sin. Wherever the words

Mankind were under

a curse,

;

blood, or sprinkling, or atonement, or offering occur in the

Old Testament, these truly

refer to Christ

;

wherever unclean-

ness, or impurity, or ceremonial defilement are

these truly refer to the sins of men.

And,

spoken

of,

as nearly all these

things are purged with blood, so the sins of

mankind are

purged, and covered, and veiled in the blood of Christ.

" To state
translate the

this

New

view of the doctrine at length,

is

but to

Testament into the language of the Old.

"Where the mind is predisposed to receive it, there is scarcely
a law, or custom, or rite of purification, or offering in the
Old Testament which may not be transferred to the Gospel.
Christ

is

not only the

sacrificial

lamb, but the

'

Paschal lamb

without spot/ the seal of whose blood makes the wrath of
God to pass over the people; He is Isaac on the altar, and
also the

ram caught

iniquity of

man.

in the thicket,

upon

whom

is

laid the

Neither need we confine ourselves to this

;
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Mankind

circle of images.

them

He

:

is

the

New

and Christ ransoms
to buy
them, which price is His blood

are slaves,

Lord,

who has condescended

them, who pays the price for
He is devoted and accursed for them
for their sins

them from
that

He

is

" Upon

;

He

;

He

pays the penalty

washes them in His blood

the sight of

God.

;

All that they are

He hides
He is all
;

they become.
this figurative or typical statement of the doctrine

of the Atonement

raised a further logical one.

is

A

new

framework is furnished by philosophy, as the types of the
Old Testament fade and become distant; figures of speech
acquire a sort of coherence when built up into logical statements they at length cease to be figurative, and are repeated
;

as simple facts.

Rhetoric becomes logic, as the age becomes

logical rather than rhetorical

;

and arguments and reasonings

take the place of sermons and apologies.

The logical view of the doctrine of the Atonement commences with the idea of a satisfaction to be made for the
sins of men.
God is alienated from man; man, in like
manner, is alienated from God. The fault of a single man
involves his whole posterity.
God is holy, and they are sinful
there is no middle term by which they can be connected.
Mankind are miserable sinners, the best of whose thoughts
are but evil continually ; who have a corrupt nature which
can never lead to good. They are not only sinners, but
guilty before God, and in due course, in the order of Providence, to suffer punishment for their sins.
Their present life
1c

;

is

one continued sin

;

their future life

is

one awful punish-

They were free to choose at first, and they chose
death, and God does but leave them to the natural conse-

ment.

quences.
« Were

we

to stop here, every honest and good heart
upon these sophistries, and dash in pieces the
pretended freedom, and the imputed sin of mankind, as well

would break

in

as the pretended justification of the Divine attributes, in the

statement that
lasting

man

necessarily or naturally brought ever-

punishment on himself.

No

slave's

mind was ever

;
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reduced so low as to justify the most disproportionate severity
on himself; neither has God so made His creatures

inflicted

that they will

down and

lie

Him who gave them

life.

die,

even beneath the hand of

But although God,

have stopped here, there

in justice

is

it is

said,

might

another side of this

doctrine which must be viewed as inseparable from it, and
was known from the beginning, viz., that God intended to
send His only-begotten Son for the redemption of mankind.
God was always willing that mankind should be saved. But
it was just that they should suffer the penalty.
He could
not save them if He would.
He felt like a judge who pitied

the criminal, but could not

Man

in foro conscientiae

'

acquit him.

doom, and God willing to save; but
particle of the Divine justice must not be imthe sentence must be exacted to the uttermost

was

fearful of his

the least

peached

c

;

farthing

" At this point is introduced the sacrifice of Christ. The
Son takes human nature upon Him, and dies once for all.
The Father, before angry, and alienated, and averse to man,
is reconciled to him through the Son.
His justice is satisfied
in Christ
His mercy is also shewn in Christ. The impossibility has become possible
the necessity, in the nature of
things, for the condemnation of man, has been done away.
;

;

Nor can

it

be urged that the offences are the sins of

the satisfaction

is

itself infinite, sufficient

not for

more

God

itself,

"

yea, if

;

and

And

all

it

many

For the satisfaction is of
this world only, but for many

only of one.

please

so to extend

it,

for the universe

things that are, have been, or shall be in

this

it.

scheme, as already remarked, must not be

considered in part only, but as a whole.

When God

created

man, ' sufficient to have stood, though free to fall,' He foresaw also his fall, redemption, and sanctification in a single
indivisible instant.

Therefore,

we should thankfully

the whole scheme, and not stop to reason on a part.

condemned us
Christ.

is

the same as

He who redeemed

accept

He who

us through

There was one way of death leading onward to

eternal punishment; there was another

way

of

life

leading
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which God, to our infinite gain and His own
was pleased to take. Neither can we doubt, if we maysay so reverently, that God Himself was under a sort of constraint to take this way, and no other, for the salvation of
mankind. Had it been otherwise, He would have surely
spared His only Son. The chasm in the moral government
of the world could only be filled up by the satisfaction of
Christ for the sins of all mankind.

to salvation,
loss,

1'

Thus

far the parts of the logical structure

joined together / but the main question

is

are

yet untouched

c

fitly
'

:

In

what did this satisfaction consist?' Was it that God was
angry, and needed to be propitiated like some heathen deity
of old ?
Such a thought refutes itself by the very indignaOr that as He
tion which it calls up in the human bosom.
looked upon the face of His Christ/ pity gradually took the
place of wrath, and, like some conqueror, He was willing
'

to include in the reversal of the sentence not only the hero,

but

all

those

who were named

after

His name

?

feelings again revolt at the idea of attributing to the

whom we

Human
God

in

and move, and have our being, the momentary
clemency of a tyrant. Or was it that there was a debt due
to Him, which must be paid ere its consequences could be
done away ? But even a man's ' debt may be freely forgiven, nor could the after payment change our sense of the
offender's wrong
we are arguing about what is moral and
spiritual from what is legal, or, more strictly, from a shadow
and figment of law. Or that there were some ' impossibilities
in the nature of things,' which prevented God from doing
Thus we introduce a moral principle
other than He did ?
superior to God, just as in the Grecian mythology fate and
necessity are superior to Jupiter. But we have not so learned
the Divine nature, believing that God, if He transcend our
ideas of morality, can yet never be in any degree contrary
live,

(

;

to them.

" Or, again,

may be urged

if

we take a different line of
Atonement is not a

that the

Divine justice, but only a

'

explanation,

it

satisfaction of

quasi satisfaction/ or rather an
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mankind and of
According to this view, it is regarded as
shocking, that God Himself should have needed any atoneexhibition of Divine justice in the eyes of

the angels

ment or

satisfaction.

But yet

it

would seem

a homely phrase, was let off too easily

as if God's

— that man, to use

horror of sin were not sufficiently marked

—unless

there were

some great and open manifestation that God was really on
the side of truth and of right.
To demonstrate this was the
object of the death of Christ.
It was a reality in one sense,
that

is,

so far as the sufferings

another, as

its

were real

true import related to

an appearance in

;

mankind and the world,

and not to God. If this scheme avoids the difficulty ofunworthy satisfaction to God, and so doing violence to His attributes, we can scarcely free it from the
offering an

equal difficulty of interposing a painful fiction behveen

God

and man

f

crifice/ or

Whether, then, we employ the term
'

moment we pierce beneath

the

meaning of

the words, theolo-

gical criticism seems to detect something which
cilable

sa-

satisfaction or exhibition of Divine justice/ the

with the truth and holiness of God."

is

—Vol.

irreconii.,

pp.

468—474.

In the above passage how much of difficulty
and mystery is introduced into a subject which
simple faith has made plain and life-giving to
millions, by an excess of reasoning upon the modus
operandi, or the ontology of the scheme of redemption
But we have made the quotation because of
!

the position evidently contained in

it,

that the

peculiarities of the Gospel are rather utterances of

the Jewish mind than substantial verities, intended
for all time, expressed in language inspired by the

Holy Ghost.

We

painfully feel that

Jowett's statements are correct

us to

know what

the Gospel

is,

it

is

since

if

Professor

impossible for

what we have

hitherto treated as objective realities are turned into
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mere mental phenomena, varying with the different
intellects which contemplate them.
The question
thus comes before us, Is written revelation something local and temporary, or is it intended for the
whole human family, in all places and all ages ?
Did the Apostles and Evangelists write as Jews
only, and for Jews, or did they write for all mankind,
under the direction of the Spirit of God ?
This mode of mystifying Divine revelation by
treating its statements as antiquated, and unfit to
meet a response in the more subtle and refined
minds of this generation, is, we fear, spreading its
baneful influence among us to an extent which
renders opposition to it our bounden duty.
In a
periodical called the National Review, and conducted with great general ability, we find a paper
on " Mediatorial Religion," in which the Catholic
view of mediation and atonement is treated as a
figment of divines and schoolmen, rather than as a

— " "We
are firmly convinced that no doctrine of mediation —
truth of

Holy

Scripture.

The writer says

:

in the strict sense implying transactions with

God

on behalf of men, as well as in the opposite direction
can be harmonized with the modern individualism." The italics are not ours, and they indicate the entire discrepancy presumed to exist
between modern thought and that of the sacred
writers, upon whose plain statements the doctrines
But lest we
of mediation and atonement are built.
should mistake the author's meaning by confining

—

ourselves to one sentence,

of the orthodox view in his

we will give a summary
own language, which is

furnished only to be condemned as a " scheme " of
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" artificial structure." This " scheme " is said to be
" the earlier and more exact doctrine of satisfaction,
elaborated by Anselm of Canterbury, and perfected

by Owen and Edwards ;" whereas it ought rather to
be designated (with some exceptions in the extreme

mode

of statement), the view the letter of Scripture

gives us of the matter.
" This scheme of
laying

down

f

satisfaction

nection between sin and suffering
veracity of

'

prepares

these principles as fundamental

God

;

that

e

its

:

ground by

— that the con-

inviolably secured on the

is

when we have done

all

we

are unpro-

and have only rendered our strict due that
far from ( doing all/ we have done and can do nothing except
accumulate guilt, which, measure it as you will by the

fitable servants/

;

—

majesty of the authority defied, or the multitude of the
offenders and their offences

Here, then,

is

—

is

practically of infinite

amount.

a case of utter despair; infinite debt, nothing

punishment eternal, death unBut we are brought into the labyrinth on one
side, to emerge from it on the other.
While men can only
multiply demerit, there are natures conceivable to which
to pay, remission impossible,
attainable.

merit

is

possible.

A

divine person, laying aside a blessed-

ness inherently his, and assuming sorrow not his own, and
doing this out of a pure love, fulfils the conditions ; and when
the

Son takes on

Him

our humanity, the

act, carried

out

unto the end, has a merit in it which in amount is a full setStill this only leaves us with
off against the guilt of men.

—

two opposite funds of infinite good desert and infinite ill
which sit apart and unrelated. In due course, the
desert
one ought to have a boundless reward, the other a boundless
punishment. But to render His affluence available for our
debt, the Son consummates His self-sacrifice, substitutes
Himself for us as the object of retribution, and dies once
one infinite death for many finite hereafters of woe.
for all

—

—

The Father's

justice is satisfied

;

the allotment of suffering

to sin has been accurately observed

;

His desire to pardon
Z

is

;
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Having

released from its restraint.

dealt with the person of

were mankind, He may deal with mankind
they were the Son, and look upon them as clothed with

the Son as
as if

if it

a perfect obedience."*

We

gladly confess that

we

receive the defini-

atonement and satisfaction which Professor
Jowett and this nameless writer find so abhorrent
from modern thought and individualism, as both
rational and consolatory rational, because supported
by the plain grammatical sense of Holy Scripture
consolatory, because, in our view, they convey a
solid ground of hope that the claims of perfect love
and perfect holiness can be equally met and harIf we are asked whether we can thomonized.
tions of

;

roughly comprehend all the parts of the definitions,
we say we cannot that they are deeply mysterious
and incomprehensible. But we no more reject the
doctrine of satisfaction as a whole, because we are
unable to grasp the rationale of its several parts,
;

than we reject the prescription of an accredited
physician because we are ignorant of the mode in

which

its

ingredients operate

upon the frame.

We

take the medicine in faith, on the testimony of one
competent to prepare it: we believe the doctrine

—

on the authority of One who
fied to reveal

We will
who

is

in every

way

quali-

it.

not dare to affirm that those writers
the mysterious doctrines of Chris-

translate

tianity into formulas of

modern thought

are un-

would
we have no

believers in Divine revelation, because this

be contrary to our convictions

;

for

* National Review, April, 1856.
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doubt Professor Jowett is a firm believer in it and
man may admit that St. Paul was inspired
for his own benefit and on behalf of his contem;

besides, a

and countrymen, and yet not inspired for
those who live ages after him. But we acknowledge
poraries

ourselves quite unable to reconcile the statements

we have

quoted, with the doctrine that the Bible

contains a revelation for all mankind. The plain
inference from this admission of the doctrinal state-

ments of Scripture being

essentially Jewish, is that

they are not universal truths, and thus, while the
life and death of our Saviour may still be the source
of

some

blessings, in

the

way

of

example and

encouragement, a plan of salvation on which the
mind may logically repose is impossible. Hence,

when

Professor Jowett discards the old-fashioned

definitions of the Atonement and subown, he leaves the solid ground for the
region of the air, and exchanges substance for
shadow. We have endeavoured in vain to find
some tangible meaning in his dictum, " We need an
assurance that when the grave covers us there is a

and

literal

stitutes his

God

to

to us

whom we
by the

sacrifice,

still live.

life

This assurance

and death

of Christ.

one done in our likeness

God

given

not the satisfaction, not the ransom, but

the greatest moral act done in the world
that

is

Not the

in Christ

is

—

—the act of

the assurance to us

is

reconciled to the world."

The

scriptural statements that He was made sin for us,
and that He redeemed us by His own blood, appeal
to our moral consciousness with irresistible force,
and give us a hope of pardon but no act done by
Christ, however glorious and great, can confer such
;

z 2
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a hope unless

relation to our forgiveness is estaanything were wanting to shew the
folly of leaving Scripture language for " private interpretations," it would he found in the fact that
the latter are more difficult to comprehend and less
blished.

its

And

satisfactory

if

than the statements they profess to

supersede.

Once admit that the Gospel is a revelation for
mankind, and all theories about Jewish modes of
thought will be reduced to their proper value. As
the Apostles were Jews, and no miracle was wrought
to

make them

cosmopolitans,

it

followed that their

language was tinged with the figures and idioms of
their age and nation, yet leaving the truth they
conveyed in their preaching and writing universally
comprehensible.

Many

of St. Paul's Epistles were

who had no harmony whatever
with the peculiarities of the Jewish mind, and yet
the Ephesians and Corinthians had no difficulty in
understanding them, and framing their creeds and
their lives by their doctrines and precepts.
So in

written to Greeks,

all

ages of the Christian era,

among

all nations,

the

and the rude, and speaking languages as remote as possible in construction and idiom, the
Scriptures have sufficiently taught the faith, and
have done so with an uniformity which is a proof

polite

that they are not only capable of being understood,

but also that their modes of thought and expression
are wisely adapted to all mankind.
It is therefore
more than vexatious it is humiliating and mortifying to be told in the nineteenth century that our

—

—

creeds are scholastic inventions, and our formula of

theology merely logical subjectivities, having no real
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We

objects

corresponding to them.
say this is
humiliating and mortifying, not because such new
light at all dazzles or perplexes ourselves, but be-

cause of the proof thus furnished that man has yet
to learn the proper province of reason in relation to
the Christian faith.

When
man's

reason admits that

benefit, its

duty

is

God has spoken

to accept

for

The

and obey.

celebrated formula fides ante intellectum, that faith
must precede the understanding in order to arrive
at religious truth, sounds paradoxical, but

it is

really

and reason. That God should condescend to teach us is a marvellous thing; and
when once we hear His words our comprehension of
true to nature

them

will be in direct proportion to our believing

docility.

We

must comprehend

in order to believe,

but this intellectual exercise will regard more what
is made known than the manner of its disclosure.
Literally taken, the teaching of St. Paul plainly intimates that Christ was a sufferer in our stead that
He was treated as guilty, that we might be treated
as righteous.
In proportion to our faith will be our
dutiful acceptance of this wonderful discovery, and
the "peace with God " which it will impart. Here
;

fides

But

precedes the intellectus.

self- sufficiency still

predominate,

we

if

pride and

shall say,

How

How

can God become man,
and when in the fashion of a man, how can the
can these things be

?

innocent bear the sins of the guilty?
intellect precedes faith,

There

is

quite

enough

proper domain without
teries

and in

Here the

reality annihilates

for reason to do in its
its

and understand the

it.

own

seeking to explain mys-

infinite.

It

may examine
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the foundations of revelation

scrutinize the Sacred

;

—

all this it
Text establish canons of criticism
ought to do hut when it is admitted that God has
declared His message, and made known His will, no
antecedent difficulties or improbabilities must stand
:

;

;

way

in the

We

of our believing.

that Bishop Butler

cannot suppose

an unknown author

is

to divines

of the stamp of Professor Jowett, yet we feel that
he can scarcely have been read by them with
It may not be without benefit
sufficient attention.
to our readers if we quote a sentence or two bearing

on

this

whole

subject.

" How, and in what particular way

had

this efficacy, there are not

endeavoured to explain
explained

We

it.

;

seem

(the

it

Atonement)

wanting persons who have

but I do not find that Scripture has
to be very

much

in the dark con-

cerning the manner in which the ancients understood atone-

ment

And

to be
if

made,

pardon to be obtained by

i. e.,

the Scripture has, as surely

it

sacrifices.

has, left this matter of

the satisfaction of Christ mysterious, left somewhat in
revealed, all conjectures about

absurd, yet at least uncertain.

it

must

Nor

it

un-

be, if not evidently

has any one reason to

complain for want of farther information, unless he can shew
his claim to
efficacy of

it.

Some have endeavoured

what Christ has done and

what the Scripture has authorized
they could not explain

it,

;

to

explain

suffered for us,

the

beyond

others, probably because

have been for taking

it

away, and

Redeemer of the world to His inexample, and government of the Church. Whereas,

confining His office as
struction,

the doctrine of the Gospel appears to be, not only that

taught the efficacy of repentance, but rendered
efficacy

He

which

it is,

by what He did and

it

suffered for us

He

of the
:

that

obtained for us the benefit of having our repentance

accepted unto eternal

life

:

not only that

He

revealed to

sinners that they were in a capacity of salvation, and

how

—
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they might obtain

it

;

but, moreover, that

by what

this capacity of salvation

them

He

He
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put them into

did and suffered for

put us into a capacity of escaping future punishment,
and obtaining future happiness. And it is our wisdom thankfully to accept the benefit, by performing the conditions upon
which it is offered on our part, without disputing how it was
procured on His." Butler's Analogy, part ii., chap. v.
;

We

cannot help thinking that

might be

the Analogy

as profitably studied in reference to

new

was in the last century.
Nor should Archbishop Magee's work on the Atoneopinions in our day, as

ment be regarded

much

as

it

now

obsolete, although with

deference to Holy Scripture

it

subjectivities of traditional theology.

mixes up the

(
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XIII.

RECKLESS BIBLICAL CRITICISM:—
BABON BUNSEN.*
an

mental producby the
public press, or reviewed in a very cursory and inefficient manner.
Such would probably be the fate
of the work before us, both on account of its voluminousness and its recondite character. To read it
alone would occupy a large portion of time to study
it, still more
and to write upon it is a task requiring more qualifications than ordinarily fall to
one man. Eortunately, it is divided into portions
containing treatises bound together by no close
It

is

evil incident to extensive

tions that they are apt either to be unnoticed

—

—

logical tie.

the

first

We

propose, therefore, to attend to

portion, entitled, Hippolytus

and

his

Age,

and Prospects of Christianity,
however, our remarks by a short description of the whole work.
This whole production is an accretion of materials around the well-known work of Chevalier
or the Beginnings

prefacing,

Bunsen, Hippolytus and his Age, published a few
That acquired great popularity on
years since.
* Christianity

By

and Mankind,

their

Beginnings and Prospects.

Christian Charles Josias Bunsen, D.D., D.C.L., D. Ph.

Seven Volumes.

In

—

:

EXTENT OF BTJNSEN's RESEARCHES.
various grounds

nomical, for

it

—

and ecowas comprised in four moderate
archseological, religious,

The author

volumes.
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says, in the present preface

" I hope that this treatment of the subject, imperfect and

unequal as

it

is,

justifies

the words of the

title,

The Begin-

nings and Prospects of Christianity.

But it is impossible to
conceal from oneself that pictures of bygone historical characters and ages cannot prove all they assert and represent.
Such compositions are buildings erected upon a substruction,
both philosophical and philogical, to which a few detached
essays and notes cannot do justice.
The present volumes,
therefore,

The

appear flanked by two other works.

first

presents, in two parts, a key to the philosophical, historical

and theological views which pervade Hippolytus and his Age.
It bears the title, Sketch of the Philosophy of Language and
of Religion, or the Beginnings and Prospects of the Human Race.
This sketch comprises the aphorisms of the second volume
first edition, better digested and marked out so as to form
an integral part of a philosophical glance at the primordial

of the

history of our race with regard to the principle of develop-

ment and of

progress.

The second

substruction, the philo-

logical, is also presented as a separate

work, and forms three

The remains of Antenicene documents constitute
three sections, none of which have hitherto been given in a
complete and satisfactory manner
the literary remains, the

volumes.

—

constitutional documents, and the liturgical records."

Even

hy the
author gives an idea of breadth and fulness, but it
falls far short of conveying an adequate view of the
multifarious learning and valuable matter contained
in the work.
this slight description furnished

The first volume begins with a review of the
" Seven Generations of the Apostolic Age and their
Representatives,"

the age of

St.

which

are

Peter and

St.

as

follows

:

First,

Paul; second, the

—
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Jolianncan age, including the Epistle of Barnabas
third, the age of Ignatius and Basilides, with notices
of the " Problem of the Trinity " and " Problem of
the Origin of Evil; "fourth, the age of Valentinus

and Marcion, and the author of the Epistle to
Diognetus, Polycarp of Smyrna, and Justin Martyr,
including also the Shepherd of Hermas fifth, the
age of Pantsenus and Clemens, of Irenseus, and of
Victor and Tertullian sixth, the age of Hippolytus
;

;

seventh, the age of Origen.

It will be readily seen,

by those who know anything of the character of the mind of the learned author, what fruitful themes these may become in his hands, and
how many novel and startling opinions may be hung
on the seven-linked chain thus furnished to his
Apart from some weighty
erudition and fancy.
objections which will be afterwards stated, we have
especially

read this portion with deep interest and, we hope,
The very grouping together of
great improvement.
the acting agents and documentary records of these
several epochs

is

highly suggestive, and tends to

from the mistiness
hang over them.
and uncertainty which
The volume concludes with the five letters to Archdeacon Hare, on the Life and Works of Hippolytus,
and some essays on his doctrines.
The second volume cannot be opened without
awakening a deep interest in the minds of all who
love Christian antiquity, or who, in other words,
attach importance to the early ages of the Church.

rescue

those

primitive

ages

too often

Its

contents

duction
" The

are thus

epitomized in

the

intro-

:

first

part presents the documents of early Christi-

—
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anity, in
life

which the

common

consciousness and the Christian

picture;

are the

application are attempted

and
Such being

their interpretation

in the second part.

object,

its

it, first

of

all,

an explanatory form.

lays before us the picture itself, in
It,

They

of that age are authentically recorded.

secondly, reflects in that picture the present time, con-

nected with
Lastly,

it

it

through the history of

endeavours to deduce from

it

fifteen

centuries.

a practical applica-

Of

tion for the reform of our present state.

the subjects

which come thus under our consideration, there is one which
unites the two elements, the community-life and theology
namely, the liturgies of the Ancient Church. I have
excluded from the general text-books of ancient Christianity
all liturgical formularies which contain extraneous matter
not
all

common

to all ancient Churches, and, consequently, to

The

the liturgies transmitted to us.

part of the picture

is

object of the

first

to restore the authentic texts of the

Church and House-Book of the Early Christians, and of the

Law-Book of

the Antenicene

The

Church.

first

we

exhibit

rescued by our researches from the rubbish in which it was
enveloped for centuries, and disencumbered of the fraud and

The second, the
it was defaced.
Law-Book, we have been enabled to present in its more

misunderstanding by which

original text, under the guidance of the Coptic collection.

They
time
their

are both
;

mere single leaves rescued from the

the legacies of seven generations,

own

blood, the

the

annals of

who

life

flood of

wrote,

with

of their hidden

community, so important to universal history. In spite of
the fictitious form which disguises their real contents, they
exhibit the

venerable

picture of that

recognizable and intelligible shape.
childlike appendix to the

New

time, an independent test of

its

of what the Gospel promises.

primitive age in a

They

are essentially a

Testament, and, at the same
truth, as being the fulfilment

For here we

find,

on the one

hand, a continuation of the ordinances of the Apostles, as

on the other, the advice
which the three great Apostles and the brother of our Lord
given in their canonical Epistles

;
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had communicated in their canonical writings, applied, in
the apostolic spirit, to the wants of the Church, and of the
human race renovated in that Church. These little significant books, then, as a whole, represent nothing less than
the framework of the

new

world, which was to arise out of

and death of Christ, and out of the exhortations of His apostles
that is to say, the world-renewing
the spirit,

life,

—

The

Christian society, or the Universal Church.

revelation

given to us by Christ had no other historical basis than in

what the Bible records. The actual

historical proof, however,

of the truth of the Biblical revelation lies only in the Church.

The Church,

again,

is

in an

eminent sense that primitive

congregation whose quiet and exalted working in the

first

seven generations these leaves authenticate/'

What

pregnant words are these, as indicating

the treasures furnished by the author for the use of
earnest students of

Church history

!

What Bunsen

Church and Souse-Book and Law-Book of
the Antenicene Church are, severally, the Apostolic Constitutions and Apostolic Canons, which,
after being raised too high or sunk too low by
partizanship in various ages, receive here their due
authority and meed of praise.
We cannot agree
with the author when he says of the former, that it
is " a book recording that Christian wisdom and
piety inspired by the Holy Ghost," unless he merely
means that it reflects the state of mind which early
Still, these
inspiration formed and left behind it.
works must take a high place from their acknowledged antiquity and their general excellence. The
English translation of these documents occupies
only a hundred pages of this volume their interTo
pretation and application extend much further.
these follow the imaginary apology of Hippolytus,

calls the

;

;
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which has already excited so much various criticism
aud the volume concludes with "Essays on the Christian Sacrifice and Worship, and on the constitution of
the Ancient Church." We have only indicated the
for, in
grand outlines of these two first volumes
introduction, notes, and appendices, they give a vast
deal more than our design leads us to describe.
They alone form a work worthy of careful study, and
will well repay it, amidst constant dissent on the part
;

of the reader to the author's peculiarities of opinion.

Volumes three and four
the Philosophy of

are entitled, Outlines of

Universal History, applied

to

Language and Religion. These are recondite to a
degree which will recommend them only to a very
select circle of readers, and we will only point out
their general contents.
The first part treats of
the "Nature and Principle of Development in
Language," and includes the linguistic and ethnological results of the most recent Iranian, Semitic,
and Chamitic researches of historical philology;
and the last results of the researches respecting the
non-Iranian and non-Semitic languages, and Asia
and Europe, or the Turanian family of language.
The substance of these papers is communicated by
Dr. Aufrecht, Professor Max Muller, and Bunsen
himself, and the whole is intensely curious.
The
second part gives the " General Results of the
Historical Analysis of the Languages of Asia and

Europe," under the following heads:

— the

pheno-

menology of language, or the vestiges of its formation, development, and decay; the speculative elements, or the inductive method for finding the origin
of language and the law of development the appli;

—
;
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cation of facts and theory combined to the problem
The remainder of
of the unity of the human race.

the fourth volume then treats of the " Nature and
Principle of Development in Religion," in the fol-

—

the philosophical basis of the
lowing sections
principle of development; the historical or philosophical basis of the principle of development in
religion generally; Christ's social religion, His own
:

declarations

respecting His relation to

God and/

mankind, and the teaching of the Apostles on
this point; the principle of development in the
Here perpost-apostolical phases of Christianity.
tenthe
subjective
else,
anywhere
than
haps, more
dency of the author is displayed, leading him into
the attractive, but dangerous, wilds of speculation,
remote from the well-trodden and more homely
This philological section

paths of historic reality.

work is illustrated by many engravings of
alphabets and characters and in an appendix there
is a full account of " the universal alphabet, and
of the

;

held at the residence
of Chevalier Bunsen, in January, 1854."
come now to what must be regarded as the

the conferences attending

it,

We

most substantially valuable portion of the work
three volumes of Analecta Ante-Niccena, Collegit
Resensuit Illustravit C. C. J. Bunsen, etc. Vol. I.
contains Reliquice Literarice, including all passages
in the New Testament and in the early writers

which are thought by the author to

We

refer to

Church

may
cannot give a complete
mention what are called Loci Christologici Novi

life.

list,

but

Testamcenti,extvacte& from the Gospels and Epistles

Dicta Christi

&ypa(f>a;

and,

what

will be

found a

:;
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most daring instance of subjective criticism, Petri
Apostoli JEpistola Trior Hestituta i. e., eighteen
verses only of the first chapter, and the doxology in
verse 18 of the third.
The Ignatian Epistles are

—

Frag-

given according to the Syriac abridged form.

ments of Basilides and Valentinus, a fragment of
Marcion, and the Epistle of Diognetus follow then
a fragment of Hegesippus concerning the canon of
the New Testament then, Clementis Sypotyposeon
Librorum Octo quae supersunt, and, finally, Ex
Hippolyti libris Refutatlonis omnium Hceresium
;

;

Electa.

These are

all

valuable documents, but those

of the second volume, Heliquice Canonical, will pro-

bably be thought more

The whole volume

so.

is

'occupied with the apostolical canons and constitutions, their text, as existing in fuller or briefer forms,

The

being given.

third volume, or the seventh of

the whole work, has the

cum Appendicibus ad
It contains

title,

tria

Heliquia? Liturgicce

analectorum Vblumina.

an outline of the history of the

litur-

gies; the liturgy of the second century, the pre-

catory prayer as used in the time of Origen, and

the liturgy of Alexandria in the fourth century
the liturgy of St. James; the sacramental liturgy
of the Church of Constantinople, of the African

Church, and of Rome.

All these documents are

given with notes and illustrations, which, apart from
the mere opinions of the writer, throw great light

on the general subject.
Such is the view given us by a rapid

what we may

call this

circuit of

moles of literature, though

it is not rudis indigestaque.
There
deed a want of close coherence of the grand

certainly

is in-

divi-
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although each separate part is connected
enough, and well worked out. Let us now descend
to particulars, and endeavour to give some more
sions,

two volumes, treating

definite idea of the first

the beginnings and

The key

of

prospects of Christianity.

to Chevalier Bunsen's opinions, as ex-

pressed in these volumes,

is

a dissatisfaction with

life, and an endeaupon
them
some
well-grounded
bear

the existing phases of Christian

vour to bring to
plan of reform. This indisposition to take things
as they are, and to make the best of them, is of
course grounded more deeply in peculiarities of

mental character, partly national, partly the result
of study and association but the proximate cause
of the production of these volumes, is, we think,
what we have stated. Too experienced in the ways
of men, and in the stubborn nature of old established institutions to expect much benefit from mere
utilitarian views of ecclesiastical improvement, the
;

character of his
antiquity, —

mind has rather

led

him

to seek

it

remote past causes
in
and reasons for altering and modifying the present.
The discovery of the work now generally admitted
to be by Hippolytus, gave an admirable occasion for
to gather in the

The discrepancies
out this tendency.
between the opinions and practices of the second
and third centuries and our own times, were seized
following

upon as proving our present degenerate condition.
The former period was comparatively perfect the
what better could be relatter exceedingly faulty
commended to us than to return to the old paths,
and correct our errors by the light of the past ?
All this seems pleasing and feasible until we

—

:
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more minutely inspect that which is old. We then
'tis distance gives enchantment to the
view." The actual state of a community fifteen
hundred years ago is gathered with difficulty from
find that "

a pretty extensive literature

;

how much

is

the task

impeded when the written monuments are scanty
and imperfect.
It is easy indeed to construct
theories on few premises, as we think Bunsen has
done; but there is a vast difference between the
exactness with which this may be done in physics,
and the same process in moral questions. A single
bone may be enough to enable a Cuvier to build up
a megatherium the like of which no museum ever
saw, because there is a fixedness and certainty in
the works of God, and a series of mechanical rela-

which may be confidently relied upon. But
a very different thing to argue from one or two

tions
it is

works of early Christian writers to the whole state
of society at the time they flourished.
Yet something like this has been done by the accomplished
author before us. He has studied Hippolytus till
he finds, as he imagines, the marks and evidences of
a state of Christian society more apostolic and more
but all minds cannot
scriptural.
It may be so
;

thus extract so

be

said

much

on the other

would not be

out of a

little.

Much may

and it
from the
we really have

side of the question,

difficult to

shew that

so far

former times being better than these,
the advantage over them.
But we will leave these matters of Church
tory,

and confine ourselves

to the

exegetical portions of the two

we have

more

first

his-

and
Here

Biblical

volumes.

serious fault to find with the author as to

A A
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method of interpretation, which, as far as we
can understand it, is utterly without foundation,
we had almost said rhapsodical and wild. "We say,
as far as we can understand it, for, like many learned
men of his nation, the Chevalier does not always

his

express himself so as to enable us to grasp a clear
meaning as attaching to his expressions. Is it a
peculiar characteristic of
so

many

mind

of his contemporaries,

in us or in him,

and

which makes us un-

able to derive information from their mental pro-

ductions

now

?

If

German

writers of the class

we

are

speaking of do convey a plain meaning to one

it follows that we are obtuse, and want
an organ which they fortunately possess. Again
and again have we endeavoured to comprehend
passages in these volumes, but have failed and given
up the attempt in despair. Even when we have had

another, then

a full conviction that the thing intended

and

indefensible,

we have

still

found a

is

difficulty in

so understanding it as to take it to pieces
its errors.

sible to

Perhaps we

may make

our readers before

we

this

heterodox

and expose
appear pos-

conclude.

The first volume begins with a consideration of
the " Pentecost Miracle," as the gift of tongues and
its

accompanying circumstances are designated by
Now in what does he make that miracle

Bunsen.

to consist ?

" One hundred and twenty persons," he says, " not only
were naturally supposed to be, but believers from various parts, assembled together on that festive
day, expecting the end of the world.
Suddenly, during a
violent storm of wind, 'accompanied by lightning, the persons
so assembled felt moved apparently to praise God, not in the
Galilseans, as they

bunsen's confident dogmatism.
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formularies of their sacred language, but in the profane

sounds of their heathenish mother-tongues, of which the

Greek was foremost, as the

We

Spirit gave

them

utterance."

read this passage with deep regret

when we

consulted these volumes, and were disposed to
condemn the whole work on account of such a preliminary exhibition of weakness.
The dogmatic
first

assumption of this exposition first strikes us as
There is no " I think," or " as

peculiarly offensive.

some suppose," or any other qualifying clause, but
are treated to a view of a most solemn and
sacred transaction which does violence to all our
cherished convictions, without a word of apology.
This will be found to be a characteristic of most of
Bunsen's exposition, and this deprives it of any
value.
He dogmatizes calmly and deliberately, as
though in giving new views of inspired writings he
were inspired himself, and had a warrant from
Heaven to enlighten Christendom, deeply sunk in
ignorance and error. Leaving the spirit for the
matter, we ask on what authority mention is made
of lightning, of the expectation of the end of the

we

world, or of the praises in heathenish mother -tongues,

of which the Greek was foremost ? Can any assumptions be more entirely gratuitous than these ?
And for what are they made, but to deprive what is

by the writer a miracle, of all miraculous
character ? The hundred and twenty were thought
to be Galilseans; this was a mistake; they each
praised God in their own language, and the other
called

tongues of the sacred historian were only the native

ones of

the

speakers,

and other merely to the
Wherein then does
A A 2

ignorance of the audience.
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the miracle consist

?

Perhaps we

may

discover

further on.
"

What more

portentous and deeply significant sign could

there be, that religion was henceforth to cease to he an
external or sacerdotal and ceremonial worship ?
At that
moment, and with that sound, the true temple of God
opened. This was in reality the temple which Christ had
said He could raise on the ruins of the old.
The house of
Levitical worship, with all its sanctity,

of the Hellenic world, with

all

and the proud temples

their ideals of beauty, were

doomed

to perish, but after a severe and bloody struggle.
That world-rending and world-renewing power, centring in
spiritual faith and brotherly love, manifested itself by unanimous but dissonant praise of God, by inspired prayer in the

mother-tongue ."

an example of the obscurity of thought
we alluded to above, through which we confess ourWe cannot see how the
selves unable to penetrate.
splendid results here described are connected with
This

is

the phenomena Chevalier Bunsen assumes.

An

evident miracle might justify almost any grand
accomplishment, but here was nothing but a few
Jews praising God, or uttering rapturous exclamations, in their

sume they had

own

languages, which

we may

pre-

often done before, in the exciting

circumstances in which they had been recently
say this on the assumption that they
placed.

We

were not all native Jews, for which there
least shadow of authority.

is

not the

" The speakers themselves were overpowered by the sudden
wind, and scintillating flashes of the electric fluid
while those

no

less

who gathered round and

awe-struck by hearing the

wonderful things uttered in their

listened to
praises

own

(ver. 3),

them were

of God, and

tongues, which they

THE MIRACLE OF PENTECOST.
little
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expected to hear from Galilseans (verses 4

speakers at

first

made

their equilibrium

—

8)

The

.

convulsive sounds, but soon recovered

not like those, who, in the time of St.

;

Paul, after having lost in the midst of the divine service the

power of

articulation,

were unable to express their emotions

otherwise than by sounds of the brute creation, extorted by
their overpowering sensations.

Nor, according to

St.

Luke's

account, were the pious hearers overcome to such an extent
as

some

have been. They

later learned interpreters appear to

did not regard the screams which had been uttered at the
first

moment, but

own tongue.

what they heard spoken in

their

If this be a rationalistic interpretation,

it is

listened to

Where

that of St. Peter.

does the Apostle state that he and

power of speaking languages not
was a
proof of Jesus of Nazareth being the Christ, and of the
Spirit of God having come down upon the believers in the
Galilsean ?
No Apostle, no apologetic writer, no father from
Clemens to Origen, ever dropped any such hint."
his friends received the

their own, or that the utterance of convulsive sounds

Granted that there

how

ing the miracle,

hand ?

If the

want

is this

historic silence respect-

does this affect the matter in
of after-testimony to

natural event recorded in Scripture
sive against its existence,

much

must be

greatness

of

robbed,

that

any super-

to be conclu-

we now

revere

by a negative

"We thought the proper mode of

rationalism.

terpretation

its

is

was

to enquire,

What

in-

saith the Scrip-

What

say the fathers and ecclesiastical
admit that in a case of doubtful
miracle, other testimony or evidence may be brought
in, but the case is different when the miracle is
ture

?

not,

historians

?

We

clearly revealed

;

to bring in external considerations

then sheer folly, to say nothing
worse.
It seems then that the only miracle was the
"
" wind and the " electric fluid." How much better
to neutralize

it

is
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deny anything supernatural, than thus to rob of
all its wondrous nature an event thought miraculous
wherever the Gospel is known, by raising into the
sphere of miracles mere natural phenomena

to

!

persists in talking of the "

Pen T
Bunsen
tecostal Miracle," meaning thereby nothing but the
sign which he asserts the combined praising of God

And

in

yet

many

vernacular tongues proved to be to the

hearers.

" Peter

tells

them a

story as simple as

event of his days and of

all

days

—the

true, the great

it is

glorification of

God

through Christ, not as an external fact, but as a divine prinHe tells them that what they had
ciple of life in mankind.
heard, each in his

which

all

own

native tongue, referred to a fact of

present were witnesses, he and his friends being

sober people and of sound
that they themselves

mind

miraculous blessing, for their

how was

this to

;

are called

be done

?

and he concludes by saying
upon to partake of this

own

By

salvation's

God through Christ's holy life
own sinfulness with

ledging their

And

No

by looking up
and example, by acknow-

foreign tongues, or inarticulate sounds
to

sake.

speaking or understanding
?

!

a sincere aspiring faith,

and by accepting the symbol of immersion, instituted by the
Baptist [?] and elevated by Jesus into that of regeneration
by a solemn pledge to live henceforth to God's glory and the
good of mankind, and by loving all men as their brethren.
This indeed they did, by associating themselves together with
prayer and thanksgiving and common meals, by leading
reformed lives, and by having all their earthly goods as much
,

as possible in

;

common.

On

that day, accordingly, not only

the Christian Church was born, but also the Christian state.

This

is

the miracle of Pentecost, and one of the greatest

events in the world's history."

So we believe, with our view of the transactions
day, but what there is supernatural in

of the

acts
Bunsen's,

we
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47.

ii.

But our

are at a loss to discover.

we have said sufficient on a subwhich ought not to require to be thus canvassed, and we have given extracts enough to enable
them to form their own opinion of the matter.
A short note on the last words of the above
extract is so characteristic of the cool assumption
readers will think
ject

of the author in matters of Biblical criticism, that
we think it worth while to quote it. " The true

reading of the 47th verse

(

is

Be Kvpios irpoaeriBeL

:

1

tovs

o-col,ofJLevov$ tcaO" rj^iepav eirl

to avro.

'

And

the IiOrd

daily joined together such as were saved (by this
their act of faith in Christ,

which prompted them

to

reform themselves, and confess Jesus of Nazareth
to be the Messiah).'
See Lachmann, and compare
Winer, § 17, 3." From this, novices would think
that conclamatum est might be said of this text,
whereas, although it is true Lachmann adopts the
arrangement above given, both internal and external
evidence are thought to be against it by other
editors.

Teschendorf, for instance, gives the old

order in his text.

This

is

not the way matters of

learned import should be treated, unless indeed all
true learning

is

soon to be banished from us.

When

a writer finds that some peculiar reading of a Scripture text will further his views,

him
it

we do

for taking the benefit of the doubt

not blame
;

but then

should be assumed hypothetically and modestly,

not as a matter of certainty. But we are sorry to
find that, in a way equally trenchant, Bunsen employs criticism whenever

it suits

his purpose.

Stat

pro ratione voluntas might indeed be used as his
motto in very numerous places in these volumes.
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Under " the
St. Peter and

first

his

generation " the author treats

two

Epistles,

and there broaches

his hypothesis respecting the extensive interpolation

which we have before remust already have wondered

of his second Epistle, to
ferred.

Our

readers

on what authority such an extraordinary criticism
but we must now tell them that the evidence

rested,
is

entirely subjective, consisting only of the opinion

He

of the writer.

finds the

germ

of the idea in

verse twelve of the fifth chapter of the
of

which he says

— " He wrote to the

gation a short letter, which

first Epistle,

is

same congrethus qualified
Ex:

'

horting and testifying that this

is the true grace of
"
God wherein ye stand.'
In our version the whole
passage reads thus " By Silvanus, a faithful brother
:

unto you as I suppose, I have written
horting and testifying that this

God wherein ye

briefly, ex-

the true grace of

is

;"

and, as far as we are aware,
the verse has always been regarded as referring to
the Epistle itself, which Peter was about to send by
Silvanus.

stand

But Bunsen concludes that

Bi'

oXlywv can-

not describe a letter of the length of the second
Epistle, and looks around for some shorter document and, as fortune favours the brave, he finds it
mixed up with much extraneous matter in the
;

second Epistle.

" That short letter, I believe,

in existence.

If

opinion, the

first

we

any preconceived

read, without

section of

second Epistle of Peter

(i.

the same diction as in the

what
1

is still

now called the
we find not only

is

—11),

but the very same
exhortation, which was required, together with Silvanus' s verbal explanation, to confirm those Christians in their faith, just as the words in the longer
first,
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Moreover, that section concludes
(ver. 11), with the very same words, of onr Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ,' which precede, in the
conclusion of our present Epistle, the doxology, To
Him be glory both now and for ever. Amen.' This
Epistle indicate.

'

'

doxology I believe to have been the conclusion of
the short letter of Peter, referred to in his longer
leave
Epistle ; the text of which is subjoined."

We

all this to the judgment of our readers, because
argument on such a matter is needless. Much has

been made to hang on the formula of philosophy,
Cogito, ergo

and makes

sum ; Chevalier Bunsen adopts
it

Credo, ergo

est.

One more example, and we will leave
In a note we find this criticism.
ject.
longer Epistle,

reading of

all

av<yrc\r]pov6/j,oi

(iii.

7),

the sub" In the

the constant

ancient MSS., arbitrarily changed into

<rvyic\r)pov6fioi<;, is

merely

misunderstood."

might

another,

consequences,

equally pregnant of

This

which has been
sounds ex cathedra, and

o-ir/KXrjpovofiq),

easily mislead a tyro,

but

how

does the case

?
Bunsen means to say, that modern critics
wrong in adopting <rvyK\7jpov6/jioc<; as Tischendorf
does but, instead of defending what he calls " the
constant reading of all ancient MSS.," he rejects
ancients and moderns alike, and adopts <Tvytc\r]pov6/j,a>.
He means to say, but does not, that the Iota sub-

stand
are

)

;

been always mistaken for the plural
only remark, that for this emendation there is no basis but fancy, or as some prefer
to call it, conjecture.
In no MS. or version that
we know of, is there the slightest evidence that such
a reading was ever thought of.

scrip turn has

ending.

We need
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It thus clearly appears that the value of

on the

Bun-

New

Testament is just
nothing. After these illustrations, no one will think
of purchasing or reading the work in the hope of
finding reliable information on any Biblical subject.
A state of mind is indicated quite opposed to the
sober and reverent treatment of any ancient writer,
much more of the Holy Scriptures. The example
thus furnished is very salutary, and we trust it will
not be lost upon our readers. A looseness of thought
exists as to the text of Holy Writ, shewing itself in
arbitrary changes, and in a disposition to add or
deduct according as some theory or opinion has to
The result of this, as inseparable, we
be served.
think, as the sowing and the harvest, the tree and
sen's critical labours

the

fruit, is

which the

a want of reverence for the revelation of

and depository, manion the
no
means
by
advocate a

letter is the casket

festing itself in such crude opinions as that

Pentecostal miracle.

We

cleaving to a received text, merely because

it

is

established, but, on the contrary, have a very high

estimation of a critical apparatus for discovering
the true text.

But

then,

we eschew

conjecture as a

very dangerous implement in feeble human hands,
and must have no alterations but what rest on evi-

On

we fear no evil results
quite
the contrary while,
but
from
on the other hand, to admit such a course of procedure as our author does not hesitate to use, is a
dence.

this principle

critical science,

;

direct step to the destruction of all objective revelation,

and

of all true faith.

We

deeply regret to

have to express so decided an opinion of the laborious production of an excellent man and accom-

;

bunsen's literary qualities.
plished scholar

;

but

feel for Chevalier

it is
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the general admiration we

Bunsen which makes us

sensible

of the necessity of faithfulness in the matter before
us.

We

and

desire to

are conscious of a reverence for genius,

be on our guard

should ever

lest it

make us think lightly of the Truth.
As a critic and expositor we can place no reliance
on Bunsen it may therefore be asked. In what does
;

the value of this work consist
is

no

as

is

slight advantage to

here given of the

We

?

reply, that it

have so clear an exhibition

mode of thinking

and learned man, who, doubtless,

is

of a pious

only the repre-

But this is
commending a work

sentative of a large class of thinkers.

but a small reason after

all,

for

there are far higher ones

why we

these

receive

seven volumes as a boon, and could wish

them

to be

in the library of every advanced theological student.

Before

we proceed we may refer

to the very pleasing

which the writer presents his thoughts,
making the volumes easy of perusal, and in many
style in

parts giving a kind of fascination to the work. Take,
as

an instance,

or the

Book

his account of " Hernias' s Shepherd,

of the Shepherd,"

which extends from

page 182 to 215 of the first volume. As treated in
most ecclesiastical histories, this is a very dry and uninteresting subject, more often than not presented as
having no more interest about it than an old monkish
legend of the middle ages. But Bunsen translates
the piece, points out

Church at the period
charm to the whole.

relation to the

its

of

its

mind

publication,

Indeed, while

of the

and gives a

we have

felt

our best convictions hurt by his Biblical criticism in
first volume, we have, on other grounds, been.

the
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highly delighted with

it.

His grouping together the

events and writers of the several early epochs he
describes, has given a life to what seemed before
very destitute of animation. Like Neander (though

most unlike in correct criticism) he has the power of
adorning a plain subject, and giving novelty to that

which

is

common-place.

therefore,

if

we

We

should be ungrateful

did not, on this account alone, speak

well of these volumes.

But it

is

amount of documentary history,
the early Church, furnished by these

the vast

in relation to

volumes, which, to us, constitutes their charm.
introduced by a friend to a beautiful garden,

If

we

should not decline the invitation to enter because

we knew that some

of its fruits were poisonous, but,

avoiding them, should give up ourselves to the

enjoyment of those which were refreshing and
wholesome. So, the waywardness of Bunsen's mind
on certain subjects, and the pernicious principles he
often seems to favour, do not make us reject the
masses of real information which he here presents
in an accessible form.
Eive of the volumes, out of
the seven, relate almost entirely to ecclesiastical
matters; and the three last are the repository of

Greek beautifully printed,
and the whole arranged and annotated. And it also
happens that the materials thus furnished relate to
original documents, the

subjects

too

much

neglected,

namely, the

Canons and Liturgies, which are

early

so fruitful of in-

mind.
Many costly
volumes must have been procured before what is
here given could be otherwise obtained.
The erudition of the Chevalier is immense, and
formation to a

thoughtful

BUNSEN AND BROUGHAM COMPARED.
excites our wonder, even

judicious application of
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when we long for a more
That one mind should

it.

have studied all the subjects introduced in these
volumes is remarkable how much more so, that it
should have been able to grasp them so as to write
about them with the amount of skill here displayed.
Some degree of superficiality may be expected in
such a variety of disquisitions, and we cannot help
wishing that strength had been gained by less
diffusiveness. In Church Archaeology most subjects
seem familiar to our author his knowledge of languages is extensive, as vehicles for thought while
When we rein philology he seems quite at home.
member that he is a layman, engaged in very responsible professional duties, we must surely feel deep
respect for his talents and acquisitions and that he
has devoted the energies of a life to pursuits which
;

;

;

;

avoid the pleasures and the follies of courts.

No

man can have done what Bunsen has, without
having been a labourer in the literary field. We
think of Brougham while writing about Bunsen, as
to versatility of pursuit but probably the German
will generally be thought to have the superiority in
the possession of hard-earned lore. Prom a wellstored mind it is comparatively easy to pour forth
elegant literary disquisitions, but to write learned
books like those before us can only be done by years
;

of

toil.

But

if

we were to put Bunsen in a class, we
him to the department of the Belles

should allot

Lettres, as being able to treat pleasantly of matter

of higher erudition.
tetigit

It

quod non ornavit ;

may

be said of him, nihil
his mind approaches heavy

;
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with an elasticity and grace which will
always make him a pleasant writer, and he will have
the merit of alluring to deeper contemplation by

literature

the amenities of the

man

of letters.

that

we

might feel that all this natural genius and acquired
knowledge were given to the cause of revealed
truth as we view it I The learned author will probably smile at this but still there is truth, and
there is error, and if we are right, he must be wrong.
One consolation is that we believe he is piously conscientious that he loves the Bible and the Church
and while we can give no quarter to the errors we
have been compelled to point out, we yet view him
;

;

with affectionate respect, as one who is not against
but for that adorable Redeemer, who, no doubt,
passes by more faults and imperfections than we,
censorious as we are, can discover in each other.
Before

we conclude

this Essay,

to a subject of great importance

we must allude
which is closely

it.
We cannot but feel that the
author of these volumes has made himself acquainted with much of the theological writing proceeding from the press of this country, whether in
an ephemeral form or in volumes, and that his mind

connected with

has been so repelled and offended by crudities and
follies that he has fallen into the contrary extreme

and irreverent criticism. We cannot
read many of his pages, which treat on the opinions
of a daring

of English religious

life,

without feeling painfully

that he has no respect for them, and that he is only
restrained by politeness towards the land of his long
sojourn, from expressing contempt. If such is really

the case, the inquiry should be instituted as to

how
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ground for

far there is

and

this depreciatory tendency,

way

of removing such dangerous
proved to exist.
Now, no one acquainted with our literature in
its religious relations can be ignorant of the fact,
that a profession of superior piety is too often
identified with weakness of judgment, if not with
ignorance and stupidity. A very valuable volume
was once entirely originated by a knowledge of
this sad phase of the cultivated mind of Britain.
" In the opening paragraphs
Its author says,
of his powerful essay on Jonathan Edwards, Professor M'Dougall remarks on the too extensive difas to the best

stumbling-blocks,

if

fusion of the idea, that evangelical religion, in
strict,

personal form, comports

compass of

was

its

with solidity and

In a course of somewhat

intellect.

sultory reading I

ill

de-

forcibly struck with the pre-

valence of this idea in certain departments of our
Also, in the thud part of The Restora-

literature."*
tion

of Belief, the anonymous author speaks in a

rather melancholy strain of popular errors of Biblical

and interpretation, by which unbelief is
encouraged, and desiderates an intelligible principle
criticism

of exegesis as one

means

of counteracting infidelity.

We do not hesitate to say that we

thoroughly believe
that such is the fact and that the nonsense which
appears every month in the shape of religious
;

works tends to foster a dislike to evangelical religion
in minds of an acute order. It is generally by good
* The Christian Life, Social and Individual.

M.A.

Edinburgh: James Hogg.

pass of thought, illustrating
graphies.

its

1855.

By

A work

positions

Peter Bayne,

comby interesting bioof great

!
:
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men, truly and emphatically

so,

that what are

known

as religious books, or books of practical piety, are

written and published, and

it

follows that,

are often puerile in their Biblical

if

they

and theological

We

knowledge, they must operate badly.

trust

none of our readers think that we are censorious, or
that

we

overstate the matter

when we

affirm that

these puerilities abound, and that their effect

is

pre-

which has been stated.
"We sometimes know not which most to wonder
the audacity with which ridiculous things are
at
said and printed about Biblical interpretation and
theological doctrine, or the peculiar mental feebleness by which they can be embraced and entertained.
"We should not marvel so much if this
weakness were confined to unprofessional persons,
although, then, it would be very pitiable but, when
it extends to, and almost characterizes a class of,
Christian ministers, our astonishment and regret are
Before any divine subject is treated
great indeed.
of, how careful and anxious should be the preparation
How earnest should we be not to promulgate
our own views, but to ascertain the mind of the
Spirit
How fearful lest, in attempting to teach
others, we should mislead them and do them harm
Perhaps these salutary emotions may be experienced
by those who so egregiously err in commenting on
cisely that

—

;

!

!

the Bible, but,

if so,

hearts should be so

it

much

is

lamentable that their

better than their heads

that there should be such a sad discrepancy between

judgment and
If it is

feeling.

conceded that injudicious, and even igno-

rant persons do so often take

upon them

to

expound

COMBINED WISDOM AND PIETY.
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the deep things of God, and that they gain a popula-

which makes it dangerous for us to expose their
can it be wondered at that men like Bunsen
should go on the noli me tang ere principle, and wish
to keep clear from the least suspicion of belonging to
such an inept and emasculated school. It ought
not to be so wise men ought to discern between
things that differ, and distinguish between the prebut human nature is prone to
cious and the vile
extremes, and has a special tendency to build up
a fancied wisdom on the presumed ignorance of
other men.
Still, it is the bounden duty of all
of us to give no offence, neither to the Jew, the
Gentile, nor the Church of God and it is especially
to be desired that piety should not be of such a kind
as to prejudice against itself and its principles those
who can feel that its best adornment would be a
rity

errors,

;

;

:

reasonable thoughtfulness.

B B
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XIV.

SUGGESTIONS
FOR A CRITICAL

EDITION OF THE

HEBREW

BIBLE.

It requires only a slight acquaintance with the
literature of the Sacred Scriptures to perceive the

disproportionate attention bestowed on the

New

more the case in
England than on the Continent, where Hebrew

over the Old Testament.

This

is

learning has certainly received a larger measure of
critical

skill; yet

proposition

is still

even with this limitation, the
generally true, nor are the causes

It may be
advantageous to glance at them, as they will develop
more clearly the importance of the undertaking
which this Essay is intended to originate and to
of the preference difficult to discover.

recommend.
The almost universal study of the Greek language as an element of polite education is the first
cause to which the vast critical apparatus of the
New Testament is to be attributed. Important as
the Semitic dialects are to sacred learning and to
our intercourse with

many

nations of the East, they

are rarely taught in schools,

and are seldom made a
Nothing will

part of the education of gentlemen.

more

clearly exhibit this fact

than the

difficulty

—
COMPARATIVE NEGLECT OP HEBREW.
which
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found in obtaining correct typographical
quotations in any of the Oriental languages connected with Biblical learning.
A Greek compositor or reader is common enough, to furnish our
printed literature with tolerably exact specimens of
that language but how rarely are we gratified with
the scholar-like execution of Hebrew, Syriac,
is

;

Many

Arabic, or Ethiopic typography.
classical scholars are ignorant of

even the

first-rate

letters of

those interesting languages; and the confession of

Wrangham
many men who

the amiable and learned Archdeacon

would, without doubt, be that of
stand high in the republic of

letters.

He

says, in

the Preface to his edition of Walton's 'Prolegomena,
,'

De meipso tandem

si

vel tantillulum eloqui liceat,

vix afiirmare audeo (quod de se Reverendissimus

Marshius asserit) posse me, Lexicorum ope adjutum,
linguam Hebraicam Persicamque quadantenus inAlia

terpretari.

nempe

studia Cantabrigise degenti

mihi commendabantur, quse nee gravate suscepi nee,
si

verbo

sit

venia, infeliciter

omnino prosecutus

sum." If such is the state of the case, it is not to
be wondered at that the New Testament, which is
enshrined in Greek, should have more votaries than
the Old, which

hidden in the cloistral archives of
a more recondite learning. "Whether the explication
of Divine truth is undertaken as a pleasure or a
duty, most men find themselves more competent to
is

grapple with the Greek than with the
for

how

Hebrew

text,

very few have complied, in reference to

Oriental learning, with the classical advice
11

vos exemplaria Grseca

Nocturna versate marm, versate diurna."
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A

second cause

is

HEBREW

BIBLE.

the great difficulty attending

the prosecution of the study of those Oriental lan-

guages which throw light on the sacred treasures of
the Old Testament. An empirical fashion has prevailed of stating that the Hehrew language may be
learned in a few months, and some have even been
kind enough to promise to lead their disciples into
all its intricacies in as

medicines

many weeks

;

hut, like

when taken to work wonders

quack

in the bodily

health, such recipes have failed of their purpose,

except so far

as, in

both

cases, the subjects of

such

advice may fancy that the promised effects have
Because the copia verbeen realized by them.
borum of the Hebrew Bible is necessarily limited,
on account of the fewness of the documents extant
in that language, it has been imagined that to
commit a few thousand words to memory is to
It has been forgotten that
master the difficulty.
the more confined the literature of a language is,
the more inexplicable it becomes, and that a paucity
of words is not identical with a plain and obvious
meaning. The awaf? Xeyo/xeva of the Hebrew Bible
may form no serious obstacle to a student who is
content to find meanings in versions or lexicons,
but if he wishes to be philologically exact, they
To elucidate and
become formidable opponents.
establish the meaning of words which occur only
once or twice, it is necessary not to consult a
translation, but to pierce into the recesses of some
This fact, combined with the
cognate dialect.
entirely different inflection and syntax of the
Semitic tongues from those of the West, with which

our scholars are more conversant, has

made

pro-

CAUSES OF THE NEGLECT OF HEBREW.
ficients

in

Hebrew more
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rare than those of the

Greek language.

A

third cause

is

suggested, which, although not

preference in
theological

question

and

much

have

so obvious, is believed to
:

it

is

to

do with the

the prevalence of
controversies,

ecclesiastical

quiring, for their being properly

re-

grappled with, a

acquaintance with the New than with the
Old Testament.
Conventionally, the latter has
been thrown into the shade compared with the
fuller

former

;

with

who know

how much

reason will appear to those

that Divine revelation

is

and can

one,

only be properly considered as a whole.
Because
is more useful, popularly, than the planets

the sun

of our system, or than the stars,

it

may be

to second-rate thinkers to exalt its merits,

over the claims of

But a more

its

more

allowed

and pass

retiring companions.

scientific observer will

think

less of

the

splendour, and be sensible of the relative importance

which they
Biblical
learning,
of
sound
state
form a part. In a
such as we believe is becoming daily more common,
such a preference will cease to exist but as long as
it prevails, the Greek literature will have an advantage over the Oriental, will be studied by a greater
number of persons, and more assiduously.
These causes, with others which might be mentioned, have resulted in the fact, that up to this
time no such critical edition of the Hebrew Bible
has been published in this country, as those of
Bloomfield and Alford, for instance, of the New
Testament. The English Biblical student cannot
find ready to his hand any commentary which can
of the lesser lights to the vast system of

;
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his

studies

of the

HEBREW BIBLE

Old Testament in

ancient and genuine documents, and
obliged to have recourse to

many

is

:

its

consequently

scattered sources

of information, such as the Scholia of Hosenmuller

and the critical works of Dathe. Without giving
any opinion of the merits of Bloomfield's Commentary on the Greek Testament, we will take
that as an illustration of the kind of work we wish
to see on the Hebrew Bible. This laborious compilation contains in two octavo volumes a mass of
sacred literature derived from various authors, as
well as much original matter, the whole being
illustrative of the Greek text.
Suppose we make
four volumes, in larger octavo, the

maximum

of the

edition we propose, we will then inquire what can
be done in such a space, and throw out some suggestions as to the best mode of conducting the
performance.
If the work should be allowed to

swell beyond these

proportions,

it

would become

inconvenient for easy reference, and too expensive
for general use.

Of the proposed four volumes the text should
be printed in such a type as to occupy a space
equivalent to one-fourth, thus leaving three-fourths
of every page, on an average, for the critical notes.
An immense body of information could be comprised within these limits, if a diffuse style and
rounded periods were avoided. About one hundred
pages of the first volume might be devoted to
Prolegomena, comprising a translation and an
abstract of "Walton, with such subsidiary matter as

more recent

criticism has

supplied, especially

reference to the state of the text.

in

This part of the

ITS

ESSENTIAL REQUISITES.

work would demand extensive
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sympathy
and great
sagacity in the selection of materials.
Labour
should not be spared in framing some indices,
a department of book-making sadly neglected in
England.
An index of matters in general, and
another of Hebrew words and phrases explained in
with the wants of

the notes, should, at

students,

least,

be supplied.

suggested edition of the

what we wish

erudition, a

Biblical

Hebrew Bible

If this
is

made

become, expense should not be
spared wherever utility is to be attained.
A work
which will be acceptable to Biblical students of
every class may be reasonably expected to defray all
We have
that can be laid out in its execution.
given some attention to the subject, and made calcuit

to

and we believe that four large octavos
would be amply sufficient for a critical work of the
lations,

highest character.

In the execution of this plan, the first thing demanding our attention is the text, which the critical
apparatus of the work is to illustrate. In editions
of the New Testament learned men have often compiled a text of their own, as in the case of Griesbach, Scholz, and Teschendorf but with regard to
the Hebrew Bible this has not been done, as far as
our knowledge extends, since the time of Van der
Hooght, and even his attention was rather given to
produce an edition ad ficlem recemionis Masoreticce
than to form a more perfect text by means of
;

Dr. Kennicott's Bible appeared in
1780, the text being that of Van der Hooght without points, its only object being to display the vast
collection of various readings discovered by that inmanuscripts.
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defatigable

An

scholar.

HEBREW

edition of

BIBLE.

the

Hebrew

Bible, with all the important readings of Kennicott

and De Rossi, was published at Leipsic, in 1793, by
Doederlein and Meisner, and from its compressed
form is invaluable to students. But no attempt has
yet been made to bring the various readings to bear
on a reconstruction of the text, nor have they yet
been submitted to that careful analysis by which
those of the Greek Testament have become so available.
Until all existing manuscripts shall have
been collated, it is far better to have one textus
receptus, to which all critical discoveries can be
applied, than twenty or thirty various recensions,
often exhibiting the conflicting opinions and prin-

When

ciples of their various authors.

the proper

time arrives, the results of the highest criticism may
be applied to the formation of a text as correct as
possible, but at present we prefer recommending the
adoption of Van der Hooght, as being on the whole
most correct, and also as the standard to which
learned men almost universally refer. This text
must be printed with the most scrupulous exactness,
the edition published by

Van

der

Hooght himself

being the copy employed to print from. No pains
should be spared to purge away former typographical errors, and to prevent the introduction of
fresh ones.

But although the

text

is

to

remain unaltered,

the Biblical student must be put in possession of
existing helps to

form a judgment

all

as to its probable

The
must be intrusted

integrity or spuriousness in doubtful cases.

various readings already furnished
to a discerning hand,

and

all

that can alter the sense

USE OF ANCIENT VERSIONS.
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or the grammatical construction conscientiously inIt

serted.

is

evident that this

no common abilities, for it
whether a various reading

Even when a

is

a task requiring

is

not always easy to say

is

of importance or not.

correction purely orthographical,

and

not in the least affecting the sense, may be useless
it may become important by illus-

in a given case,
trating

some other passage in which a

doctrine
this part

rejection

concerned.

the Prolegomena, that the student

what he

fact or a

Whoever may undertake
of the work must have fixed principles of
and admission, and these must be stated in
is

is

trusting.

Thus

may know

to

selected, the various

readings should be printed immediately below the
text, yet not so as to

be confounded with the Maso-

A line dividing those notes from the
and another marking the boundary of the
various readings, will add much to perspicuity, and
be thankfully received by the scholar. The marks
or signs by which the various readings are connected
with the passages to which they refer must be very
explicit and conspicuous, and on this subject the

retic notes.

text,

experience of printers of established reputation

be consulted.

may

In the edition of Doederlein small
employed, and great distinctness is

italic letters are

secured.

The use to be made of the ancient versions next
demands attention. As it is to be desired that the
Hebrew text should be compared thoroughly with
those versions which it is proposed to employ, a
selection of the most important is necessary, and we
think the Targums, the Syriac, the Greek, and the
Latin versions, must form the boundary, on account
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:

of the great difficulty and expense which would
attend a careful comparison if extended to the

Ethiopic and Arabic.

Where

those or other versions

have been employed by former
commentators, their aid may be borrowed in important passages but this edition would have a higher
of critical value

;

value

if

the four sources of interpretation just men-

tioned are collated de novo.

"Wherever light is
thrown on the text by these versions, or when they
differ

from

characters,
this

it,

they must be quoted in their

and the advantage of a Polyglot

way be

own

will in

afforded without its expensiveness,

and

with the benefit of having important differences
These versional interpretations
will be admitted first in the notes, unless in those

clearly indicated.

which the editors have any observations to
make on the state of the text, compared with its
cases in

various readings.
different

Where

the versions are widely

from the Hebrew, suggestions as to the

cause of the discrepancy will be valuable, in the

manner exhibited by Schleusner in his Lexicon of
Some of these variations indicate
probable corruptions of the Hebrew text, and should
be noted in the hope that the collation of manuscripts may some day confirm the conjecture or shew
the Septuagint.

its

incorrectness.

Grammatical observations deduced from the
works of the most recent philosophical writers on
that subject, as Gesenius and Ewald, may be introduced with good effect. The same remark will apply
to lexicography, which we would make an important feature of the suggested undertaking.

meanings given by Gesenius or

Eiirst

The

to words

ITS

EXEGETICAL ADJUNCTS.

occurring only once or twice,
will save

time,

if

379

inserted in the notes

by rendering the consultation of

those authors unnecessary.
By the way, all such
words of unusual occurrence should be noted as
they are met with. Oriental customs illustrative of
Hebrew words and phrases must be briefly alluded
to, and beyond this we would not allow miscel-

The work should
Hebrew Bible, and not
inspired contents.
The fulfil-

laneous observations to proceed.

be a

critical edition of the

an exposition of its
ment of prophecy or the doctrinal bearings of various
passages we would leave out of sight altogether,
as well as all pious reflections, which we presume
the student can best supply for himself. We wish
the undertaking to be a help to the proper understanding of the text, as an affair of philology, not

Divine revelation is the temple
to which the text conducts as a porch, and it is the
right way of attaining to the entrance which we

as one of divinity.

desire to point out.

labour to attain so

them will not

We
much

presume that those who
as

we wish

to present to

stop here, but will use their knowledge

to assist in the

promotion of their own piety and

the happiness of their fellow-men.

In addition to the materials already noticed, some
minor matters may receive attention without increasing the size of the work. Chronology, shewing
the variations of the Hebrew text and the versions,
may occupy a niche at the top of the page and
some divisions, more philosophical than that of
The
chapters, may throw the text into paragraphs.
references
to illusmargin should be available for
trative passages, and, by proper discrimination, im;
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student.

may

be furnished in this way to the
Marginal references in a critical edition

niense aid

of the Scriptures should not point to similar events

and analogous doctrines, but to words peculiarly
used, and to grammatical constructions of an anomalous character. The passages quoted from the
Hebrew Bible in Gesenius's Lexicon are generally
such as throw light on the meaning of the word
under which they are found. Such references, thrown
into the margin of the work now proposed, will be
highly useful, and the reader will be sure to consult
them when he finds that each one is explanatory of
the text.

"We believe that we have now embodied in
this Essay our ideas of what is wanting in this
department of sacred literature, and if anything
like it could be brought to completion, a favour
of no ordinary kind would be conferred upon all
Biblical scholars, especially those

who

are not far

advanced in their interesting studies. Such of us
as have had to furnish ourselves with the critical
helps which we propose to present in readiness
for those

who

will

come

after us, are deeply sensible

of the desirableness of shortening, as
sible,

much

as pos-

the ways which lead to sound Biblical learning,

and the

critical edition of

the

Hebrew

Scriptures

suggested in this Essay will accomplish that purpose
to a great extent.

Perhaps such a scheme as we have presented
considered Utopian, and thrown aside as
impracticable but it is asked respectfully in what

may be

;

the insuperable difficulties consist

?

Two

aid are needed, that of Biblical learning

sorts of

and that

CO-OPERATION OF LEARNED

MEN NECESSARY.
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For one man to attempt
through such an undertaking would
still leave him far behind the Biblical scholars who
have laboured for us in former years, such as Walton,
Leusden, Michaelis, and Schleusner. But by cooperation the work would be comparatively easy,
and, under one editor, the labours of many learned
men might be secured, without breaking in upon
of pecuniary resources.

and

to carry

harmony

the continuity and

might

collate the

of the whole.

One

Syriac, another the Septuagint

one might write the Prolegomena, and anwhile a fifth could grapple with the
various readings. As to the pecuniary question,
that may be left to those enterprising booksellers
our country can furnish, some of whom are not backward in patronizing attempts which can be shewn
to afford the promise of ultimate, even though disIn several London printingtant, remuneration.
offices all the types necessary for such an undertaking are ready furnished, and we long to see them
occupied on some work of a truly national character,
or rather on one which will be acceptable wherever
version

;

other the notes

;

Sacred Literature

is

valued.
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XV.

SOME PHASES OF LATIN
CHRISTIANITY.*
Had Dean

Milman's History of Latin

Christianity-

been the production of a Continental author, it
would have furnished our critics with another opportunity of extolling foreign research and scholarship
at the expense of that of native growth and therefore, as we profess to be Anglican in our tastes and
;

prepossessions,

we

are glad of the occasion thus

furnished to us of introducing to the notice of our
readers this valuable result of the industrious learn-

ing of our

own

It

soil.

is

in every

way

a contribu-

which Englishmen may be proud,
bear some efficient, though humble,

tion to history of

and we hope

to

tribute to its accomplished author.

The

title

of the

work brings before us the diviwhich is a characteristic of

sion of literary labour,

the times in which

we

live,

and

Our

is

highly favourable

thought they
could only write upon a subject in its complex
entirety, and whether they laboured on a Biblical
Commentary or a Church History, they took the

to

historical writing.

* History of Latin Christianity.

D.D.,

Dean

of St. Paul's.

fathers

By Henry Hart Milman,

NECESSARY DIVISION OF LABOUR.
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two extreme points into their conception, and aimed
at discussing the whole space "between them. In the
department of Scriptural Exegesis this plan
relinquished, for
qualities

it is

is

now

seen that very various mental

and attainments are demanded hy

different

books of the Bible, for their successful elucidation.

The same remark applies fully to the writing of
Church History, in any manner which can be conand trustworthy. It is true the
Church of Christ is one, in an important sense, and
we should be able to grasp some view of it as a
whole but, as something to be submitted to historical and critical research, it naturally divides itself
sidered scientific

;

into

many

separate, although

not entirely inde-

For example, Christianity has
taken up its abode in many kingdoms, different from
each other in language, political customs, and social
manners. To treat of all these obviously requires
that the various languages in which the documentary
evidence is found should be understood, and the
secular features of each country thoroughly known.
But what man could be found equally at home in
searching for his materials in the mass of the medics
pendent, portions.

et infimce Latinitatis, the Teutonic archives of Ger-

many, and the
and Syria ?

still

more recondite

lore of Ethiopia

But, apart from this geographical separation of
the materials of Church History, the
Christianity

presents widely

distinct

growth of
phenomena,

according to the moral and even physical circum-

which

a

little

While

it never loses
Divine author, as
leaven ivhich leavens the whole lump, yet the

stances into

it is cast.

the character given of

it

by

its
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much of its
character, in whatever degree it may be
and improved by the operation of the new

mass into which
original

purified

it

falls

still

retains

Mental idiosyncrasies in individuals are
not destroyed by the converting power of Gospel
truth, and the same is true of whole communities

element.

This observation involves the recognition of a deep philosophy which is too often ignored
and forgotten, in the futile attempts made to reduce
or nations.

the varied aspects of the Christian field to one

monotonous

level.

By severing Latin Christianity from the Greek
and Oriental forms of the same Divine instrument
for the regeneration of mankind, Dean Milman has
defined a portion of the

great field of research,

which possesses very marked and distinctive features.
If we compare the present aspects of the Papacy
with those of the Greek Church, and both of these
systems with modern Protestantism, an unreflecting
observer will see only varied forms of error, contrasting, in his estimation,

much more
is true,

but

apostolical
it

with a state of things

and pure.

And

this opinion

labours under the fault of being too

partial in its deductions,

and leaving out of sight

those earlier historical circumstances which both

made

those forms of Christianity what they were,
and at the same time adapted them as instruments
of immense good to departed ages and nations of
mankind. No one can form any enlightened conception of Church History who surveys merely the
two extremities of the last eighteen centuries, and
comparing the gigantic errors and follies of existing

systems with primitive truth, gives them his indis-

;
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criminate condemnation.
These departures from
the faith and practice of the earliest times were not
sudden, and completed at once, but were the growth
and result of states of things in themselves inevitable,

and adapted by Divine Providence

furtherance of the Gospel.

It

is

true

for the

that this

forms no excuse for those who in the light of the
present persist in preferring the darkness of the past
but neither does it acquit those of rashness and
ignorance who involve the interesting movements

and principles

of departed ages in one indiscriminate

censure.

Dr.

Milman has

characteristics of the

well pointed out the distinct

Church of the West, and traced

carefully the often minute, and, as far as

man

is

concerned, the accidental circumstances which gradually caused and confirmed the spiritual and political power of the Papacy.
It was no one master-

which in the fourth and fifth centuries threw
its prophetic glance upon the future, and then laid
out a plan of aggrandizement which after-ages were
to work out and complete. Some people talk of the
Papacy in this manner, and as though one individual
spirit

mind had, in the

possession of immortality, presided

over the counsels of centuries, and moulded into perfection a preconceived ideal of priestly sway.
But

how

from the facts of the
actual
slow
that
accretion of power,
from
case
civil and religious, often more given than sought
after, and certainly more often a blessing than an
In the work before us
evil at its first possession.
with
great
traced
precision, and this
are
causes
these
is one feature of Dr. Milman' s labours for which we
different is this theory

;

c c

—
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him our thanks. Latin Christianity was the
growth of circumstances, and, in many of its most
striking features, took an inevitable impress from
the moulds into which it was involuntarily cast.

tender

The inroad of what Dean Milman calls Teutonic
Christianity, and its blessings, are graphically described by him. The spirit in which the great result

new element, namely, the
viewed by the author, may be

of the mingling of this

Reformation,

is

gathered from the following passage

:

" The progressive development of Christianity seems the
inevitable consequence of man's progress in knowledge, and
in

the more

Human

general

thought

help asserting,

its

is

dissemination of

that

knowledge.

almost compelled to assert, and cannot

original freedom.

manifestly a law of

human

And

as that progress is

nature, proceeding

Divine Author of our being, this

self- adaptation

from the
of the one

true religion to that progress must have the Divine sanction,

and may be supposed, without presumption, to have been conThe full and
more explicit expansion of these views on this Avatar of
templated in the counsels of Infinite Wisdom.
Teutonic Christianity must await
of our history."

—Vol.

i.,

its

proper place at the close

p. 10.

Such is the department of visible Christianity,
by the author. It may be said, without the

selected

world has witnessed
nothing to equal this phase of her history, considered
both in its intrinsic grandeur and in its existing

least hesitation, that hitherto the

results.

What may come under the notice

historians, should the

of future

world be subjected to the

in-

fluence of Christian doctrines and institutions during

another period of two thousand years,
sible to predict

—

it is imposperhaps something to throw into

the shade the mighty

phenomenon we

are

now

con-

;

THE TRUE POSITION OF THE PAPACY.

But confining our view

templating.
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to the past,

the growth, progress, completion, and consequences
of the Papacy occupy far

than

all

more of the

field of vision

other developments of Christianity besides,

and furnish more abundant materials for the
rian.

as

we

It is this fact, coupled

histo-

with the baseless idea,

think, of the near approach of the end of the

Christian Dispensation, that leads to a concentration
of prophetic declarations, and scriptural descriptions

of apostacy,

upon the Roman Church.

that Christianity

is

near

its

Presuming
consummation, then in-

deed it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that a
system ultimately so corrupt and so universally diffused, must be the subject of the Apocalyptic and
other denunciations.
But if we enlarge our conception of Christianity, as being yet probably in
earlier stages,

and destined

its

to exist for five or ten

thousand years, we can easily see how its Latin form
may one day yield in importance to other even more
powerful and corrupt developments. For our own
part, we think this is by far the most reasonable
view, and that most of the would-be interpreters of
Christian prophecy are wrong, because they narrow,
without any competent authority, the duration of
Christianity.
The Church historian of the year

be subjected to
the pen of man, will have to recognize and describe
the same period as fills Dean Milman's lively pages
but from that distant point of view, and with such
light as those long centuries will throw upon the
a.d. 5000, should such a date ever

past,

how

different

may

be the subjective impres-

sions of the writer, as to the place occupied in the

whole Christian system by the Church once enc c 2

!
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throned on the seven hills, and reigning for a thousand years over the nations of the West
It has taken the long period of eighteen hundred years to bring about the outward form of
Christianity at present existing in Protestant coun-

and it will, apparently, take many more to
extend anything like the same spiritual privileges
to the whole of Christendom.
But Christendom is,
after all, but a small part of the inhabited portions
of the globe, and to vast millions of the human race
the feet of those who preach the Gospel of peace,
and bring glad tidings of good things, have never
yet reached. We attach no importance to speculations in things not revealed, and therefore we will
not say we think that the world must be converted
to God before it comes to an end
neither will we
conclude that the past rate of progress is to be
taken as the measure of future Gospel triumphs.
But we do feel justified in meeting positive statements to the effect, that nothing but Borne can be
tries,

;

intended in the prophetic parts of the New Testament which speak of apostacy, by directing attention to the probability that the future events spoken
of may yet be future, and are to have their accomplishment in times of far greater success and yet
deeper corruption. In these days of uncritical dogmatism, it is sometimes useful to oppose one theory

and to hint at the probable hiatus in the
chain of men's reasonings on matters not disclosed
to human ken.
to another,

The

history treated of in the

given with

fidelity, its

work before us

is

various scenes being sketched

with the hand of a master.

We

are inclined to view

SPIRITUAL HISTORY OF THE CHURCH.
it

as a fault that

the spiritual manifestations of

Christianity are either not treated of at
little

389

all,

or too

brought forward to relieve the often intensely

hateful character of the

mere

political side of the

Take, as an example, the reign of the degraded Justinian in the sixth century, and that of
the most renowned of courtezans, his empress Theopicture.

dora,

and how dense

is

the air of wickedness which

pervaded the whole, unrelieved, in Dean Milman's
pages,

by any

of that true light of Christ which,

coming into the world, enlighteneth every man ! Wo
read of Popes and councils, but they seem entirely
the instruments of political intrigue, and we feel
that if Christianity, as a little leaven, is fermenting
its processes must be occult
and obscure indeed. Yet we believe that no times
have been so dark as not to furnish illustrations of
the power of godliness and that often the political
aspects of Christianity in courts and armies conceal,
by their more worldly intrusiveness, what is alone
worthy of the name of religion. This period is certainly peculiarly destitute of spiritual phenomena,
and yet they are not altogether wanting. Unfortunately history has too often felt it to be its duty to
presume that the politically great are the whole of
mankind, or, at least, the only portion worth notice.
But both among the high and the low, the retiring

in the corrupt mass,

;

may

be found in the darkest
ages, perhaps existing in deeper recesses because of
the surrounding iniquity. We wish Dr. Milman
graces of Christianity

had more frequently drawn piety from

its

cell, if

only to relieve the painful sense forced upon us of
the almost utter corruption of public

affairs,

even

;
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administered by professed Christians. We do
not altogether approve of Milner's plan, and we

when

admire his reasonings still less ; yet we have been
often refreshed by comparing his view of successive
centuries with that given in the work before us. We
are persuaded that it must become more and more
the peculiar task of the ecclesiastical historian to
trace the stream of piety in

ings

;

its

humble meander-

to detect the silvery waters amidst the dark

woods and overhanging rocks of an intrusive and
worldly profession.

We have the more regretted this apparent neglect
of the spirit of Christ, manifested even in the most

corrupt ages of the Church, because Dr.

Milman

has given unequivocal proofs both of his ability to
detect

its

With

existence and appreciate

its

value.

on which different opinions
be formed, we are able to use the
highest terms of the whole execution and character
of this work, the production of the matured mind
this exception,

will probably

He has brought to it accumulated
knowledge, a freedom from class prejudices,

of the author.
stores of

and a sense of the duties of his office far more
scientific and philosophical than has hitherto fallen
to the lot of our Church historians. He has pointed
out the sources of those peculiarities of the Latin
division of Christianity

other portions of the

peculiarities partly local
dential,

He

and

which distinguish

field,

it

from

with great clearness

and physical, partly provi-

partly, in appearance at least, accidental.

has especially traced the growth of Papal power,
unknown, then a matter of mere sentiment,

at first

afterwards gradually demanded, and then conceded.

SLOW GROWTH OF PAPAL DESPOTISM.
The various phases
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of this remarkable despotism are

graphically described, as they present themselves in

the successive ages of

its

existence.

At

first

there

a mere conventional deference, on the part of
Christendom, to the Church of the capital of the

is

whole world then succeeds a necessary interference,
on the part of Rome, in matters which agitated, and
threatened to injure, the Christianity of remote pro;

vinces

;

afterwards political causes

demanded that

Roman pontiff

should claim more worldly power,
as the best instrument, in the circumstances, of
So far
saving a religious and spiritual influence.

the

we can

recognize the principles of a just

of Providence,

making

all

economy

things work together for

the good of the Church, and the spread of

its legi-

timate control over the lower natures with whom it
came in contact. But soon the bounds were passed

which separated personal motives from maxims of
public utility, and the Bishop of Rome ceased to be
the friend, and became the real enemy of the Church.
This process was long, and it is often difficult to
separate the boundaries of light and darkness, of
mere personal ambition, and a regard for the general
good.
But the ultimate results leave no doubt of
the character of the usurpation. Age by age all
that is virtuous and benevolent in the Papacy gradually vanishes, until there appears upon the scene
a monstrous exhibition of pride and worldliness, to
which we do not wonder that Apocalyptic visions
should be referred, although we may not recognize
the critical justice of the application.
think it an excellence of Dr. Milman's history that he fully recognizes these various degrees

We
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of value possessed in different ages

by the Church

of Home.
He does not involve in one indiscriminating censure a mighty system which at one period
had most admirable characteristics, and at another

formed the only bulwark against a savage and exterminating political power. But neither does he with
an overweening fondness for what is old, or a blind
reverence for asserted Divine right, extenuate the
faults of Latin Christianity, or maintain for it

perpetual claim to reverence.

As

far as

it

any

appears

be a Divine instrument, adapted for peculiar crises
of history, he gives it its meed of praise, but no
further.
This is the only way in which this awful
page of the Church's progress can be profitably
studied, or Christianity be vindicated from the charge
to

If a fancied perfection of apostolical

of failure.
Christianity

and

vices

is

assumed, in spite of the glaring errors

which

clearly disfigure

the Epistles, and

it,

as exhibited in

all after history is to

this exaggerated standard, then indeed

to discover

much

that

is

be tried by

it is difficult

admirable in the career of

But the enlightened expounder of the Holy
and of early Church history, will remember that Christianity was never perfect, and
that having lapsed into errors of doctrine and pracRonie.

Scriptures,

even under the eye of Apostles, it could not be
expected to exhibit a more spotless form when they
had left the world. How many stumbling-blocks

tice,

would the remembrance
out of the

way

remove

of this principle

of the Christian student

!

How

would an irrational, although perhaps amiable, optimism cease to darken counsel by words without
knowledge, if the necessary mingling of good and

—
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SPIRIT.

were recognized in the contemplation of the
Church's progress
The influence of second causes

evil

!

on the spread of the Church has always been a
marked feature of its history, and cannot he neglected by any historian of enlightened and philosophic views.
Nor can we fail to remark how
certain idiosyncrasies of character, both in indivi-

duals and communities, both favour the reception
of the truth in the

over

it,

when

colouring.

it is

To

first

instance,

and

also

throw

embraced, something of their

this fact

Milman

Dr.

own

gives great

prominence.

We are struck, almost on the threshold of the
Dean's labours, with the freedom from class prejudices, a subjection to
torian,

which must

vitiate

any

his-

much more him who

the Church.

He

writes the history of
says, in the Introduction, " It is

obvious that I use Christianity, and indeed Teutonic
Christianity, in its most comprehensive significance,
from national episcopal Churches, like that of England, which aspires to maintain the doctrines and
organization of the Apostolic or immediately postapostolic ages, onward to that dubious and unde-

where Christianity melts into a high
moral theism, a faith which would expand to purer
spirituality with less distinct dogmatic system, or
that which would hardly call itself more than a
finable verge

Christian philosophy, a religious rationalism.

sume

not, neither

is it

I pre-

the office of the historian, to

limit the blessings of our religion either in this

there is One who will
world or the world to come
know His own.' As an historian I can disfranchise
none who claim, even on the slightest grounds, the
'
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privileges

who

and hopes of Christianity

believers

and worshippers

Nor

through Christ."

repudiate none

man

is

own

is

of

Christ,

or

of

God

this a vain boast, or a

duty it is evident that Dr. Milwho, while sincerely attached to
form of Church government, can respect the

mere deference
his

;

do not place themselves without the pale of

to

;

really one

and see the image of Christ in
from him. We know that there

scruples of others,

those

who

differ

be found

will

men

of all parties

who

will not like

Latin Christianity, and
with the easily uttered charge of latiBut we have no doubt the author
tudinarianism.
will bear this rebuke with more magnanimity than

this feature of the history of

will

brand

it

the opposite one of being a bigot, and be more
pleased to obtain the applause of an audience " fit

though few," than to be hailed with the doubtful
praises of those whose own opinion is the Dagon of
their idolatry.

We

do not feel called upon to

criticize the style

in which these volumes are written, but

we must

allude to the vein of quiet sarcasm which often

shews itself, and also to the aphoristic brevity with
which important sentiments are often conveyed.
The writer's opinion is frequently made to appear
by the turn of a sentence, as well as by a lengthy
statement of it. Thus the folly of religious contention is strikingly painted in these words " A
:

tradition has survived in the pontifical annals of a

proscription, a massacre.

—

The

streets,

the baths, the

churches ran with blood the streets, where the partisans of rival bishops encountered in arms; the
baths, where Arian and Catholic could not wash to-

;
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STYLE.

gether without mutual contamination the churches,
where they could not join in common worship to
the same Redeemer " (vol. i., p. 66). Take also these
" Did
instances of the same constructio prcegnans.
the vanity of Jerome mistake outward respect for
general attachment, awe of his abilities and learning
for admiration, and so blind him to the ill- dissembled,
if dissembled, hostility which he had provoked in so
many quarters ?
Jerome left ungrateful Rome,
against whose sins the recluse of Palestine becomes
even more empassioned, whose clergy and people
become blacker and more inexcusable in his harsher
and more unsparing denunciations " (vol. i., p. 75).
In a few strokes the Dean here clearly indicates his
;

.

.

.

opinion of this father of doubtful character.

"

The

Alexandrians rose in defence of their magistrate
the monks were driven from the city Ammonius
;

tortured,

seized,

manded

his

body

and put

to

to be taken

death.

up

;

Cyril

com-

the honours of a

Christian martyr were prostituted on this insolent
his panegyric was pronounced in the Church,
and he was called Thaumasius, the Wonderful. But
the more Christian of the Christians were shocked
Cyril was for
at the conduct of the Archbishop
once ashamed, and glad to bury the affair in oblivion" (vol. i., p. 148). "A sudden and total revolution at once took place. The change was wrought
not by the commanding voice of ecclesiastical
authority not by the argumentative eloquence of
any great writer, who by his surpassing abilities
awed the world into peace not by the reaction of

ruffian

;

;

—

—

—

pure Christian charity, drawing together the conIt was a new
flicting parties by evangelic love.

—
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dynasty on the throne of Constantinople"

(vol.

i.,

p. 206).

These volumes abound in graphic descriptions
too numerous to be more than generally alluded to.
We have been struck with some scenes in the life of
Gregory the Great as specimens of historical painting.
The whole account of Thomas a Becket is intensely interesting, and especially the description of

Every word tells, and the entire picture,
thus made up of bold strokes and deep colouring,
has a fine and deep effect. We refer our readers to
the volumes themselves for illustrations, and will
give what is more to our purpose the reflections of
Dr. Milman on the character of Becket

his death.

—

:

" Thus Becket obtained by his death that triumph for
which he would perhaps have struggled in vain through a
He was now a saint, and for some centuries the
long life.
most popular saint in England among the people, from a
generous indignation at his barbarous murder, from the fame
of his austerities and his charities, no doubt from admiration
of his bold resistance to the kingly power; among the clergy,
Even if the
as the champion, the martyr of their order.
:

clergy had had no interest in the miracles at the

tomb of

Becket, the high-strung faith of the people would have
Avrought

them almost without suggestion or

assistance.

Cures

would have been made or imagined ; the latent powers of
diseased or paralyzed bodies would have been quickened into
active belief, and the fear of disbelieving would have multifraud would
plied one extraordinary event into a hundred
be outbid by zeal the invention of the crafty, even if what
may seem invention was not more often ignorance and credulity, would be outrun by the demands of superstition.
There is no calculating the extent and effects of these
:

;

epidemic outbursts of passionate religion.

" Becket was indeed the martyr of the clergy, not of the
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of sacerdotal power, not of Christianity

not of mankind.

From beginning

to

end

it

of a caste,

;

was a

strife for

the authority, the immunities, the possessions of the clergy.
The liberty of the Church was the exemption of the clergy

from law; the vindication of their separate, exclusive, disfrom the rest of mankind. It was a sacrifice to the deified self; not the individual self, but self as the
centre and representative of a great corporation.
Here and
there in the long full correspondence there is some slight
tinctive existence

allusion to the miseries of the people in being deprived of

the services of the exiled bishops and clergy.

'
There is no
one to ordain clergy, to consecrate virgins/ The confiscated
property is said to be a robbery of the poor ; yet in general
the sole object in dispute was the absolute immunity of the
clergy from civil jurisdiction, the right of appeal from the

temporal sovereign to Rome, and the asserted superiority of
the spiritual rulers in every respect over the temporal power.
There might, indeed, be latent advantages to mankind, social,
moral, and religious, in this secluded sanctity of one class of
men; it might be well that there should be a barrier against

the fierce and ruffian violence of kings and barons; that
somewhere freedom should find a voice, and some protest be

made

against the despotism of arms, especially in a newlyconquered country like England, where the kingly and aristoabove all, that there should be
cratic power was still foreign
a caste, not an hereditary one, into which ability might force
its way up, from the most low-born, even from the servile
rank ; but the liberties of the Church, as they were called,
;

— a milder, per— instead of another a

were but the establishment of one tyranny
haps, but not less rapacious tyranny,

;

tyranny which aspired to uncontrolled, irresponsible rule, nor
was above the inevitable evil produced on rulers as well as on
subjects,

from the consciousness of arbitrary and autocratic

power.
" Reflective posterity

may perhaps consider as not the least

remarkable point in this lofty and tragic
but a

strife for

power.

Henry

II.

strife, that it was
was a sovereign who, with

;
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noble and kingly qualities, lived more than even most
monarchs of his age in direct violation of every Christian
He was
precept of justice, humanity, conjugal fidelity.

many

But throughout this
no remonstrance whatever from Primate or
Pope against his disobedience to the laws of God, only to
Becket might, indeed, if he had rethose of the Church.

lustful, cruel, treacherous, arbitrary.

contest there

tained

his

is

full

and

acknowledged religious power, have

rebuked the vices, protected the subjects, interceded for the
victims of the King's unbridled passions.

ledged by

all

It

must be acknow-

that he did not take the wisest course to secure

which might have been beneficent influence. But as to
what appears, if the King would have consented to allow the
Churchmen to despise all law if he had not insisted on
hanging priests guilty of homicide as freely as laymen, he
might have gone on unreproved in his career of ambition
he might unrebuked have seduced or ravished the wives and

this

—

daughters of his nobles

;

extorted without remonstrance of

if he had kept his
Henry's real
hands from the treasures of the Church.
the object
have
been?)
in
any
case
it
(would
not
tyranny was
The
oppugnancy,
resistance.
or
censure,
of the Churchman's
would
doubtless
have
King
rapacious
cruel and ambitious and
lived unexcommunicated, and died with plenary absolution."

the clergy any revenue from his subjects,

Vol.

iii.,

pp.

525—528.

and
close
our
them
must
exwe
With
bold writing.
tracts from these volumes, which we hope many of
our readers will study for themselves. They are an
important and highly valuable contribution to a
department of our literature which has not yet been
These are

fine sentiments, expressed in free

sufficiently elaborated,

and we hope they may prove

hut the precursor of

But
the

for what historian
Romish Church, as

many
is
it

similar

productions.

reserved the history of
will appear in its

com-

PROPHECY AND THE PAPACY.
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pleteness to those

who

look back upon

as having been but gone for ever ?

To the

it

in far distant centuries shall

disciples of the school of

modern expounders

of prophecy this question will appear to admit of

an easy reply, since the fate of Rome is presumed
by them to be clearly denned in Holy Writ, and to
be near at hand. Already, in their view, the mystery of iniquity is tottering to its ruin, and those
elements are seething and boiling which are to destroy the city on the seven hills, and to create a
catastrophe greater than the overthrow of Sodom
and Gomorrah, the smoke of which is to ascend up
for ever and ever
That the evil deeds of the
Papacy are specifically described in prophecy that
their limits are determined
and that a physical
destruction of fire and brimstone is to be the awful
punishment of centuries of corruption, are axiomatic
!

;

;

deductions in the theology of a large

number

Christian people, the belief of which

orthodoxy,

is

of

but the doubting of them its ill-favoured and muchdreaded opposite. We have already alluded to our
own view as not harmonizing with that now mentioned, and the subject is important enough to deserve a few further remarks from us.
We are willing to concede that no language is
too strong to express the crimes of the

Church

for

many

centuries

Romish

—crimes which increase

and
which would seem to have attained their confirmed
and darkest dye under the bright beams of modern
As we recede backward in
light and civilization.

in depth of colouring as ages have rolled away,

many

extenuating circumstances present
themselves which modern Roman Catholicism can

history
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"by

no means lay claim

to,

look at a priest of this

among our population

and we are compelled

communion now

to

officiating

more responsible, and
therefore, with our convictions, a more guilty man,
than those who bore the same office in the tenth
century.
We look upon the system now as bad
altogether, and cannot but desire its utter overthrow nor are the tendencies of taste and learning
which make us view the ages of the past with much
interest and reverence, at all able to blind us to the
utter sinfulness of the Papacy, and the guilt of its
We wish explicitly and
supporters and promoters.
ex animo to state this, partly from our regard to
religious truth, and partly because of the strong
as a far

;

prejudices of the prophetic party just

We

to.

Rome,

know

at

now

referred

well that to say a word in favour of

any period of

subject

history, is to

its

ourselves to the charge of being either infidels or

Romanisers, but

we

indignantly deny both counts

We will yield to no

of the indictment.

class of our

fellow Christians in our zeal for scriptural truth on

the one hand, nor in our entire repugnancy to the
theory and

practice

Romish Church on

of the

the other.

But

Rome

surely

it

does not follow that a hatred of

necessarily entails with

interpretation, or

is

it

a scheme of Biblical

indissolubly identified Avith

some

Because we cannot
think that the grand object for which Italian volstereotyped form of criticism.

canoes exist

is

that they

may

soon belch out their

pont-up flames and destroy the City, does
that

we approve

with

its

of

its

it

follow

blasphemies, or symbolize

untruthful and unscriptural dogmas

?

Yet

INDISCREET INTERPRETATIONS OF PROPHECY.
this is precisely the reasoning of a class of
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men who

intrude themselves into matters not revealed to

man, and presumptuously attach meanings of their

own

imaginations to the darkly mysterious pages of
Holy Writ. In spite of the declarations of the

which prohibit a prying into the times and the
seasons which the Father hath put in Sis own power
these men "rush in where angels fear to tread,"
and pronounce, as with the clearness of actual
vision, what is to take place in the latter days, not
in the general terms employed by ancient seers, but
with a particularity of application to existing
systems.
Hence there is no part of printed theology more utterly unsound than that plentiful
portion of it based upon the Apocalypse no specuBible,

>

;

lations of a religious kind

a blush on

infidel sarcastic,

We

more calculated to excite
and make the

the face of a believer,

than those of the prophetic school.
abundant interpretations

need only refer to the

of the

number

of the beast, to their incongruous-

and their entire failure,
The comments on that
in proof of our assertion.
passage in the Revelation are indeed an instructive,
though melancholy, portion of pretended scriptural
exegesis, and will probably be viewed in future ages
as yielding in crude reasoning and wild fanaticism
to nothing in the whole history of the human mind.
There is something monstrously uncritical in the
idea of a physical destruction of the Papacy but
there is also an anility about it, a childish want of
thought and largeness of view. Let us suppose for
ness, their utter discrepancy,

;

a moment that hidden fires should overthrow in a
night the whole Roman states would that at all
:

D D

;
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prostrate Popery, or lessen

its

influence as a religions

system upon the nations of the earth ? If we could
all Papists read events with the eyes and
minds of these prophetic expounders, then indeed
we might hope for an end to be put at last to a
system of iniquity. But nothing is easier than to
interpret providential dispensations according to our
own subjective notions, and we can imagine we hear
the zealous Papist, on the sight of the supposed
calamity, thanking God that he had by such means

make

crippled the political power of the

Church, only to
real

make

its spiritual

and more extended.

Holy Catholic

domination more

" Too long," might the

English Ronianist say, " has the Church been shorn
of its glory by the decrepit sway of a political pontiff; too long have we been taunted all over the

world with the dependence of the Pope on heretical
governments, and his inability to take the place of

among the kings of the earth.
God, in His great care of us, and our Lord, in the
fulfilment of His promises, have interfered and rolled
a mighty monarch

away

The

remnants of pagan Rome are now swept away, but the
Church of St. Peter still lives, destined to renew its
youth by being brought nearer to its pristine poverty,
and to exert a mental rule by the destruction of
that which was of the earth, earthy." Let any one
this reproach, never to return.

last

what way the professors of
Romish faith, all over the world, would be
affected by Rome being delivered to the burning
let him answer the question in the light of a knowseriously ask himself in

the

human nature and of past history, and we
much mistaken if he does not see that, without

ledge of
are

MORBID SPECULATION ON THE FUTURE.
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a miracle, such an event would, to say the least, be
quite as likely to advance as to retard the spread of

Popery.

The whole
centuries

tempt

is

history of the Church for eighteen
a practical reproof of this morbid at-

to give a date

filled predictions.

commenced

and a

definite subject to unful-

Speculations of this character

and yet the failures
of centuries seem to teach no lessons of wisdom to
this age, which with greater eagerness than perhaps
any former one pries into the mysteries of the dim
and dusky future. With death at the door of each
of us, ready at any moment, unknown to us, to dismiss us to our everlasting destiny, it does seem
strange that so much thought and energy should be
given to matters in which we can have little personal
concern, or which, even if they were to be realized
* " Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord
in apostolic times,*

Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together unto Him, that ye be
not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by
word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at

hand."— 2 Thess.

ii.

1, 2.

" Nobody, not even the Apostles, so far as their writings allow
us to judge of their progress, was able to elevate himself to the

mind and words, so as to believe
kingdom of God, announced by Christ as near at hand,
could appear upon this wretched and sinful earth without the preThe world as it existed
vious physical destruction of our globe.
was believed to be about to perish by fire, as a former one had
height of Christ's great prophetic
that the

perished by water, in consequence of a similar state of general
depravity.
It seemed indeed to grow daily more wicked, and daily

running more headlong into perdition.

Christ was soon to come

judge the living and the dead, and to raise up a new state
of things out of its smouldering ruins— out of the dry bones
which the grave and death should surrender."— BunserCs Begin-

back

to

nings and Prospects of Christianity, vol.

i.,

p. 87.
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in our clay,

would

interest us far less than our

own

certain prostration before " the king of terrors."
Then surely there are sins and follies enough in the

very purest bodies of Christians to employ all spare
energies in the work of reformation, without this
concentration of blame, and we fear, in many cases,
malignant censure of the Church of Rome. If
Christ has borne with her sins so long, without
stirring up His wrath or exchanging His peaceful
character of the atoning

Lamb

for that of the lion

of the tribe of Judah, surely erring mortals like our-

be occupied more in prayers than in
invectives, more in efforts to turn the erring from
his ways than to long for the coming of a day of
ruin to him and his. Alas how much more easy
to wish the
is it to censure than to be charitable
heterodox and apostate out of the way, than to seek
to save their souls from death, and thus to hide a
multitude of sins. How difficult to say, " Come,
Lord Jesus, come quickly," in the mild and loving
spirit of Him whose advent we wish for.
We believe that the study of Church history, in
the spirit in which Dean Milman has conducted his
investigations, is the only effectual remedy for the
Millennarianism and its cognate vagaries now spreading so far among us. This is not the place for the
full exposition of the views we are disposed to
selves should

!

;

and their bearing
on the Church of Rome; we will merely observe
that we deprecate dogmatism on such subjects altogether, and consider them as far removed from the
proper sphere of our mental operations. But apart
from any unwarranted use of prophecy, it is quite
entertain of unfulfilled prophecies

FATE OF PAPACY UNCERTAIN.
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lawful and consistent with sound principles of interpretation to extend our views to the future, and

endeavour to imagine what may be the bearings of
present ecclesiastical systems upon the ages to come.

Acting in this way, one man may conjecture that
God will probably appear in a miraculous manner,
and alter the character and complexion of Romanism; and, so long as he does not take the ex
cathedra position of Scripture authority, we can
listen with interest to his opinions.
On the same
principles of rational conjecture we hope to state
our own views without being called by names which
sound ill in theological ears, or stigmatized as superbecause we do not attempt to fathom an abyss
which angels would not descend. On the general
doctrines of Holy Scripture we may safely predict
the ruin of all antichristian systems, and of the
Roman one among the rest. All are foredoomed of
God, and shall certainly be consumed by the spirit
of Sis mouth, and destroyed with the brightness of
Sis coming. But whether this destruction is to be
of the system alone, or of the system and persons
together, is not revealed to us.
Such a prophecy
would receive its accomplishment quite as really
and effectually by a gradual renunciation of error
and a return to truth on the part of beguiled disciples of sects and systems, as by any physical maniAnd all we know of God's government
festations.
from His Word in the New Testament, and from the
ficial

into

past history of the Church, leads us to believe that

Roman

error, as well as every other, will

dually conquered,

What

if

subdued at

a noble task

is

all,

be gra-

in this way.

presented to those

who
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think that

God

has,

by His

grace, enabled

them

to

walk in a more excellent way, in seeking the return
to the paths of truth of the most venerable Church
on earth, through which have descended to us many
Christ wept over Jerusalem,
inestimable blessings
and St. Paul declared that he had great heaviness
and continual sorrow in his heart respecting the
state of his wandering and unbelieving brethren.
But what a spectacle is presented in these our days,
when one part of the Church anathematizes the
!

other

;

and, in return, that other applies to

its

anta-

which
sympathy

gonist the direst predictions of wrath and ruin

the pages of the Bible unfold

!

There

is

in abundance for the heathen, for Jews, Turks, infidels,

and

heretics,

but none for Rome, upon whom,

in the estimation of thousands, a spiritual leprosy

which forbids benevolent approach, and

is

resting

is

only to be done away by a fearful and entire de-

struction.
We ask, is this Christian, is this even
kind ? We inquire what is the cause that the reformation of the Papacy is despaired of, or treated
The
as a thing not to be seriously contemplated ?
men
have apreply will be found in the fact, that
plied unto this erring branch of the Church certain
striking predictions, and have then acted on the pre-

sumption that the case is decided for them by the
Almighty. Babylon, that is, they say, the Church
of Rome, is foredoomed of God, how then can morMay we not aflirm
tals dare to seek her healing
that it is this tampering with prophecy which has
!

removed Home out of the pale of Christian pity,
and turned gentle affections into a stern acquiescence
Let a calm and
in imagined Divine judgments ?

THE PAPACY NOT UNCHANGEABLE.
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reasonable exegesis once throw doubt over this reference of certain texts to the specific ruin of the

Church

of

Rome, and the most blessed

probably follow.
that

effects

would

Prayers could then be put up, not

God would hasten the downfall

of Babylon, in
a physical sense, but that He would turn the disobedient to the wisdom of the just
and in the
place of a fierce, and we must say, a malignant op;

would be gentle
and save our brethren.

position, there

It

is

too

much

unchangeable.

same sense

efforts

made

taken for granted that

Theoretically indeed

it

to

win

Rome

is,

is

in the

which the Church of England and
the Protestant sects are so.
Can any persons resist
the intimation of an alteration in their articles or
formularies more earnestly than the clergy of the
Church of England or predicate of themselves
constitutional perfection more zealously than Wesleyans, Independents, or Baptists ?
But there is a
law of nations and communities more powerful than
any conventionalities, even the law of God, by which
He gradually moulds and fashions society, so that it
must ultimately take the form He wishes it to bear.
We might say of the grand features of Nature that
they are permanent and unalterable, unless some
preternatural convulsions should throw them into
confusion and alter their configuration. Yet a silent
change is every moment going on. No shower descends without wearing the rocks, and displacing
the soil of the earth no river flows along without
its motion doing its part in preparing land for new
continents, or at least levelling high places and fillSo is it in social and political
ing up depressions.
in

;

;
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and so is it with the religious communities into
which Christendom is divided. Semper eadem, always
the same, may he the motto of a Church, hut the
magic words can have no power to stop the influences of external things, and sooner or later they
will alter the outward forms which men think to he
perpetual.
The past history of Latin Christianity
is one of change, and its future career will doubtless
he still more so. The stereotyped form which Eome
has taken has indeed resisted many influences which
have given a new character to other societies, hut
left it in the main unaltered
hut that it can continue to he untouched hy moulding and disintelife,

;

grating causes
laws.

A

is

contrary to

all

we know of

careful comparison of the

natural

Papacy

just

before Luther, with its character at the present moment, will at once shew how vain is the attribute
of unchangeahless which it arrogates to itself.

If

we

England,

take the
it is

Roman Church

manifest that

it is

as

it

exists in

a thing very

dif-

which hears the name in Italy.
There is, indeed, an ostensihle and outward sameness hut how contrasted are the modes of thought
and feeling on religious suhjects and their political
relations, of English Catholics and those residing
within the rule of the Eternal city
Let this teach
us a lesson, and induce us to apply more and more
a kind and conciliating policy, in the hope of finally
turning our brethren from the error of their ways.
On the subject of reading the Holy Scriptures in
ferent from that

;

!

the vernacular language

made
the

much advance

Roman

has "been

an acquaintance with
Catholic hook trade will at once prove

in the right direction, as

:

CIRCULATION OF BIBLES BY ROMANISTS.
to

an inquirer.

Roman
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In various literary organs of the

Catholics there are advertised several editions

some expensive, but others at a low
We have one of the
latter now before us, which we purchased in a countrytown, where copies were generally exposed for sale.
It is a handsome little volume, well printed and
bound in roan, the price of which is half-a-crown.
It is the Douay and Khemish version, with a few
notes, some of which, as might be expected, are
of the Bible

;

price, for the use of the poor.

objectionable to a Protestant

;

but the bulk of them

and instructive character. By
is a letter of Pope Pius
way
VI. "to the Most Eev. Anthony Martini, Archbishop of Florence, on his translation of the Bible
into Italian, shewing the benefit which the faithful
may reap from their having the Holy Scriptures in
the Vulgar tongue." This letter states " At a time
when a vast number of bad books, which grossly
are of an innocent

of introduction there

:

attack the Catholic religion, are circulated even
among the unlearned, to the great destruction of

you judge exceedingly well that the

souls,

faithful

should be excited to the reading of the Holy Scriptures for these are the most abundant sources,
which ought to be left open to every one, to draw
from them purity of morals and of doctrine. This
;

you have seasonably

effected, as

you

declare,

by pub-

lishing the Sacred Scriptures in the language of
your country, suitable to every one's capacity." In

the recommendatory note of Dr. Denvir, he says
"I hereby sanction its circulation among the
faithful, feeling convinced, that if read with becoming reverence, humility, and pious dispositions,

E E
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its

perusal will be attended with great spiritual

advantage."
This version of the Scriptures

is

in substance

the same as those circulated by our Bible Societies
on the continent it is a translation of the Vulgate,
the Bible which for a thousand years was the source
of religious knowledge to the greater part of Chris;

A

tendom.

means

fastidious piety, neglecting

available

for unattainable ones of greater perfection,

may

disparage such an edition of the Scriptures as
but more prudent and thoughtful persons will
rejoice that the bread of life can be furnished to our
tins,

Boman

Catholic fellow-countrymen, although with

a small admixture of worldly chaff with the wheat.

But our only

object in referring to this Bible

is

to

our position, that Borne cannot remain
unchangeable. Here are the Scriptures printed,
illustrate

and sold, for the use of the members of
the Papacy, and it is to be wished that Protestant
benevolence would seize this opportunity of assisting to circulate copies of the Word of Life having
on them that best introduction to a Boman Catholic,
the imprimatur of the Holy See. We fear, yea we
know, that the priests are not anxious that the
advertised,

people should avail themselves of these cheap copies
of the Scriptures;

and a

sanction,

against Popery

little
its

and have high
enlightened zeal could employ

but they

exist,

own weapons.
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The persistent assertion of a party in the Church that whatever her
laws and formularies do not forbid they virtually permit and sanction,
and the discrediting, by the same party, of the English Reformation,
involve a principle of Revolution, which, unless it is counteracted, must
surely, though perhaps slowly, lead the Reformed Church of England
back to Rome, The decision of the Privy Council has indeed affirmed
the contrary position, namely, that what is not enjoined is forbidden,
so that the party referred to cannot now legally pursue their designs
but the moral aspects of the question require to be clearly exhibited in
order that the legal judgment may fully take effect.
In this volume
an attempt is made to shew that the Principles of the English Reformation, of an appeal to Scripture and Primitive Tradition, entirely
remove the mediaeval mystery of the Lord's Supper, and thus leave no
room for the Anglican Romanizing which is now disturbing and endangering the Church.
This conclusion is attained by an examination of
the Eucharistic teaching of the New Testament, the Apostolical Fathers,
and Justin Martyr.
Other important subjects are discussed, and especially the following,
as admitting of further application of the Principles of the Reformation
The aversion of the Reformers to Rome Their leaning to a genuine
Catholicism The Reformed opinions on Holy Scripture
The Immediate Communion of Man with his Maker through Jesus Christ
The Simplicity of Divine Service and, The Appeal to Reason in
opposition to Superstition in Matters of Religion.
The historical errors
of the Rev. J. H. Blunt in regard to the Reformation
and the theological errors of Dr. Pusey, Archdeacon Denison, Mr. Bennett, and
other Romanizing clergy, are stated, and shewn to be opposed to the
genius and the formularies of the Reformed Church of England.
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THE REFORMED CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
CRITICAL NOTICES.
" Dr. Burgess is one of the few men of his Church who have skill
the signs of the times.
If the majority were as candid and
clear-sighted as he, the English Establishment might prolong its days
on the earth
To candid and truth-seeking men we commend this
remarkably candid and very suggestive volume." London Quarterly
Review.
to
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" This is a wholesome book for Evangelical men to read, as being
the production of one who does not view things from their standpoint,
or see quite with their eyes
Dr. Burgess is a strong Ecclesiastical Reformer, and maintains his position with learning, temper, and
ability.
Chapter V., in which he deals with the Scriptural teaching on
the subject of the Lord's Supper, is worthy of the highest commendation,
and will of itself repay the perusal of the book. Would we could hope
that the demoralized party, whose superstitious extravagances have
compelled men like Dr. Burgess to write in terms of indignant denunciation, would read the book, and weigh it well."
Christian Advocate.
" This

a noble vindication of the Protestantism of the Church of
a protest against that mediaevalism in ritual and belief
so strenuously maintained at the present day by subtle and unscrupulous
men of reactionary tendencies, the only result of which must be the
ruin of the Church of England and the aggrandisement of the Church
of Rome.
Dr. Burgess has done valuable service to the Church by a
long course of contribution to its literature, and we consider the present
volume his crowning work, which no clergyman will regret possessing."
Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette.
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The author is very clear and concise in his language, and does
The work is full of information,
not hesitate to call a spade a spade.
and written in a very interesting style." European Mail.

" Dr. Burgess, in the eai'ly part of his book, comments in very
strong terms on the so-called historical work on the Reformation by
the Rev. J. H. Blunt, whom he regards as a conspirator against the
Church of England
The book will be found very suggestive,
scholarly,

and outspoken."

Record.
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